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Abstract 
The aim of this research project was to develop a position controlled induction ma- 
chine vector drive operating without a speed or position sensor but having a dynamic 
performance comparable to that of a sensored position vector drive. The methodology 
relies on the detection of a rotor saliency in the machine by persistent high-frequency 
voltage injection. The rotor position is then estimated from the resulting stator cur- 
rent harmonics that are modulated by the spatial rotor saliency. This can be a built-in 
rotor saliency (a designed asymmetry) or the natural saliency due to rotor slotting. 
This project investigates the demodulation of the extracted high-frequency current 
spectrum and different topologies for the estimation of rotor position. 
The tracking of rotor position through rotor saliencies helps to overcome the limi- 
tations of model-based approaches that are restricted to speeds above 30rpm on a 
4-pole machine and are sensitive to parameter mismatches. 
The project addresses the difficult problem of separating the modulation effects due 
to the rotor saliency from distorting modulations due to the saturation saliency and 
inverter effects. In previous research it had been found that the saturation saliency 
causes a deterioration of the position estimate that can result in a loss of position and 
eventually causes the drive to fail. The application of filters to remove the interfering 
saturation harmonics is not possible. In this research a new approach was developed 
that compensates online for the saturation effect using pre-commissioned information 
about the machine. 
This harmonic compensation scheme was utilized for a 30kW, 4-pole induction ma- 
chine with asymmetric rotor and enabled the operation from zero to full load and 
from standstill up to about ±150rpm (±5Hz). The steady-state performance and 
accuracy of the resulting sensorless drive has been found to operate similarly to a 
sensored drive fitted with a medium resolution encoder of 600ppr. 
The project involved studies of the inverter switching deadtime and its distorting 
effect on the position estimation. A second compensation strategy was therefore de- 
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veloped that is better suited if a large interfering modulation due to the inverter 
deadtime is present in the machine. 
The new compensation method was implemented for a second 30kW machine that 
utilizes the rotor slotting saliency. Good tracking results were obtained with a mean 
error of less than ±0.5' mechanical under steady-state. The derivation of the position 
signal for higher speeds introduces an additional speed-dependent error of about 4' 
mechanical at 170rpm. Sensorless position control was realized for operation from 
zero to full load for the fully fluxed machine. The performance allowed low and zero 
speed operation including position transients reaching a speed of 50rpm. 
The high-frequency modulation introduced by the fundamental currents during tran- 
sient operation was examined and identified as the main factor limiting the dynamics 
of the sensorless drive. 
Two rigs were used for the research. The first rig is build around a network of 
Transputers, the second rig uses state-of-the-art TMS320C40 and TMS320F240 digi- 
tal signal processors for the control and was designed and constructed as part of the 
research. 
Chapter 1: 
Introduction 
The induction machine was invented by Nikola Tesla in early 1888, just before 
Prof. Ferraris published his independent discovery in Italy. This invention gave a 
strong impulse for the widespread use of polyphase generation, transmission and 
distribution of electrical energy [1]. The main advantage of the induction machine 
over the popular DC drive was its simple and robust structure that does not require 
brushes for its operation, resulting in less maintenance costs and higher power density 
per volume (2]. Nowadays about 70% of all the electrical energy used in the indus- 
trial sector in the EU and Japan is consumed by motor systems [3,4]. The figure for 
the commercial sector in the EU is 36% of the electricity [3]. The largest amount of 
the motor systems are cage induction machines. Alone in Japan, about 10 million induction motors are produced each year [4]. 
The majority of induction machines are connected directly to the mains (star-delta) in 
fixed-speed applications. Only due to the progress in power electronics it has become 
possible to build variable-speed drives using induction machines at an acceptable cost. 
Originally, thyristor controlled three-phase bridges were used, now IGBTs or transis- 
tors with faster switching times, shorter dead-time, and higher power levels are being 
developed [5]. Induction machines are popularly applied with open-loop control that 
does not require an encoder or the knowledge of machine parameters. 
The development of Field Oriented Control in Germany in the early seventies [6-8] 
has meant that induction machine drives are slowly substituting DC machines in the 
field of variable speed or high dynamic drive applications. The dynamic control of in- 
duction machines is more complicated when compared to DC machines. It is however 
superior to the popular DC drives powered by a 6-pulse thyristor bridge. An area 
3 
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where costs of the drive can be reduced is that of the sensors. In particular the posi- 
tion or speed encoder required for a field oriented dynamic system can considerably 
contribute to the overall system costs. For small machines, the cost of the encoder can 
be similar to that of the machine. On large machines it can still be around 20 - 30%. 
With the aim to reduce costs, size and maintenance, control techniques have been 
developed for the induction machine that operate without an encoder, termed sen- 
sorless. Sensorless techniques can also improve the drive robustness and reliability 
when operated on a sensored drive. Typically, a numerical model of the machine is 
used to estimate the rotor speed. 
All modern induction machine drives require some parameter identification. This 
can be relatively simple for the sensored drive. It is however essential for the qual- 
ity of the sensorless drive. Parameter identification may be realized in the form of 
self-commissioning when setting up the drive [9,10]. With the a priori knowledge of 
the machine's electrical parameters that are given on the name-plate, the drive may 
perform a number of tests at standstill to tune the current controllers and determine 
further electrical parameters. Key parameters for sensorless drives are the stator re- 
sistance R, or the rotor time constant Tr that may need permanent adaptation by 
using online identification [11]. Run-up or down tests may then determine the inertia 
and speed characteristic of the drive. Self-commissioning can reduce the set-up time 
and is for the convenience of the customer. However, it is also essential to adjust 
parameters to changing operating conditions to get most out of the machine. In par- 
ticular, sensorless drives require the correct adaption of parameters because they are 
model-based and thus more sensitive to the machine parameters than a sensored drive. 
Another pacemaker in the drives field is the constantly falling price and the increased 
complexity and integration of digital processors [121. They easily perform the com- 
plex vector transformations required for field oriented control that wasn't accurately 
possible by using analogue circuits. New powerful processors come with fast mul- 
tipliers, large internal memory and integration of modules to interface peripherals 
such as encoders, inverters, transducers and other drives [13,14]. Typical integrated 
modules are fast A/D converters, internal timers for the generation of pulse-width 
modulation (PWM), serial interfaces, the controller area network (CAN) or other field 
bus systems to connect the drive to supervisory networks. Better module integration 
simplifies system design and increases flexibility whilst reducing costs. 
Sensorless drives are typically limited to operation above 1Hz. Especially at low 
speeds, the speed estimation and torque and flux control of model-based approaches 
is poor or fail [15]. Parameter tuning and online parameter identification has only 
yielded a partial improvement [161. This is why attention has turned to tracking 
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saliencies within an induction machine through the use of high-frequency (hf) signal 
injection [17]. This can yield either the rotor position or an orientation flux angle 
without recourse to a machine model and thereby promises to overcome the zero- 
and low-speed problems. These methods fall into two categories. The first tracks the 
natural saturation saliency to yield an orientation flux angle which is applicable to a 
torque-cont rolled drive [18-20]. The second category tracks a rotor saliency arising 
from rotor slotting [21] or an engineered saliency involving circumferential variation of 
surface rotor resistance [22] or leakage inductance [23]. This methods are called self- 
sensing, auto-sensing or eigensensZng control since the position sensor is an inherent 
part of the machine ('the machine is the encoder'). 
This category yields a rotor position estimate from the rotor saliency which can be 
used both for sensorless position control and field orientation via standard vector 
control techniques. Unfortunately, for a fully fluxed machine, or a machine under 
load, the saturation saliency becomes significant and its modulation of the hf stator 
currents interferes with (or even dominates over) the rotor saliency modulation. Un- 
der such conditions, the rotor estimate and position control is lost [24]. 
The objectives for this research project are to improve the controllability and robust- 
ness of a sensorless drive in the zero and low speed region using hf signal injection. 
The aim is on improving the rotor position estimate for machines with either circum- 
ferential or rotor slotting saliencies and to operate the sensorless machine under all 
operating conditions. This work discusses the problem of saturation saliency inter- 
ference. A solution is presented in which the modulated hf currents are compensated 
so as to substantially reduce or eliminate the saturation saliency harmonic. For the 
sensorless drive based on the rotor slotting saliency it was discovered that the inverter 
deadtime causes a modulation similar to that due to saturation. This work examines 
the modulation due to inverter clamping and presents a compensation method. Also 
the hf modulation due to transient fundamental currents is investigated that results 
in a distortion of the hf position signals during fast transient machine operation. 
The developed methodologies have been implemented on an experimental 30kW in- 
duction machine drive. This work shows that the resulting sensorless position control 
using an induction machine with a designed rotor saliency is effective under all static 
loads, for dynamic load conditions and for transient position changes. 
Sensorless position control is also demonstrated experimentally for an induction ma- 
chine using rotor slot harmonics. The rotor position can be reliably estimated at 
standstill and low speeds by using a technique to suppress the clamping and satura- 
tion saliency modulation. 
Chapter 2: 
Field Oriented Control and Review of 
Sensorless Techniques 
This chapter covers the mathematical background that is required for the control of 
3-phase induction machines. The machine is described by using the standard two- 
axis model based on the Space Phasor Theory that provides an approximation that 
is sufficient for control purposes. Iron saturation is neglected in the model as only 
operation under constant flux is considered. Since single and double cage rotors are 
used for the sensorless position control, the differences in the machine model will be 
examined. An analysis of saliency models for sensorless control is covered later in 
Chapter 5. These can be added to the fundamental machine models described in this 
chapter to combine fundamental and hf characteristics [25]. 
The two-axis machine model provides the basis for so-called flux models that estimate 
the flux vector from terminal quantities such as voltages and currents. A flux model 
is required to realize field-oriented control. The strategy for Vector Control is de- 
scribed that allows the high-dynamic control of induction machines and an overview 
of sensorless control is given. The controller layout is covered separately in Chapter 3. 
A simple model for the inverter is also introduced in this chapter and the modulation 
strategy that is presented is the Space Vector Theory. The importance of modulation 
strategies and their use in a vector-controlled drive are discussed. The basics are 
given to understand its use and effects on a position-sensorless drive using machine 
saliencies. These are the so-called transient injection, described in Chapter 5 and the 
inverter modulation that is covered in Chapter 6.1. 
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2.1 Basics of the Induction Machine and Vector 
Control 
The induction machine is the most widely used electrical drive motor. In 1995 the 
drives market worldwide was estimated to be worth 906.6 million US$ for AC drives, 
expected to double within a couple of years in contrast to 473.1 million US$ for DC 
drives with a declining tendency [261. 
The name of the induction machine originates from its operation principle: When 
the flux density wave produced by the stator magnetizing currents sweeps past the 
shorted rotor conductors, a voltage is induced in them due to the relative movement 
between field and rotor. The resulting rotor currents interact with the air-gap flux 
and produce a torque. The rotor frequency f, will therefore in motoring mode be 
lower than the excitation frequency f, of the rotating stator field. The difference is 
called the slip frequency fq. Most induction machines are designed to operate from 
a 3-phase source of alternating voltage. For variable-speed drives an inverter is used 
to produce approximately sinusoidal stator voltages or currents of controllable mag- 
nitude and frequency. 
The main advantage of the induction machine compared to other types of electrical 
machines is its rugged and robust structure that allows for a high overload capability. 
The induction machine can withstand overcurrents up to 10 times the rated current for 
short periods and it does not suffer from the danger of demagnetization like permanent 
magnet (PM) machines. Due to its simple structure, the induction machine has low 
manufacturing costs [27]. This advantage is mainly due to the construction of the 
rotor that is made of thin rotor laminations that are stacked onto the main shaft 
where the rotor bars are made of aluminiurn that is cast axially into slots in the 
outer periphery of the rotor and shorted together at both ends. The fact that the 
induction machine does not need slip rings or commutators allows for the operation 
in explosive or extremely dirty environments and guarantees low maintenance costs. 
The induction machine is also suitable for operation above rated speed in the field- 
weakening region. 
Vector Control provides the key to rapid control for operating an induction machine 
highly dynamically and in the same way as a separately excited DC machine [7,8]. 
This is physically possible because stator and rotor windings are magnetically tightly 
coupled. Rapid changes in the secondary current can be obtained by making rapid 
changes in the stator currents. The inductance under transient conditions as seen 
from the stator side is low because of the short-circuited cage bars. This means 
that only a modest volt-second product is needed to affect rapid changes in the 
stator currents [28]. The condition necessary for the rotor current wave to adjust 
immediately to a new steady state is that the rotor flux linkage 0, must remain 
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constant. Due to the natural tendency of a closed inductive circuit to oppose changes 
in the stored energy and to maintain the flux linkage constant, it cannot be changed 
instantaneously. The rotor flux linkage must not be changed if oscillations in V), and 
transients in rotor currents and torque shall be avoided. 
Under Vector Control, the magnitude and position of the flux linkage are controlled 
both in steady state and transient operations by adjusting the instantaneous ampli- 
tude, frequency and phase of the stator current. This makes rapid changes in the 
torque possible and achieves high dynamic position, speed or torque control. 
The differential equations of the induction machine that have time-dependent coef- 
ficients are converted via transformations to a simple set of equations with constant 
coefficients in the field-oriented coordinate system. Transformed stator currents are 
used as control variables in a closed loop system to indirectly control and decouple 
rotor flux and torque. The three possibilities for field orientation are stator flux ori- 
ented control (SFOC), air-gap flux oriented control (AFOC that is not very popular) 
and rotor flux oriented control (RFOC) that provides a natural decoupled control 
over the rotor flux linkage and torque (see Section 2.2.3). 
a) b) 
20 
' 
l 
5 
0 
lscd 
-10 
-15 
-20 
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04 im 
I 
-4 im NeWand cdr 
Figure 2.1: Current phasors under Vector Control and locus of stator current 
By mapping the magnetic operating point with a current component isd in parallel to 
the rotor flux 0r and by adjusting the required electrical torque TI by the orthogonal (quadrature) component i, q, the rotor flux and the torque can be controlled: 
T, d0, + 0, = ki - ii (2.1) dt 
T, 1 = 
k2 
* 
Or 
* 
isq (2.2) 
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Up to the base speed, the flux is kept constant which simplifies (2.1) and reduces 
the differential equation with the rotor time constant T, to that of a proportional 
relation with the factor k, between rotor flux and i, d. The torque is determined by 
the product of rotor flux and stator q-current component with coefficient k2, and can 
be rewritten: 2 
T, i =3- pp imR * isq (2-3) 
where k2 =3- pp - L,, IL,, the ratio of mutual inductance L,, to rotor inductance Lr 
with the number of pole pairs pp. Under field orientation, the flux is aligned to the d- 
axis and with 3ýr = Ord = L,, irnR) the q-component of the rotor flux is zero (V)rq = 0), 
where imR is the current component in direction of the rotor flux Or. For the q rotor 
current irq 
L-ai,, 
q where i, q is proportional to load and speed, shown in Fig. 2.1- Lr 
a. The stator voltages adjust under steady-state similar to the conditions for V/f 
control. For a small leakage coefficient or and constant isd, the voltage V, d 
_- 
R, Z', d and 
Vsq ý, R, isq + arLs -d-'321 + WeL, isd. The q voltage component V, q is adjusted proportional dt 
to the i, q current and its derivative and is also linearly dependent on the rotor speed. 
The q component of the rotor current ir has approximately the amplitude Of i, q and 
is in phase opposition. Only if isd is kept constant, ird pLo * isd -: = 0. Otherwise pL, +Rr 
oscillations in the rotor currents are the result. The vector diagram is shown in Fig. 2.1 
on the left (subplot a). Adjusting i, in amplitude, frequency and phase dynamically, 
allows to maintain the situation shown in the vector diagram. This is similar to the 
Heyland circle on the right of Fig. 2.1. It shows the current circle as a function of 
slip under steady-state conditions for an induction machine and assumes that the 
stator resistance R. = 0. The vector diagram is shown for low slip, where flux and 
torque-producing current components are perpendicular and torque is proportional 
to the slip. With Vector Control these ideal conditions can also be maintained during 
dynamic operation. 
Critical for Vector Control is the need for an encoder and the knowledge of the 
correct machine parameters. The latter is tackled by parameter identification schemes (e. g. [11,16,29,30]) and self-commissioning [9,10,31] prior to starting the machine. 
The encoder is not required when using sensorless control schemes. 
2.2 Modelling and Theory 
To approximate the behaviour of the induction machine both under steady-state and 
transient conditions, a dynamic model of the machine is used. This model can be 
conveniently described using the Space Phasor Theory. 
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pp 
Phase 
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Figure 2.2: Cross-section of two-pole squirrel cage induction machine 
2.2.1 Space Phasor Theory 
-a 
Srato, Srm2 c& 
The Space Phasor Theory had been developed in Hungary for multi-phase AC ma- 
chines and was published at the end of the 1950s [32-34]. This theory made it possible 
to easily combine phase quantities into a single vector variable rotating in any ref- 
erence frame in the complex two-dimensional plane. It will be used throughout this 
thesis wherever possible. The following limitations hold: 
o the air gap is uniform 
* the stator windings are sinusoidally distributed (no space harmonics) 
o saturation in the magnetic circuits is neglected 
A typical cross-section of a three-phase squirrel-cage induction machine is shown in 
Fig* 2.2. The stator has the three phase windings sj, S2 and 83 where the current 
through winding s, is aligned to the a-axis. The rotor is a cage with the rotor bars 
short-circuited at the endrings. Each winding has a resistance and a self-inductance. 
Stator and rotor are magnetically coupled via the air-gap. 
For the time-dependent space phasor of the three-phase stator currents: 
is = is ý (t) e joo + 
'12 (t)ejl20' + 'S3 (t) e j240' = 1ý, (t)jejO(t) (2.4) 
- 
;e s3 
** 
The instantaneous values of the stator currents are is I (t) 7 ý82 (t) and is, (t). In general, the magnitude and phase of the current vectors vary with time and can be of any 
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shape. The exponential factor represents mathematically the displacement of the 
windings by 120' in space. For the instantaneous currents in a machine with an 
isolated neutral, the following restriction holds: 
'11 M+ 'S2 (t) + 'S3 (t )=o (2.5) 
Under steady-state, thus for a symmetrical three-phase system of sinusoidal currents, 
the expression of (2.4) for the current space phasor simplifies: 
is 
= 
Iej'e' (2.6) 
Now, the space phasor is a complex current phasor I. with fixed amplitude 1, and an 
arbitrary phase angle 0,, that rotates with the fixed stator angular velocity w,. 
The space phasors of other machine variables, such as stator voltage v" or rotor flux 
'or can be obtained similarly to that of the stator current shown above [32,34]. 
2.2.2 '! ý-ansforms 
In a balanced system, 3-phase signals can be converted to an equivalent orthogonal set 
of signals. This simplifies handling and is common practice [7]. For the transformation 
into a phase-equivalent circuit it can be important to determine if the machine is 
connected in delta (A) as most machines above 5kW are, or in star (Y). In this 
thesis, the machines used are connected in A (see also Section 4.6). The measured 
line-to-line voltages are then equal to the phase voltage of the equivalent circuit. No 
transformation is required. The measured line currents iA, iB and ic however have 
to be explicitly converted to phase currents. 
i, 
l = 
iAB 
= 
(ZA 
- 
iB)13 (2.7) 
The result of the transformation is that the rms value of the phase current iAB is 
lower than the rms value of the line current Z'A and is lagging it by 30': 
T 
0 
rMS (I 
f 
x2d7- (2.8) AB) = rms(iA)/ v"3 where r7ns (x) T 
ZiAB 
= 
ZiA 
- 
30' iA is leading! (2.9) 
The- inverse conversion from phase to line currents is useful when comparing refer- 
ence currents with real line currents. These reference currents will be transformed 
according to: 
iA : 
--- 
iAB 
- 
iCA (2.10) 
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For the signal conversion into an orthogonal coordinate system, the so-called RMS 
transformation is used throughout this work (see Appendix A-1). 
la ZAB/v/2 
-vF3 2 Z, o -2 ,3 
(iBCIV2 
- 
iCAIV 2ý) 
(2.11) 
(iBC 
- 
iCA)/V(6 (2.12) 
For the use in field-oriented control, the machine model is simplified by transforming 
the measured stator quantities into a rotating frame. Well known is the rotor frame [6]. 
This frame is aligned to the rotor flux at angle p and rotating with the angular 
frequency w, = ! ýP-. Multiplying a space phasor i= (i,,, + jiO) by e-jP will cause dt L-Sao 
a rotation in the mathematical negative direction (clockwise rotation): 
Zlldq = 
-i,,, e-3 P (2.13) 
(Z, 
d + jisq) = (isa + jiso) , [cos(p) -j sin(p)] (2.14) 
2.2.3 Mathematical Model of the Induction Machine 
The modelling of the electrical characteristic is done on the basis of additional as- 
sumptions: 
" the structure of the machine is assumed to be symmetric 
" saturation effects in the iron are neglected 
" skin effect, stray losses and iron losses are not considered 
" the machine parameters are assumed to be initially constant 
For the general induction machine, described in an arbitrary reference frame rotating 
at arbitrary speed w,,, the general stator and rotor voltage equations are [7,34]: 
Es = Rsjs + 
d3ý 
+ jw,, Os (2.15) dt 
Vr 
= 
Rrir + 
Lor 
+ i(Wa Wr)V) (2.16) Or dt 
-r 
The rotor quantities have been transformed to the stator side. Simplifying for the 
squirrel-cage type (k, =: 0) and the electrical equations in stator coordinates (with 
Wa = 0): 
dV) 
R, is + ýý (2.17) dt 
0 
0 Rr jr + Lr (2.18) dt - jW'V)r 
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Figure 2.3: Linear equivalent circuit of squirrel-cage induction machine 
Fig. 2.3 is a graphical representation of (2.17) and (2.18). The speed-proportional 
voltage that is induced in the rotor winding is shown on the right of Fig. 23 and is 
equivalent to the induced voltage or back-emf in a DC machine. The flux linkage 
equations below are valid in any coordinate frame, assuming linear conditions: 
+ L,, 'r (2.19) 
Lri + L, i (2.20) 
r 
L, ( z'*,, +ir (2.21) 
For the stator self-inductance L, and rotor inductance L,, and the mutual inductance 
L,, with the leakage inductances L, and L, on stator and rotor side respectively as 
shown in Fig. 2.3: 
L, = L, + L,, = (I + a, ) L, (2.22) 
Lr 
= 
Lra + Lo = (1 + Orr) L, (2.23) 
and the machine leakage coefficient: 
L2 
u= 1- (2.24) 
Lj, 
= 1- 
1 (2.25) 
(1 + 0) (1 + U') 
The mechanical output power of the machine is three times (for 3 phases) the product 
of the back-emf jw,, o and the conjugate complex (denoted by the superscript *) of 
the rotor current: r 
P3- 
=3 (2.26) - jW'or ýtr 
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The torque produced by the machine is: 
P3- 
T, 1 = 9, =3- pp - j(or 
=3- pp - i(L, z, + Lrir) - Cr 
3. pp. L. 2{% 'imR (2.27) ,*- j* rl 3 py + Orr sq 
T, j = -3 - pp -I- V), - V), (D) - sin(Ov, ) (2.28) La 
where Op =Z (0 
" 'or) is the angle between stator and rotor flux and ýýj ... 
I is the 
imaginary component. Equation (2-27) is the basis for Vector Control. The descrip- 
tion of (2.28) is popular for Direct-Torque Control (DTC) [35,361 or DSC [37]. The 
substitutions 'Or(Lý) = Or - L, 1L, and ZmR = V), IL, are used which will be derived in 
the following sections. 
The relation between electrical and mechanical quantities is given by the mechanical 
differential equation: 
i dQr : -- Tel - TL (()r 7 9r 70 (2.29) dt 
TL is the load torque which is not further specified here and can include stiction, 
friction and nonlinearities depending on Or and f2ri the mechanical rotor position 
and angular velocity respectively. The lumped inertia of the whole drive is given with 
J in [kg M2] or [Nm 
'92]. 
Electrical and mechanical angular quantities differ when the number of pole pairs pp 
is larger than 1. For the electrical and mechanical angular velocity of the rotor: 
Wr = PP - gr (2.30) 
Q, is the mechanical angular velocity of the rotor in [rad/s] and W, = dO, Idt is the 
instantaneous electrical angular velocity of the rotor in [rad/s]. The relation for the 
mechanical and electrical angles is: 
Or 
= PP - E)r (2.31) 
where pp is the number of pole pairs, Or is the mechanical rotor angle in [rad] with 
reference to an arbitrary starting position and measured in the stator frame of coor- 
dinates. The electrical rotor angle is Or that is also given in [rad]. 
The induction machines with double cage rotors used in the research (see Section 4.6.1) 
can be approximately described by applying the theory of a single cage rotor above. 
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This approximation is valid since under Vector Control the slip is controlled and does 
not exceed its rated value. For a more precise transient analysis, the additional leak- 
age paths and resistance due to the outer cage (or starting cage) have to be considered 
that play a role for higher slip frequencies. These are described in Section 4.6.1. The 
full dynamic machine model and the design of Vector Control strategies for direct 
and indirect common rotor flux orientations are described in e. g. [22,25,381. 
Model Orientations 
The voltage equations (2.17) and (2.18) are the basis for the mathematical model and 
derived from the stator and rotor meshes of the machine. For this the rotor cage is 
substituted by a three wire AC circuit. The equations are represented by the circuits 
of Fig. 2.3 that are similar to the single-phase equivalent circuits of the induction 
machine in steady-state. 
L 
Orient. cdr 
TJL il 0+a. ) 
cFL. 0+ o') 
Figure 2.4: Steady-state equivalent circuits used for Vector Control based on a) air-gap 
flux, b) stator flux, and c) rotor flux orientation 
Using a simple conversion, the equivalent circuit can be simplified. This is because 
of 'm = 's + 'ri the three inductances L, Lr and L,, do not represent independent en- 
ergy storages [7]. Hence the equations can be rearranged with only two inductances. 
The modified steady-state equivalent circuits derived from Fig. 2.4-a are shown in 
Figs. 2.4-b and c. 
The first model (Fig. 2.4-b) concentrates all leakage inductances in the rotor mesh. 
This is convenient when using a stator flux oriented control (SFOC), like DTC or 
the control of doubly-fed induction machines [7]. The stator flux linkage is chosen as 
orientation reference so the control behaves similar to V/f control (see Section A. 2.2) 
where Osd ý VsdIWei simplifying (2.40). This orientation is popular for simple sensor- 
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less schemes but does not achieve a full decoupling of stator flux linkage and rotor 
current. This coupling effect is similar to the armature reaction of a DC machine [7]. 
If the load is increased, the flux component isd also has to be increased to maintain 
the stator flux at a constant level [7]. 
The stator voltage equation is written with the stator flux represented by the 
stator inductance L, and the current derivative: 
R, is + L, 
d [, 
+ 
j, I= 
dt "1+a, 
The rotor equation (2.18) is extended by the term i, /(l + o,, ) to get the same 
current derivative through L, as in the stator voltage equation above: 
L, d 
[zý 
+ 
j, ]+j, (1 +or 
r) (1 +US)2 L 
d+ 
g(1+ or, 9) 
2 jw, o (i+OJ 
dt 1-W3 140111 dt 
The following substitutions can be introduced: 
i ir 
r(D) (I+u, ) 
Rr (D) Rr (1 + 0, s)2 = Rr ( Lý )2 Lý, 
(1 + =0 r(D) 
, 
r 
L 
u 
The subscript (D) indicates the transformed quantity of the stator flux oriented 
model. The final equations are: 
* stator equation: 
9 rotor equation: 
R, is + L, d 
[iS 
+ 
-'r(D] (2.32) dt 
Ld+L, d], (2.33) 
,- 
[is 
+ 
-'r(D)] 
g(D) 
-r 
= 
iw, 0 
dt 
1 
dt (D) _r(D) 
The steady-state stator oriented model is shown in Fig. 2.4-b where all the leakage is 
referred to the rotor side. 
The second model is rotor flux oriented and shown in Fig. 2.4-c. This equivalent 
circuit is suitable when working with Vector Control. Only the rotor flux orientation 
allows true and full decoupling of rotor flux and machine torque. 
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9 The stator equation (2.17) is rearranged by concentrating all the leakage on the 
stator side: 
d] 
.d- +(1+ 6,, ) =v R, aL, 
- JL + u)L, - & 
I 
dt dt 
[ 
9 For the rotor equation, only the rotor resistance remains in the rotor branch: 
u)L, d 
[. 
+ 
Rr 
)2 + 0r)ir = 
jWr 
3ý1 
dt -zs + 
(1 + 0")"1 (1 + Orr 1+ or, 
The following substitutions simplify the equations: 
!, (V) + Orl)'r 
Rr(v) 
t(v) 1+0'r - ýmR 
Therefore with the subscript (v) for the substituted quantities: 
e stator: d], d [. 
+ 
IR, 
+ uL, dt 
-' 
+ (I 
- 
o, )Ls dt ZS i, (2.34) 
rotor: 
(1 
- 
u) L, 
d [is 
+ R, (, )i, (, ) = jw, V) (2.35) dt + ir(V) 
-r(v) 
'mR 
The new synthetic magnetizing current imR V)r/L,, is aligned and proportional to 
the rotor flux V) 
mR ý_ 'OrAl + Orr) [7]. This current can also be directly derived from the flux equations (2.0) and (2.20). The equivalent rotor orientated circuit is shown 
in Fig. 2.4-c that clearly visualizes that the stator current is split into two components 
that are perpendicular. The rotor branch is purely resistive whereas the magnetizing 
branch is only inductive. 
For the stator side, the inductance crL, is the so-called stator transient inductance. 
This parameter plays a role for the high-frequency model of the induction machine 
when using hf signal injection. 
2.2.4 Flux Model 
The instantaneous values of the angular position and magnitude of the flux are es- 
sential for the correct field orientation and dynamic control of the induction machine. 
Two categories exist to determine the flux: 
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The direct method uses Hall-effect sensors or search-coils built into the machine to 
directly measure the flux. In practice, this has not been accepted much due to the 
requirements of mounting sensors into the machine and partially due to inferior results 
compared to other methods. 
Of significant importance are the indirect methods. Here, the flux is estimated via 
suitable numerical machine models that are based on measurable terminal electrical 
and shaft mechanical quantities. There are basically two groups of flux models: the 
current- or i, n-model is based on measuring the stator currents and the rotor position 
or speed via encoders or resolvers. The voltage- or u, Z'-model measures voltages and 
currents to derive the flux. 
Current Model 
Fa, 
iq 
a, p 
j, 
(D 
ei 
LPfilter 
r 
d, q 
lsd 
-o 
1ýý 7T 
integrator 
Wsl (t)i? 
zR 
7, 4- 
limR_. 
o 
I 17tegrulor 
----------- 
------ 
No. 
CurrentMdl. cdr 
Figure 2.5: Current Model (N: numerator) 
The current model that is shown in Fig. 2.5 can be derived from the rotor mesh in 
the synchronous reference frame (w,, = w, ) or from (2.35) multiplied by e-jP: 
isd imR + Tr 
&mR 
(2.36) 
dt 
i, 
q WslTr ' 
irnR (2.37) 
where irn R= im R is the magnetizing current as shown in Section 2.2.3 and derived 
from the rotor flux oriented equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.4. This current component is 
directly proportional to the rotor flux: 
Om it 
Lý 
imR or)L, imR 
+ or, 
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In steady-state, the magnetizing current ZmR is equal to the d-component stator cur- 
rent. Dynamically however, they are linked via the rotor time constant T, that usually 
is in the range of a few hundred milliseconds. During machine startup, the flux is 
built-up once and then kept constant for machine operation. 
From equation (2.37), the rotor flux angle can be derived via integration of the flux 
angular velocity which is derived from adding the rotor angular velocity and the slip 
frequency: 
t i, 
q 
i 
mR 
p 
-= Po ++ dt + dt + 0, io (2.38) 
1,0 
TrirnR) 
Normally, the measured rotor position can be used directly and only the slip frequency 
is integrated as on the right of (2.38) where 0,1,, is the initial slip angle. The following 
structure for the calculation of the rotor flux angle can be preferable if the saturation 
characteristic of the rotor inductance L, is included: 
I= )2 and R 'Or 
f 
UHd dt 
= 
(1 +Orr UHd r(isd - imR) 
imR 
= ýbr'lLr where Lr f (Or) 
WmR = PP * Pr +Ri We I Or 
Wr 
Pk+I = Pk + Ta 'WmR with the sampling period Ta (2.39) 
Characteristics for the current model are: 
* The model allows for operation over the whole operating range. 
"A problem with this model is that it is sensitive to changes in the rotor time 
constant T, which can vary considerably during operation (temperature, satura- 
tion). Accurate orientation depends on the precise knowledge of this parameter 
and the calculation of slip that is normally small compared to the angular rotor 
speed. A parameter mismatch between model and machine affects the flux link- 
age identification/ reconstruction and determination of the flux angle and thus 
the control performance. The wrong T, can cause a derating of the drive since 
the rated torque cannot be produced. 
" Therefore, T, should be adapted in real time (on-line parameter adaption). 
Often, a non-linear table is implemented with L, =f W' ) [39] according to the 
alternative model implementation above. 
" The model requires the measurement of the rotor angle or rotor speed. Opera- 
tion without a position/speed encoder is not directly possible. 
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Voltage Model 
iniegrator 'Prd 
YY)S Y), Ct, P i's 
4 
d, q V)rq 0 
R, 
is- ATANý N, 1tAfd1. cdr 
Figure 2.6: Voltage Model 
The voltage model shown in Fig. 2.6 is based on the integration of the stator voltage 
equations in the stationary reference frame: 
t ý'O +I (L,, 
- 
R, iS)dt (2.40) 
The rotor flux linkage V1 
r 
can then be derived from the stator flux linkage 0.: 
= 
(0 
- 
crL, i)L, 
L, (2.41) 
r'-= 
OmRL, 
--S Lo 
Finally, the rotor flux angle can be extracted by applying the arctan function on the 
ratio of the flux components: 
p= arctan(O, O/V),. ) (2.42) 
Characteristics of the voltage model are: 
9 The model only requires the feedback of stator terminal quantities (stator volt- 
ages, stator currents) that can easily be obtained via measurements. 
0 An advantage over the current model is that it does not require speed or position 
information for the determination of the field angle. 
0 The field angle p is only dependent on two parameters: the stator resistance R, 
and the leakage inductance crL, 
0 The leakage inductance is a relatively constant value over the speed range. 
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" The resistive part is relatively small for high speeds and can then easily be 
neglected. The model is therefore very robust for high speeds. A problem 
however can be the correct and undelayed measurement of the stator voltages. 
Usually, the reference voltages can be used instead (see Section 4.5-2). 
" For low speeds (low w, ), the open integration and the temperature dependency 
of the stator resistance cause considerable problems: 
- 
The voltage drop across the resistor becomes an important part of the stator 
voltage. 
- 
The induced voltage decreases proportionally with a decrease in the stator 
frequency. This can result in problems of getting sufficient signal resolution. 
"A small DC input to the integrator can cause a failure of the model, especially 
when approaching zero speed. As the estimated flux linkage drifts from the 
real flux linkage of the machine, an increasing difference and estimation error 
certainly causes instability. A common way to avoid the problem, is to use a 
bandpass filter (13P) or lowpass filter (LP) with a low centre or cutoff frequency 
in place of the pure integrator [40,41]. The low-pass filter acts as an integrator 
for higher frequencies, the high-pass filter blocks and removes the DC offset. 
Other methods make use of drift correction, max-min evaluation or use a moving 
averager [42,43]. Mathematically it can be shown that for zero stator frequency, 
the magnetic coupling of the stator and rotor circuit vanishes, the voltage model 
is 'blind' [15]. Practically, no induction exists. 
In the work for this thesis, the current model is used because an encoder is available for 
the experimental drive. For sensorless control, the estimated rotor position replaces 
the encoder signal. 
2.2.5 Inverter Model 
Placed between the controller and the machine is the inverter. For the design of the 
current controllers, a suitable model of the inverter is required. For Vector Control, 
the operation of the inverter (see Section 2.2.6) can be linearized and simplified. For 
the control design, the inverter is then approximated by an equivalent first order lag. 
More accurately, it can be modelled by the transfer function e-jTd where Td is the 
delay time. Although the new reference values for the inverter switching times are 
written into their respective timer registers as soon as they have been calculated by 
the current controllers, they are not updated immediately but with the start of the 
new PWM period. In symmetrical PWM that is used here, this update will be at the 
timer underflow only, resulting in a delay Td= 2Tp or it can be additionally at the 
timer overflow [141, giving a delay Td = Tp where 2Tp is the PWM period. 
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Two rigs are used for the research, the older rig based on a network of transputers, 
called TRANSPUTER rig (see Section 4.1) and a new platform described in Sec- 
tion 4.2 using a digital signal processor (DSP) and therefore named DSP rig. For the 
DSP rig, the PWM period is 2Tp = 200ps which is equal to the A/D sampling time 
and the period for the current loop. The old TRANSPUTER rig has a PWM period 
of 2Tp = 168ps where the main control loop is at 504jis. Currents were sampled and 
processed every Tp = 84ps. 
The presence of deadtime is responsible for a PWM voltage error in the voltage- 
source inverter. This error voltage is proportional to the deadtime and the switching 
frequency of the inverter and can be regarded in the control design as a disturbance 
in the current loop of the control system [44] and will be examined in more detail in 
Section 6.1. 
The inverter can be modelled more accurately by considering the voltage drop across 
the switching devices or the freewheeling diodes [45]. The voltage drop is responsible 
for a difference between reference and applied voltage across the machine terminals 
and can be included in the inverter model as a disturbance. This disturbance depends 
on threshold voltages and the on-state resistances of active switch and diode and 
the current through the devices. This model requires the line currents as feedback 
parameters. 
2.2.6 PWM Strategies 
For the control design, it is sufficient to describe the characteristic of the inverter 
by a linearized and simplified model as described in the previous section. This sec- 
tion provides a more detailed description of the discrete operation of a voltage source 
inverter. An understanding of the discrete and nonlinear inverter characteristic is 
essential to evaluate its modulation effects on the hf signal injection as discussed in 
Section 6.1. The discrete PWM switching characteristic can be applied to generate 
PWM test pulses that can be used for the estimation of the flux or rotor angle in 
machines. 
Vector Control adjusts the inverter reference voltages to control the machine cur- 
rents. Pure sinusoidal currents are required for the induction machine in steady-state. 
Higher current harmonics result in torque ripple and additional losses. Practically the 
sinusoidal currents can only be approximated. For the inverter of the experimental 
rig this approximation can be regarded as accurate enough due to the high inverter 
switching frequency. The basic idea behind variable-speed drives is that the voltage 
amplitude and frequency can be adjusted rapidly and independently to control the 
currents. The classical method is to use a 3-phase rectifier and an inverter that are 
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Figure 2.7: Rectifier, Inverter and Induction Machine 
coupled via the DC-link and a capacitor bank as shown in Fig. 2.7. With fast switch- 
ing of the devices in the inverter stage and techniques like pulse width modulation (PWM) it is possible to create 3-phase voltages with variable fundamental amplitude 
and frequency. In PWM, the width of the discrete voltage pulses follows the magni- 
tude of the reference signal. For a long time, PWM strategies have been investigated 
to reduce torque ripples, optimize the switching sequence and increase the amplitude 
of the output fundamental voltage [46]. 
The first stage is the rectification. The DC link decouples the second stage - the 
inverter 
- 
from the mains so that the output frequency can be independent of the 
mains frequency. If using a diode rectifier, energy cannot be fed back into the mains 
and has to be dissipated by e. g. using a chopper in the DC link. If the DC link 
voltage is not constant, it can be measured and included in the PWM switching time 
calculation to improve the output voltage. 
The ideal stator voltage vector v., describes a circle in the complex plane, as shown 
in Fig. 2.8 and is formed by the voltages in the three phases: 
joo 
steady 3 i 120' j240' state J"Y Ks (t) 
= v, , 
(t) e+v, (t) e+ V13 (t) e2 V2-Yl e (2.43) 
This shape of a circle can only be approximated by inverters with switching devices. 
Two quantizising effects occur: 
* 
Quantization of amplitude 
* Quantization in direction 
The inverter is usually simplified by a switching model, where serniconducters are 
substituted by ideal switches. In an inverter leg the switches are operated comple- 
mentary. The states of the possible voltages are represented by the number triple [SA, SB, SCI that indicates the selected control signal. By permutation, this results in 
23=8 possible states for v.. 
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Figure 2.8: Inverter- Hexagon 
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Six of these discrete voltage vectors (1 - 6) form the edges of an equilateral triangle 
of border length 2Vd, /3. The voltage vectors 0 and 7 are zero vectors Q1,1,1] and [0,0,0]). They can be achieved by connecting the load terminals (A, B, C) either to 
the positive or negative pole of the DC link voltage. 
= 
2V U-lk 5 deej(k-1)60* k=I... 6 (2.44) 
ikso = IýS7 =0 
Space Vector Modulation 
The difference between the discrete voltage vector usk and the voltage vector v8 
causes current harmonics. it is v,, which determines the behaviour of the machine. A 
criterion for the quality of a PWM strategy is the deviation of the machine currents 
from their fundamental. The aim is to switch the phase voltages in such a manner 
that the desired current shape is achieved with a minimum of distortion and that a 
mean voltage vector corresponding to v. is created. The current ripples due to PWM 
switching is shown in Fig. 4.4. An optimal PWNI can be expected when [47]: 
U S5 ! jr. 6 
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the maximum difference of the current vector from the ideal is as small as 
possible for different switching states and 
the switching or pulse frequency fp of the inverter is as low as possible. Note 
that an optimal compromise for the frequencies has to be found as the harmonics 
are shifted to higher frequencies by increasing fp whereas however the losses of 
the serniconducters also increase. 
Space Vector Modulation (SVM) is such an optimal PWM strategy [47]. The switching 
time calculation for SVM can be either performed in polar coordinates or in 3-phase 
coordinates. Both methods lead to the same voltage demand and allow an effective 
increase of the applied voltage of 15% compared to sinusoidal PWM. The absolute 
can reach a maximum of Wd, - cos(30') = Vd, IV3-, shown in Fig. 2.8. This value of P 3 
is equivalent that the tip of cannot leave the circle imprinted in the hexagon. 
Switching Times in Polar Coordinates 
The calculation of switching times depends on the coordinate system in which vjt) 
is described. For the voltage vector in polar coordinates (described by amplitude and 
angle), the calculation for the first sector is: 
TP 2 
(t) dt 
=E Tk jj,, (2.45) 
k=l 
where 11Tp = fp is the pulse or switching frequency of the inverter. The basis of the 
shown relation is the demand for equality of voltage-time areas (VTA). In case of a 
A connected machine, the following equations hold: 
'd = 0- 30' (2.46) 
ly = rem (V, 60') (2.47) 
rnx = 
\/3-vf2-V, Vj M Vý2- ýrV)2 + V02/V dc (2.48) Vdc 
T, 
= mx Tp sin (60' - -y) (2.49) 
T2 
= mx Tp sin (-y) (2.50) 
To 
= 
(Tp 
- 
T2 
- 
T, 2 (2-51) 
where 2Tp is the PWM period and for 0= arctan(v, 3/v, ) the angle of the voltage 
vector. The 30' phase shift in (2.46) is a result of the conversion from line-to-line to 
phase voltages. The zero state calculated in (2-51) is symmetrically split into uSO and 
1ý,, as shown in Appendix A. 3. The peak of the ao voltages are scaled to represent 
the rms phase voltage. This is 415V for the A connected machine. For every sector, 
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the PWM timings TI, T, 2 T, 3 have to be calculated separately from the switching 
times TI, T2 and To as shown in Table 2.1. There can be a difference for the low-to- 
high and the high-to-low switching time calculation, if the PWM counter only makes 
use of a count-up or a count-down mode. Appendix A. 3.1 and [48] give more details 
about the practical implementation of Space Vector Modulation. 
sector T, I Ts2 TA 
0 TO + TI + T2 TO + T2 TO 
I TO + T, TO + TI + T2 TO 
2 To TO + Tl + T2 TO + T2 
3 To TO + T, TO + Tl + T2 
4 TO + T2 TO TO + Tl + T2 
5 To + T, + T2 To TO + T, 
Table 2.1: Low-to-high PWM switching times 
Switching Times in Three-Phase Coordinates 
If phase voltages are already available, the switching times can be derived directly 
by calculating a mean value. The calculation then is much easier than the polar ap- 
proach in the previous section. The results are mathematically exactly the same [481. 
According to Fig. 2.7, the phase voltages can only have the two discrete values U. 
and 
-U. (quantization in amplitude). U. is equivalent to high-level, when the upper 
switch is closed (device conducting) and the lower switch is open. The low-level state 
-U. results from the inverse switching state. The mean value of a phase voltage U, ' 
in a switching interval Tp is determined by the ratio of high-level to low-level at a 
load terminal connection n that can be A, s2 or s3. From this results with the PWM 
switching time T,, for the mean phase voltage: 
Un (-UqTn + Uq(Tp 
-Tn)) 7 Vdc= 2Uq TP 
UqTn UqTn 
+ uq 
TP TP 
i Tn Vdc (2
Tp for n= sl, s2, A 
By rearranging, the switching time per phase follows as 
I Un. ) 
T 
tc 
Tn 
-p for n= slý S2, A (2.52) 
(2 
V, 
c 
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for the PWM timings TI, Ts2 and T, 3 where 0<T,, :5 Tp and with the phase volt- 
ages according to Uj VA- 
Introducing a third harmonic voltage component, added to the desired mean voltage 
Un, can result in the same Space Vector Modulation as shown in the polar approach. 
For the modulation with three switches, the third harmonic provides a centering of 
the vector threepod between the rectifier limits (Appendix A. 3.2). The condition 
that the distance on the real axis between vector tips and DC link limit for upper 
and lower bounds have to be equal, leads to the calculation of the third harmonic: 
Uq 
- 
(Umax + Uharm3)1 I- Uq 
- 
(Umin + Uharm3)1 (2.53) 
rearranging of (2.53) for Uharm3 gives with Um,, ý = max(VA, VB, vc) and Umin 
min (VA 7 VB i VC) 
Uharm, j 
Umax + Umin (2.54) 
2 
The switching times, based on 2.52, including the third harmonic are: 
T. I 
Un + Uharm3 
TP (2.55) (2 Vdc 
The phase voltages can now be increased without the switch-on time exceeding the 
length of the switching interval Tp. The presented method, based on voltages in the 
three-phase coordinate system has the advantage that the sector in the hexagon does 
not have to be known as in Table 2.1. The processing requirements are lower since 
neither the magnitude (typically using the square root sqrt) nor the angle (arcus 
tangens) are needed. For the modulation with three switches, a triangular shape 
results with a frequency that is three times that of the fundamental. The third 
harmonic has no influence on the line-to-line voltages, as it cancels when subtracting 
two phase voltages. 
2.3 Sensorless Control 
The operation without a position sensor or encoder removes a number of disadvan- 
tages from the drive. Cost reduction is a very important aim of drives manufacturers. 
In particular for small machines, the encoder significantly increases the cost. The 
expense of installation is increased and cables need space to be mounted securely. 
Cabling and connectors introduce unwanted complexity to the drive that requires 
longer installation and more maintenance. The latter is due to the mean time be- 
tween failures that is reduced as connectors are often the cause for failures. Noise can 
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couple in via the cables or dirt can cause contact problems and reduces the reliability 
and robustness of the drive. Even for sensored drives, the robustness can be increased 
by adding redundancy with a sensorless algorithm running in the background. In case 
the encoder or a cable breaks the drive can still be operated. Another disadvantage 
of the encoder is that the volume of the drive is increased. Only special models are 
designed not to block one end of the rotor shaft. The encoder size is in opposition 
to the trend for miniaturization. Encoders however allow high dynamic control and 
provide an accurate feedback to the speed controller. This quality is the benchmark 
for sensorless drives. 
Soon after the field oriented control of induction machines became possible, research 
for sensorless techniques started. First, speed sensorless techniques were developed 
and have been in the centre of research interest [49]. At low speed however, the 
estimate for flux, torque and speed is generally poor and eventually breaks down. 
This is called the 'low speed problem' that afflicts all model-based estimation. Until 
now, it has not been possible to realize sensorless control at zero speed under all 
loads. This has changed with new non-model based approaches [17,18] that allow a 
dynamic and sensorless position control also for changing loads [50,511. 
2.3.1 Sensorless Speed Control 
Most speed sensorless control techniques use a numerical model of the machine to 
estimate at least the speed and flux. Sometimes machine parameters or additional 
machine states are also estimated. Sensorless speed control can also be realized using 
frequency-dependent nonlinearities of the machine. These allow the estimation of 
rotor speed, flux angular velocity or machine parameters directly without the need 
for a machine model. These techniques are termed non-model based estimators. 
Model-Based Rotor Speed Estimators 
There are many different machine models known with different complexity that try 
to approximate the real machine. The quality achieved depends on the accurate 
knowledge of the machine parameters for every operating condition. The parameters 
can vary with temperature, saturation level, operation frequency or load. 
Sensorless control methods have been evaluated as low, medium or high performance 
according to the dynamic of their torque response [15]. The performance in the low 
speed region and the accuracy of the speed estimation are other important criteria. 
It is the rotor time constant T, that reduces the speed error when properly tuned 
and therefore should be estimated online. The stator resistance R, has to be known 
accurately for operation at low speed [521. 
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Figure 2.9: Stator-flux oriented speed-sensorless drive using slip estimator based on 
stator currents only 
A simple and low performance speed sensorless implementation is open loop speed 
control. The synchronous frequency is regulated while the estimated slip frequency is 
only used to compensate for load changes. This is similar to closed loop V/f control (Appendix A. 2.2) or to the structure shown in Fig. 2.9 without the outer speed loop. 
The slip frequency estimator is based on a steady state model of the induction machine 
or can be calculated from the rotor back-emf that requires the knowledge of stator 
currents and voltages. The state equations can additionally be used to separate slip 
and speed estimation [49]. 
In sensorless closed loop speed control [53], the rotor frequency is estimated by sub- 
tracting the estimated slip frequency from the known and imposed excitation fre- 
quency as shown in Fig. 2.9. The estimated rotor speed is then used as a feedback 
signal for closed loop speed regulation. The speed controller provides the reference 
for the slip controller that outputs the demanded excitation frequency for the V/f 
frontend. A filter for the slip estimate is usually required that will reduce the achiev- 
able dynamic of the torque response. Low speed operation is specifically sensitive to 
R, because of the V/f voltage boost. There is no decoupling in estimating the flux 
angle and the rotor speed. For the slip frequency estimator including the grey area 
in Fig. 2.9, a model based on stator currents and voltages can also be used. 
An alternative approach, and one termed "Medium Performance" is that in Fig. 2.10 
and uses the field-oriented stator equations to impose the reference voltages Vsd .... p 
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andV, qcomp onto the machine. 
This forces field orientation where the stator flux ori- 
entation is generally preferred. The machine model is then independent of variations 
in the stator leakage inductance and is only based on stator quantities. Again, the 
stator resistance R, has to be known precisely for operation at lower speeds. The 
field-oriented rotor equations can be used to estimate the slip frequency. The rotor 
frequency is then derived from the known and imposed synchronous frequency. The 
speed controller uses the estimated speed to produce the i, q demand. A q-current 
controller then produces the excitation frequency demand [53]. The demand volt- 
ages are derived in two ways. The V, ddemand voltage is the output of the d-current 
controller. The V, q demand however has to be imposed using the q stator voltage 
equation because Z's q is already used to generate the excitation frequency. The struc- 
ture is likely to suffer from fast transients due to unavoidable parameter uncertainties 
in the imposed q-voltage equation [52]. 
High performance speed-sensorless drives are based on a structure where the flux- 
angle estimate needed to obtain field orientation is independent of the speed estimate. 
A common solution is to use the voltage model that does not require the rotor speed, 
to estimate the flux. Operation above 1 or 2Hz ensures good field orientation. The 
speed estimator can be based on a model reference adaptive structure (MRAS) [54,55]. 
The estimated rotor flux from the current model that is speed dependent is compared 
in an MRAS to the estimate of the voltage model. The latter model serves as the 
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reference and adjusts the speed estimate by driving the cross-product between the 
two flux estimates to zero [52]. The speed estimator can also drive the error between 
the estimated and measured i, q to zero by adjusting the estimated speed [561. The 
adaptive rotor flux observer in [57] adjusts the rotor speed via a PI controller to drive 
an estimate of the torque error to zero. This error is based on the difference between 
observed and measured stator currents. The rotor flux is an additional output of the 
observer. In [11] a hf injection is proposed to decouple and simultaneously estimate 
speed and rotor resistance. 
Typical observers that are model-based are the Luenberger Observer, Kalman Filter 
or the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The latter two incorporate the disturbance 
and measurement noise, thus combining a stochastic model with the numeric model. 
The EKF is based on the nonlinear model of the induction machine that is linearized 
for particular operating points. These structures may require the inversion of the 
system matrix, that can be based on a 5th order machine model. This demands 
powerful and expensive processors. 
Estimators using artificial intelligence such as neural networks can be used in parallel 
to other models e. g. for the on line- adaptation of the stator resistance R, that changes 
with temperature [301. 
The problem of all speed sensorless techniques is the reliable operation for a syn- 
chronous frequency below about 2Hz. It can be shown mathematically [15] that the 
mechanical speed of the rotor is not observable at w, = 0. Stator and rotor equations 
are magnetically decoupled. From w, = w, + w, l 0, the line of instability along 
wr = -w,,, that is in the generating region, can be derived. In practice, this line will 
expand to a wider region. Rea-sons are that the induced stator voltages are low for a 
low stator frequency while unavoidable model and measurement errors remain about 
constant [151. States of the induction machine and estimated values will then drift 
away from the real values to larger differences which cannot accurately be determined. 
The changes in the machine parameters and the resulting accuracy of the estimation 
depends on the operating point. 
Often, sensorless drives remain stable during a quick reverse through the zero speed 
region [15]. For longer operation in the low speed region however, sensorless techniques 
need to apply some type of open-loop V/f, constant current [58] or slip management [59,60]. The performance of the drive is generally very low with limited speed holding 
capability and significantly reduced torque dynamics. 
Performance criteria for speed sensorless algorithms are [61]: 
dynamic behaviour: the quality of disturbance rejection, torque response and 
the transient rise time. 
parameter sensitivity: the resistances R, and R, detune with temperature and 
the rotor leakage inductance 1, = L, changes due to saturation. The latter 
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with the change in R, causes a change in the rotor time constant T, This can 
result in the derating of the drive since the rated torque cannot be produced. 
0 low speed robustness and operation: minimum speed at which the drive can 
be operated reliably. It is also interesting if the algorithm can recover once 
orientation is lost. 
0 steady-state speed error: the error is parameter dependent and is usually worst 
at low speed. 
0 noise sensitivity: has an effect on the low speed performance and speed accuracy. 
Noise results in a degradation of the measured signals. It has a large effect on 
the sensorless algorithms at low speed and might require filtering which reduces 
the system dynamics. 
complexity and computation time: most models are based on the linear 2-axis 
model of the induction machine. This assumes a sinusoidal distribution of the 
windings. In reality, the windings are discrete in the stator (slots in stator 
and rotor). This characteristic is difficult to include in the machine model, 
as is saturation in the machine. For the implementation on a cheap fixed- 
point processor, a matrix inversion might be too complex to realize for a given 
sampling period. 
Model-Independent Speed Estimators 
Estimators that are not based on the machine model can be used to gain more infor- 
mation about the real machine that could be obtained by evaluating the fundamental 
currents and voltages only. These estimators can then be used to correct machine 
models [62,63] and to eliminate parameter uncertainties. When extracting rotor slot 
harmonics, speed sensorless control can be realized [401. It also allows the decoupling 
of the speed estimation from the derivation of the flux vector. Rotor slot harmonics 
originate from an inductance variation due to the geometrical design of the machine. 
Stator and rotor slots produce slot harmonics in the air-gap flux when the rotor 
moves. The harmonics are induced in stator voltage or current from where they can 
be extracted for speed estimation [64,65]. The largest slot harmonic will exist at a 
slot-harmonic frequency fsh = -f, ± f, where N, is the number of rotor slots, pp 
are the number of pole pairs. 
Ae 
corresponding slot harmonic fsh will not exist if 
(N, Ipp + 1) or (NIpp 
- 
1) is even or a multiple of 3. In many machines only one 
harmonic will exist and the estimated rotor speed is n, = 60*PP Ush 0 fe) i with o Nr 
- 
or : L. 
A back-emf method is shown in [66] that uses virtual short circuits. At lower speeds, 
the inverter zero states ('000' or '111') can be used since they occur sufficiently often. 
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During these states, the current is only driven by the back-ernf. For higher speeds, 
inverter zero states need to be constructed to cause virtual short-circuit conditions for 
the voltage. The current change due to the back-emf can be directly used to model 
the flux linkage and estimate the angle to obtain field orientation. This technique 
does not require the knowledge of stator voltages and does not depend on machine 
parameters. It also does not suffer from difficulties related to integration but loses 
orientation similar to other ernf 
-models in the low-speed region and at standstill. This 
is because the stator resistance is neglected in this technique. Also, due to the smaller 
emf, the current changes are smaller and more difficult to measure. The technique 
works well for speeds above a quarter of the base speed. Below, the required processing 
increases significantly. A Kalman Filter interpolates and provides flux estimates in 
between the discrete measurements for the rotor flux angle calculations. 
Zinger et al. [67] propose a phase-locked loop (PLL) to extract the rotor speed from 
the frequency of the rotor slot harmonics. The field orientation is decoupled from 
the speed estimation by measuring the induced voltages in specifically tapped stator 
windings. This allows the estimation of the airgap-flux and to cancel the resistive 
voltage drop that usually is a problem in the low speed range. Still, operation becomes 
worse below 511z and full torque cannot be achieved in the operating range. 
For star-connected machines, the 3rd harmonic of the stator voltage, that is due to 
stator and rotor teeth saturation, can be used for the estimation of the flux angle [68]. 
Only the neutral point of the stator windings has to be accessible. The problem is 
that the amplitude of the third harmonic voltage V3 decreases for reduced flux and low 
speed. An interpolation that is based on the mechanical model is used to estimate the 
position between the zero crossings Of V3 that only occur after a time T= 1/(6 - f, ). 
This allows the realization of sensorless torque control for operation that is claimed to 
be stable above 1.211z. The stator and rotor slot harmonics are proposed to estimate 
the speed. This however is not demonstrated and the measured encoder position is 
used instead. 
It can be summarized that the estimators that are not based on the linearized machine 
equations also fail in the zero speed range. This is because either the voltage is too 
small to provide reliable information or the measurement interval increases inversely 
to the frequency and all dynamics are lost. The 3rd harmonic, induced harmonics or 
rotor slot harmonics get very close or overlap with the fundamental signals at low 
speeds and cannot be separated. All model-based and model- independent techniques 
have in common that they track a speed dependent phenomenon instead of a position 
phenomenon that does not vanish at zero speed [69]. 
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2.3.2 Sensorless Position Control 
For sensorless position control, the robust operation in the low speed region is manda- 
tory. Since model-based approaches do not operate reliably in this region, other meth- 
ods are required to obtain the flux or rotor angle. Tracking the position of a saliency 
provides a solution to the low speed problem. Saliencies are practically present in any 
machine and can provide an absolute information about the position of the machine 
rotor or flux. For synchronous reluctance and switched reluctance (SR) machines, 
salient pole and buried permanent magnet machines, magnetic saliency is an inherent 
part of the rotor design due to their geometry [18,70-76]. For induction machines 
and surface PMSMs, saliencies are secondary or parasitic effects that are not covered 
by the ideal and linear model [18,77,781. Sensorless control of the induction machine 
exploits magnetic asymmetries due to main flux saturation [18,79-81], rotor slot- 
ting [21,82,83] or engineered rotor saliencies [23,24,50]. Typically, a high-frequency 
(hf) signal is injected [17] or an inverter transient [84] is used to excite the saliency. 
This allows the separation of hf modulation from the large fundamentals and hence 
the measurement of the response of the machine that contains the information about 
the saliency position. 
Historically, the first sensorless control based on saliencies for induction machines to 
be investigated was sensorless torque control. This is because of the similarity to sen- 
sorless position estimation in PMSMs and SR machines, the lower requirements on 
signal processing and the pronounced type of saliency. Lately, sensorless position con- 
trol, that is the subject of this thesis, has become a focus for research [17,24,51,851. 
Rotor position estimation poses higher demands to the complexity of the position 
estimator than flux estimation. 
INFORM 
The first method to extract the spacial saliency information from a machine for sen- 
sorless control was developed by Schr6dl [18]. The indirect flux detection by 2n-line 
reactance measurement (INFORM) had its origin in the detection of the initial po- 
sition of the rotor in synchronous machines [70]. The knowledge of the correct rotor 
orientation and position of the permanent magnets is essential for starting PMSMs, 
especially when using speed sensorless techniques. Magnetic saturation due to the per- 
manent magnets causes an anisotropy in the inductance around the machine perimeter 
that can be measured. Voltage test vectors are then applied in one or more of the 
discrete PWM directions (Section 2.2.6). A sufficiently large armature current shifts 
the magnetic set point in the machine. This will change the inductance nonlinearly 
due to increased or decreased saturation and helps to identify the magnetic polarity 
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of the permanent magnets and hence the orientation of the rotor. 
Introducing a regular injection of the test vectors, it becomes possible to continuously 
monitor the saliency and to use this information for a sensorless control scheme. 
In [18], the measurement to determine the saturation saliency is developed. This 
allows sensorless position and speed control for synchronous machines [86] but only 
torque control or crude speed control for induction machines [87]. This is because 
rotor frequency and flux frequency differ by the slip frequency in induction machines. 
The knowledge of the saturation saliency helps to obtain field orientation. The slip 
can be estimated, and therefore the rotor frequency, that allows sensorless speed 
control. Since saliencies are a position-dependent phenomenon, the derived speed- 
estimate will be very noisy (18]. For position control, the estimation of the rotor 
position via slip is not accurate enough. 
Applying a voltage u. at an angle au that is referred to the ao plane, a current 
change is measured. The ratio of applied voltage to current change is the 
complex differential 'inductance' X(20,, ) [181. The angle a,,, of the voltage phasor can 
be split into the two components Ou and 0, (see Section 5.3.1) where the latter is the 
orientation of the magnet axis (d-axis) referred to the ao plane and Ou is the angle 
between d-axis and the voltage phasor. It can be shown that X contains the saliency 
information due to saturation and depends on Ou [18] as by (2.56). Extracting this 
angle allows the determination of the direction of the applied voltage phasor within 
the dq reference frame. From the knowledge of its position within the stationary ao 
reference frame, the estimate of the flux angle 0, can be derived using (2.57). 
From (5.33) for a stationary rotor: 
di 
.- 
Zs 
-v8- (i7 + Aye-j2ß ) (2.56) dt 
be 
-' au 
-ou 
(2.57) 
it can be shown that two measurements are needed to estimate'3', without knowing the 
differential inductance X [18] or its inverse Y (see Section 5.3.1). The inverter allows 
3 independent and different measurements. This is because there are only 6 discrete 
directions possible for the voltage phasor as shown in (2.44). Only three of them 
provide new information, the other three voltage phasors are in the opposite direction [18]. Using the information from all three possible directions, the measurements can 
be combined to form a complex variable c. This can be formed by using the amplitude 
information of the current change Aj only, or by using the phase information of 
Y= dýj 
. 
The argument of c, that is c= Ai + Ai e 
j27r/3 
+ Ai e 
j41r/3 
when using dt. v,, 
- 
-81 -52 -S3 
Y +Y 
2, 
j27r/3 j47r/3 the amplitude information or c19+Y. 3e when directly using the phase 
information, contains the desired flux vector 0, Estimating the flux angle from the 
phase information is reported to give more accurate results [181. 
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For the rotating machine, the influence of the back-emf has to be eliminated. In [181, 
two INFORM cycles are combined. The two INFORM measurements have to take 
place within a short time so that the back-emf does not change too much. Ideally, the 
test vectors replace a voltage zero state since their mean stator voltage is zero. The 
deviation from the normal PWM generation is hence minimized [88]. Subtracting the 
two cycles results in 
(2.58) 
dt dt I, 
I 
which is independent of w,. The angle 0,, is now the argument of the difference of 
the two voltage phasors u., and %, [18]. 
The problem due to changing saturation in the machine and its effect on the estima- 
tion of the saliency position is also addressed in [181. The identified angle differed 
by 30' under full load compared to no-load and the angular difference between the 
real flux angle and position of the saliency depended linearly on the load and iq. 
Subtracting a correction term Ap, that is determined by a commissioning procedure 
from the estimated saliency angle, solves the problem. A similar approach is shown 
in [72,73] for a PM synchronous machine. A correction function is proposed by Lorenz 
and Corley in [73] to compensate for filter delays, saturation and inverter deadtime. 
The estimation errors due to the filter delay and saturation are approximately linear 
with speed and stator current respectively. The correction for the inverter deadtime 
is not shown. 
For a position control system of sufficient quality, the rotor position and rotor speed 
are required. For the PMSM in [18], the rotor position is determined by the INFORM 
estimator. Deriving the speed by differentiating the estimated position "yields prac- 
tically useless results because of the disturbed position signal" (quoted from [18]). A 
Kalman Filter is suggested to improve the position estimate and to obtain a speed 
estimate. The use of a Kalman Filter requires the knowledge of the electrical and 
mechanical machine parameters. Therefore the use of a PLL is proposed to simplify 
the estimation of the flux angular velocity. 
Applying the INFORM method to induction machines, a sensorless torque-cont rolled 
drive can be realized. Crude speed control is also possible as shown in [18]. 
Rotor Position Estimation for Interior PMSMs 
Ogasawara et al. show, in [89] and earlier publications such as [71], a possible imple- 
mentation of the Schrbdl method for a PMSM at zero and low speed that is extended 
to high-speeds in [90). The motor current is varied by applying redundant voltage vec- 
tors. Ideally, all 6 voltage directions (see Section 2.2.6) are used to excite the currents 
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and obtain the linear independent current samples needed for the signal processing. 
The average voltage vector hereby has to remain unchanged from the fundamental 
voltage vector, not to change the machine flux and torque. In contrast to Schr8dl, 
test vectors are permanently applied. The current deviations A4.0 from the mean 
current jk,,, 3 are measured at the end of each voltage switching interval k. With the 
relation v= Ri + L"ý' +! t for the fundamental signals of the PMSM, the transient Tt 
relation due to a voltage test vector is: 
Lk 
* 'ýýQikaO LAA (2.59) 
where the machine resistance and back-emf e are neglected. The inductance matrix 
is given as 
LL+ AL cos(20, ) ALsin(20, ) (2.60) 1+ AL sin (20, ) 1-AL cos(20, ) 
] 
with L= (Ld + Lj /2 and AL = (Ld - Lq) /2 and 0, the rotor angle of the PMSM. The 
parameters of L and most important, the rotor angle 0, can be obtained according 
to [71] via processing a-0 cross coupling terms of voltages and current differences in 
a least-squares approach to minimize the estimation error. It is not mentioned if the 
back-cmf needs to be eliminated for operation at higher speeds. 
The technique relies on the precise sampling of ADCs that are synchronized to the 
PWM switching to measure the current change Aik. At low speed, all 6 non-zero 
voltage vectors are applied within one modulation period T,, =E tk where T,, = Tp 
is half the PWM period. The switching time tk for each vector is determined so that 
the mean voltage vector equals the demanded stator voltage. From above half-rated 
speed and for high-speed operation, one zero-state vector is selected plus the three 
voltage vectors spanning two of the sectors that are within ±30' of the demanded 
stator voltage vector to excite current transients. The switching times tk are again 
calculated so that the mean vector is equal to the demanded stator voltage. 
Blaschke Flux Angle Detection 
Blaschke et al. [79] use the nonlinear effect caused by the mutual inductance when 
injecting a pulsating hf current onto the d-current axis. Saturation is responsible for 
differences in the resulting hf rotor currents that are a function of the flux angle. 
Ideally, these rotor currents have to be measured. With no access to the rotor, they 
can be approximated and estimated from the stator voltages. A misalignment in the 
field orientation can be derived from the hf rotor currents or stator voltages and used 
as a feedback to correct the voltage model. This allows field orientation at zero and 
low speeds and different loads. This technique is suitable for current source inverters 
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(CSI), using a hysteresis current regulated PWM inverter. Sensorless torque control 
is presented in [79] with the relatively low carrier frequency of MHz for the hf current 
injection. No technique to realize sensorless speed or position control at zero speed 
is presented. As will be shown later, it can be a disadvantage to have a low injec- 
tion frequency. An increased carrier frequency for current injection however is more 
difficult to realize than voltage injection due to the limited bandwidth of the current 
controllers [91]. 
Sul Flux Angle Detection 
Sul [20] proposes a technique, very similar to that in [79]. The main difference is that 
a VSI and hf voltage injection are used. Therefore, the saliency information is derived 
from the hf stator currents. Again, a pulsating injection in the d-axis is applied. The 
resulting hf currents are measured and transformed into a measurement frame that is 
aligned to the flux axis by a balancing controller. Ideally, the measurement axes are 
symmetrically aligned to the flux axis so that the modulation effect of the saturation 
saliency on both measurement axes is the same. The two measuring axes are both 
ideally 45' apart from the flux axis which they enclose. Differences in the hf currents 
will result in an error signal that serves as input to the balancing controller that will 
adjust the frame orientation of the measurement axes and the field orientation. A 
correction controller is needed to compensate for the difference between the direction 
of the saturation saliency and the rotor flux alignment. The difference is a function 
of loading and therefore i,, This makes torque control possible. The estimated flux 
angle is also differentiated and filtered. Adding a slip estimate, the rotor speed can 
be estimated and basic speed control is possible. The primary problem is the dif- 
ferentiation that can be very noisy. Filtering will improve the signal but reduce the 
dynamics. The secondary problem is that the slip estimator is parameter-dependent 
and also requires accurate field orientation. From the experimental results given 
in [92], it is obvious that zero-current clamping (see Section 6.1.3) causes problems 
in the flux estimation. This results in torque ripples and large errors between real 
and estimated speed. None of the experimental results proves the claimed quality of 
the d-axis injection to reduce torque pulsations. The proposed technique depends on 
the level of saturation in the machine. Not all machines generate sufficient difference 
in saturation for the balancing controller. This is especially true for semi-open or 
open-slot machines. 
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Consoli Flux Angle Detection 
Another method to estimate the saturation saliency of induction machines is published 
by Consoli, et al. [81]. This method is based on earlier work, using the 3rd harmonic 
of the stator voltage due to saturation that can be measured between the machine 
star-point and the inverter midpoint [68]. This third harmonic technique providing 
field orientation however fails for low speeds. To overcome this limitation, a hf voltage 
is now injected onto the stator reference voltages [81]. The common mode voltage 
is measured as before but the hf voltage component VOhf is extracted. This signal 
contains information about the saturation saliency position in the machine. In (741, 
the technique was applied to PM synchronous machines. For the induction machine, 
only sensorless torque control or crude sensorless speed control can theoretically be 
realized. Until now, only tracking results for the airgap flux position have been 
published [81]. Sensorless control of induction machines has not yet been shown. 
An alternative approach to determine the saturation saliency angle is published in [93], 
where the common mode current component iof instead of the voltage is measured. 
Practically, all three line currents are measured and added, then sent through a 
bandpass filter. The resulting hf common mode current component 'Ohf contains 
the saliency information. This current signal is lagging VOhf by about 90'. The hf 
model of the machine assumes a neutral-to-ground stray capacitance between the 
stator windings and the grounded frame for the common-mode current to flow. This 
parasitic capacitance has a value in the order of nF [93] that determines the common- 
mode path admittance that is higher for hf currents than for fundamental currents. 
From the publication [93] it is not clear if the method is restricted to star-connected 
machines. Experimental tests performed by the author using a delta-connected ma- 
chine resulted only in a small DC signal without any hf component. All three line 
currents were measured and sent through three separate analogue bandpass filters 
before sampled by three A/D converters. The signal addition was performed in the 
digital processor. The DC offset resulted from small offsets in the A/D converters 
and the analogue filters. It is assumed that there is no hf common mode current in 
a delta connected induction machine. 
Lorenz Flux and Rotor Angle Detection 
Jansen and Lorenz [17] were the first to suggest a continuous hf injection to allow a 
sustained excitation of the saliency. This can be a continuous hf voltage or current 
injection, the voltage injection however is preferred. This approach has been adopted 
by many researchers. Possible implementations are suggested for sensorless torque 
control using saturation saliencies [19] or sensorless position control using engineered 
variations in the leakage inductance of the rotor [771 or the natural inductance vari- 
ation due to rotor slotting [82]. 
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All three types of sensorless strategies use a so-called heterodyning tracking observer. 
For the rotor position estimator, this is appended by a model of the mechanical sys- 
tem. The flux angle estimator only uses an integrator to derive the flux angle from 
the angular frequency. These structures are effectively phase-locked loops (PLL) that 
derive the position information contained in the saliency- modulated signal. The struc- 
ture works as follows: The hf currents containing the low-frequency modulation are 
fed into a phase detector. Here the cross-product is formed with a virtual hf current 
phasor containing the estimated saliency angle. The low-frequency components of this 
erro. 
- 
signal are a measure for the phase difference between real and estimated saliency 
angle. This error is the input to the loop-filter that outputs a phase change reference. 
Integration then results in the estimated saliency angle and thus closing the loop to 
the phase detector. The disadvantage is that the PLL or tracking observer require a 
sinusoidally distributed saliency and only allow the tracking of a single saliency. If 
more saliencies are present in the machine, the tracking fails, resulting in a loss of the 
position signal. 
Early publications covering flux estimation [19,94) only present experimental results 
that show the change of the hf impedance with stator or magnetizing current for 
two induction machines. No tracking results for the flux or saliency angle are shown. 
Loading causes an angle difference between the saliency angle and the flux angle that 
is analyzed quantitatively. This phenomenon is further investigated in [50,92,95]. 
The use of rotor saliencies is investigated in [17,77]. Experimental results are pre- 
sented for a 3.7kW (5hp) induction machine under 33% flux and 10% rated torque. 
Real and estimated rotor position are shown where the rotor saliency is due to a 
modulation of the rotor leakage inductance. This inductance varies sinusoidally due 
to the different slot openings with widths of 1.6mm and 0.15mm for 6 or 5 successive 
rotor slots respectively. The distortion of the hf modulation due to inverter deadtime 
is claimed to prevent higher loading of the machine. Problems in the rotor position 
estimation due to the increased saturation saliency under heavy loading are discussed. 
The distorting effect of saturation is reduced by opening all rotor slots. 
Results presented in later publications [85,96] show the tracking of rotor position 
where the distorting effect of saturation is originally neglected which means that the 
machine is operated without fundamental currents. One result is shown where the 
test machine produces a constant torque of 5% rated. It is believed that the drive is 
operated under sensored IRFO with the rotor position tracking running in parallel. 
In [96], the direct homodyne transformation is developed to separate positive and 
negative sequence harmonics. This does not solve the basic problem of separating 
single saliencies since rotor saliency and saturation saliency are both negative sequence 
harmonics. The reliable operation of the PLL or tracking observer cannot be obtained 
in this way. This technique however allows the elegant removal of the carrier from 
the hf signals by signal processing. 
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Most tests in [69] showing the estimated rotor position are without any fundamental 
excitation present in the machine. The machine then simply acts as a big resolver (see 
Section 8.2.1). In [82], rotor slot harmonics provide a rotor position estimate for a 
torque-controlled induction machine that is controlled to produce a constant torque of 
31% rated while a dynamometer enforces speed changes. The position error is within 
about ±4' electrical. No information is given if the machine is operating under rated 
flux. Still, no sensorless position control at full flux or full load has yet been presented. 
Cilia Rotor Angle Detection 
Cilia et al. [24] were the first to demonstrate true sensorless position control of an 
induction machine. To get a position dependent modulation, an asymmetric rotor 
is used. This means that an engineered circumferential variation in the resistance 
of a high-resistance outer-section cage of the induction machine rotor is introduced. 
This design provides incremental rotor position tracking with good dynamics where 
the rotor position dependent signals are robust to changes in load. The sensorless 
position control was implemented for a 30kW machine. An a/3 rotating hf voltage 
is used for injection. The resulting hf currents are extracted from the large funda- 
mental stator currents using an analogue bandpass filter. The hf currents contain 
the modulation due to the engineered rotor saliency. This can be tracked using the 
PLL of [171. The estimated rotor position is fed into the flux model to obtain field 
orientation and is used as feedback for the position controller. Sensorless position 
control is shown for a number of different conditions. A good transient response to 
a 360' position change is achieved for 60% rated flux and no load. For the same 
reduced flux, a load transient from 0 to 30% rated load is shown. Under stationary 
conditions, 50% load is demonstrated for 60% flux. The error on the estimated angle 
has increased to ±15' for this condition. For full flux and higher load, additional 
interference harmonics arising from slot saturation cause problems for rotor position 
tracking. The PLL then partially tracks the saturation saliency, causing instabilities 
for the position control and a loss of orientation. 
Saturation Saliency Elimination 
The problem of saturation for position-sensorless control is addressed in [97]. A 
periodic burst injection is used that is a symbiosis of discrete and continuous hf 
injection. For very low speeds, the saturation terms in the hf currents can then be 
eliminated mathematically. The obtained position estimate is independent of load 
and flux level. The publication shows the quality of the estimated rotor position even 
for severe saturation. The position estimate is tracked only and not used as feedback 
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for sensorless position control. The disadvantage of this method is that the achievable 
dynamics and speed are low. It however would allow tuning of model-based observers. 
Holtz Rotor Angle Detection 
Building upon the approach of [18], a technique for the estimation of the rotor angle is 
presented by Holtz, et al. [98]. The aiin is to obtain sensorless position control using 
a rotor with a particular number of rotor slots by applying a transient injection. A 
specific PWM switching cycle is introduced, causing a short current 'distortion' that 
can be picked up by measuring the star point voltage of the machine. Hence this 
technique is limited to machines that are connected in star and also have the star 
point accessible. The dual of this method for sensorless torque control is published 
in [81] using continuous lif voltage injection and measuring the voltage at the star 
point of the machine. An advantage of [98] might be that measuring a voltage can 
be easier than measuring a current change as in [18]. Still, the measurement requires 
synchronization with the applied fundamental voltage space phasor. Initial analysis 
in [99,100], applying this technique, neglect the distorting effects of saturation and 
rotor speed. The influence of rotor speed is eliminated by the measurement technique 
presented by Schr6dl in [18]. The problem of saturation effects is not considered, 
since the machine is used similar to a resolver without any fundamental excitation. 
Only two graphics are presented in [99] showing position signals for the drive running 
under sensorless position control. No information is given about the flux level or 
load applied. A magnitude error of 5% in the two perpendicular position signals is 
analyzed that is attributed to saturation. Problems in the position estimation due to 
saturation are finally shown in [100] but are not solved. 
The idea behind the technique of [98] is that the star point-voltage is zero if the 
stray inductances 1,,, lab and 1,, are the same. If however there are non-1 i neari ties 
in the machine such as those due to rotor slotting, the inductances become functions 
of this saliency angle. The stray inductivity of line a can then be expressed by the 
approximation 
laa ON) : 
-:: 
laaO + Alora COS 6N (2-61) 
Here, 1,,, o is the component that is independent of the rotor position and Al,,, is 
the amplitude of the stray inductivity that is dependent on the rotor position. The 
spacial dependency is given by the angle 6N = Nw, t. N, is the number of rotor slots, 
w, the rotor angular velocity and 6N the slot angle. With the inductances changing 
with position due to slotting, the zero voltage also becomes a function of the rotor 
position that can be measured and used to then estimate the rotor position. 
By combining two voltage measurements with opposite inverter states as proposed 
by [18], the influence of the back-eTnf and therefore the speed-dependency can be 
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cancelled. The normal PWM switching cycle has to be interrupted by a specific 
voltage phase test phasor for the duration of the measurement cycle. In [99], the 
two inverse switching states are within the same switching period with At = 6/1s. 
None of the publications specifies the precise measurement setup or discusses possible 
problems with switching oscillations or measurement synchronization. The signal 
from combining e. g. states (1) and (4) (see Section 2.2.6) is 
(1) 
u 
(4) 
Pa(6N) Uo, or 
2 Vd, 
lcralcrb + lualoc 
- 
21ablac 
laalub + laalac + laclaa 
Al, (-os(Nw,. t) 2 Vd, L, o 
= 2Vd, kI, cos(Nw, t) (2.62) 
(k) 
= where ua VAn + VBn + VCn is the suni of the three line-to-neutral voltages for (1) (4) 
a test vector in direction k. The measured difference in the voltages u,, and u. 
results in the position- dependent term P,, (6N)7 where typically ki, < 0.1 and c as Vd, 
the DC-link voltage. The phase shift between the measured signals can be assumed 
to be zero. Two similar p osi t ion- dependent terms are found for the two remaining 
directions PON) and Pc(6N)i that have a phase shift of 120'IN, and 240'/N, to 
NON) respectively. Different possible solutions on how to obtain the rotor position 
signal are mentioned in [21], such as zero-crossing detection (see Section 5.5). The 
most robust solution is to combine the three position signals p, A and p, to form 
a complex position vector c. Extracting the phase of f (e. g. using the ARCTAN 
function [21]) will give the estimated rotor position. 
The analysis in (2.62) neglects saturation in the machine and also assumes an ideal 
slotting saliency. The inductivity parameters will however in practice also depend 
on saturation. This will cause a spacial modulation of the position signals p,, to p, 
The resulting saturation saliency will then degrade the quality of the rotor position 
tracking or cause a loss of the estimated position. 
Chapter 3: 
Control Structure and Design 
One important aspect of this research is naturally the use of the estimated rotor 
position as a variable in the control system. For the field-oriented control, the rotor 
position directly influences the stability of the position-controlled drive. The position 
signal is required to obtain field orientation and also to provide the feedback for the 
position controller. The control structure for the experimental drive and the layout 
and design of the controllers is covered in this chapter. This gives an insight into the 
performance of the experimental drive. Typically a cascaded control structure based 
upon proportional and integral (PI) controllers is used for the field-oriented control 
of induction machines. A subset of this structure is used for the sensorless position 
control. 
3.1 Cascade Control 
Cascade or nested control is the most common structure for the control of field- 
oriented induction machine drives and is the basis for the control in this work. Usually, 
PI controllers are chosen that can be designed using root locus, pole placement or 
quality criteria. The integral part ensures stationary accuracy while the proportional 
part determines the dynamics. The controller design is based on the linear and time- 
invariant model of the induction machine (Section 2.2.3). Cascade control is very 
suitable for the decoupled control of speed and torque under field orientation. Speed 
and the torque component i, q of the current are in one branch and field weakening, flux and isd control are in the second branch as shown in Fig. 3.1. Cascade control 
is relatively easy to set up because it allows a commissioning step-by-step from the 
fast inner current controllers to the outer superimposed control loops. Outer control 
loops must have a lower bandwidth than the inner loops. Outer extensions for field 
44 
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weakening or position control are easily possible. The cascade systern also provides 
more protection of' the drive by limiting internal quantities like current, torque and 
speed and it allows t*ast rejection of inner disturbances. The dynamic response can be 
improved by adding feedforward reference signals acting on the individual loops [7]. 
Figure 3.1: Full cascaded control of induction machine used in the research programme [7,101] 
Fig. 3.1 shows the structure for speed control of the induction machine as used for 
the research. The d and q current controllers in the inner loop generate the voltage 
demand that is transformed into the 3-phase stator fraine. Then the PWNI switching 
times are calculated. The speed feedback is obtained by differentiation of the encoder 
position. Field and flux controllers feed the inner d-current loop. Above the base 
speed range, the flux is reduced inversely with speed. The lack of a torque controller 
makes it necessary to adapt the Z*, q reference by multiplication with the ratio 
ý in Om R 
field-weakening. A flux model provides the transformation angle for field orientation 
and a flux estimate. With the focus on low-speed operation and sensorless control in 
ent oder 
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this work, the structure of Fig. 3.1 can be simplified. Then, the structure marked by 
the dashed area including field and flux controllers is not required. 
Note that the linear function blocks of Fig. 3.1 are characterized by their step response [7]. All of the linear function blocks are PI controllers. A derivative block with d1dt 
converts the encoder position into a speed signal. Nonlinear functions are represented 
by a block with a double frame. 
3.2 PI Controller and Anti-Windup 
PI controllers are used for most of the control in this work. The Laplace transfer 
function of the PI controller is 
T, s +1 (s + a, ) k, T- 
,s ' 's 
where k, is the controller gain and T, is the controller time constant. The zero is at 
so = -11T, = -a,. Conversion to the discrete transfer function with sampling time 
T gives 
k, s+a, (3-1) 
P+ 
Iz (3.2) 
z-I 
z-al-a, (3.3) 
z-1 
where P=k, and I=k, a, T for (3.2) of the discrete controller and a, = k, (1 + a, T) 
and a, = k, for (3-3). In real control systems, the outputs of the controller usually 
have to be limited because the actuators saturate or their range is limited. Also 
operating conditions may be limited by electrical or mechanical design. This can be 
a speed that must not be exceeded or a maximum current that is allowed for the 
switching devices in an inverter. In this case, the controller output must be limited. 
When the controller output reaches the set limit, the integrating part of the controller 
may cause a deterioration of the control performance due to a substantial overshoot. 
This is because the integrator will keep accumulating the controller error even when 
the output is limited, which is called windup. 
There are a number of techniques how to avoid the integrator windup [102,103]. A 
dynamic anti-windup controller is shown in Fig. 3.2. It is derived from the discrete 
controller of (3.2) and used in this work for the speed control. The structure can 
be seen to consist of the proportional and the integral branch that are in parallel. 
Both branches have limiters, where the proportional path always has preference over 
the integral path. This means that the integral action will be disabled first if the 
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Figure 3.2: PI Controller with Dynamic Anti- Windup 
output reaches the given limits. This ensures a fast settling time due to the strong 
proportional term and guarantees steady-state accuracy when the input error becomes 
small since the integrator is active. 
3.3 Current Control 
Both inner current loops consist of identical PI controllers. Under rotor flux orien- 
tation, the control loops for the torque and the flux currents are decoupled and the 
currents are constant DC-values under steady-state. The model of the plant for the 
d and q current loop, shown in Fig. 3.3 is Gp(s) = ll(uL, s + R, ). 
The characteristic of the transducer is represented by GT(s) and can also contain the 
transfer function of a lowpa-ss filter for anti-aliasing before the A/D converter. Since 
the dynamic performance of the current transducers allow tracking a current change 
of more than 50A per microsecond, the time lag due to the current transducers can be 
neglected here. For the old rig, the currents are sampled at 2kHz and the anti-aliasing 
filter is a second order Butterworth with a cutoff frequency of 60OHz [22]. In the new 
rig, the currents are sampled every 200ps that is a frequency of 5kHz. The current 
sampling is synchronized with the PWM generation so that no anti-aliasing filter is 
required here (see Section 4.5.1). Reading out the sampled and digitized currents 
occurs in each control cycle before the control code is started. The current controllers 
then determine the new reference voltages that are sent down to the PWM generator 
at the start of the new cycle. 
The basis for the design of the current controllers G, (s) in Fig. 3.3 are the voltage 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram showing the 'Id, current control loop 
equations that can be derived from (2.17) for rotor flux orientation: 
'I'sd oLs 
disd 
+ Rs? sd -uL, Wei, q + (1 - or) L, 
dimR (3.4) 
dt dt 
linear coupling 
Vsq or L, 
di 
+ R, i, q +orL, Weisd + (1 (3.5) dt 
linear coupling 
It is obvious that the current controllers are dealing with a noli-linear multivariable 
system and it is advantageous to compensate the voltage coupling terms in (3.4) 
and (3.5) using a feedforward voltage VSdq, Op ' 
if the machine parameters are known. 
The decoupling network then allows for a better drive utilization under dvnamic 
conditions. In particular the q controller is freed from having to contribute the large 
voltage component that is proportional to w, during acceleration. The coupling terms 
above can be simplified for constant-flux operation: 
Vsd,,,,, 
p = -orLsWeisq (3.6) 
Vsqcýýp 
= 
Ls 
' 
Weisd (3-7) 
The steady-state R, isd and R, isq terms can also be included to the respective feed- 
forward voltage. 
To additionally improve the current controller bandwidth, the current controllers 
were designed in the z-plane and a prefilter Gf (z) was used to process the reference 
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input [104]. This enables a decoupling of the design for the disturbance response from 
that of the command tracking. 
A possible choice for designing the prefilter is to compensate the controller zero. For 
plants of the n 1h 
-order lag type as that of Fig. 3.3, the numerator of the closed loop 
transfer function of the reference response is determined by the controller zero. This 
derivative characteristic due to the PI controller can be easily compensated by the 
prefilter. A reference step will then be smoothed. Also, for the prefilter, the DC 
gain should be unity. This can be verified mathematically by replacing z by 1 in 
the transfer function Gf (z) which should be equal to 1. The prefilter allowed the 
increase of the PI gain by a factor of 4 and the bandwidth of the current loop could 
be doubled. This is because the prefilter reduces the current overshoot as shown in 
Fig. 3.6. 
The voltage source inverter using PWM is a non-linear amplifier. For simplicity, the 
real transfer function can be approximated by a delay z-1 = e-sT , where T= 200ps 
is the sampling period of the control system. For larger sampling times T, the gains 
of the PI controller have to be decreased to maintain stability (see [441). The shown 
distortion d(s) covers noise and the inverter non-linearities due to the dead-time effect. 
In [44], the control scheme of Fig. 3.3 is presented as Two-Degree-of-Freedom Con- 
troller (2DOFC), claiming to significantly reduce the flattening of the line currents 
during zero crossing. This is known as current clamping effect and is the result of the 
inverter deadtime (see Section 6.1.2). Experimental tests by the author do not sup- 
port the claimed level of improvement. Feedforward compensation and the prefilter 
allow only a slight reduction of the flattening of the currents. The major improvement 
concerning current clamping could be achieved by using the reference i* currents for 
the flux model instead of the actual measured ones. 
Sdq 
The current controller bandwidth for the new rig was tested experimentally by su- 
perimposing a variable hf voltage signal (e. g. at VSdqCOmp ) onto the voltage reference. 
Due to the closed loop nature, the resulting hf currents are fed back into the current 
controllers that cause a hf voltage demand to remove the injection. It was found that 
the current loop resonated (i. e. amplified the hf signal) at an injection frequency of 
594Hz and 650Hz for the machines with symmetric and asymmetric rotor respectively. 
The loop bandwidths are slightly higher than the measured resonant frequencies. The 
value of G, (z) in the new rig are P= 14,1 = 0.85 and T= 200ps. The transfer 
function of the prefilter therefore is Gf(z) = 0.15*, 
. 
The current controllers G, (S) 
z-0.85 in the old rig are set to the parameters k, = 4.5 and a, = 140 rad/s (T = 504/1s), 
resulting in a natural closed loop frequency of 120Hz. The reason for the lower reso- 
nance frequency for the symmetric rotor is that the gain was minimally reduced since 
a higher amplification interacted with current ripples that originate from rotor slot 
harmonics. 
The experimental step response for the i, q current is shown in Fig. 3.4. The actual 
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Figure 3.4: 2, q step response for machine with symmetric rotor 
current follows the demand i: for 33A within about 3ms. The overshoot is minimized sq 
since not i* but i* after the prefilter serves as the reference. The control area, that sq sqf 
is the signed area between i* and i,, is zero. A controller design for a faster response sqf 
is not easily obtainable due to the inverter delay of z-' in the closed loop transfer 
function that is visible in Fig. 3.4. 
A sequence of current step responses is shown in Fig. 3.6. During the speed change, 
the i, q demand is set to the limit of ±33A, that is 118% of rated isq- 
For higher speeds, a distortion can be seen on the currents. This oscillation is due 
to the rotor slot harmonics. These are at frequency -Nf, + f, where N, = 56 is PP the number of rotor slots, pp =2 is the number of pole pairs and f, and f, are the 
electrical rotor and excitation frequency respectively. The amplitude of the rotor slot 
harmonics also depends on speed. 
3.4 Speed Control 
For the speed loop it is essential that the PI controller comes with anti-windup imple- 
mented. The speed controller directly acts upon the inner Z, q loop and its reference 
output is usually in the limits. This is because the mechanical time constant can be in 
the range of several hundred milliseconds whereas the i,, response is in the range of a 
few milliseconds. The current limit will then be reached nearly instantaneously while 
the speed error does not decrease quickly. The operation of the speed- controlled drive 
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Figure 3.5: Structure of speed loop 
is shown in Fig. 3.6. The 30kNV machine changes speed under unloaded conditions 
by 1000rprn in less than 3DOms. For most of the time during the speed change, the 
i, q current is at its limit. 
The Zsd current is controlled to remain constant whereas i, q 
changes step-like until the reference speed is reached. The isq-overshoot is the result 
of a small overshoot in the speed. 
Because the electrical time constants are much smaller than the mechanical time 
constants, the inner i. sq loop and inverter can be substituted by a first order lag. The 
parameters of the transfer function are the torque gain KT and the equivalent time 
constant Tc of the current loop. Since Tc is only about 1.7 milliseconds it can easily 
be neglected, leaving only the torque gain KT as shown in Fig. 3.5. This gain can be 
derived from (2.3) and is 3- pp 
- 
L2 IL, 
* 
inLR- The transfer function of the mechanical 
plant is Gp(s) J is the lumped inertia of the total drive system and bF is Js+bF 
the friction coefficient. The speed factor K, = n7nax/W,, a., serves the conversion 
from 
angular velocity to speed in [rpm]. The feedback path shows the block 'transducer 8 
filter' that consists in the real system of a 3000-line incremental encoder (multiplied 
to 12000 ppr using the quadrature signal) and a filter of time constant 14rns. With a 
sampling frequency of 0.6ms, a standard deviation of 0.44rpm was obtained for low 
speeds and 0.25rpm for higher speeds above 100rpm. A filter with less phaseshift 
would be desirable for higher speeds. The emphasis in this work is however on the 
low-speed operation. 
The nonlinear structure of the speed controller makes it difficult to determine the 
bandwidth mathematically. This can be done in simulation or experimentally by 
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Figure 3.6: Sequence of speed changes from +500 to 
-500 rpm for drive under Vector 
Control (symmetric rotor) 
using a sinusoidal reference speed such that the speed controller is not driven into 
saturation. The frequency at which the real speed reduced to 1/v, ý2_ of the reference 
(the phase shift is close to 45'), is the cut-off frequency. This has been found to be 
about 8.5Hz or 53rad/s. The sampling frequency could have been reduced without 
affecting the speed loop bandwidth but for practical reasons the sampling rate was 
not changed. The TRANSPUTER rig had a speed bandwidth of 8.8Hz. 
3.5 Flux Control 
A flux controller cmi be implemented with an additional outer field controller as shown 
in the dashed box of Fig. 3.1. This structure is useful when extending the operation 
range into field- weakening. In this work, the focus is on the low-speed range. A simple 
i* 
,d demand is sufficient since the flux current Z*sd will be kept constant. However, an 
approach is required to initially flux the machine. 
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The flux current demand 'sd is increased gradually via a first order lag with time 
constant Td to the level of ýb*IL, The current controllers will ensure that the real r 
Isd follows the reference and that i, q is maintained at zero during start-up. The time 
constant Td is chosen to be twice the rotor time constant Tr. 
i*I ol* 
sd : "::::: Td-S +I Lo 
After about three time constants Td, the reference z', *d is switched to its final value. 
3.6 Position Control 
01 
Figure 3.7: Structure for sensored (a) or sensorless (b) field oriented position control 
The standard implementation for a position controller is to extend the speed control 
system of Fig. 3.1 by an outer position loop. A proportional controller is used if 
steady-state accuracy under a torque disturbance is not required. Otherwise, a PI 
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controller can be used that is often combined with an optimal path prediction [7]. 
This ensures position holding under load and minimum time for a demanded position 
change. 
The implementation chosen in this work does not make use of an explicit internal 
speed loop because it is the position that is estimated and a speed estimate will 
usually be very noisy when derived from the estimated position. A lead controller is 
chosen that acts directly on the i, q-10op as shown in Fig. 3.7. The lead controller can 
be split into separate speed and position loops. The equivalent nested controllers are 
a proportional speed controller of gain V,, and a proportional position controller of 
gain Vp- 
(n* + V,, - 
kn 
'! 0* 
sq r Tfs +ir 
S- v f eedf orward 
V- (0* 
- 
pr 
k,, s 
where n, -- Tfs +1.0, 
The speed feedback n, is obtained by differentiation of 0, and by smoothing with the 
lowpass filter ;1. This filter is mandatory since the differentiation will amplify the Tf s+1
noise on the estimated position. The speed reference nr* from the position controller 
is complemented by the position reference, sent through the feedforward block kas Tf S+1 
that is identical to that used for the position feedback. 
The Laplace transfer function of the combined lead controller G(s) is 
Tis +i (3-8) sq Ti, s +I 
where Vi = V,, - Vp, Tj = (Tf + 
-ý! L) and Ti, = Tf. Discretizing G(s), one gets: VP 
kp. z 
Z-Z, 
The parameters are: 
zp = Ti / (Ti + T) = 0.95 
z, = exp(-T/Ti, ) -- (1 
- 
TITi, ) 
= 
0.997 
kp 
= 
Vi 
- 
Ti +T 
= 
300 Til7 
(3-9) 
To improve the controller performance the continuous control design was replaced 
by a discrete control using the implementation of (3.9). The control design was not 
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Figure 3.8: Position change by 2.5 revolutions (9001) under no load for sensored 
drive (upper), sensorless drive (centre) and simulated control using SIMULINK model 
(bottom) 
optimized for maximum performance but a compromise was found so that sensorless 
operation using the noisier estimated position worked reliably. The same discrete 
controller was used for sensored and sensorless control as indicated by the switch in 
Fig. 3.7. The step demand 0; was sent through a ramp function followed by a lowpass r filter as shown in Fig. 3.8. This is to reduce the rate of change of position since it 
will be shown (Section 6.2) that high dO; Idt results in a high di, qldt that causes high 
frequency components of the fundamental current. These interfere with the hf signals 
that are used to estimate the rotor position. The reliability of the position estimation 
is then significantly reduced. The ramp function is that of a delayed integrator with a 
rate of change of 1000' per second. Some of the position transients using the machine 
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------- ------- ---------- 
- 
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with symmetrical rotor were operated with a rate of change of 300' per second. The 
time constant for the lowpass ramp-filter is 95ms. The parameters of the position 
controller for the tests of Fig. 3.8 differed slightly from that given above with kp = 420, 
zZ = 0.997 and zp = 0.48. The reason being a marginally better performance of the 
sensorless drive under no-load. For the posit ion-cont rolled sensorless field-orientated 
drive under load, see Section 8.1.2. 
The response to a 900' position change for the drive under no-load is shown on the 
left of Fig. 3.8. The upper two plots show experimental data from the sensored 
and the sensorless drive respectively. The sensorless drive uses the position estima- 
tor of Fig. 5.17 in Section 5.6. The lower plot is obtained from simulation using a 
SIMULINK model of the controller and the mechanical plant. The same code was 
used for the ramp and controller as used to control the real machine. The simula- 
tion results show the reference position, the real position and the ramp next to the 
smoothed position reference after the lowpass filter. 
The torque current i, q is shown on the right where the upper two plots are obtained 
experimentally from the sensored and sensorless drive respectively. The lower plot 
shows z*,, as obtained from simulation which is in good agreement with the experi- 
mental results. 
Experimental tests using a sinusoidal reference input resulted in a bandwidth of 2.5Hz 
for the position control loop. 
Chapter 4: 
Experimental Rig 
This chapter provides an overview of the experimental system including hardware and 
software. The research uses two 30kW experimental rigs. The first was constructed in 
a previous project and is fully documented in [22,25]. It consists of a 30kW induction 
machine driven by a 45kW IGBT inverter. The control is provided by an array of 
T800 Transputer processors, interfaced to the commercial 45kW inverter. The rig is 
referred to as TRANSPUTER rig. 
A new rig has been constructed which has evolved from the old TRANSPUTER 
rig. This new rig with the function and operation of the different specific boards is 
described in this chapter and appropriate appendices. The new rig uses a state-of- 
the-art floating-point digital signal processor (DSP). A separate fixed-point DSP that 
is optimized for machine control serves as frontend and interface to a 45kW inverter. 
This new rig is called the DSP rig. A PC was used that serves as the host platform 
to develop code and analyze data. The PC host also provides the user interface to 
the control system. The structure of the safety box, control and power connections 
of the load drive and the DSP rig are also covered in this chapter. 
In contrast to typical industrial systems, the processing power of the two experimental 
systems is much higher. Industrial solutions demand cost effectiveness and therefore 
use fixed-point processors with integrated peripherals that run highly optimized code. 
The experimental systems are oversized to allow modifications or changes and can also 
be easily extended in hardware and software. 
Finally, the induction machines used for the research project are discussed. Three 
rotors were used for the testing of different algorithms for sensorless position control. 
Parameters are given and the modifications on the rotors are described. 
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4.1 'h-ansputer Rig 
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The TRANSPUTER rig was taken over from previous research and is documented 
in [22] and [25]. It was modified to allow an analysis of the frequency spectrum of pro- 
cessed hf signals; a two-channel D/A converter being added to the system. Therefore 
a new transputer had to be included as the links of all other processors were already 
occupied and the available processing power was not sufficient. This modification 
increased the number of transputers to six. The structure of the transputer network 
and the links to peripheral components of the TRANSPUTER rig are shown in Ap- 
pendix D. 12. The extra processing power could however not fully be utilized but 
the additional processor allows for a simplification in the communication by buffering 
of transferred variables. The current configuration also shows that the system has 
reached a point where further extension only increases the complexity. Much time 
is spent on communication and inter-processor transfers via the serial links. Two- 
dimensional timing analysis is necessary to resolve communication deadlocks and to 
keep the system optimized. Small changes in code can delay the transfer of variables 
to up to 500ps. The communication overhead and idle states cause a drastic degra- 
dation of the average processor utilization. A cause for the limitation is that each 
transputer only provides four links. Two of them are required to maintain the loop 
structure, that only leaves two links for the connection of external devices. 
An advantage of the transputer system is that external hardware can be easily con- 
nected to a transputer link by means of a specific serial- to-parallel interface chip. This 
reduces development time considerably. The distributed processing power allows the 
calculation and generation of a PWM switching pulse every 84jLs. The distributed 
processing is also advantageous for the hf injection, since signal sampling and de- 
modulation can run at 12kHz. This provides the possibility to inject higher carrier 
frequencies and still guarantees a fine resolution of the sampled signals. The main 
control, including communication with the user, updating the flux model or current 
control is only run every 504ps. 
The software on transputers and PC required structural changes from that of [22,25]. 
The monitoring of internal variables and sampled external signals on the transputers 
and the upload of data to the PC blocked all user communication with the transputer 
network. Therefore, monitoring was buffered and the communication was changed to 
be event-cont rolled. This allowed the arbitrary change of the reference signal during 
monitoring. The user interface was extended to allow more parameters to be sent to 
the control transputer online. Functions were implemented to download compensation 
tables and compensation parameters for the sensorless algorithm and control. 
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From the experiences with the TRANSPUTER rig, a new rig was constructed, shown 
in Fig. 4.1. Instead of the transputer network, an established and powerful digital 
signal processor (DSP), the TMS320C40 was used. To reduce development time, a 
C40 motherboard was purchased from Loughborough Sound Images Ltd. (LSI). This 
comes in the form of a peripheral card that is placed in an ISA-slot of a PC and 
can be accessed by the user via software running on the PC. A set of analogue and 
digital 1/0 boards had to be constructed similar to that of the TRANSPUTER rig. 
An interface to the Eurotherm inverter of the 584 SV series (type 7,45kW) and the 
position encoder had to be built. Also a number of transducers for measuring currents 
and voltages and the respective A/D converters were needed. Bandpass filters were 
required for extracting the hf modulation of the stator currents for the sensorless 
algorithms and control. 
From the experiences from the TRANSPUTER rig, a number of improvements for 
the new rig were achieved. The board layout was standardized, allowing more flexi- 
bility and possibility for future expansion. Boards were designed with ground planes 
allowing higher noise suppression and reliability. The efficiency of the expansion 
boards could be improved and the processing power of some boards was increased. 
Additional features were included like the analogue and digital output channels or 
the possibility to connect a SinCoder. The number of analogue signals that can be 
measured was doubled and more channels of analogue bandpass filters were made 
available. The control software and user interface were designed new from ground 
up, including new functionality, easier maintenance, ease of use combined with more 
powerful data acquisition and analysis. Any variable in the C40 control code can 
be sampled and this concurrent to the user control and debug activity. All the new 
design in software and hardware lead to a maximum of efficiency and flexibility for 
the research work. 
4.2.1 C40 Motherboard 
The DPCIC40B [105] is a C40 motherboard that occupies a single slot of the PC. 
It provides space for two C40 processors via specific module connectors. Only the 
primary module is populated that has direct access to a dual-port RAM and 1/0 
ports to communicate with the PC. Both interfaces can be accessed autonomously. 
The 1/0 ports are primarily used from the PC side to configure the C40 motherboard. 
This includes access to a test-bus controller (JTAG) that simplifies code debugging. 
The dual-port RAM that is mapped into the physical address space of the PC is 
required for data exchange. The interface libraries provided by the manufacturer had been rewritten for the use under modern PC operating systems. Specific hardware 
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Figure 4.1: Layout ofthe new DSP rig 
drivers were needed to provide access to the real memory. 
The dual-port RAM allows a relatively fast data transfer between the PC and the 
DSP on the C40 motherboard. This type of communication interface exceeds the 
achievable transfer rate of serial ports or solutions based on the C40 CommPorts 
but is below that of a typical PCI transfer. However, the C40 motherboard was 
considered a good compromise as the usual communication is restricted to a small 
number of user actions and short data bursts when sampled data is transferred from 
the C40 to the host for further analysis. The code for field-oriented control of the 
induction machine is solely executed by the C40 and does not require any interven- 
tion from the host side. An instantaneous emergency shut-down is not only possible 
via software from the PC but also directly via hardware switches. This is why no 
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critical requirements for the communication speed with the PC exist. The typical 
0.1 seconds response-time to process a user command are usually achieved and no 
operating system with real-time capabilities on the PC is needed. The C40 moth- 
erboard comes with a set of tools that run on the PC. A debugger is provided that 
allows the testing of code on the C40 and to change internal registers, data and code 
instantaneously, similar to a JTAG controller. Breakpoints can be set, step-over and 
trace-in are possible and the C40 can be operated in a free-run mode. A set of soft- 
ware libraries was provided with the board to load code to the C40 and access the 
dual-port RAM. These had to be rewritten for the use with a multitasking graphical 
operating system on the PC. A set of C40 tools like compiler, linker, archiver and 
libraries were available for writing code in the high-level language C. A precompiler 
and parser were written to allow easier documentation of the code and extraction of 
information for the debugger. An overview of the C40 code production tools can be 
found in [106]. This document lists important switches, settings, configuration files 
and summarizes additional useful tools. The C40 can access external boards either 
via the CommPorts or the external memory interface. The LSI motherboard only 
uses the CommPorts if a second C40 processor is mounted. The secondary DSP is 
then linked to the master DSP via the CommPorts. Access from the PC is only via 
the master DSP. A secondary DSP is currently not equipped. A small subset of the 
external memory interface of the primary C40 is provided via the DSPLINK interface 
on the LSI motherboard. This allows to write within about 300ns and an external 
read within 500ns and is therefore more than 10 times faster than the transputer 
interface using channels. The C40 provides a much faster external memory interface 
but is slowed down by the logic of the DSPLINK to allow the use of slow and cheap 
external hardware. The LSI motherboard comes with a number of memory modules 
of 256k words in total that adds to the 2k words internal RAM of the C40. The 
memory modules are used to store data from tables and signal monitoring and hold 
the program code. The variables are placed into the fast internal RAM to speed-up 
program execution. 
The TMS320C40 is a 32 bit floating-point processor. The processor used is of the 
slowest version that is clocked with 40MHz and has a 50ns instruction cycle time. This 
can only be fully exploited if code from the internal RAM is executed, otherwise wait- 
states are inserted or the pipeline is not efficiently filled. The internal program cache 
can improve performance. The central processing unit (CPU) of the C40 integrates a 
numerical floating-point unit, a barrel shifter, arithmetic-logical unit (ALU), twelve 
40-bit registers and eight auxiliary registers that can each be used like an accumulator. 
Multiplication, division and square-root operation are performed within an instruction 
cycle which is advantageous for the control code of the drive. Fast conversion from 
integer to float or vice versa is possible. Several modules can work in parallel. The 
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address decoder can update a new address and initiate the loading of code or data 
during numeric operations. The direct memory access (DMA) coprocessor allows 
to move large blocks of data without intervention of the CPU. This is very useful 
when transferring monitoring data from the external RAM via the dual-port RAM 
to the PC for further processing or inspection. Six CommPorts are available that 
work similarly to the links of a transputer. The difference is that the CommPorts are 
faster, work bidirectionally and are decoupled form the CPU via buffers. A pending 
transmission will therefore not stop the execution of code, the communication runs in 
parallel. The CommPorts are currently not used due to the lack of a simple interface 
chip to provide standard memory mapping. Two timers are integrated that can be 
used to run two interrupt service routines (ISRs) independently. Currently, only one 
timer is used for interrupt generation, the second serves as a watchdog timer. A small 
number of pins can be configured for digital 1/0. This allows the C40 to communicate 
with the PWM generator chip. One external interrupt pin is used to trigger an ISR 
from the PWM generator. This allows to synchronize the C40 interrupt routine with 
the PWM. The internal bootloader is extended by that of the LSI motherboard for a 
faster downloading of code from the PC. 
4.2.2 Backplane and Power Supply 
The signals of the 
-DSPLINK bus on the C40 motherboard are directly connected to 
the backplane of the rack that is shown in Appendix D. 8. Some additional signals that 
are not available on the DSPLINK can be obtained by directly connecting to the DSP 
pins. The analogue and digital power lines are also a part of the backplane. They are 
connected to the respective power supplies that are integrated on a separate power 
board, shown in Appendix D. 10. This board provides a regulated symmetrical ±15V 
analogue voltage, used mainly for OpAmps, and stabilized analogue ±5V supplies 
to power some special chips and OpAmps. Two voltage generators provide the +5V 
supply for digital components. Separation of analogue and digital grounds is necessary 
to improve signal quality and reduce the digital switching noise for the analogue 
components. The power board consists of two transformers to deliver the different 
required digital and analogue voltages. The backplane separates analogue from digital 
signal lines and includes a number of ground lines to reduce cross-coupling. All boards 
get their signals from the backplane via a standard 3-row slot connector. This provides 
the flexibility to plug any board into any slot. The voltage and current transducers 
are currently powered by an external voltage supply to avoid problems with earth 
loops. This is also why the different analogue and digital grounds are only connected 
in one single point on the power supply board, near the transformers. 
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The transducers are located outside the rack between the inverter and the induction 
machine, within a box for shielding. The board layout is shown in Appendix DA The 
three-phase power cables are connected via terminal blocks. Two boards exist with 
two current and two voltage transducers each. LEM modules LTA1001SP1 are used 
for the non-intrusive measurement of the line currents. The modules are Hall-effect 
devices that provide a galvanic decoupling from the power circuit and have an output 
voltage that is proportional to the measured current. The voltage transducers are 
connected between the power cables to measure the line-to-line voltages. According 
to specification, their bandwidth is lower than that of the LEM modules. Their DC 
drift however is very low in practice whereas the LEM current modules require regular 
offset correction. All transducers are followed by lowpass filters and driver circuits to 
transfer the measured signals via coaxial cables to the rack. 
4.2.4 Signal Conditioning Board 
The gain board (see Appendix D. 5) is used to provide an interface between the boards 
with the current and voltage transducers and the boards for A/D conversion. The gain 
board allows easy access to potentiometers to adjust gain and offset for each signal 
channel. Two of the input channels have two output stages. This is. useful for the 
current signals. Two fundamental currents are needed for the vector control algorithm 
and the hf modulation of the line currents is required for the sensorless algorithm. 
One output stage per current channel is connected to the analogue bandpass filter 
respectively. 
4.2.5 Analogue- Digital Converters 
There are two ADC boards (described in Appendix D-6) in the system with four A/D 
channels each. Only the two channels measuring the line currents are essential for 
sensored Vector Control. For sensorless control, two hf currents from the analogue 
bandpass filters are converted and two line-to-line voltages are read. Two channels 
serve as a backup and can be used to measure additional currents or voltages. Each 
AD converter has a theoretical resolution of 16 bit and a conversion and acquisition 
time of about 10ps. All channels are triggered synchronously and aligned to the 
PWM. This makes it possible to avoid sampling of current spikes at the instance of a 
PWM switching. The usual lowpass filters in the current path can then be omitted. 
These filters can reduce the bandwidth of the current controllers significantly. The 
trigger to start a conversion does not involve a software instruction and is provided 
in hardware by the PWM generator. This results in a deterministic timing event and 
also allows to take account of inverter deadtime and changes in the PWM period. 
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4.2.6 Digital-Analogue Board 
The layout of the DAC board is explained in Appendix D. 7. The board provides the 
analogue and optional digital output channels. Four analogue channels are available. 
The AD7835 DAC converts a 14 bit digital word within 10ys into an analogue voltage. 
Currently, the analogue output is only used to send internal variables to a digital 
oscilloscope. This can be useful to check or debug code, to display signals resulting 
from the processing of measured signals and to monitor signals over a long time with 
a high resolution. In this case, the large memory buffer of a digital oscilloscope can 
be used to store the data. In particular for FFTs, it can be very useful to obtain good 
spectral resolution over a large frequency range. The DACs could also be used to set 
reference values for the thyristor converter of the DC load machine. This however 
has not been realized because the analogue input channels are very noise sensitive. 
The settings of the DC converter are preferably changed via the digital interface. 
A bank of 8 LEDs can be addressed to signal events or software states. They indicate 
if the control is running or if an error has occurred. Eight bits digital input can be 
set via a DIP switch. The digital position of the switches can be read by software. To 
allow more flexible digital 1/0,13 bits can be written or read via buffers. A header 
provides interface to the digital lines. This can be very useful to test the length of 
code sections. The rising or falling edges can be monitored by an oscilloscope that 
are set before and after the code to be timed. Additional digital devices can also be 
quickly connected and integrated into the control rig. 
4.2.7 PWM and Encoder Board (Extension Board) 
The PWM generation and the signals from the encoder are managed by a DSP that 
is specifically optimized for machine control. This is the TMS320F240 fixed-point 
processor. The F240 is a DSP that comes with a large number of integrated periph- 
erals that are suitable and common in control applications. The DSP includes three 
16-bit timers that are easily configured to generate pulse-width modulation (PWM). 
A watchdog timer module increases safety and can disable the PWM output lines 
to protect the inverter. A digital pulse encoder can directly be connected to the 
quadrature unit (QEP) that increases the pulse count and resolution by four via edge 
detection. Two of the integrated 10-bit ADCs can help to improve the resolution of 
the rotor position when employing a SinCoder as high-resolution position encoder. 
A large number of pins for digital 1/0 is available and a large FLASH memory that 
allows keeping program code permanently on the chip. The address, data and control 
lines of F240 and C40 are tightly coupled via the backplane and a dual-port RAM to 
guarantee a fast communication. 
The instruction cycle of the F240 is 50ns. The FLASH memory also runs at this speed 
without wait-states. Only the facilities to generate PWNI and to read an encoder are 
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Figure 4.2: Task allocation between C40 and F240 DSPs 
DSP&ýixd, 
used on the F240 including some 1/0 lines for the hardware handshaking with the 
C40. The F240 code is permanently stored in FLASH memory and includes the 
following tasks that are also shown in Fig. 4.2: 
is communication with the C40 via the dual-port RAM and additional hardware 
handshaking 
" the switching time calculation and PNVM generation from the dq reference volt- 
ages that are provided by the C40 
" the injection of hf voltages needed for the sensorless control 
" reading of the encoder signal to derive rotor position and speed for the C40 
To reduce development time, an evaluation module for the TMS320F240 processor 
was embedded into the rack. This evaluation module comes with a debugger that 
works similar to that for the C40 but communicates via a serial port of the PC. 
Software to easily program the FLASH memory is provided and a simple cross-table 
compiler to generate a simple common object file format (COFF) file that can run on 
the F240. A description of the schematics is given in Appendix D. 1. An older version 
of the PWM generation board using a 8254 timer chip is shown in Appendix D-2. 
4.2.8 PWM Interface Board 
The generated P\VM pulses are sent as differential signals via a cable to an interface 
box in the inverter. This inverter interface provides the signals for the Power Board of 
the inverter. Optocouplers transfer the signals across an isolation barrier between the 
galvanically decoupled sides of DSP rack and inverter. A mechanical switch selects if 
the P\VM reference signals are provided by the DSP rack or by the Control Board of 
the inverter. The latter option allows the inverter operation in the original V/f mode 
of the manufacturer. This can be useful when testing the inverter. 
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4.2.9 Analogue Bandpass Filters 
For the sensorless control, good results were obtained by using analogue bandpass 
filters instead of digital software filters in the C40 code. This is because the hf 
signals are relatively small compared to the large fundamental signals amplitude. 
The analogue filtering allows to obtain the hf signals at a higher resolution. The 
input range of the A/D converters can be scaled to the magnitude of the hf current 
signal and does not have to cover the magnitude of the large fundamental. Two 
filter boards are available where each board comes with four independent channels. 
Each channel is divided into two sections that can be swapped in order or can be 
disabled individually. The footprint allows the realization of any type of filter, but 
only bandpass filters are currently required. The filter centre frequency for different 
injection frequencies can be adapted by changing a small number of resistors. 
4.3 Load Drive 
In order to load the sensorless induction machine, a load drive is used. This consists 
of a Eurotherm converter of the 590 series (45kW) controlling a DC machine. The 
converter is a 4-quadrant thyristor converter that consists of 12 thyristors to generate 
the torque-producing armature current i,, from the mains. The converter is used in 
torque control mode by setting the limit for the maximum armature current. An 
additional tacho generator is used for speed feedback, to keep the machine within the 
settings for maximum speed. 
Originally it was planned to interface the PC to the thyristor converter via its dig- 
ital bus connection. This would have made possible the synchronization of control 
events of the induction machine and the load drive. Monitoring of status information 
and data sampling on the converter could have been possible. The digital interface 
could not be made to work reliably. Therefore the DC load machine and thyristor 
converter were controlled via a simple analogue interface that limits the possibilities 
for parameter supervision. The interface signals and the control panel are shown 
in [107]. The converter is switched on, enabled and set to run via three switches 
on the control panel. Two potentiometers allow the setting of maximum armature 
current and speed. For torque-control mode, the maximum reference speed has to 
be set high enough to ensure the armature current demand remains at its maximum 
value. Further parameters have to be set or read via the LCD display of the converter. 
The specific parameters and settings that are required for the control of the DC load 
machine are also documented in [107]. 
A three-phase coil was placed between the mains side of inverter and thyristor con- 
verter to smooth the currents. A three-phase relay is placed near the converter that 
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disconnects the thyristor bridge from the mains supply. Since the DC load machine is 
usually operating in the generating region and feeding power directly into the inverter 
and induction machine, semiconductor fuses needed to be placed in the armature cir- 
cuit to protect the converter. To monitor the armature current, a LEM current 
transducer LT 100-SISP90 is mounted to the power connection between thyristor 
converter and load machine as shown in the schematic in Appendix D. 11. 
Additional contactors are located in a safety box. This includes the main power 
switch and three circuit breakers that provide overcurrent and thermal protection 
of the machines and semiconductors switches. The circuit breakers can be used to 
manually disconnect the induction machine, load drive or the cooling fan from the 
mains. The fan is mounted onto the load machine and is driven by a three-phase 
0.75kW induction machine. 
4.4 Software 
Software was written for three different platforms. The main control program is 
running on the C40. The F240 requires hardware-related software that is written 
in assembler and the graphical user interface on the PC is programmed in a visual 
object-oriented programming language. 
4.4.1 Control Program 
The control software for the C40 was written entirely in the high-level language C. 
It consists of the high-priority interrupt routine for the current control loops. The 
communication with the F240 takes place, currents and voltages are read from the 
A/D converters, data is sent to the D/A converters, the hf currents are demodulated, 
communication and monitoring takes place. The data and signal monitoring allows 
the inspection of internal variables that are first buffered in fast internal memory 
before sent to the host for graphical visualization and further analysis. Signals are 
sampled with the resolution of 200tis that is also the sampling period of the current 
loops. This main interrupt is started by an external interrupt request that is trig- 
gered by the PWM generator of the F240. The second interrupt routine that uses an 
internal timer has a lower priority and runs at 600ps. The outer control loops such 
as the speed or position control, the flux model and the algorithms to estimate the 
rotor position are calculated. 
The software for the F240 is written in assembler to achieve maximum performance. 
The disadvantage of the fixed-point architecture is that signals have to be scaled 
appropriately to efficiently make use of the available 16-bit integer resolution. This 
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consumes processing and development time. The exchange of data with the C40 is 
via a dual-port RAM. The communication protocol makes use of low-level routines to 
ensure fast user control over the C40 and F240 processors. A checksum and a number 
of status variables are transferred next to the reference voltage, voltage injection 
parameters and speed and rotor position data. The latter two are sent from the F240 
to the C40. Semaphores are used to avoid clashes when accessing the data. Error 
counters make sure that the available data is valid and that both of the two processors 
are still working correctly. The F240 then transforms the voltage demands to three- 
phase voltages. adds the voltage injection and determines the PWM switching times. 
The rotor position is read. Depending on the type of encoder connected, a routine to 
enhance the rotor position resolution is executed. The rotor speed is then calculated. 
4.4.2 User Interface 
The user interface running on the PC is written using C++-Builder. It is a typical 
graphical user interface (GUI) and simplifies overview because the structure is clearer 
and more comfortable to use than a text-based interface. User action is possible via 
mouse or keyboard. Some of the important features that are part of the GUI are: 
e On-Itne debugger: allows to change and inspect variables during run-time. All 
global variables on the C40 and F240 are accessible and can be monitored, 
checked or changed. The address of the variable is indicated in one column 
Type and current value are shown in other columns and can both be changed. 
The resolution of the update in within 10 - 20Hz. 
0 Moni'tor: any global variable can be selected and sampled at different resolutions 
and for a selected length. The finest resolution allows to sample every 200/ts. 
Monitoring can be triggered by different events such as a commanded speed or 
position change or a modification of a variable within the debug window. The 
monitor displays up to 16 variables simultaneously in a graphical window. The 
monitored variables are plotted over time that simplifies data visualization. 
Curves or traces can be scaled, shifted or disabled easily. Zooming into the 
plots or panning within the window are possible. A cursor function allows to 
deternime absolute time and amplitude or the differences between two points 
or the. frequencý. 
AL4 TLA B trite Yface and out put for various graphical formats and data file tYpes: 
XIATLAB can be linked into the GUI to receive data directly. This makes it 
possible to use the same names for the variables in the data-analysis as in the 
control software. NIATLAB comes Nvith a large library of functions that simplifN 
the post-analysis of the monitored data. From the plot window, the user can 
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plot directly to a printer or into a graphical file format. Data can be saved as 
data file on disk in various ASCII or binary data formats. 
Software oscilloscope: is a graphical window that allows to monitor two slow 
changing signals on-line. The data comes from the two first variables in the 
debug window. Updating is limited to about 20Hz and can be adjusted. The 
signals can be scaled in amplitude and individually disabled. 
9 DAC interface: allows to select or scale signals at run-time for the output via 
the four channel digital- to- analogue converter to an external oscilloscope. The 
variable can be any global variable in the C40 code. Amplification is possible 
to adjust optimally for the given output range of the DAC. 
Control panel for easy access to the main control parameters: Reference speed, 
position and direction for the machine can be changed for example, A fixed value 
can be imposed or the reference value can be changed gradually. Important 
feedback values are displaved such as the measured speed, position, torque and 
currents. 
Parameter panel: for setting machine and control parameters. Machine con- 
stants such as the rotor time constant Tr can be set or the number of pole pairs 
and maximum allowable speed. The encoder pulse number can be specified. 
These panels are useful to check for correct drive initialization and to get quick 
access to standard parameters of the machine control algorithms. 
eA DC calibration: can be performed on-line but with the control being switched- 
off. The averaged converter output is shown. Offset values can be typed in for 
correction. 
The GUI allows to change from speed control to position control or sensorless 
control. 
9 The switch from V/f to Vector Control mode has to be set via compiler switches 
in the C40 code. The GUI disphkvs the current setting and adjusts menus and 
user interfaces. 
9 High frequency injection: parameters can be adjusted easily via a menu such as 
amplitude. frequency or mode (rotating, pulsating, dq or a3). 
e Hamnortic Compensation: parameters can be updated via a database or loaded 
from a file. The table for Space- Modulation Profiling (SNIP) can be loaded via 
a MATLAB interface. 
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4P Auto-Sequencing generator: provides a synchronized arbitrary reference signal 
for running the machine. This is useful when a predefined sequence of reference 
changes in e. g. speed or position is required. The operation is possible in 
one-shot or continuous mode where the reference data is read cYclically. 
The flexibility for data acquisition and machine control derives from the communica- 
tion protocol between the PC and C40 that is documented in [108]. A synchronous 
and an asynchronous communication exist via the dual-port RANI. The speed of the 
communication is limited by the relatively slow ISA bus that does not have bus- 
mastering capabilities and by the software drivers that are required for the multitask- 
ing operating system. 
4.5 Sensors 
In practice, an inverter will always come with overvoltage and overcurrent protection 
that requires the measurement of voltages and currents. The required sensors for 
Vector Control always include two current sensors and depending on the flux model, 
either a position/speed encoder or two voltage transducers. The instantaneous, ef- 
ficient and dynamic control of the induction machine demands that the sensors can 
measure the input signals with high resolution and accuracy. 
4.5.1 Current Measurement 
The conventional field-orientated control (FOC) requires the measurements of at least 
two phase currents. In practice this will be the line currents, measured at the output 
terminals of the inverter. There is no need to measure the third line current as in a 
balanced system this current can be derived from the negative sum of the other two 
currents (see equation (2.5)). 
To protect the measurement and control circuits from the high machine currents, a 
gal%-anic decotipling within the current transducer is required. Often, LEXI current 
transducers are used. Here the current is measured via a Hall-element and the output 
is a lo%%- voltage proportional to the current in the coil. A cheaper method is to measure 
the voltage drop across a shunt resistor. An isolation amplifier with a high common 
mode rejection (CMR) such as the HCPL-7800 provide an isolated voltage output 
proportional to the current through the shunt. Both methods have a sufficiently high 
bandwidth and are also accurate and precise. LEM current transducers are used in 
the experiniental rig. 
Alternatively to measuring the line currents near the terminals. the DC-link current 
can be measured. With the knowledge of the PWN1 switching state, the phase cur- 
rents (, an be calculated [109,110] with the advantage that only one current transducer 
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is needed. This method however can get problems when the PW'VI pulses are short. 
This is because the currents need time to settle down after a switching event. There 
might not be enough time to measure the steadv-state current before the next switch- 
ing event occurs. 
In a practical inverter drive system, the currents are distorted due to the voltage 
switching. The resulting current spikes are relatively short but can be of a large 
amplitude. Machine control requires the measurement of the fundamental or 'Mean' 
current as only this contributes to the useful torque production. Filtering the currents 
is one solution. Due to the spikes, the filter cutoff frequency needs to be relatively low. 
In practice. a compromise has to be found between smoothing the current signal and 
obtaining a measurement of the instantaneous current. A low cutoff frequency also 
means a high and unwanted signal propagation delay. A filter not only gives delay for 
the control loop, but additionally introduces ad and q-&xis cross-coupling [7,111,112]. 
A good compromise for the cutoff frequency is 1/5 th of the PWTN1 frequency but even 
a cutoff frequency of half the PWN11 frequency would still cause a significant time 
delay, comparable to the control period [39,101,113]. 
A solution is the synchronized current sampling, also called synchronized simultane- 
ous sample and hold (S3 H) [39.101) that is used for the experimental rig. All currents 
are sampled at the same time. that is a suitable sampling point within the switching 
period. When using symmetric PNVXI, this will be the period centre point. No filter 
is required to perform the typical anti-aliasing. A lowpass filter can however still be 
useful, designed to suppress high frequency noise only. The cutoff frequency will then 
be a multiple of the PNN'NI frequency 
Assume a rectangular PNN'M voltage signal v, (t) of amplitude U, and period 2Tp that 
can be described by a Fourier-series. 
4 k-I 27rk 
-t V, (O (-J) 2 Cos 
7 k=1.3,5.... 
k 2Tp 
This series sliall be symmetrical to the origin of the coordinate system (see Fig. 4.3). 
The transfer function H(s) of the electrical circuit of the machine can be approximated 
by a first order lag with time constant Tf. The current output ', (t) will then be a 
mean current i',,, (t) with a superimposed high-frequency ripple it(t) due to the PWN1. 
Ideally. the PWNI period 2Tp (Tp = 11f, is the pulse period where fp is the pulse or 
switching frequency) is much smaller than Tf. The first order lag will then cause a 
phaýse shift of 90' for all harnionic components of the ripple current it(t) as shown in 
the right plot of Fig. 4.3. The figure shows the bode plot for the transfer function 
Gp(s) 
= ll((7Ls + Rj. for R, = 0.19Q and oL, = 8.553niff The phase can be 
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Figure 4.3: Voltage PWM pulses and resulting current (left). Bode plot of first order 
lag (right) 
considered constant and at 
-90' from frequencies above 50OHz. The current it(t) 
then has a triangular shape. The current output written as a Fourier-series is: 
I. (t) = I-M + it M 
i" (t) + it 
0', i- 
Cos 
27rk 
-t+k- 
-7r/2 Ek2 Tp k= 1,3,5.... 
00 27rk 
-t ? M(t) + it sin k(2 Tp 
The function ii(t) is zero in the origin of the coordinate system with a rising slope. 
The 90' phase shift of the plant has converted the cos-terms of v, (t) to sin-terms in 
I. t(t). The idea of S'H is to select the sampling instance t,, so that all harmonics of 
it(t) are zero with zt(tj 0. This can easily be achieved by sampling in the origin 
and multiples of the period 2Tp at t,, =n- Tp for n=0,2,4,... or for n=0,1,2, 
.. if the zero crossing of the negative slope of Zt(t) is to be included. This is the centre 
point of the PNN'. Nf if deadtime is not considered. 
Tile current sampling is shown in Fig. 4.4 for the symmetric machine. The real current 
has spikes during the voltage switching and a triangular shape due to the rectangular 
P%%'. N1 waveform. The stel>-like signal is the sampled current and the smooth line is 
the mean or fundamental current that is obtained by post-process filtering. In the 
bottom left of Fig. 4.4, the v. 4B and vBc line-to-line voltages are printed with the 
PN%'. Nl centre point indicated by an arrow. 
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Figure 4.4: Real and mean ia line current with sampling points 
In the signal-conditioning path for the acquisition of line currents offsets in the mea- 
sured currents cannot be avoided. These will be removed before starting the drive by 
observing the channels and forming an average. Ideally, this average should be zero, 
otherwise it will act as a constant offset for any further sampled value. Still, small 
errors can remain. It can easily be shown [114] that an offset error on the currents will 
cause a torque pulsation at the synchronous frequency f, with AT,, =f (W, ). This is 
because an offset in the a, 3 currents introduces Alsd and Ai, q =f (P) components in 
the dq frame where the latter directly has an impact on the torque. 
A scaling error in the acquisition of currents will cause a torque ripple at twice the 
synchronous frequency [114] with AT,, =f (2w, ). A transformation from the sta- 
tionary frame into the dq frame creates an additional component Aisq = Ai, 
'q COS(P) 
where A1,, 3 and p are a function of w, 
In practice. these errors will be small. Current scaling was no problem in the labora- 
tory drive. Once calibrated. it could be verified by performing random checks, that 
the scaling had not changed. Offset can be a problem, as the LEM current trans- 
ducers can keep a remanence. in particular for the case of a drive shut-down due to 
overcurrent. Offset correction at startup is used to reduce the error. The accuracy 
obtained is within the measurement uncertainty due to noise and can be less than 61 
increments per million. 
4.5.2 Voltage Measurement 
Determining the instantaneous value of the line-to-line voltages is a difficult mea- 
surement problem due to the discrete nature of the voltage pulses. When using an 
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analogue lowpass filter, the cutoff frequency usually has to be quite low (around 300 
to 650Hz) to remove the switching harmonics, that are multiples of 11(2fp) = 5kHz, 
from the fundamental voltage. Typically, a lowpass filter of order >2 is the pre- 
ferred choice [22] where the cutoff frequency is between 1/8 th to 1/15 Ih of 11(2fp). 
When operating the drive at higher speeds, the inherent propagation delay might 
be unacceptably high such that care has to be taken when performing simultaneous 
calculations on measured voltages and measured currents. Device tolerance can also 
be the cause for unaccurate and unsymmetrical frequency characteristics of different 
acquisition channels. There are a number of alternative solutions: 
e The reference voltage can be used instead of the measured voltage. This works 
well for higher speeds and avoids the difficulties with the filter delay. Difficulties 
arise in particular when operating in the low-speed range. As the absolute 
value of the stator voltages is small, the difference between reference and actual 
voltage becomes more dominant that is mainly caused ky the inverter deadtime. 
e The voltage can be determined by using a high frequency timer to measure the 
realistic pulse width [101]. This timervalue is proportional to the mean voltage 
over one switching period. Variations in the DC link voltage are not considered 
and will cause an error if not measured separately. 
0 Direct integration of voltage pulses by determining the voltage-time areas can 
give a good measure of the real voltage applied to the machine. The voltage 
pulses are integrated using analogue components. The A/D conversion of the 
integrator output will be synchronized to the PWM. The integrator is then reset 
after each PXN'. Nl period [101]. The maximum delay is only one PWM period 
an thus has a constant phase delay. Practically, this circuit is configured as a 
twin module with the modules used alternately. While one is being read or in 
reset. the other integrates. 
The measurement of the DC-link voltage can be important for some of the meth- 
ods above but also can be justified for optimizing the PWM switching times (Sec- 
tion 2.2.6). The knowledge about changes in the DC-link voltage V can be used to dc 
adjust the modulation index m for the PNNI'M. The result is an automatic and fast 
compensation without affecting the dynamics of the current controllers. 
Currently. only a first order lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 340Hz is used 
for the two voltage channels since the fundamental voltages are not required for the 
control. 
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4.5.3 Measurement of the Rotor Position 
To determine the rotor position, an incremental position encoder is used. Typical 
incremental encoders come with 100 - 5000 sector pairs or lines per revolution. The 
encoders for the TRANSPUTER rig and the DSP nig come with 2500 and 3000 lines 
per revolution. respectively. 
The lines of the encoder are counted to determine the position angle. If the level 
ratio of the lines is symmetric, the pulse transitions can be detected to increase the 
resolution. This so-called quadrature encoding pulses (QEP) quadruples the original 
resolution. From the chronology of the two pulse streams, it is possible to determine 
the direction of rotation. The encoder interface with the QEP-unit is part of the 
integrated peripherals of the F240 processor. An extra code slot for the zero pulse is 
available. Once per revolution this signal line changes the logic level. 
At the initial stage, the rotor requires half a revolution in average, until the zero 
marker pulse occurs and the absolute position is identified. 
The resolution for an incremental encoder is A0,. = 27r/(4 - N) [rad] where N is the 
number of sector pairs or lines of the encoder and the factor 4 is due to QEP. For the 
incremental encoder used in the experimental rig, this is 0.03' for N= 3000 lines. To 
avoid the installation of a separate speed sensor, the rotor speed is derived from the 
position signal. The position values are differentiated digitally in the processor. 
The rotor speed is n, = 
An-60 [rpm], where An is the difference in increments between 4-N-Ts 
two samples and T, is t he sampling interval. A quantization error exists due to the 
discrete number of lines. The speed resolution decreases for low speeds where 
-An 
becomes very low because the pulse quantization error remains constant whereas the 
number of pulses in the sampling interval decreases. The sampling time T, can then 
be increased so that An becomes larger. Obviously, the speed will be updated less 
frequently which will reduce the dynamics of the drive because of the phase shift 
between the real, instantaneous and the measured speed. 
In the experimental drive. the measured speed is calculated for an interval T, = 600ps 
and then smoothed using a lowpass filter. The measured speed is now an average 
over 14 milliseconds. The steady-state speed error therefore is An, =±"- 4-N. T. 
±0.3571rpni that is suitable for low speed operation as needed for this research. A T, 
of 5ms is used in the TRANSPUTER n'g and results is a resolution of ±1.2rpm that 
is a better compromise for more dynamic speed operation. 
A popular approach to increase the speed resolution is to combine the previous method 
with pulse width measurements. For lower speeds, where the number of encoder pulses 
is low within the measurement interval, the time between two pulses is determined 
using a high frequency clock. The encoder pulse width measurement is practically 
limited to a low speed since the number of clock ticks between two encoder pulses 
decreases for higher speeds where the quantization error remains constant. 
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A similar approach is a merger of both ideas. The pulse difference An within the 
measurement T, is determined and also the exact time between the first and last 
pulse, the pulse period T, For low speeds, T,, might be only half of T, because only 
two pulses occurred. Since the ratio 
-An/T,, has been determined more accurately 
the speed resolution is improved. The speed signal needs to be corrected if notch and 
bar of the encoder disk do not have the same width. 
The DSP n'g additionally allows the connection of a SinCoder to obtain the improve- 
ment of speed resolution at both high and low speeds and this with sampling times T, 
of less than Ips [39,115,116]. Two sinusoidal analogue signals with 1024 periods per 
revolution are transmitted via twisted wires from the encoder to the F240 controller. 
By combining the digital position information (QEP) with an analogue interpolation 
using two 10-bit ADCs of the F240, the position resolution can be equivalent to that 
of an incremental encoder with 262,136 lines. This position signal is therefore over 
250 times more accurate than that of the used incremental encoders and the same 
improvement is valid for the derived speed signal. In addition, the SinCoder can be 
configured at start-up to act like a resolver with one pole pair to allow the detection 
of the initial position. 
4.6 Electrical Machines 
This section gives an overview of the different induction machines and the load DC 
machine that are part of the rig and used for the research. The three rotors were 
used to test different aspects of hf rotor position detection. Two of the rotors had 
an asymmetric design, the third is a symmetric rotor. The DC machine is a standard 
industrial model and acts as a load. It comes with its own converter and control. 
4.6.1 Machine Rotors 
All three rotors are of the same size with a radius of about 110mm. and for 30kW 
induction machines. The same size enables the comparison of drive performance and 
results of the sensorless techniques. The control only required minimal changes for 
the different machines. 
Rotor #1 
- 
Asymmetric Double Cage 
The first rotor used is based on a double-cage design and was built by Cilia [22]. 
Fig. 4.5 shows the first asymmetric rotor with an engineered circumferential resis- 
tance variation in the outer cage. Alternatively. it also can be the outer section of a 
deep bar cage type. The rotor had been assembled in the depart ment al "s workshop, 
the laminations were those of a standard double cage machine and supplied by the 
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Figure 4.5: Cross section of rotor lamination for Rotor#l 
manufacturer Brook Crompton Ltd. The design including the sinusoidal resistance 
variation over the circumference had been chosen so that standard manufacturing 
techniques such as lamination punching and aluminium casting could be used. For 
manufacturing simplicity, copper had been used for the inner and outer rotor bars. 
Due to the higher conductivity of copper compared to aluminium, the copper bars 
in the inner rotor slots required less cross-sectional area than the equivalent casted 
aluminium bars to vield the same rotor resistance. Fig. 4.6 shows the mechanical 
dimensions of the rotor slots. The self-inductances for the geometry in Fig. 4.6 are 
L, 
= 
Lo + 1, (ls = L,,, ) 
L, l = Lo + 412 + Irl 
Lr2 
= 
Lo + 412 + lr2 
Lrl2 
= 
Lo + 412 
The total fluxes are a function of the leakage fluxes or can be expressed as a function 
of the currents: 
x+1.1i, 
+ Lo(t, + t') 
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Figure 4.6: Mechanical dimensions for the double cage rotor#1 (all dimensions in 
mm) and magnetic equivalent circuit with flux linkages [22] 
A, 
l + 
Ar12 + 11-lill + Irl2-ir + Lo(i, + i") 
1, L,, (" +') 'k 2= 
Ar2 + Ar12 + Výo lr2'r2 + 412 + 
-18 
Ir 
t, 
12 = 
-Ar12 
+ Oo = 412-ir + Lo(i, + 2r) 
A background to double-cage and deep-bar rotors and about advanced motor models 
can be found in [117-119]. The theory covering optimal control of a double-cage ma- 
chine can be found in [22] termed Common Rotor Flux Orientation or in [381 termed 
Pseudorotor Flux OTientation. 
The rotor has a total of 40 rotor slots and a skew of approximately 0.8 times the 
distance between two rotor slots over the rotor length. The length is about 225mm 
and the diameter around 220mm. The sinusoidal variation in resistance in the outer 
cage is achieved by changing the diameter of the copper wires. The following table 
lists the selected wire sizes: 
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Resistance value Crossectional Area gauge of copper wire 
IQ] 
I 
(M? 7 
ý 
(standard wire gauge = s. w. g) 
0.98 9.00 9 
1.84 6.63 11 
4.09 4.67 13 
6.87 2.63 15 
9.12 1.59 17 
9.98 0.81 19 
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There are four sinusoidal variations over the whole 360 degrees mechanical 
. 
Prac- 
tically, the resistance variation is not fully sinusoidal. This is due to the uneven 
distribution of the standard wire gauges that had to be used. No negative influence 
on the hf modulation due to this deviation from the sinusoidal shape could be dis- 
covered. 
The design idea behind rotor #1 is that 
* the outer cage is of a higher resistance than the inner cage and 
9 the leakage inductance of the outer cage is much lower than that of the inner 
section due to the magnetic geometry. The inner leakage inductance dominates 
therefore the combined bar leakage. 
For a high frequency (hf) voltage signal, the inner section reactance is therefore large 
and hf currents are induced in the asymmetric outer cage. It is these currents that 
induce the position dependent stator currents. 
For the fundamental voltages, the inner cage impedance is significantIN, lower than 
that of the outer section. Currents at the slip frequency flow therefore in the main 
inner bars in the normal manner. A small slip-dependent torque ripple will exist that 
stems from the slip frequency currents that flow in the outer cage. This has been 
further examined in [22]. 
Rotor #2 
- 
Asymmetric Single Cage 
There are two basic ideas behind the design of this asymmetric rotor. Firstly, rotor 
teeth saturation is reduced by opening the rotor slots. Secondly, a better decoupling 
between the single cage and the outer asymmetric cage is aimed at, when compared 
to rotor #1. This reduces the interaction of the fundamental frequency excitation 
with the outer asymmetric cage and also increases efficiency due to a reduction in 
copper losses indticed in the outer cage by inverter harmonics. In the new design, 
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the asymmetric cage is embedded in the rotor surface between the main cage bars 
of the standard single cage rotor. The common-flux leakage between the two cages 
will therefore be reduced. The leakage of the asymmetric cage is also designed to be 
reduced when compared to the double-cage design. 
The second rotor is a single cage rotor. The number of rotor slots is 58. Practically, 
no rotor slot harmonics will exist (see Section B and [120,121]). For manufacturing 
\'i 
Figure 4.7: Cross section of rotor lamination for Rotor#2 
reasons, an unskewed rotor was chosen. Similar to rotor #1. an additional outer 
cage with a resistance variation has been implemented. Fine slots were cut into the 
circumference that were filled by copper sheets. These are offset to the rotor bars by 
half a slot pitch. 
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Figure 4.8: Mechanical dimensions for modified single cage Rotor#2 
no. times resistance [Q] thickness [mm] depth [mm] 
1: 4 1.458 2.100 3.382 min (Ix 78, Ix 8) 
2: 4 1.756 1.803 3.095 nim (Ix 78) 
3: 4 2.346 1.350 3.171 nim (Ix 57) 
4: 4 3.191 0.993 2.827 mm (Ix 47) 
5: 4 4.264 0.743 2.1-62 mm (Ix 36) 
6: 4 5.516 0.5 74 3.075 mm (Ix 25) 
7: 4 6.8 76 0.461 3.083 mm (Ix 20) 
8: 4 8.277 0.383 3.410 mm (lx 15) 
9: 4 9.6 711 0.328 2.923 nim (IX 15) 
10: 4 10-977 0.289 3.219 nim (lx 12) 
11: 4 12.161 0.260 2.905 nim (lx 12) 
12: 4 13-129 0.241 3.229 mm (lx 10) 
13: 4 13.860 0.229 3.059 min (IX 10) 
14: 6 14.313 0.221 2.962 aim (IX 10) 
I 
The slots are 3mm deep to provide space for the copper bar fillings. All copper 
bars are about 3mm deep as can be seen from the table. A compromise had to be 
found, since standard copper laminations were to be used and the thickness could 
not be chosen arbitrarily. To change the resistance, ideally only the width is changed 
whereas the depth should be kept constant. This is because a variable depth would 
change the inductance. The copper bars are centered in the slot. Calculated depths 
> 3mm were reduced to 3mm. With the designed four sinusoidal periods over the 
whole circumference, there are 58/4 = 14.5 rotor slots per period. The distribution 
of the 14 different sizes over 180* mechanical of the rotor can be seen in Fig. 4.9. 
The first column in the table shows the bar number, the second column indicates the 
11.7 
- 
-, 1.0 
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quantity required of every bar number. Since there are four periods of rotor saliency 
implemented as can be seen on the right of Fig. 4.9, most bars are needed four times. 
The resistance distribution within one period is not fully symmetrical due to the odd 
number of slots per pole. This explains why bar no. 14 is needed more than four 
times. The resistance changes between R,, j, >0 and &,,. This is &i,, = 1.458Q 
for bar no. 1 and = 14.313Q for bar no. 14 when referred to the stator. The 
resistance is calculated on the basis of [22]. 
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Figure 4.9: SZnusozdal distribution of copper bars for Rotor#2 with bar number 
Rotor #3 
- 
Symmetric Single Cage 
The third rotor examined is a standard industrial single cage rotor with a total of 56 
rotor slots. To reduce the effect of bridge saturation, the slots had been opened by 
cutting Imm deep and 1.8mm wide as can be seen on the left of Fig. 4.10. This also 
ensured a consistent slot characteristic since the aluminium filling and alignment of 
the laminations was slightly uneven. The rotor itself is typical with a cast aluminium 
filling. pressed into the open areas of the laminations. The size is the same as that 
of rotor #1 with a length of 225mm and a radius of 110mm. The rotor is unskewed, 
to allow for easier cutting of the slot bridge and increased amplitude of the rotor slot 
harmonics [120.121] (see Section B). 
For a lif signal. the rotor slots act similar to a variation of the air-gap length. The 
variation in reactance causes a modulation in the induced hf currents. These can be 
extracted from the stator currents to derive the (incremental) rotor position. 
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III 
Figure 4.10: Cross section of rotor lamination for Rotor#3 and mechanical dimen- 
sions, (in mm) 
4.6.2 Machine Parameters 
For Vector Control. the basic machine data provided by the manufacturer (see Ap- 
pendix C. 1.1) is not sufficient. The electrical parameters aL, R, and time constant 
T, are required. The mechanical parameters are needed for the layout of the speed 
loop. The parameters for rotor #1 (asymmetric double cage) have been determined 
in [22]: 
Double cage parameters: 
stator: L` 
mutual: Lo 
common rotor: L, 12 
outer rotor: L, j 
inner rotor: Lr2 
= 0.1191 H. Rs 0.199 
= 
0.11i1H. 
= 0.1208H. 
= 0.1208H. R, 1 9.98f2 
= 0.1272W Rr2 = 0.399 
The rotor is a double-cage design. The electrical parameters of the outer cage 
in relation to those of the inner cage are important for the response to the hf 
injection [22]. For field orientation, a control theory for double-cage machines 
is presented in [22]. For simplicity. the theory of a single-cage machine can be 
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Figure 4.11: Manufacturer'$ schematic for 30k W induction machine 
applied. This is possible, since the slip is usually small under Vector Control. 
The fundamental currents can then penetrate deep into the rotor and the inner 
cage then dominates the characteristic of the rotor. 
Equivalent single cage parameters: 
stator: is 2. OmH, R, = 0.19Q 
mutual: Lo 117. ImH, R,, = 355.18Q 
rotor: ir 7.1mH, Rr = 0.28Q 
Resulting electrical parameters: 
T, = L,. IPt, = 0.443s, orL, 
or ;:: z 0.0723 =I- L02 L. L, 
Mechanical parameters [221: 
mechanical power Pmech 
number of stator slots N. 
number of rotor slots Al, 
number of pole pairs PP 
Inertia i 
friction coefficient bF 
windage coefficient A, 
rated torque Tdnom 
8.553mH 
= 
30kNN' Cos 0= 0.85 
= 48 rated Z'sd 14A 
= 40 rated isq 29A 
=2 rated speed 1465rpm 
0.69Nins 2 connection: A 
0.0223. Nins 
57.10-6 NM S2 
195Nm 
-- 2 
30klV 
w. 1465/60 
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The parameters given above are mostly valid for the induction machine using ro- 
tors #2 and #3. A number of tests was performed for verification. The following 
differences were found for rotor #3: 
rated speed nrated = 1477rpm 
power factor Cos 0=0.88 
rated Z,,, = 13.8A 
rated z*, g = 28. OA 
rotor time const. T, = 0.414s 
rated torque T3-,. ý = 192N m total drive inertia j= 0.61 NMS2 
The differences are mostly within 5% that is the usual expected deviation. 
4.6.3 DC Loading Machine 
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Figure 4.12: Manufacturer's schematic for DC Ynachine 
The load drive is a Bull Elechic Ltd. 40k\V separately excited DC machine that is 
controlled from a Eurotherm 590 4-quadrant DC thyristor converter. The 0.75kNV 
blower fan mounted on top of the machine is provided for cooling and allows the DC 
machine to produce rated torque continuously also at low speeds and standstill as 
required for the research. The machine is aligned on the rig to the induction machine 
and connected to its shaft via a flexible coupling. The main purpose of the DC ma- 
chine is to provide a load for the induction machine under test. The tachogenerator 
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is directly connected to the converter but is normally not used since the DC machine 
is torque controlled. The manufacturer's data of the DC machine is given in the table 
below. 
Manufacturer's data (typical direct on line operation) as given on nameplate: 
model: NIK3 frame: 160L 
output power: 400V armature voltage: 400V 
rated speed: 1950rpm rated full load torque 209Nm 
rated full load I,,: 112A Rotor inertia: 0.27 Nms 2 
insulation class: H rating: continuous 
enclosure: IP23 winding: shunt 
Excitation 30OV, 2.89A I Year: 1998 
In the table, I,, is the armature current. To better match the induction machine, the 
DC machine was not supplied with the rated parameters given on the nameplate but 
as a 30kNN' machine with reduced armature voltage. The torque is still about 209Nm 
since the rated speed is also reduced. 
Machine data as used: 
output power: 
armature voltage. 
rated speed: 
excitation (field volts, series connect. ): 
rated full load armature current I,: 
armature resistance R,,: 
interpole resistance: 
shunt resistance Rf: 
armature inductance L,,: 
shunt inductance Lf: 
shunt current (hot. base speed): 
shunt current (hot, top speed): 
30kW 
335V 
1500rpm 
370V 
101A 
0.117Q (at 20'C) (0.163Q, hot) 
0.062Q (at 200C) (0-086Q, hot) 
79.90 (at 20'C) (112. OQ, hot) 
2.64mH 
18.2H 
3.31A (note: 370V/3.31A 
= 
112Q) 
1.47A 
The machine used for the TRANSPUTER rig is a 25kNV Leroy Sorner DC machine. 
This machine could onlY produce about 807c of the rated torque of the induction 
machine. An increase in armature current above rated value only caused a small 
increase in output torque due to armature reaction. 
Chapter 5: 
Theory of Saliency 
This chapter reviews the techniques to estimate the flux or rotor position from ma- 
chine saliencies. This can be either a 
" saturation saliency 
" saliency due to rotor eccentricity 
" saliency due to magnetic anisotropy in the rotor lamination 
" rotor saliency due to rotor resistance variation 
" saliency due to rotor slotting 
" rotor saliency due to inductance variation 
These saliencies are analyzed theoretically and an overview is given, showing common 
saliency models. Most models describe the saturation saliency that is used to detect 
the flux angle for sensorless torque control. For the saturation saliency, the physical 
effect is examined. Rotor saliencies are utilized to obtain information about the rotor 
position. Sensorless techniques employ a transient injection or high frequency (hf) 
signal injection to excite the saliencies. An analysis of different solutions for the 
signal demodulation is given and the design of filters is discussed. Demodulation, 
often combined with a saliency estimator, is required to extract the saliency position 
information from the hf signals. 
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5.1 Introduction to Signal Injection 
Two methods of hf signal injection can be used to extract the saliency information 
from the machine. The first which may be termed Transient Injection technique im- 
poses a short distortion in the voltage. The resulting current deviation has to be 
measured. This process takes place in the time-domain and is based on the transient 
equivalent circuit of the induction machine. The measurement has to be precisely 
synchronized with the voltage distortion. 
The second type of injection is termed continuous hf injection. A bandpass filter is 
needed to separate the resulting hf signal from the fundamental voltages or currents. 
The signal analysis is based on the steady state hf equivalent circuit of the induction 
machine and takes place in the frequency-domain. Transient effects do not play a role 
for the analysis or the signal measurement. 
Transient injection was not used in the experimental rig in this thesis. An overview 
is given however to show advantages and disadvantages of this technique and reasons 
are given why hf injection was used instead. 
5.1.1 Transient Injection through Modification of PWM 
Transient injection uses a short deviation from the normal PWM voltage generation 
to excite the dynamics of the machine. The reaction can either be measured in the 
current change [84,89] or in the voltage of the open star-point [21]. Care has to be 
taken when introducing the voltage deviation. The normal torque production of the 
machine should not be disturbed and the current controllers will also respond to the 
transient distortion. The deviation of the stator current is generally small since the 
distortion of the voltage vector is also small. The voltage applied is only a few percent 
of the rated voltage at low and zero speed. The INFORM method [18,881 exploits the 
zero PWM states that occur regularly when the demanded voltage is low. The mean 
test vector will be zero with one inactive and two inverse active switching states. 
This is an interruption of the normal PWM generation that works by selecting two 
active and one zero switching state of individual width, depending on the sector of 
the desired voltage phasor [88]. 
The hardware necessary for the precise sampling of a current transient during a 
controlled voltage deviation might be complex for the transient injection. An example 
of a hardware structure to estimate the current change is shown in [71]. Two separate 
current transducers are required and the currents are transformed into the aý frame. 
At low speeds all 6 different non-zero voltage vectors USk are applied during one PWM 
period (see Section 2.2.6). Each new voltage vector triggers a sample & hold for the 
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a and for the 0 current. The sampling will be on the edge of a new PWM output 
just before a new switching instance. Fourteen sample & holds are needed to derive 
the 12 differential currents IýIik,, and IýIikfl- Using multiplexers, two AD converters 
are required to digitalize the signals. The resolution does not have to be too high 
because the current difference is calculated using analogue components. 
PWM switching will cause large current spikes and oscillations on the cables and 
the precise trigger to start the current sampling is important. With larger inverters, 
deadtime is responsible for a difference between demanded switching edges and the 
actual one of the PWM. This makes it more difficult to align the current sampling 
with the PWM. The applied voltage vector also has to be known as accurately as 
possible which can be a problem. 
Different techniques are used to excite the current dynamics in the machine. Schr6dl 
[18,70] interrupts the normal PWM generation every 1- 2Tns to apply specific voltage 
test vectors. The mean value of the stator voltage during the application of the voltage 
test pulses is zero. This only causes a small voltage error since the reference stator 
voltage is small for operation at low speeds [881. The active vectors Ulk are relatively 
short compared to the duration of the zero vectors uS0 and u 87 . 
It is believed that Holtz and Jiang [122] use a similar technique to that of [18]. The 
switching duration of an active voltage vector is extended by a measurement time 
At. The inverse voltage vector is then applied within the same or directly in the 
next switching period for the same time At which ensures that the mean voltage 
remains unchanged. In [122], a measurement time of At = 6tis is mentioned. The 
measurement of the sum of the three phase-to-neutral voltages has to be synchronized 
to the switching state of the test vectors. 
Ogasawara et al. [71,89,90] extend the idea of [18] and use the generation of the 
normal PWM to excite the currents continuously. Below half rated speed, all six 
active voltage vectors u Sk will be applied during one period 2Tp. 
2Tp 6 fo 
v, (t) dt =E- Tk) 
k=l 
The switching times Tk are calculated so that the mean voltage vector v. remains 
unchanged. For higher speeds, only a maximum of three active voltage switches and 
one zero-state can be used during one period 2Tp. The active switches are selected 
according to which discrete vectors are closest to the mean voltage vector vS. 
When the machine is rotating, the dynamical behaviour of the current is influenced by 
the emf and becomes dependent on speed. The solution is to apply two voltage test 
vectors in opposite directions within a sufficiently short time [84] and perform two 
INFORM measurements. Mathematically, the speed-dependent terms cancel. The 
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requirement is only that the speed remains constant during the time between the two 
measurements. 
It is believed that the transient injection interferes with the normal operation of the 
current controllers. These see the additional test signal like a distortion. There are 
attempts to include the test pulse generation into the current control that produces 
the normal PWM [88]. 
5.1.2 High Frequency Sinusoidal Injection 
The high frequency (hf) signal injection is superimposed onto the voltage or current 
demand of the current or torque controllers. The injection is continuous and sinu- 
soidal and easy to implement. The hf signal response of the machine is separated 
from the large fundamental signals by using a bandpass filter. The type of saliency 
tracked and the width of the bandpass filter determine the possible speed range. Usu- 
ally, the hf signal is only applied at lower speeds and switched-off for higher speeds 
when one of the established speed-sensorless models is used. The measurement of the 
hf signals is usually uncritical because the injection is sinusoidal and continuous, un- 
like the transient injection. The continuous excitation is the reason why a simplified 
steady-state model of the induction machine can be used and the analysis is done in 
the frequency domain. The hf voltage injection also causes a response from the cur- 
rent controllers and care has to be taken with the control resonance frequency. The 
hf signal frequency is normally chosen to be above the current controller bandwidth. 
Most injection schemes use voltage injection that is added to the fundamental voltage 
demand and easy to produce on a VSL High frequency current injection has also been 
tried [79,91], but requires a high bandwidth of the current controllers. The bandwidth 
will have to be several times that of the carrier signal frequency to regulate the hf 
carrier with neglectable error [91]. In [79] the reported injection frequency was 20Hz. 
Mostly, hf rotating injection is used, because no knowledge of the rotor flux orienta- 
tion is required. But pulsating injection in the d-q frame has been reported [20,79]. 
In this work only hf voltage injection is considered. 
Classification of Methods 
The rotating and the pulsating hf injection are the most common methods reported 
in literature. Injection methods that share some characteristics with the transient 
injection are the periodic burst injection and the use of inverter harmonics. 
High frequency a-0 rotating injection: 
A rotating continuous hf voltage injection in the stationary aý frame is the 
most common method used [17,24,50,74]. Two sinusoidal hf voltage signals 
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are added to the aO voltage demand v* : 8.19 
+V jW, t 
., 
e + Vej'c' V 
where vcc = V, cos(w, t), 
and vg, = V, sin(wct) 
The result is a vector of constant magnitude, moving around the perimeter of 
the stator at the carrier frequency f,. Advantage of this method is the sim- 
plicity. No frame transformations are required and the instantaneous position 
of the injected voltage can be easily predicted. The frequency is kept constant 
and therefore no transients complicate the extraction of the resulting saliency 
modulation. 
High frequency a-ý burst injection: 
A special case of the ao rotating injection is the periodic burst injection method 
(PBI) [25,97]. The injection is for short time intervals and in bursts. This can be 
useful when eliminating the modulation due to the saturation saliency from the 
position signals. Transient conditions will occur so that sampling should only 
start after oscillations have settled down and the hf signals are in steady-state. 
High frequency dq pulsating injection: 
A pulsating injection can be implemented similarly to the rotating injection. 
Here however, the two sinusoidal hf voltage signals are in phase where Vd, == 
v., = Vcos(w, t) or Vsin(wj). Injection is in two axes that are perpendicular 
in space, preferably those of the dq field oriented frame. This injection results 
in a hf vector that is fixed in space within the dq frame and has a changing 
amplitude. A possibility is also to inject a continuous and sinusoidal hf signal 
into only one axis. Seen from the stationary ap frame, two harmonics occur, 
rotating at frequency f, - f, and f, + f, where f, is the frequency of the dq 
frame in respect to the stationary frame. This is because the hf voltages get 
modulated by the dq angle 0, = wj. Assuming the hf-dq injection as cos(w, t), 
one gets 
cos(w, t) 
- 
cos(w, t) = 0.5 - (cos(w, t - w, t) + cos(w, t + w, t)] 
From the dq frame, the injection is stationary and only one harmonic can be 
seen at frequency f,. The advantage of the dq pulsating injection is that the 
torque pulsations can be minimized if the hf signal vector is aligned to the 
d-axis [20,79]. This is because of the relatively large rotor time constant. The 
difficulty of the pulsating injection is that the saliency demodulation might 
be more complicated than for the rotating injection and that the reduction of 
torque pulsation cannot be guaranteed under all conditions in a sensorless drive. 
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A small misalignment in the estimation of the flux axis will directly cause torque 
pulsations. 
Other types of injection, such as pulsating ao and rotating dq have not been 
reported in literature. The first would introduce additional complexity to the hf 
signal demodulation and the latter discards the advantage of reducing torque 
pulsations. 
0 Use of inverter harmonics as test signal: 
The idea here is to make use of the inevitable inverter harmonics. No separate 
hf injection would be required if any switching harmonics could show a suffi- 
cient perturbation of the machine saliencies. The inverter switching harmonic 
has a high magnitude and the switching frequency is accurately known. This 
should give any resulting modulation harmonics of an amplitude so that the 
demodulation of the saliency information is theoretically possible. In the sta- 
tor current spectrum of the examined induction machines (asymmetric rotors), 
only harmonics that were ±w,, ±2w,, ±3w, and ±4w, apart from the PWM 
carrier could be detected. No harmonics depending on w, could be found in 
the spectrum, although the machine had a suitable rotor saliency. The ±2W, 
harmonics were largest, next to the carrier. This could be used for detecting 
the flux position. The amplitudes are however more than 50 times smaller than 
the position harmonics due to a carrier in the range 300 
- 
100OHz. A strategy 
might then be necessary to 'fold' all multiples of w, onto one frequency, because 
spectral separation using filters will not be possible. Otherwise, the saliency 
information contained in these harmonics will not be of much use. 
Spectral analysis of the stator currents of the symmetric machine (rotor #3) 
showed that modulation harmonics around the PWM frequency of 5kHz and its 
multiples exist that depend on f,. The modulation harmonics at lOkHz ± f, 
were the largest with about 300, mA under no-load and an increased amplitude 
of 450mA under full load. The size of the harmonic amplitude would make this 
harmonic attractive for the use in sensorless torque control, especially since it 
does not require an additional hf carrier injection. 
The current spectrum also included higher harmonics of the injection frequency. 
These were at n- 5kHz ± f, where n is an integer. The harmonics however 
had an amplitude of less than 20% of the carrier at frequency f, If a slotting 
modulation was present it will probably not be exploitable due to the small 
signal amplitude. 
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Practical Considerations for hf Injection 
A number of problems and issues when using high frequency (hf) voltage injection 
to detect the saliency angle are important to be considered: 
Magnitude of injected signal: 
The optimal choice for the amplitude V, of the injected hf voltage is a function 
of the carrier frequency f, If V, is chosen too high, the audible noise increases 
or the injected signal causes additional unwanted saturation or losses [20,921. 
If V, is too low, the signal-to-noise ratio is also low. A good compromise is a 
voltage magnitude of 20 to 35V line-to-line. To obtain optimum resolution of 
the hf signal amplitude and for the position estimation, the hf signal magnitude 
has to be scaled to match the full input range of the ADCs. 
Imbalance in a-ý signals: 
In a practical drive it is possible that the amplitudes of the injected hf voltages 
are different in the three phases. This can be due to differences in the deadtime 
of the legs of the inverter. This imbalance can be modeled by using an ao 
voltage injection where the amplitudes in the a and 0 directions are different. 
The result is firstly a change in the magnitude of the extracted position har- 
monics and secondly a DC offset. The first effect is simply due to the 
change in the hf voltage vector magnitude VV-11C -+Voý 
- 
If the a or 0 voltage 
component is increased, the resulting vector length is also increased and the 
amplitude of the hf currents is therefore larger. The second effect, the DC 
offset in the position harmonics is more interesting. Generally, the more 
unbalanced the voltages are, the larger the DC offset in the position harmonics. 
This can be shown mathematically by observing that the unbalanced ao hf 
voltages cause unbalanced ao hf currents. The degree by which the hf currents 
differ in amplitude is determined by the machine saliency (see Section 5.2). 
The analysis can directly build upon the amplitude difference in the resulting 
ao hf currents. When applying the Direct Homodyne Transformation (see 
Section 5.4.4), the imbalance can be represented by introducing the term a that 
scales the 0 current component: 
cos(w, t) + (1 + a) 
- 
sin(w, t) (5-1) 
sin(w, t) + (1 + a) 
- 
i,, cos(w, t) 
_c 
(5.2) 
The transformation above is used to separate the saliency harmonics from the 
carrier harmonic. The terms iS. 
_x 
and i, o_x are the hf currents that are separated from the stator currents via a bandpass filter. After the transformation, "d-. 
c 
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and "q_ have the saliency harmonics at DC. When assuming the modulated hf 
signals to be the result of a rotor resistance saliency (see Section 5.2.2): 
i,., 
= 
I, cos(w, t + 01) 
- 
I2cos(20, 
- 
Wct + 02) (5.3) 
iso-c 
= 
I, sin(wct + 01) 
- 
12 
sin(20, - Wct + 02) (5.4) 
where I, is the amplitude of the carrier harmonic and 12 the amplitude of 
the rotor saliency. With (5.1) and (5.2) into (5.3) and (5.4), resolving the 
trigonometric terms and using a lowpass filter to remove the 2W, frequency 
components, one gets: 
aa 'Id-c 
=-. I, cos 01 
- 
(I + 
-) - 12 cos(20, + 02) (5-5) 22 
i, q-x =-a-I, sin 
01 
- 
(I +a 12 sin(20, + 02) (5.6) 22 
Ideally, the terms containing I, should have cancelled and only the saliency 
harmonic should remain in i Sdq-x . However, if a :A0, the cos 01 and sin 01 terms 
are not zero and thus cause a DC offset in the position signals. The ampli- 
tude of this offset depends on the phase shift 01 between the transformation 
terms sin(wct) and cos(wct) and the resulting carrier harmonic on the stator 
currents. The transformation terms are generated by the digital processor and 
are used to generate the hf voltage injection demand. It can be assumed that 
the delay between voltage demand and actual hf voltages is constant. The same 
conclusion is valid for the phase shift between hf current and voltage carrier 
harmonics. As a result, the DC offset in the demodulated position signals can 
only be removed practically by avoiding an imbalance a. Care has to be taken 
therefore that the analogue circuitry for measuring the hf currents does not 
introduce unsymmetries in the acquisition channels. It has also been observed 
that differences in the deadtime of the three inverter legs of VSIs can be the 
cause for imbalances. 
Selection of injection frequency: 
Ideally, the higher the injection frequency the better the spectral separation 
of the modulation harmonics from the fundamental harmonics. The PWM 
frequency determines the maximum possible injection frequency that should be 
a number of factors smaller. 
For the first asymmetric machine (rotor #I), the injection frequency was 284Hz. 
For the symmetric machine (rotor #3), the injection frequency was set to 750Hz. 
This was considered a good compromise. A lower injection frequency would have 
been affected by the current controllers. For higher injection the usable position 
harmonic had been smaller. The voltage injection resulted in an rms hf current 
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of 4.8A on the line currents. The usable position modulation is about 365mA 
rms or 7.6% of the carrier harmonic. 
0 Effect of injection on machine control: 
For the current controllers, the hf signal injection causes a distortion on the 
measured currents. Depending on the bandwidth of the current controllers, 
this distortion will be more or less suppressed. The injection however can also 
be amplified if injected at the resonance frequency of the current loop. Only 
if the carrier frequency of the hf currents is above the loop bandwidth, the 
influences can be neglected. Another method is to use a notch filter that is 
designed to suppress the carrier frequency. This can also be a moving average (MA) filter that requires synchronized sampling of the fundamental currents. 
In this way, the hf current ripples are invisible to the controller. The difficulty 
here is that either the current sampling has to be low enough or the hf carrier 
frequency high enough to allow synchronization. 
Signal injection at higher frequencies: 
Hf signal injection at frequencies of f, > lkHz are attractive as they are less 
audible and there will be no influence on the controllers of the current loop. 
For rotor #1 (first asymmetric rotor), injections with f, up to 4kHz had been 
experimentally tried. The amplitude of the modulation harmonics due to satu- 
ration and rotor saliency were both very small for f, > lkHz, when compared 
to f, = 30OHz. For 4kHz, the amplitudes were about 300 times smaller which 
is a high burden when trying to achieve a sufficient amplitude resolution. The 
design of the analogue bandpass filters becomes more difficult since the large 
fundamental currents have to be removed. 
Sampling effects: 
For an increased injection frequency f, the carrier will become less of a smooth 
sinus function since less PWM periods are available. In the extreme case of 
f, 
= 11(2Tp) with the PWM period 2Tp, the injection will be a periodical 
rectangular function. It is not known if aliasing can cause problems for the hf 
demodulation. For voltage injections with f, up to 6kHz, no problems could 
be found. Problems with current injection are reported in [91] in case that the 
hf carrier is not regulated with almost zero error. Unwanted harmonies (the 
negative sequence of the carrier, see Section 5.4.4) are the result, that make 
position estimation more difficult. 
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5.2 Modelling of Saliencies under hf Injection 
This section gives an overview of the different saliencies in the induction machine 
that can be used to estimate flux or rotor position. The saturation saliency is covered 
more in detail and an approach is given to determine the physical effects behind this 
saliency. Most estimators assume a simplified and ideal saliency. A number of these 
simplified saliency models are presented and the technique to estimate flux or rotor 
position is shown. 
A number of machine saliencies is known and some can be exploited to estimate the 
flux or rotor position for sensorless torque or position control respectively. Practically, 
there will always be a combination of several saliencies present in a machine. Ideally, 
only one saliency dominates. The others are then regarded as parasitic saliencies and 
can either be neglected or suppressed. They act as a disturbance to the main spacial 
saliency, that can be 
1. rotor saliencies allow to estimate the rotor position directly. They can be either 
engineered or natural saliencies and 
(a) due to rotor resistance variation: a specially designed rotor is used with an 
embedded cage that has a circumferential variation of the rotor resistance. 
This can also be a double-cage design or based on deep-bar slots. There are 
typically two saliency periods per pole pair. Thus the saliency frequency 
is twice the rotor frequency with fal = 2fr 
(b) due to rotor slotting: this rotor saliency is due to the geometry of the rotor 
slots and depends on the shape of the teeth and skewing. This saliency 
is inherent in most induction machines. For a limited number of rotor 
slots, the slotting effect is sufficient to provide a signal that can be used 
for sensorless control. The saliency frequency is a product of the number 
of rotor slots per pole pair 
-N= and the rotor frequency with f,,,, = At 
- 
fr 
PP PP (c) due to inductance variation: this saliency is engineered by changing the 
geometry of the rotor slots. Either width or depth is varied sinusoidally. 
There are typically two saliency periods per pole pair. Thus the saliency 
frequency is twice the rotor frequency with hal = 2f, 
(d) due to magnetic anisotropy in the rotor lamination: this rotor saliency has 
not been investigated so far 
2. saturation saliency: can be used to detect the flux position for sensorless torque 
control. This saliency can be found in all induction machines and is caused by 
the saturation of the stator and rotor teeth and bridges. The saturation saliency 
depends on the flux level and on the loading conditions. Since there is a positive 
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and a negative maximum of the flux wave per pole pair, the saliency frequency 
is twice that of the excitation frequency with f,,,, = 2f, 
3. saliency due to rotor eccentricity: this saliency is generally very small and is 
unlikely to be exploitable for sensorless control 
4. clamping modulation due to inverter deadtime: this is a discrete modulation 
that has the characteristics of a machine saliency but is caused by the dead- 
time of the inverter. It however has to be considered when using rotor or 
saturation saliencies for sensorless control. The modulation occurs during the 
zero crossing of the fundamental currents that occurs six times per electri- 
cal period. This results in an alternating frequency spectrum with f, "l 
-2f,, +4fl _8fý, +16f,,. 
.. 
5. transient modulation: this modulation has only been reported in conjunction 
with hf signal injection. During transient machine operation, the fundamental 
signals cause a short distortion in the extracted hf modulation. 
For sensorless drives using saliencies, the saturation saliency is of particular interest. 
The flux angle detection for sensorless torque-controlled drives directly depends on 
this saliency. Drives for sensorless position control, using a rotor saliency however 
need to compensate for the saturation saliency. The better the saturation saliency can 
be predicted, the better the compensation and the higher the quality of the sensorless 
position control. Many researchers use a simplified fundamental machine model when 
applying a hf signal. The large magnetizing inductance and the iron-loss resistance 
can be neglected when deriving the transfer function between hf currents and volt- 
ages. This approach however is not fully justified. Machine parameters change for 
the hf injection due to skin effect, eddy-currents and saturation from the respective 
values at rated operating conditions. This section looks at the different physical ef- 
fects to determine the parameters for the hf equivalent circuit [50]. The influence of 
saturation on the model is analyzed qualitatively [123,124]. The basic problem when 
designing a hf model is that leakage inductances in the fundamental model are small 
and cannot accurately be determined. For the hf model they play an even more im- 
portant role than for the fundamental circuit. Thus for the hf model the parameter 
error can be relatively large. A final proof of the validity of the model can therefore 
not be given since measuring the effects on the real machine was out of the scope of 
this work. 
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5.2.1 Saliencies due to Geometry 
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A saliency commonly used for machine control is that due to the rotor geometry of a 
specifically designed machine. This machine is called resolver or synchro and is used 
as an encoder to provide the machine controller with information about rotor position 
and speed. The resolver is not the object of the research in this thesis but it provides 
an easy understanding and introduction to saliencies. There is one fundamental but 
important difference between the resolver and an induction machine drive that makes 
use of saliencies to estimate rotor position or flux angle. An induction machine is 
operated with fundamental voltages and currents. It will be shown later that these 
fundamental signals can be the cause for a number of saliencies and not only one as 
in a resolver. When operating the induction machine without fundamental signals 
and only with a hf signal injection to excite e. g. a rotor slotting saliency, the rotor 
position can easily be estimated (see Section 8.2.1). 
The structure of the resolver resembles that of a rotating transformer or more accu- 
rately, that of a generator. The primary winding is in the rotor, the secondary in the 
stator. When the rotor moves, the mutual inductance between rotor and stator coil 
changes. Feeding alternating voltage of constant amplitude into the rotor winding (the primary), an alternating current is induced in the stator winding. Its amplitude 
is modulated by the angle ýo between primary and secondary winding. The resolver 
has a single coil on the rotor side and a two-phase orthogonal secondary winding with 
a 90' mutual phase shift. 
V,, 
=A- sin(w, t) (5-7) 
V, 
= ki -A- sin(w, t + -y) sjn(ýp) 
V2 
= 
k2 
-A- sin(w, t + -y) cos(ýp) 
where V, is the rotor voltage of excitation amplitude A and carrier frequency W,. 
The factors k, and k2 are the transformation ratios between primary and secondary 
windings and will usually be equal. Note that the synchro is essentially a resolver but 
with a three-phase secondary winding of 120' mutual phase shift between the stator 
windings. 
The resolver can also work inversely from the secondary to the primary side. If current 
is fed into the stator winding, the induced (primary) voltage is 
sin(w, t + W) 
where the phase shift is proportional to angle V. Using a phase demodulation, the 
rotor position can be derived. 
Resolvers usually come equipped with brushes. The signals from or to the rotor are 
sent via slip rings. This can cause unwanted noise when the brushes are worn-out and 
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Figure 5.1: Principle structure of resolver and resulting position modulated secondary 
signals. Left: geometry and coil position. Right: voltage injection and position- 
modulated secondary voltages 
the quality of the contacts has deteriorated. Thus, brusliless resolvers can be used or 
a separate rotary transformer provides the power to the rotating primary winding, 
similar to an exciter found in synchronous machines. 
The accuracy reached is about 0.10 mechanically per round. This can be improved 
by employing a gear transmission or a stack of several resolvers. Errors can be due to 
a bad primary voltage, the wrong impedance matching or a difference in the trans- 
formation ratio for the two orthogonal secondary windings. 
5.2.2 Rotor Saliency 
For estimating the rotor position, a saliency has to be fixed to the rotor. Different 
possible rotor saliencies have been suggested in literature for induction machines. A 
rotor saliency can be due to a specifically engineered "asymmetric" rotor, suggested 
by [77] and [24] or by employing rotor slot harmonics (termed "symmetric" rotor). 
The latter has been demonstrated by [98], using a star-connected induction machine 
with 28 rotor slots and by [83] demonstrating the tracking of rotor position. 
The model for the rotor saliency assumes a difference in impedance Z that can be 
described in the rotor frame that is denoted by the subscript (,, 3). Note that this 
frame is fixed to the rotor and is different from the dq frame [22]. Only saliencies 
with two distinct extrema, a maximum and a minimum in two perpendicular axes 
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can be described with this model. 
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In practice, conditions are not always that ideal with saliencies, in particular with the 
saturation saliency. Higher harmonics can exist that are generally not included in the 
model. For the case of the rotor saliency these higher harmonics do not exist or they 
are very small and can be neglected. With the asymmetric rotor (see Section 4.6.1), 
the deviation of the engineered saliency from the optimal sinusoidal shape is within 
a few percent. For the symmetric rotor (Section 4.6.1), the analysis of [100] can be 
used to estimate the effect of modulation due to the rotor saliency. The mutual in- 
ductance between stator and rotor is a function of the rotor position [100] and can be 
approximated by a triangular shape over the position (see m, j in Fig. 14 of [100]). 
The total leakage inductance is a function of the square of the mutual inductance 
(lo, 
a --.,: 
1., (1 and therefore has a parabolic shape [100] that is periodically re- 
peated N, times per mechanical revolution. The total leakage inductance is the rotor 
saliency that causes the position-dependent modulation in the hf stator currents. 
The spectrum of the total leakage inductance (laa) contains a large spatial harmonic 
with (mechanical) period 27r/N, and a small spatial harmonic with half the period. 
Its amplitude is less than 10% of the 27r/N, harmonic. Higher harmonics can be 
neglected. No harmonics due to the 7r/N, spatial modulation could be found in the 
spectrum of the hf stator currents (rotor #3). 
Given the relation between the injected high frequency voltages and the resulting hf 
currents in the rotor frame (subscript is (, ko) ): 
V, (. 0 )I= ro(- Zp i, vs (0) )I[i" (()03 
h"', j = A-mll-ij (5-8) 
Note that the voltages and currents that are measured in the two perpendicular axes 
of the rotor frame are decoupled. Mathematically, this means that only the elements 
on the diagonal of the impedance matrix are not zero. The impedance in the (a) axis 
shall here be the larger value. 
In practice, it is more convenient to work with the signals in the stationary or stator 
frame (subscript is 
, 9). This is because the stator currents can directly be measured 
in this frame. The above matrix equation (5.8) therefore has to be transformed to 
the stator frame. 
The transformation description for the voltages is: 
[Cjo, Ik, (0,0) 1 
V,. OSO, 
-sinO, l [vsý. )] 
[v,, ] 
= 
ýsinO, 
Cos 0, I Psud 
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For a symmetric system with a diagonal matrix with equal elements on the diagonal, 
the transformation matrix can be simplified: 
r,. ß = eio'v() (v> + jv, ß) = (cos 0, +j sin 0, ) (VS(. ) + jv, (ß» (5-9) 
When transforming the impedance matrix, the elegant complex style shown in (5.9) 
cannot be used due to the different values on the main diagonal of the matrix. Finally, 
the complete matrix equation (5.8) can be transformed: 
[ejorllz(, o)] le-lo'][e3'Orj[i, (,, )] (5.10) 
= 
[ejo'][Z(,, O)][e-jolll-i,, j 
In (5.10), both sides of the equation have been multiplied by [ej', ]. Note that matrix 
multiplication is not commutative, the multiplicand is on the left of either side. A 
unity matrix has been inserted on the right which can be split to give the matrix [ejOýJ, required to transform the current matrix. 
Performing a detailed transformation of the square matrix with different impedance 
values by using basic trigonometric theorems: 
v'. OSO, 
- 
sin 0,1 [Z(, ) ýsin 
0, cos 0, jL0 
vý Z(", ) C0S2 0, + Z(ß) sin 20, 
v, ß 
[Z 
() sin 0, cos 0, -Z(ß) sin 0, cos 0, 
0 
)] 
[ cos 0, sino, [ij 
Z(ß 
- 
sin 0, cos i'ß 
Z() sin0, cos 0, 
-Z(, 3) sin0, - cos0, 
Z() sin2 Or+Z(ß) COS2 01, 
V, ý Z(. )+z(ß) + Z(. )-Z(ß) cos(20, ) Z(a)-Z(ß) sin(20, ) ia 2 Z(-) 
- 
z(ß) 2 Z(. )+z(ß) 
2 Z(-)-Z(ß) 
1 
V, 3 
1=12 
sin(20, ) 22 cos(20, )] 
[isq 1 
v', 
', 
-2 + AZ cos(20, ) AZsin(20, ) 1 [i,. l [v, ] 
=[ lýiZsin(20, ) "Z-AZcos(20, )] [i] (5.11) 
The rotor saliency seen from the stator frame consists of a mean impedance 7 and a 
variable term 
-AZ that is modulated by twice the saliency angle 0, 
The impedance terms are given as: 
Z+AZ cos (20, ) = Z(a) COS2 Or+ Z(o) sin 2 Or 
= 
Z(sin 2 Or + COS2 0r+ AZ(CoS2 Or- sin 2 Or) 
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AZ sin(20, ) = (Z(ý, ) - Z(ß» sin 0, cos 0, 
with AZ = 
and Z= 
Z(-) 
-zo) >0 2 
z(0) + z(0) 
2 
102 
For further analysis it is interesting to get an expression for the hf currents which 
requires the inversion of the impedance matrix: 
AZ cos(20, ) 
-AZsin(20, ) 1 [v li, 
ß Z(-) - zo) -A Z sin(20, ) 7+ AZ cos(20, )] [V., 
] 
where the term Det 
(Z) 
= 
Z(C, ) . Z(, e) = (72 _A Z2) is the determinant. The currents 
can now be written as a function of the hf voltage and impedance: 
ZAZ 
Z,. = v.. --- (v,. cos 20, + v, sin 20, ) jýe-t _(Z) Det(Z) 
2 IAZ ZS 
- 
V, 3 - 
(v.. sin 20r 
- 
V cos 20, ) ß i5e_t(Z) ' ! 5_et(Z) «ý 
Given a rotating cko voltage injection v=v with amplitude V,: So$ =-C 
cos(w, t) vdwýt = V, [cos(w, t) +j sin(w, t)] (5.12) V, = VC [sin(w, t)] = 
the resulting hf currents (subscript are 
Zv cos(w, t)] AZ V. [cos(20r - W, t) 
Det(Z) sin (w, t) j Det(Z) sin(20, 
- 
wct) 
isao-C ipe 
jw, t 
- 
zene 
j(20, 
-w, t) (5.13) 
Iinj + IVos 
It can be seen that the first term of the current ýzp rotates in the direction of the 
injected voltage and the second term ý,,, rotates in the inverse direction. The latter 
term is called the negative sequence harmonic [85]. Only this second term contains 
the interesting Modulation due to the saliency, apparent from the Or in the argument 
of the trigonometric functions. The negative sequence harmonic has to be separated frorn the positive sequence harmonic that does not contain any saliency information if the rotor PoSit'()11 Or is to be estimated. 
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When injecting a hf signal into the machine, it is of interest how large the signal con- 
taining the saliency information is in relation to the carrier signal. This is described 
by the following ratio: 
1P.... 
= 
IAZI (5.14) Ii. i... IZI 
The higher AZ to 7, the larger the useful position information in relation to the 
current ripple. AZ is directly a measure for the degree of saliency. 
Equation (5.13) is the key relation between hf voltages, currents and the rotor 
saliency. The rotor position modulation is a function of the number of saliency periods 
per pole pair (pp). Generally, two periods are chosen, thus the factor 2 in 20, 
- 
w, t. 
Inductance Variation 
For a rotor with a modified inductance [77], the expressions in (5.13) can be simplified 
when analyzing the high frequency equivalent circuit of the induction machine. Under 
steady-state conditions the fundamental equations in the stator frame (2.17) and 
(2.18) can be simplified. For the hf signal, the derivatives can be replaced by jW, 
where i-I ej'c td-i3. WC t S8, It-, = iwL, e 
,u= 
RiS + jw, L, L + jw, L,, 'r 
Rj + jw, L, i + jw, L,, jý, 
- 
jw, V) ir 
-r 
Note that the flux 'or is not due to the fundamental excitation but the hf signals. 
In the high frequency model, the resistances can be neglected (R, ;: tý 0, Rr 
-- 
0) and 
for operation at low speeds where the injection is at a much higher frequency W,, the 
back-emf jWrV)r ztý 0. The remaining relations can be arranged 
jwcLl L+ jwrL,, i, 
jw, L, i + jw, L, i -+ i Lo. rsr ir is 
L2 
0 ) jw, L, i + jw, L,, (- 
-1ý) ; ztý jw, 
(Ls 
-- 
is 
3 Z, i Lr 
J'w, crL, i,, = jw, L,,, is 
The term L,, = L, (1 - -L, 2? -) is called the stator transient inductance. An engineered Lý Lr inductance variation in the rotor can be achieved by e. g. opening the rotor slots 
with a sinusoidally changing width [19,69,125]. For such an asymmetric rotor where 
the stator transient inductance on the (a) and (0) axes differ, the saliency can be 
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described by a matrix: 
vs(. 
) jw, Siy(Ck) 
II ris(. 
) 
I Ivs(s) I=r0 
Lsa(o)j [i, 
(, g)j 
jw, ý(08) ]
Generally, the number of saliency periods per pole pair are chosen to be two. This 
results in a modulation harmonic at 20, -w, t. After transformation into the stationary 
frame and matrix inversion, the hf currents can be described by 
isoo-C 
- -i (iý, Pej'c' + ý%. ej 
(20, 
-wct) ) 
where 
Lsu 
ZCP =-2- AL 2 W, 7 Lse &f 
-_L Sa(a) 
+ Ls., 
(O) Lsa 
-- 
2 
ALso. V, 
Zcn 22 
wc 
F, - 
-AL8, 
Rotor Resistance Variation 
ALs, 
- 
Ls, (a) - L., ý(ß) 
The hf saliency model based on a spatial Oifference of the rotor resistance [22] is 
easily described in the rotor frame: 
vs(c, ) 
vs(o) 
I= 
ro(- 
where the impedance terms are given as 
Z(a) R, + jW, (1, + 412) + R,, (. ) - 
(Rr2 + jWclr2) 
(R,, (,, ) + Rr2) + jWclr2 
ZA R, + jW, (1, + 412) + Rr I (, q) ' 
(Rr2 + jCJclr2) 
(R,, (,, ) + 'Pl-r2) + jWclr2 
The parameters for the hf impedances Z(,, ) and Z(, 3) are derived from the fundamental 
machine model of a double-cage rotor (see Section 4.6.1). This can be a double-cage 
design (rotor #1) or a single cage rotor with additional asymmetric outer cage (rotor 
#2). Subscript 
, 
is for the outer cage and r2 for the inner cage parameters. The 
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leakage inductance 1r12 stems from the common rotor leakage flux Ar12 that links 
both rotor cages but not the stator cage. From Alger's formula [22,117] the leakage 
reactance in the outer cage is assumed to be zero, therefore Irl = 0. The parameter 
values from the fundamental machine model can only give a crude estimation for the 
hf model. This is because of skin effect that has to be considered for high frequencies. 
Transformation into the stator frame and after the matrix inversion (see (5.11)) with 
,. 0 , results 
in: a hf voltage vv 
ie 
-'. cnej(20r-Wct) 
Again, two saliency periods per pole pair result in a modulation harmonic at frequency 
f, 
- 
2f,. Note that this type of modulation is not a standard amplitude modulation (AM) but a single sideband AM that contains a carrier. Also, the signal is not of the 
scalar type but is a vector. This allows for some interesting signal processing (see 
Section 5.4 and following sections). 
The circumferential resistance variation is easily realized by changing the diameter of 
the bars in the outer cage of an induction machine [24]. The hf signals penetrate only 
into the outer section of the rotor because of skin effect and the large reactance of 
the inner rotor section for the hf signals. Therefore the hf signals get influenced by a 
resistance variation in the outer perimeter. A copper bar with maximum diameter will 
have minimum resistance. The minimum resistance shall be R,, (, ) and the maximum 
resistance then R,, (,,, ). Ideally, the resistance variation is sinusoidal. In practice, this is not easily achievable because of the standard sizes of copper bars and therefore 
limited number of different wire gauges. This is not really a problem since higher 
harmonics resulting from this non-ideal ginusoidal distribution will be small. 
Rotor Slotting Saliency 
For a range of motors, the inductance variation over the rotor slot pitch due to slotting 
can be used to estimate the rotor position. Injected hf voltages penetrate only into 
the outer perimeter of the rotor. The permeance and hence the hf inductance are 
modulated by the rotor slots that results in a modulation of the hf stator currents. 
In contrast to the previously described engineered rotor saliencies, this is a natural 
saliency, hence the term "symmetric" rotor. The saliency model is very similar to that 
of Section 5.2.2. The fundamental difference is that the number of saliency periods 
is generally larger than for the asymmetric rotors, that usually have one saliency 
period per pole pitch [24,77]. The number of saliency periods due to rotor slotting is 
determined by the number of rotor slots N, and the number of pole pairs pp as: 
NIpp 
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The hf currents filtered from the stator currents then are 
jwc t j(nO, 
-wct+O) i". 0 
-C = 
ý%, Pe + t, *,,,, e (5.15) 
where zýp and are the positive and negative sequence hf currents respectively. The 
positive sequence is the unmodulated carrier that does not contain any information 
about the rotor position. 
5.2.3 Saturation Saliency 
A typical saliency that is naturally present in the machine is that due to saturation. 
The saturation saliency will be present for sufficiently high flux levels and will increase 
with load. Open or semi-open rotor slots will cause a reduction of the saturation 
modulation. The saturation saliency rotates at the flux angle 0, (stator flux, air-gap 
flux or rotor flux) but can deviate considerably under load [18,50,95]. By neglecting 
higher harmonics and concentrating only on the fundamental, the saturation saliency 
seen by the hf currents can be described best in the dq frame. In this frame, the 
currents and voltages are decoupled. The d-axis shall be aligned in the direction of 
the maximum saturation (minimum impedance) with Zd < Zq. Similar to (5.8): 
dZ 
['sd 
Vld ol] 
q 
[VSq 
0 i', 
q 
[E-Idql 
--,: [Zdq] l-iSdq 1 (5.16) 
In practice, the hf currents are measured in the stationary ao frame, so that 
1 i", ]=1r- AZ cos(20, ) 
-AZsin(20, ) 1 fv,. (5-17) 
i, 0 Zd * Zq -AZsin(20, ) 2+AZcos(20,, )j [v.,, 31 
where 2=0.5(Zd + Z. ) and AZ = 0.5(Zq - Zd) > 0. For a given voltage vV 
the carrier signal as in (5.12): Sao ýCq 
il"O-c = ýzpejwct - icnej(20ý-w, t) 
As in the situation with the rotor saliency, only the second term contains the useful 
information about the saliency position. Physically, there is one flux period per 360' 
electrical. There are two maxima of the flux per period, one positive, one negative. 
This causes two modulations of the hf signal per electrical period and results in a 
modulation harmonic at frequency f, 
- 
2f,. 
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For the saturation saliency, physical models and approaches are given in [50,92,95, 
126], explaining and deriving the relation between the saliency and machine funda- 
mental saturation. This can be by finite element methods (FEM) or methods based 
on the two-axis model. This section will use an approximate hf model and discuss 
the variation in the leakage parameters which are the principle determinants of the 
saturation harmonics. 
1 
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Figure 5.2: Machine cross-section showing fundamental and hf current and flux vec- 
tors under no-load. Left: machine cross-section. Right: angular position of rotor flux 
magnitude, hf leakage inductance and hf current. 
In [92,126], the relation between fundamental flux and hf modulation is examined in 
a graphical model of the machine cross-section, [92] additionally uses two-dimensional 
FEM. The left of Fig. 5.2 shows this simplistic model of the machine with the d and 
q current windings and the rotor flux vector that determines the orientation of the 
d-axis. The rotor is produced by the stator current component. Note that flux Or Is d 
the rotor flux vector or and therefore the d-axes are in direction of the q-winding. 
The windings are additionally fed by a hf current i 50,3_X that produces a hf flux V) Sa13-c * The figure shows the components of the hf current and flux vectors in the d and q 
windings with subscripts Id and 1. respectively. 
The authors in [92] come to the conclusion that for no-load operation, the hf mod- 
ulation does not cause the modulating envelope of Z'. j3-x to be at a maximum in the d- or flux axis but in the q- or quadrature axis. The reason is that the rotor flux 
causes saturation in the d-axis, that reduces the hf leakage inductance where the 
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q-windings are located. The hf leakage inductance in the d-axis is not affected by 
the rotor flux and is therefore larger. Since the hf flux does not penetrate deeply 
into the machine, it is the q-component that gets affected by the saturation 
and reduced hf leakage inductance. Hence the envelope of the hf currents will be at 
a maximum in the q axis as shown in Fig. 5.2. A negative fundamental flux '0, will 
also cause a saturation of the leakage inductance with the result of an increased hf 
current. Since there are two extrema of the fundamental flux per electrical period, 
there are two maxima of the hf current. Hence, the angle of the saliency is twice that 
of the flux vector with 0,,, t =2-0, 
The hf currents are mainly influenced by the nonlinear behaviour of the hf leakage 
inductances. This behaviour is mainly determined by saturation of rotor slot bridges 
and teeth in stator and rotor [117,124]. For rotors with closed rotor slots, saturation 
of the slot bridges under rated conditions can reduce the leakage inductance by a 
factor of two from the unsaturated value [191. The slot leakage on the stator side 
is not much influenced by a change of operating conditions because the stator slots 
are considerably wide by geometric design. If the injection frequency f, is lower, the 
saturation of the main flux path will have an impact on the hf flux path as can be 
seen from the model of Fig. 5.2. The injection frequency f, determines the degree of 
penetration of the hf signal into stator and rotor. The skin effect determines the hf 
resistance with R oc and the leakage impedance changes according to W, 1 oc f, 
The graphical approach of Fig. 5.2 shows the limitation of the two-axis hf model 
from the sections before: Since the penetration of the hf flux differs from that 
of the flux V)r' there will be a displacement between the orientation of the hf flux 
vector to that of the fundamental flux. The displacement is a function of the injection 
frequency. Assuming no-load conditions and if the hf injection frequency is low, the 
hf flux shares Paths with the fundamental flux and the displacement is small. A high 
injection frequency prevents deep penetration and the hf flux is orthogonal to the 
fundamental flux [126] as shown in Fig. 5.2 for no-load. 
The effect of loading the induction machine is not discussed in [92] or [126]. A possible 
explanation for the induction machine is derived here from [127]. For the model shown 
on the left of Fig. 5.3, the load current i, q will not be zero. Its magnetic field around 
the conductors will superimpose to that of the rotor flux 0,. The area of increased 
flux and therefore saturation is marked by a hatched oval. This is the area where 
the field due to i, q adds to the rotor flux. The field will be weakened on the other 
side of the d-axis similar to the armature reaction in DC machines. This reduced flux 
decreases saturation; the saliency has moved in the mathematical positive direction. 
The angle ýoc, that is obtained from the saturation saliency is marked in the figure. 
This angle is drawn between the d-axis and the saliency axis. Under load, the saliency 
axis will differ from that of the rotor flux and ýoc, 00 where the difference is also 
dependent on the flux level. 
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Figure 5.3: Machine cross-section showing fundamental and hf current and flux vec- 
tors under loaded conditions. Left: machine cross-section. Right: angular position of 
rotor flux magnitude, leakage inductance and hf current envelope. 
In [128], the shift of the hf impedance and therefore that of the saliency axis is 
attributed to the shift of the saturation from the axis of the mutual flux to that of 
the rotor flux under load. Experiments by the author have shown that the angular 
shift of the saliency axis exceeds the values obtained in [128] when the machine is 
loaded or the flux level is changed. The experiments were conducted on three different 
machines and two rigs. The results are summarized in Sections 7.1.2 and 7.2.2 as part 
of the experimental commissioning results for the saturation saliency. 
The following analysis derives the displacement angle between the vectors of the rotor 
flux linkage, mutual flux linkage and stator flux linkage. From the relation between 
rotor flux linkage and mutual flux linkage in Fig. 2.4 and relation (2.37): 
a) ?, ýin = V)r - Lra'r, Lra + t7r)L,, 
b) (1 + Orr) -i=. r ! in R- Is 
i, 
q = WSITr * imR, Tr = LrlRr 
Inserting b) in a) removes the rotor currents and gives: 
ýd 
lp, 
----------- I 
lp, 
- ---------- 
4 
----------- 
I- 
- 
.................. 
- 
-- -- 
F-: 
'- -. 7 
........ 
sq Iq 
------------ -- 
-------- 
. ................ 
- 
Lra 
. 
(5-18) 
1+ 0r 
(i MR - 
-'S) 
When resolving (5.18) in the dq-frame, where imR --": ImR and V)r ý L, imR and the 
respective q-components are zero, the angle Om between the rotor flux linkage V)r and 
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the mutual flux linkage V) ?n can be obtained via the vectorial relations in (5.18)-. 
O, 
m = arctan 
( Lraisq 
(I + Orr)L,, I*mR 
which can be simplified by substituting i,, by using c): 
Orm 
--.,: arctan 
ws, Lror ( 
Rr 
) 
110 
Clearly, the angular difference is only a few degrees under full load which does not 
explain the change of vc, in Sections 7.1.2 and 7.2.2. 
From equation (2-41), +orL. tý, the displacement 0,, between rotor flux linkage 
and stator flux linkage can be resolved in a similar way: 
Ors 
= arctan 
Ls 
, 
isq 
(L +, orL, )imR 
arctan orL, , ws, 
Lr ( 
(L, + oL, ) R, 
The angular difference of the two flux linkage vectors will also reach only a few de- 
grees under load. The experimental analysis in this thesis shows that the saliency 
angle ýpc, differs from the angle of stator and airgap flux by more than 0, 
', '
or Ors 
and can be better approximated by the load angle J= arctan(i, q/isd). The reason for 
this might be derived from Fig. 5.3 quantitatively. A conclusive theory is currently 
not available and cannot be based on the experience of only three machines. Since 
a qualitatively precise prediction of the change of the saturation saliency with load 
and/or flux is not possible, the commissioning strategies developed in this thesis are 
currently the only possibilities to obtain the displacement angle (pc,. 
The analysis in this section has shown that the two-axis model does not include the 
shift of the saliency with load and flux level. A model is required that includes the 
precise geometry and saturation effects in order to predict the displacement between 
the saliency angle and the rotor flux vector. 
5.2.4 Multiple Saliencies 
In general there will be multiple saliencies in a machine. This can be the saturation 
saliency of Section 5.2.3 or a rotor saliency of Section 5.2.2. The latter can be due 
to an engineered inductance (Section 5.2.2) or resistance variation (Section 5.2.2) or 
due to the natural inductance variation due to the rotor slotting of Section 5.2.2. 
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Figure 5.4: Modulation harmonics in the hf current spectrum, excluding eccentricity 
harmonics and fundamental excitation 
Combining all saliencies into one model: 
i iCPe-' 
. 
'ct + ienmke j(hýkOý-Wct+ý0-k) (5-19) 
mk 
where ' and i are the positive and negative sequence hf currents respectively. 
, 
ZP : 
-cnmk 
The positive sequence currents i are unmodulated. In (5.19) the various saliencies 
_1P 
can be described with the different values of m: 
Tn = 0, net a, 3 imbalance: 
hOk ý-- 0 
M=1, saturation saliency: 
h1k = -2, +4, -8,..., (-2)k and 01 = 27rft 
m=2, rotor slotting saliency: 
h2k = 2n, 4n, 
.. -, 
2nk and 02 = 27rft, 
where n= NIps is the number of 
rotor slots (N, ) per pole (ps = 2pp) 
m= 31 engineered pitch saliency: 
h3k 
= 
2,4,. 
.., 
2k and 03 = 27rft 
and k is the harmonic order. Rotor eccentricity effects have been neglected since these 
have not been found to be exploitable in commercial machines. For all saliencies, 
k= +1 denotes the fundamental modulation harmonic; higher values of k arise due 
to the non-sinusoidal spatial distribution of the respective saliency. The amplitude 
spectrum of i,. 
_, 
is shown in Fig. 5.4. The information about the phase difference from 
i.., is used to expand the spectrum to negative frequencies. These can be physically 
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interpreted, since the hf signals are vectors. Positive frequencies are defined as a 
rotation in the direction of the injected voltage vector that serves as the reference. 
A harmonic with negative frequency represents a negative sequence harmonic that 
rotates in the opposite direction of the hf voltage vector. 
In (5.19), the carrier component ip in i, (k8_c that is unmodulated can be separated from the negative sequence harmonics, leaving only the modulation harmonics due 
to the machine saliencies. In practical systems, a reflection of the carrier harmonic 
can be found as a negative sequence harmonic at frequency 
-fc. This harmonic also 
contains no useful information for the sensorless control. In fact this harmonic is due 
to imbalances in the measured hf aý currents (see equations (5.5) and (5.6) for more 
information). The cause can be measurement errors or imbalances due to differences 
in the inverter deadtime of the three inverter legs. 
For the sensorless control of induction machines, the rotor position or flux angle needs 
to be estimated. This estimation requires only one saliency present in the machine. 
It has not been possible so far to use two or more saliencies simultaneously for the 
estimation. Since it is very unlikely that there is only a single saliency in a real 
machine, the other saliency harmonics have to be removed. 
It can be seen from (5.19) and Fig. 5.4 that all saliency harmonics are negative se- 
quence harmonics. This means that the vectors of the saliency harmonics rotate in 
the opposite direction of the injected hf voltage vector. For the sensorless control, 
only the negative frequency spectrum is of interest. The reflection of the carrier fre- 
quency at 
-f, will be used as the reference for the further analysis. This is because 
for the demodulation of the saliency angle in sensorless control, the negative sequence 
harmonics will be transformed so that 
-fr will be at DC. It can be seen from Fig. 5.4 
that the direction of rotation of the saliency harmonics with respect to 
-f, can differ. 
This means that some saliency harmonics are left of 
-f, in the spectrum of Fig. 5.4 
and some are on the right. The direction of rotation with respect to 
-f, is e. g. differ- 
ent for the saturation saliency with h2102 = 
-20, compared to a slotting saliency of 
h3103 
= +280, as observed for the machine with rotor #3. Both harmonics are neg- 
ative sequence harmonics but of opposite direction. The spectral difference therefore 
is h3l 
- 
f3 
- 
h2l 
- 
f2 
= 30f, 
- 
2f, 1. Note that if the sequence information is not used, 
the spectral difference will only be 26f, 
- 
2f, 1. 
The direction of a negative sequence harmonic can be determined by a simple model: 
Two windings on the three-phase stator are mechanically apart by 3600/ (3 
- 
pp). The 
three windings are called A, B and C and the saliency shall be initially aligned in 
direction of A. For rotation in a positive direction, the moving saliency has to be 
aligned in direction of winding B before it is aligned to C. Otherwise the saliency is 
rotating in the negative direction. The normalized distance function dp can be used 
to determine if the period of the moving saliency will be aligned first to B (with 
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winding index p= 1) or C (index p= 2) when initially aligned to winding A (p = 0): 
p1 360' 360' 
-- 
fix (p N,,, 113) dp 3-pp 
__N.,. I-pp 36011 (5.20) 
N,,. l 
-pp 
fix pIN,,, i (5.21) 33 
where N,,,, is the number of periods of the saliency harmonic over 360' mechanical, 
which means there are 360'IN,., mechanical per sinusoidal variation. If the saliency 
is due to the slotting of the rotor, then N,,,, = N,, the total number of rotor slots. 
Typically, N,,,, =4 for an engineered rotor saliency or the main saturation saliency. 
The number of pole pairs are pp and p is the winding index. For di (p = 1) < d2 (P = 2), 
the spacial distance of a saliency period to B is smaller than that to winding C. 
Therefore the saliency has a positive direction. For dj(p = 1) > d2(P = 2), the 
saliency has a negative direction. The function fix(.. ) performs a conversion to the 
nearest integer less than or equal to its argument. 
The normalized distance function dp first determines the angle of winding p from A 
that is p- 360'/(3 
- 
pp) and is 60' for winding B in a four-pole machine. The angle 
covered by one saliency period is 360'1(N,,,, 
- 
pp) and there are fix(p 
- 
N,,, 113) full 
saliency periods between winding p and reference A. The product of full saliency 
periods and angle per saliency period is therefore the angle between windings p and 
A that is covered by full saliency periods. This angle subtracted from p- 360'/(3 
- 
pp) 
will therefore be within the interval [0 
... 
360* ]. Hence it is suitable to use the angle N,,,, i 
-pp 
of one saliency period for normalization. 
An overview of typical saliencies is given in the table below where the number of pole 
pairs pp = 2. The first row with N,,,, =4 is for a saturation saliency or an engineered 
saliency. The other entries are for slotting saliencies with N,,,, = N,. 
N,,,, 1 1 d, I d2 Sequen 
4 0 0.9 ABC (positive direction) 
40 0 0.6 ABC (positive direction) 
56 0.9 0.1 ACB (negative direction) 
58 0.3 0.6 ABC (positive direction) 
The above discussion has shown that under some conditions the direction in which a 
saliency rotates, with respect to 
-f,, can be positive or negative. After transforming 
the negative sequence harmonics to DC, the spectral separation of two saliencies 
rotating in different directions will be increased. This increased spectral distance can 
be useful when separating saliency harmonics. The spectral separation however can 
only be increased for saliencies rotating in different directions (with respect to 
and is the sum of the absolute distance of each harmonic from -f,. 
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At low speed, different harmonics, such as the rotor position harmonics at h2kf, 
and the saturation harmonics at h1kfe will be very close or will even overlap for 
h2kfr 
= 
hlkfe- It is therefore not possible to use a filter for the suppression of 
unwanted saliencies if the angle of the remaining saliency is to be estimated in real- 
time. The possibility of using adaptive filters as suggested in [100] to remove the 
saturation saliency from the slotting modulation is therefore very unlikely at low 
speeds and standstill. High speed results in an increased spectral distance of the 
harmonics in question so that adaptive filters might be applicable in steady-state 
operation. The difficulty of course is the origin of the qualifying signal that adapts 
the filter. This qualifier would require the knowledge of the rotor speed that also is 
in fact unknown and has to be estimated. 
5.3 Alternative Saliency Models 
This section describes three saliency models more in detail that were published first 
in [18,70], [79] and (20]. These saliency models differ in their presentation and expla- 
nation of the physical origin of the saliency from the two-axis saliency model of the 
previous section. The analysis of this section will show that the alternative saliency 
models can be described by the same mathematics as the model of [17,24] in the 
previous section. A description of the signal processing and the techniques for the 
estimation of the saliency angle will also be given since the estimation strategies are 
closely related to the saliency models. The explanation of the saliency models and 
evaluation of limitations and performance of the estimation strategies are equally a 
result of practical experimentation and simulation by the author. 
5.3.1 Schr6dl Saliency Model 
The INFORM method [18] requires the injection voltage test pulse vectors to obtain 
the saliency information in the machine. This can be a saliency due to saturation, 
rotor slotting (rotor geometry) or anisotropy [88]. For simplicity, this section only 
covers the modelling of the saturation saliency. The other saliencies can easily be 
derived from that model. 
Assuming a simple LR circuit with a back-emf f and a voltage source of value v., 
the differential equation is: 
dis L, ýo + R, is +e (5.22) dt 
The circuit parameters are L, and R, the inductance and resistance respectively and 
i. is the current. The time constant T, = L, 1R, 
- 
The solution in the time domain at 
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time tj for an initial current i,, O at t= to is 
i 28 --i, 
)-(1-e- (" 
-'0) ITJ )+i,., 
o 
(5.23) 
Rs -S 
iis -i At 
R, Lo T, + ýiso (5.24) 
where At = tj - to and v. = const and e= const during the period At. The solution 
of (5.23) can be approximated by (5-24) if T, > At which is valid for short voltage 
pulses. The exponential function can be approximated by a line of constant slope. 
Therefore, the current change Ai., for the pulse length At can be described by the 
following equation: 
fl 
- 
i'llo 
At, (5.25) 
T, 
To eliminate e and 
-iso, a second voltage pulse 
is applied with v sý and same 
pulse width ýý6t2 = 1ý6tl = 1ý6t- Since this second pulse is applied shortly after the first 
pulse v,,, the back-emf can be assumed to remain unchanged, where e2 = el = f: 
'Ai 
(L2 
- 
LI) 
E32 
-Q_i 
81 
At2 
(5.26) 
Rs Z 
so that the difference of the current changes is 
2E,, At At 2v S, * At Aisil Rs . T, + Q,, - i") .T Ls (5.27) 
If the voltage pulses are kept constant in amplitude and duration (constant VTA), a 
changing inductance can be estimated with 
C, (5.28) 
Aisl 
- 'Aisli 
where c, is a constant factor and L, is a function of the current. 
Fig. 5.5 shows the stator current i, from simulation with the machine rotating at 
constant speed of n, = 40rpm, full flux and 1/3 rd of rated load. The pulse frequency 
of the PWM was 50ps with a short interruption of the normal PWM generation every 
4ms to inject a test pulse. The resulting current transient can be seen in Fig. 5.5 with 
the three sampling points marked i qO ,i "' and i 82 . The sampling of the currents has 
to be synchronized to the voltage test pulse generation. Inverter deadtime has been 
neglected in the simulation. From (5-27) it is obvious that the two current derivatives 
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Figure 5.5: Transient current response due to voltage test vectors, showing sampling 
points. Square: stator current magnitude over time. Circle: magnitude of stator 
current vector 
di d' 
-ý II and --' I,, can be determined by sampling the stator current at the specified dt dt 
three points. The knowledge of the current differences Ai, allows the estimation 
of the inductance. The estimation of the inductance from the phase information 
Y is claimed in [18] to give more accurate results. Inspecting (5.27) supports 
this claim since the actual pulse period At and voltage vector v, can differ in practice 
from the reference values due to inverter deadtime. 
Based on (5.27) and (5.28), a relation between applied voltage phasor and current 
derivative is given that describes the inductance that can be a function of the satu- 
ration in the machine. This saliency model is based on a difference in the inductance 
on the d and q axes, where the d-axis is aligned to the flux. Fig. 5.6 shows the elliptic 
path of the current derivative for the voltage phasor v. describing a circular path. 
Note that without back-emf and negligible resistive term, only one current derivative 
i. e. ! 
-=L II has to be determined and not two as used in (5.27). This simplified condi- dt 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 
time [ms] 
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Figure 5.6: Dependency of current change on the voltage vector and saturation 
saliency 
tion is used in Fig. 5.6 to display the relation between applied voltage vector, current 
derivative and inductance. 
The longer axis of the ellipse is aligned in direction of the d or flux axis. For a 
particular applied voltage phasor, the current change is measured and the orientation 
of the d-axis can be derived. With the knowledge of the orientation of the voltage 
phasor in the a, 3 frame and the angle 0, the angle 0, can be derived. The angle 
describes the orientation of the voltage phasor in the dq frame. 
Applying a test voltage vector, the relation between the voltages and the measured 
current transients in the dq frame can be described by the matrix of the inverse 
inductance: 
0 
ýd 01 
0 
[VSd [di,, 
Idt y Vlq 
I 
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dL 
dt 
dq] 
: -- 
[Ydq] [ESdq] 
(5.29) 
This model can easily be derived from (5.16) by matrix inversion. In the dq-frame 
only the elements on the main diagonal are non-zero. Saturation in the d-axis causes 
a decrease in the inductance. The inverse Yd is therefore larger than Yq. With the 
transformation from dq into the ao frame: 
= 
[ejol I 128dq 1 (5.30) 
the voltages can be expressed in the general a, 3 stator frame. Similar to (5.10), the 
matrix equation can be transformed into the ao frame using (5.30): 
Ci 
" 
[ejo' 6 
dt 
dg] 
= 
[ejoe ] [Ydql [e-j'ý] [ejo-l [E,, 
d, 
l 
di, 
dt 
lejo' I lydq I le-jo, I k. 
01 
(5.31) 
resulting in an admittance matrix with 20, dependency. 
di,. Idt] r+AYcos(20, ) AYsin(20, ) 
) 
V,. (5.32) di,, 31dtj AY sin(20, ) Y-, AYcos(20, 
] [v,, ] 
where the mean inverse inductance is Y=0.5 - (Yd + Y. ) and the differential term 
AY 
= 
0.5. (Yd 
- 
Y. ). As Yd > Yq, AY > 0. This result is similar to the saturation 
saliency in (5.17) with sinusoidal signals. Here in (5.32), the currents and voltages 
are instantaneous. 
Relation (5.32) can be further developed where the voltage phasor v,,., = vs. +jVS8 = 
V, ej(, 3-+Oe) is imposed and known in the ao frame. The conjugate complex vector is 
* =V 
-. 
v,,,. The measured current changes due to a voltage test pulse are: '500 S, I 
di Z-Saß Yv Saß + Ayv*, 
"ß 
f cos(20, ) +j sin(20, )l 
Yv.. + CiYv* j20, e 
V j20e-j(ßu+Oý) 
., 
(! 7ei(ßu+O, ý) + AYe 
= 
V, e 
i(ßu+Oe) 
. 
(V + Aye -j2ßu ) 
di 
dt 03 (y +, Aye-j2,3. (5-33) 
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According to (5.33), the current change can be expressed as a component v. , VY 
that is in the direction of the applied voltage phasor and a component v. - AYe -j2#u 
that changes with twice the angle ý%. It is only this latter term that contains the 
information about the saliency angle 0, This conclusion is not immediately obvious. 
Knowing 0,, from analyzing the current change due to the applied voltage test vector 
will provide the position of the voltage phasor with respect to the dq frame as 
shown in Fig. 5.6. Since the position of v,,., is known in the ao frame, the saliency 
angle 0, can easily be derived. 
It can be shown that the solution of (5-33) is independent of the measurement frame. 
For a simplified analysis, the dq frame is used with the relation between currents and 
voltages from (5.29), where Yd =V +AY and Yq =Y- AY. Then with a voltage 
phasor v-V eil- in the dq frame: Sdq 8 
dildldt + AY OAYJ [Väd] (5.34) di / dt 
1r0 
v- Vq 
di, 
dq = Vv, 9,1 + Ayv" - jAyv" dt 
-q 
= 
Fvsiq + Aylý*Sdq 
= 
Y, (feißu + AYe-iýu) 
= Vejýu. (17+AYe-j20u) 
dzý dq 
v Sdq - (Y + AYe -j20. (5.35) dt 
Note that the term in brackets in (5.35) is identical to that in the solution of (5.33). 
In fact, the relation between current changes and applied voltages is independent of 
the measurement frame. 
In [18], (equation (3.45) on page 40), the saliency is described by 
(Lt., 
- 
const, 0- 
ýLe 
-2 - exp(-j (5.36) dt 2 
where jIe2 < 0, const, * fie 0=V and const, * lie 2/2 = AY make relation (5.36) 
equal to that of (5.35). Equations (5-35) and (5.34) link the syntax given in [18] to 
that of [17] or [24]. This concludes that the saliency model of [18] can equally be 
described by a two-axis model in the dq frame as that in [17,24]. 
For the general case that the difference between ao and dq frames is the (unknown) 
flux angle, the following relation is valid from Fig. 5.6: 
k-Z (L )-0. (5.37) 
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For simplicity, the voltage will be described in the stationary a, 3-frame. The flux 
angle can then be estimated from the difference between the angle of the voltage test 
phasor and 0,,, that can be derived from (5.33). Section 5.5 discusses techniques to 
obtain 0,, from (5.33). 
5.3.2 Blaschke Saliency Model 
In [79] a technique to obtain field orientation under zero flux frequency conditions is 
proposed that allows the sensorless torque control. The basis of this method is the 
calculation of the resulting hf rotor currents in the induction machine that result 
from a hf stator current injection that is superposed onto the reference currents of 
the CSI-fed drive. Saturation in the machine helps to detect a misalignment of the 
estimated flux axis. The difficulty of this approach is that the hf rotor currents have 
to be determined. They are not easily accessible in a squirrel cage induction machine. 
A voltage model for the hf signals can be used to derive the required hf rotor currents. 
The saliency model used in [79] is obtained from the non-linear relation between rotor 
and stator currents. 
The relation of rotor currents to stator currents can be derived from the machine 
equations under Vector Control (see Section 2.1). For the d component of the rotor 
current: 
ird pL,, Lo. 1 (5-38) 15d -T2Sd Zsd 
r pLr + Rr + Ir L. 
where the rotor inductance is given as Lr = Ir + L,, and the rotor resistance Rr is 
neglected. The approximation is valid for fast transients and/or small variations in 
the stator current, such as those arising from hf current injection. 
Under rotor flux orientation, we have 0r ý= Ord and Or, = 0. Hence for the q compo- 
nent of the rotor current: 
Lo. 1. 
Z, 9 
-- 
--Zq ;: ý- - 
-- 
% (5.39) Lr t i+ fl. 
- For saturated conditions, the mutual inductance L,, differs in the d and q axis. In 
the d-axis, the airgap-flux is saturated and the mutual inductance is therefore small. 
as shown in Fig. 5.7. The inductance is called the dynamic This will be Lld = djiýj 
inductance and is the first derivative of the magnetization curve that is printed in 
Fig. 5.7. The dynamic inductance can also be expressed by the slope of the saturation 
curve as L,,, = tan(O) with the angle 3 between horizontal and slope. In the q-axis, 
the flux is less saturated and the inductance is larger and can be approximated by V, L,, q =Fm that is called the static inductance [129]. The approximation is valid since !M 
the flux is in the linear part of the hysteresis curve. With the angle a determining 
the slope of the saturation curve, the inductance in the q-axis L,,, = tan(a). 
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Figure 5.7: Airgap flux saturation with differences in d and q inductances 
For a hf stator current signal or small signal variations in the stator current 1ý, the 
resulting rotor currents are given as 
Ai" : -- -1+ 1'/ 
1 
tan(ý) ' Ai" = ell 
A"d (5.40) 
Airq 
--I- Ai 
= 
e22 
'A'Sq (5.41) 1+ Ir/ tan(a) S, 
or in matrix form: 
I A"d I= ro, 
,0- A"d (5.42) A Z"q e22. 
[Aisq I 
where the factors ell and e22 are different if one direction is more saturated in the 
machine. The absolute values of the two factors are not relevant for the approach 
given in [79]. 
The saturation saliency angle is obtained by injecting a hf current signal onto the 
reference stator currents. The hf signal is pulsating in parallel to the direction of the 
estimated flux axis to avoid hf torque pulsations. Thus, by measuring or estimating 
the hf rotor currents, the axis of the saturation saliency can be extracted and fed 
back for field orientation. 
The technique of aligning the estimated to the real d-axis can be described as follows: 
A pulsating stator current Ai,, = I, cos(w, t) is injected. The rotor currents are mea- 
sured and transformed into the dq frame. A highpass filter removes the fundamental 
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current component. This leaves Aid and Ai,, of (5.42). Assuming the estimated 
d-axis is not aligned to the real d-axis and the angle difference is -y, the rotor currents 
can be expressed as: 
ej'y 
- 
Ai, 
d] 
= 
cos7 
-siny .0 cos-y sin-yj 'A"d rsin 
-y cos -y e sin -y cos -yj 9_ 
ýO 
-221[- 
Ai,, 
] 
A"rd 
= I, COS(w, t) + 
AZ cos(2-ý) 
'A "r. 
] 
AZsin(2-y) 
A "rd ]=1, 
COS (W, t) +A Z) 
COS 
Ail sin rq 
where 
AZ sin(2-y) Cos -Y 
2-AZ cos (27)] 
[ 
sin -ly 
Z=0.5 
- 
(ell + e22) 
AZ 
= 
0.5 
- 
(ell 
- 
e22) 
Det(Z) 
= ell - e22 
(5.43) 
From equation (5-43), Ai' = Ai for 0 and Ai' =0 (since siny = 0). The rd rd rq 
pulsating vector "rdq can be split into two vectors of different sequence. A final mul- 
tiplication by ej'cl transforms the negative sequence of i' to DC. A lowpass filter rdg 
then removes the positive sequence that is now at frequency 2fc: 
11 
= 
os(w, t) 
- 
sin(w, t)l rsin(w, 
t) cos(w, t) j 
ejwct 
LP Cos -Y 
0.5-1, 
-(7+AZ) 
I sin 
I, cos(w, t) + Az) 
- 
Cos -Y [sin 
-y] 
(5.44) 
Clearly, the vector d' is a function of the alignment error -y. The imaginary part 
d a2 == d- sin -/ serves as feedback and directly adjusts the estimated d-axis. This error 
term is zero for 7=0. The structure is that of a PLL where -y is the phase error for 
the PLL (see Section 5.5.2). 
In practice, the stator voltage is measured instead of the rotor currents. This means 
that the relation of (5.42) can only be approximated. 
5.3.3 Sul Saliency Model 
The analysis in this section extends the short overview given in Section 2.3.2 by a 
more detailed description of the saliency model and signal processing of [20,78,80,92, 
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130,131]. This closer look seems to be justified, especially since the authors emphasize 
the robustness of the technique and the superiority to other sensorless strategies and 
announce its use in industrial drives for the near future. The estimation technique 
is based on a saturation saliency in the machine that is large enough to be used for 
the derivation of the flux angle and to obtain field orientation. Practically, this only 
allows for sensorless torque control or crude sensorless speed control. 
The saliency model is based on a difference in the hf impedance in d (flux) and q axis 
of the field-oriented machine. 
Assume the dynamic stator equation of the induction machine under field orientation 
of (2.34) with i".. Rr'i., d from (2.36) where p is the differential operator: mR ZmR - PLr+Rr 
jis = (R, + porL, ) ip, + p(l 
- 
o, )L, i. R (5.45) 
For the hf model under steady-state conditions with an injection frequency of f, the 
differential operator p can be substituted by jw,. Equation (5.45) can be split into 
the d and q equations: 
Usd ý-- (R,, + jw, orL, ) i, d+ jw, (1 - or) L, R, 
Zsd 
jw, L, + R, 
2 
(R, +jw, cL, +jw, LO'Rr)isd = Zdisd (5.46) L2 
r 
Usq = (R,, + jw, uL, )isq = Zqisq (5.47) 
The simplification in (5.46) is valid for w, L, > R,. The difference between Zd and 
Zq is in the term Jw Rr7. In [20], skin effect at high frequency is claimed to cause I +a, 
an increase in the va ue of R, that is much higher than at fundamental frequency. 
Similarly, oL, is claimed to decrease for a hf injection, further increasing the differ- 
ence between Zd and Zq. In spite of the different derivation of the saliency model, 
it still can be represented by a two-axis model in the dq frame as that of Section 5.2.3. 
Sul, et al. [20] propose a pulsating d injection. The idea of injecting a high frequency 
signal in the flux axis and thus avoiding torque pulsations has been suggested earlier 
in [79]. Neither [20] nor [79] however have demonstrated the quality of the orientation 
and proven the functionality and reduction of torque pulsations due to the d injection. 
The basis for [201 is the saturation saliency in the dq frame as described by (5-16). 
Fig. 5.8 shows part of the processing of the extracted hf currents to derive the flux 
angle. The currents i' and i' will not be measured in the dq frame but in a measuring S'I Sq 
frame that is aligned to the dq frame and rotated at the same angular velocity. The 
angle offset between measuring and dq frames is the constant measurement angle Om. 
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sin (co, t) 
124 
Figure 5.8: Flux angle processor to extract saliency angle deviation for frame correc- 
tion 
Bandpass filters are used to remove the unwanted excitation signals. The remaining 
hf currents i,,,. and i,,,. are then sent into the flux angle processor. The following 
transformation describes how the currents i, ',, of the measurement frame are obtained 
from the stator currents in the dq frame. 
im [e. 7 Jýd Sdq 1q 
im 
- 
sin Oml Sd 
ý()s om risd 
im sin cos m 
s 077 
sq 
Note that the hf currents i Sdq- are separated from the large fundamental currents 
using the bandpass filter BP in Fig. 5.8, with i BPfjT 
-Sdqý This analysis 
first 
uses 0,,, as a variable and it is shown later that the best choice is 0,,, = 
-45'. This 
means that the impedance on both measurement axes will ideally be the same as 
shown in Fig. 5.10. The flux angle processor therefore acts as a balancer for the hf 
impedances. 
The voltage injection will be in the dq frame. The orientation of the frame is in fact 
initially unknown and will be determined by extracting the angle 0, of the saturation 
saliency. This is shown in Fig. 5.9. For the analysis, the voltages will have to be 
transformed into the measurement frame with angle 0,,,. The saturation saliencY can 
COS(a), 1) lW- 1". 1 J, 
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Figure 5.9: Flux orientation using flux angle processor (saliency angle estimator) with 
integral control 
be described by a two-axis model (see Section 5.2.3) where the d-axis shall be aligned 
in the direction of the minimum saturation where Zd > Z. as shown in Fig. 5.10. It 
will however depend on the injection frequency f, if the hf signal will pick up the 
maximum saturation in the d or q axis (see Section 5.2.3). The relation between hf 
voltages and currents in the measurement frame can be expressed as: 
[cos sin 0,. ] [VSd ýos 0, 
- 
sin Zd 
o ir cos o. sin 0, 
"dm 
S 
,l0 
Zqj[- sin 0, cos 0 s1-1 sin cos JL v J in 0, cos 
VSd COS 0111 
- 
VI, S'n OM 7 +A Z cos (2 0, ) AZsin(2,0, ) ][i. l [Vld 
sin0, +vcoso, 
] 
=[ AZsin(20, ) 2- 
_AZ cos(20, )][i] 
(5.48) 
where 
Z=0.5 (Zd + Zq) 
AZ = 0.5(Zd - Zq) 
Det(Z) = Zd - Zq 
Matrix inversion gives the expression for the currents in the measurement axes: 
I i', ]=1- AZcos(20,,, ) 
--AZsin(20, ) I fv,,, cosO,,, -v,, sinO,, ] 
z. Sq 
- 
Det(Z) 
r-, 
AZsin(20,,, ) 7+AZ cos (20, )] [ v,, sin Om + v., cos Om j 
For a pulsating injection in the d-axis only with v=v,,,, and amplitude V,: 
cos(w, t) 
01 
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Figure 5.10: Orientation of dq,,, measurement frame with respect to dq-axis to resolve 
hf saliency impedance. Left: typical saturation saliency. Right: symmetric higher- 
order saturation saliency 
Rewriting the expressions for the currents in the measurement frame: 
'Idm 
z 
P't) Cos OM 
- 
AZ 
V, 
cos(w, t) Cos 0" =I cos(w, t) Cos V Te--t(Z) ,C Cos Det(Z) 
z-V 
cos(w, t) sin Om 
- 
AZ 
V, cos(w, t) sin I cos(w, t) sin 0,, isqm Tet(Z) C Det(Z) 
Multiplication with the sinus and cosinus of the carrier frequency gives four terms 
as shown in Fig. 5-8: 
Zl = 'Sdrn ' sin(w, t) = 0.25 -I( sin(2w, t + 0, ) + sin(2w, t - 0, ) ) 
%2 = Z$dý * COS(Wlt) =2 cos 0, n + 0.25 -I( cos(2w, t + 0, ) + cos(2w, t - 0, ) 
) 
i3 
--.: 
isqm 
- sin(w, t) = 0.25 -I( cos(2w, t - 0) - cos(2w, t + 0, ) ) 
i4 
= tsqm . COS(W, t) =2 sin 0 + 0.25 
-I( sin(2w, t + 0, ) + sin(2w, t - 0, ) ) 
After the lowpass filters, il and i3 vanish and only the low frequency components of 
two branches remain. All terms containing the carrier components are transformed 
to 2f, and these signals at twice the injection frequency will be rejected by the low- 
pass filters. The two remaining expressions (i2 and i4) are only a function of the 
qm 
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current amplitude and the angle offset 0,,,. Of the two branches for each current 
component 'Idm and "qm shown in Fig. 5.8, only the signal of one branch remains 
after the filtering. With =I cos (w, t) cos 0,,, i1=0 and i2 = 0.5 -I cos 0,, after 
the lowpass. If there is a 90' phaseshift between the voltage injection and the hf 
currents due to the saliency or a delay in processing, the current on the d,, 
-axis will 
be 'Idm =I sin(w, t) cos Om (with a sin(w, t) instead of the cos(w, t) from before). This 
results in i1=0.5 -I cos 0,, and 2*2 =0 after the lowpass filter. The result is still the 
same except that the branches are swapped. For any condition with a phase differ- 
ence K and 'Idm =I cos(w, t + K) cos 0,,, both branches will produce an output signal 
after the filters. Using the squaring and following addition shown in Fig. 5.8 [131], the 
output error ý will not be a function of the phase shift & 
The amplitude I of the processed currents does not contain any useful information. 
This is why the phase information 0,,, can be extracted directly using an arcus tangens 
or a PLL. A phase shift r, would reduce the absolute amplitude but the ratio in two 
of the four branches (e. g. i2 and i4) would remain the same. It only has to be ensured 
that the two of the four possible currents should be those with the larger amplitude. 
The output of an arcus tangens function would be directly the measurement angle 
0,,,. The method chosen by [131] to extract the phase information is a different one 
and shown below: 
22 
J2 
i2LP 
= 
[2 
Cos 8 
(1 
+ cos(20, ) 
-2 
2 J2 
Z4LP = 
[2 
Cos 8 
(1 
- 
cos(20, ) 
i2 i2 
I 
cos(20,, ) 2LP - 4LP 4 (5.49) 
Forming the difference of the two signals removes the constant term. The processor 
in Fig. 5.8 produces a term that depends on the angular difference between injection 
frame and measurement frame. 
Equation (5.49) can be further simplified by substituting the measurement angle 
by a constant orientation angle of 
-45' and an error term AO. This results in: 
P 
-sin (2AO), Om = -7r/4 + AO 4 
The cosinus has been replaced by a sinus term which has the advantage to be lin- 
earized for small angle errors AO with a proportional factor k for 
ý 1-ý k-A0 
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This error term can be used to adjust the measurement frame via a feedback controller 
as shown in Fig. 5.9. The currents are originally measured in the stationary ao frame 
and then transformed into the measurement frame. If this measurement frame is not 
-45' from the dq frame of the saturation saliency, the error ý is not zero but k- AO. 
An alignment error will be amplified and integrated. This serves as orientation angle 
for the measurement frame and ideally is 0, - 7r/4. From the orientation of the 
measurement frame, the orientation of the dq frame can be derived by adding 45'. 
This orientation 0, is the estimate of the direct axis needed for field orientation. 
The difficulty of the tracking technique [20] described above is that it does not esti- 
mate the saliency position instantaneously. The structure shown in Fig. 5.9 is in fact 
that of a PLL. The dynamic properties of the PLL are described in Section 5.5.2. If 
the flux angle processor of Fig. 5.9 only comes with the loop filter V, higher speeds 
will cause a phase lag and possible distortion of the estimate. A solution can be the 
estimator proposed in [77]. Using the arcus tangens will directly produce a linear 
correction angle ý= AO - 45' even if the misalignment of the measurement frame is 
large. The lowpass filters shown in Fig. 5.8 will also limit the dynamic response of 
the saliency angle estimator. The only solution is to select the frequency f, of the 
carrier as high as possible so that the cutoff frequency of the lowpass filters can be 
also high. 
If higher saliency harmonics are present (possibilities are shown in Chapter 3 of [69]), 
the tracking method can cope, providing that the saliency remains symmetric about 
the d-axis. This means that the amplitude of the hf currents 'Idm and i,,. in the 
measurement frame is the same. This effect is shown on the right of Fig. 5.10. In 
addition to the 2f, saliency harmonic, a 4f, harmonic exists that has four periods 
per 360' electrical. Since this higher saliency harmonic is in phase to the main 
saliency harmonic, the resulting impedance in the measurement axis is the same. The 
additional saliency harmonic does not cause a problem for this condition. A potential 
problem can however be seen in the right plot of Fig. 5.10 in case of a misalignment 
of the measurement frame (denoted by d' and q, 'n) when AO is not small. Decreasing 
AO (anti-clockwise rotation) will cause a reduction in saliency impedance on both 
measurement axis. An increase in AO will again change the saliency impedance in 
the same direction. The balancing controller will fail to orientate the measurement 
frame by 
-45' from the dq frame. Also a higher saliency harmonic that is not in 
phase to the 2f, harmonic will cause problems. If the harmonic distortion stems from 
discrete effects such as the clamping phenomenon (see Section 6.1.3), the estimate of 
the saliency position will be distorted as seen in the figures published in [92], showing 
experimental results. 
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5.4 Frequency Transformat ions for Demodulation 
In the previous sections it has been shown that the saturation or rotor saliencies 
cause a modulation of the stator currents when using lif voltage injection. Voltage 
modulation is the case when using hf current injection. The latter is not commonly 
used for vector controlled induction machines due to the high bandwidth demand 
for the current controllers. The modulation containing the saliency position is an 
amplitude modulation (AM) that contains the large carrier signal. More specifically, 
it is a single sideband AM and because the signals are vectors, they contain an 
additional information about the direction of rotation. This allows the split of the 
modulated signal in the carrier that is a positive sequence harmonic and the saliency 
component that is a negative sequence harmonic. 
In a typical AM system, the carrier has to be regenerated or estimated in the re- 
ceiver from the information contained in the modulated signal. Since, the carrier 
signal is generated by the digital processor, it is well known and can be used for the 
demodulation. 
5.4.1 Homodyning 
llý 
f DC Jý 24, 'f 
IIIIIbf 
2j. 2f, 
-Jý 2f. If ýf,. 2f. 
Figure 5.11: Spectrum transformation using squaring or homodyning (scalar signals) 
Homodyning is by definition the demodulation of a signal by multiplication with a 
sinusoidal signal that is in phase and frequency synchronism with tile incoming carrier 
frequency. 
A very simple way to synchronously demodulate is to multiply the signal by itself. 
This is possible if the modulated signal contains the carrier. The result of tile squaring 
is shown in Fig. 5.11. On the left, the original spectrum with a carrier at frequency f,, 
DC fl-jý f, il. f. 
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and the upper and lower sideband at f, + f,, and f, 
- 
f,, respectively. On the right, 
the resultant spectrum is shown. When using the square-law for the is., 3_X vectorial 
signal., conditions are better than for the signal shown on the left of Fig. 5.11. Since 
only has one sideband, squaring will not produce the the 2f" harmonic in the 
baseband. The two resulting signal components i,. 
_, 
and i,, 
-, 
will however contain 
a large DC offset after lowpass filtering. Also they are not orthogonal but shifted 
by 180'. This phase shift can be used to eliminate the DC offset by subtracting the 
two signal components. The disadvantage is that only one scalar signal remains that 
contains the saliency position. A phase locked loop (PLL) can be used to extract the 
information contained in the argument. A better method using squaring is shown in 
Section 5.4-5. 
5.4.2 Rectification 
llýý 
f DC f. 
+ modulation products 
f, 
-f. f, f, f. 2f, -f. 2f, 2f, +f. 
Figure 5.12: Spectrum transformation using rectification (scalar) 
f 
Trafol. cdr 
Rectification can easily be achieved mathematically by using the ABS function. In 
analogue circuitry, a simple diode is used that suppresses the negative part of the 
incoming signal. The signal obtained from this diode circuit differs slightly from that 
using the ABS function. To extract the information contained in the modulated sig- 
nal, the rectified signal is then sent through a lowpass filter. This can be a capacitor 
and a resistor in parallel for the analogue circuit that are connected to the kathode 
of the diode. The capacitor is charged and discharged and the voltage across follows 
the carrier envelope that is the modulating signal if the RC time constant is chosen 
correctly. Rectification of a signal cos w, t is mathematically equivalent to a multipli- 
cation by the Fourier series of a rectangular signal s(w, t) with the same period as 
cosw, t [132]. With w, t = 27rft and T, = 11f, one has 
for T, 14 <t<T, /4 (5.50) 
for T, /4 <t< 3T, /4 
DC fl-f., f, fl-f. 
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The rectified signal cos(w, t) can then be expressed as 
cosw, tl = cosw, t. s(w, t) 
= Cos W't -4. 
[ 
Cos W't 
-1 cos(3w, t) +1 cos(5w, t) - 7r 35 
Rectification is effectively a synchronous demodulation where the carrier is generated 
by the signal itself. The analogue implementation is commonly known as envelope 
detector for AM signals [132]. Fig. 5.12 shows the result of the rectification. The 
carrier, double-carrier components and higher spectral harmonics are filtered off so 
that a DC component and the baseband signal at frequency f.. remain. Unfortunately, 
small modulation products in the baseband region exist. 
Rectification can be used to extract the saliency information from the extracted hf 
currents. The disadvantage is that a DC offset remains that has to be removed using a 
DC blocking filter. A filter will then introduce unacceptable phase shifts. Subtracting 
the two components of I after the lowpass filter also result in an offset-free signal. 
The basic problem is that small modulation products in the baseband remain that 
cause additional distortion. With spectral components around the carrier frequency 
in the demodulated signal, the cutoff frequency of the lowpass filter has to be lower 
than for the square-law demodulation. 
5.4.3 Heterodynining 
Heterodyning is the demodulation of a signal by multiplication with a different carrier 
signal. The basic equations for heterodyning are the following trigonometric relations: 
sin x- sin y=0.5 
- 
[cos(x 
- 
y) 
- 
cos(x + y)] 
cosx-cosy = 0.5. [cos(x-y)+cos(x+y)] 
sinx-cosy = 0.5-[sin(x-y)+sin(x+y)] 
If the argument of the signal is x= 27rft + 27rft and the argument of the carrier 
y= 27rft, the first term (e. g. cos(x 
- 
y)) with the subtraction of the arguments 
performs a down-conversion. The harmonic will be at frequency f,. The second 
term (e. g. cos(x + y)) with the addition of the arguments performs an up-conversion, 
transforming the original spectrum by shifting on the frequency axis by f,. The 
resulting harmonic will then be at frequency 2f, + fý,. 
Fig. 5.13 shows on the right the resultant spectrum after multiplication with cos(27rfct). 
One part of the spectrum is around twice the carrier and the other spectral compo- 
nents can be found around DC. In this case, the arguments x and y are functions 
of the same carrier frequency and one gets the special case of a homodyne or syn- 
chronous demodulation. The higher harmonics around the double carrier frequency 
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can be filtered off easily. Only the DC offset and the modulating signal at frequency 
f,,, remain. 
Heterodyning for the demodulation and extraction of the saliency information is used 
in Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4.6. 
f f 
Trafo2. cdr 
Figure 5.13: Spectrum transformation using homodyne demodulation (scalar) 
5.4.4 Direct Homodyne M-ansformation 
This transformation (96] makes use of the vectorial character of modulated signal. The 
idea is to separate the carrier from the negative sequence harmonics before filtering off 
the carrier. In theory, there is no difference if the signal or the filter is transformed [69] 
(see Section 5.4.7). 
Here assuming a rotor saliency, the hf currents after the bandpass filter are: 
ZS, 2-C -, z 
I, cos(w, t + 01) 
- 
12 
cos(20, Wct + 02) (5.51) 
isß-c = I, sin(w, t + 01) - 12 sin(20, Wct + 02) (5.52) 
= 
i'. + ji, ß Ilei('ct+"1) - I2ei 
(20, 
-Wýt+02) (5.53) 
Transforming to the negative sequence frame rotating at frequency 
-f, is 
achieved by multiplication with ej'ý! '. For the individual current components this 
is a homodyne transformation. 
CjW't +I [cos(w, t) +i sin(w, t)] (5-54) 
transformation 
LOO-x * ej-ýt cos(w, t) 
- 
i. 
50_c sin(wct) 
+j [i,,,, sin(w, t) + i, o_c cos(wct)] (5.55) 
DC fl-f. f, f, f. DC f. 2fc 
-fm 2fc 2fc +fm 
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-2j, -1/1 DC 
j2, 
-rfc t 
e 
-2f, DC 2J, fl 
2f, 
Fshift. cdr 
Figure 5.14: Frequency shift of orthogonal signals. Upper: original spectrum. Lower: 
transformed spectrum where lowpass filter only removes carrier at 2fc 
- 
dwit 
= 
11 COSP't + 01) - COS(w, t) 
- 
12 cos(20r - Wet + 02) ' COS(Wct) 
-I, sin(w, t + 01) - sin(w, t) 
+12 sin(20r - Wet + 02) - sin(w, t) 
+j III cos(w, t + 01) - sin(wct) 
- 
12 
cos(20r 
- 
Wet + 02) 
- sin(wct) 
+I, sin(wct + 01) 
- 
cos(wct) 
- 
12 
sin (20r 
- 
Wet + 02) ' COS (Wet) 
* eiwIt - IL [cos(01) + cos(2w, t + 01)] 2 
- 
I' [cos(20, 
- 
2w, t + 02) + cos(20, + 02)1 2 
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I 
-! ' cos(01) - cos(2w, t + 01)] 2 
+-'-2 [cos(20, 
- 
2w, t + 02) 
- 
cos(20, + 02)1 2 
+jý-IL [sin(2w, t + 01) + sin(-01)] 2 
- 
I' [sin(20, + 02) + sin(2w, t 
- 
20, 
- 
02)1 
2 
+LIL [sin(2w, t + 01) + sin(01)] 2 
I 
-, 
[sin(20, + 02) + sin(20, 
- 
2w, t + 102)1 21 
(5-56) 
dwd 
= -12 cos(20, + 
02) 
- 
jI2 sin(20, + 02) 211,3ý , 
+ I, cos(2w, t + g5j) + jI, sin(2w, t + 01) (5.57) 
filter off 
e 
ju), t 
Sdq-c 
The resulting signal contains harmonics at 2f, and at frequency 2f,. This means 
that the original signal with harmonics at f, and -f, + 2f, has been shifted on the 
frequency axis. Position signal and carrier now have a spectral separation 2f, 
- 
2f, 
on the frequency axis instead of only 2f, before. Note that the separation has been 
2fý 
- 
2f, also with the original signal isa, 8_c but cannot be used since a filter does not 
consider the direction of rotation but only the absolute magnitude of the frequency 
that only differs by 2f, 
- 
Fig. 5.14 visualizes the transformation in the frequency plane. The carrier is at 
frequency fc and the harmonic containing the saliency information at 
-f, + 2f,. The 
dashed harmonic at 
-fc does not exist but is added to aid in understanding the 
transformation. In the amplitude spectrum, without using the phase information 
contained in the signals, the carrier and the saliency harmonic appear at fc and 
fc 
- 
2f, respectively. As mentioned, they are just apart by 2f, close enough that 
it might not be easily possible to separate them by filter as seen in the upper plot. 
The gray shaded areas indicate the area that is not filtered off by the lowpass filter. 
Note that the filter appears in the positive and negative frequency range. After the 
transformation, the carrier is shifted to 2fc and is suppressed by the lowpass filter 
whereas the saliency harmonic is now close to DC. The frequency shift appears to 
an observer as if he has changed position and is now 'sitting' fixed to the negative 
sequence frame where the negative sequence harmonic 
-f, appears stationary. 
5.4.5 Indirect Homodyne Transformation 
In contrast to the direct homodyne transformation, there also is the possibility for an 
indirect hornodyne transformation. This transformation does not require the knowl- 
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edge of the carrier frequency, but uses the carrier information contained in the signals 
itself. This is based on the square-law shown in Section 5.4.1. Here the transfor- 
mation is not applied to scalar signals but vectors. The phase shift on the different 
frequency components can be used to cancel the DC or a possible harmonic at 2f"' 
as shown in Fig. 5.11. 
With i.... as specified in (5.53), the real part of isd. 
-C 
is obtained by the cross 
multiplication of both components: 
RI-Ldg-c I 'Sd-c 3ý 1 iSCk 
91L 11 91 
iso-C (5.58) 
! ý, j 12 )/2 
-Ldg 
-c 
ýs 
"O_c 
(i2 i2 
So sg_c)12 (5.59) 
The imaginary part of the transformed signal i Sdq-c is obtained by forming the mean 
difference of the two squared components of i,., 8_. c. 
For the mathematical deduction 
similar to (5.56) one gets: 
(-2 
i2o 
-4dq_c 
(is, 
-c 
isýq-c) +2 280 
-C s -C 
-1112 cos(20, + 01 + 02) - jIlI2 - sin(20, + ol + 02) 
juz,,,,, j21 (2ip) (5.60) 
The result obtained is similar to (5.57). The main difference is that the amplitude 
of the carrier component I, scales the result. Extracting the saliency information 
via the arcus tangens function, this scaling factor cancels. For the PLL, the loop 
gain will be different to that using signals from the direct homodyne transformation. 
The difference in phase shift, compared to the direct homodyne transformation is not 
much of importance since this can be adjusted in the saliency estimator at start-up. 
5.4.6 Phase Locked Loop rlý-ansformer 
The phase detector of the phase-locked loop (PLL) [17,24] is essentially a frequency 
shifter, similar to that shown in Section 5.4. 
For two modulated signals after the bandpass filter to remove the fundamental cur- 
rents: 
isaý 
= 
Ii cos(wt + 01) 
- 
12 
cos(20, - Wet + 02) 
i9_£ = I, sin(w, t + 01) 
- 
12 
sin(20, 
- 
Wct + 02) (5.61) 
The two perpendicular position signals are multiplied by a sinus and cosinus term 
containing the known carrier frequency and the estimated rotor position. 
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The signal error after the phase detector is 
e= i, 
- 
sin(2b, 
- 
w, t + 0) 
- 
i, ß_. 
 
- cos(2b, - w, t + 0) 
= 
I, cos(w, t + 01) - sin(2b, - w, t + 0) 
-12 cos(20, 
- 
w, t + 02) 
- 
sin(20, 
- 
wit + 0) 
-II sin(w, t + 01) - cos(2b, - w, t + 0) 
+I2sin(20, 
- 
W. t + 02) 
-cos(2b, - w, t + 0) 
= 
IL [sin(2b, + 01 
- 
0) + sin(2b, 
- 
2w, t +0- 01) 21 
- 
lz sin(2(O, + Ö, ) 
- 
2w, t + o, + o) + sin(2(Ör - Or) +0- 02)] 21 
- 
IL [sin(2Ör + 01 
- 
0) 
- 
sin(2br +0- 01 
- 
2w, t) 21 
+-, 
-Z 
[sin(2(O, 
+ b, ) 
- 
2w, t+02+0)- Sin(2(Ör - Or) +0- 02) 21 
136 
= 
I, sin(20, 
- 
2w, t +0- 01) 
- 
12 
sin(2(O, - Or) +0- 02) (5.62) 
The signal contains harmonics at -2f, + f, and at frequency f, similar to equation (5.57). 
Clearly, from the results of Section 5.4, the position estimation error with 
-2ý, + 
wj, instead of wj: 
, 
dO I, 0= It 
- 
(2k 
- 
W, t) 
For the PLL, the imaginary component of the transformation result is taken. Essen- 
tially, the PLL transforms the modulating envelope down to DC whereas the carrier 
is shifted to the frequency 2f,. This gives better spectral resolution to remove the 
carrier. 
After lowpass filtering to remove the carrier: 
ý 
-- -12 sin(2(ý, 
- 
Or) +0- 02) 
(5-63) 
-12 
- 
2(k 
- 
Or) 
The final approximation and linearization are valid for small angle deviations. The 
resulting signal is an error input for the loop filter and is zero for a correct angle 
estimate. 
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5.4.7 Filter Transformation 
137 
The idea to transform a filter into a synchronous frame to suppress the carrier compo- 
nent is developed in [851. This technique makes use of the vectorial characteristic of 
the harmonics that allows to distinguish them not only in their frequency or phase but 
also in the direction of rotation. Since the carrier component is a positive sequence 
harmonic it can be separated from the negative sequence harmonics that contain the 
saliency information. A transformation block first converts the signal frequency of 
interest to DC for filtering and a second inverse transformation back to its original 
frequency as shown in subplot a) of Fig. 5.15. 
C). 
in c Cii 
c 
b) 
iS -j COC 
-j (J)c + "li 
-j 
FdT, alo dr ifi, 
S 
S+(O 
-* 
wc 
- 
s+w 
- 
S-l-W 
- 
SIL 
s*w I 
Figure 5.15): Filter structure to eliminate positive sequence carrier harmonic. a) 
Transformation of signal. b) Transformation of filter using vectors. c) Transforma- 
tion of filter using scalar signals 
Instead of transforming the signal, the filter can be transformed instead [85]. This 
results in a filter theory that extends that shown in e. g. [133]. It is common practice 
to specify filter characteristics only for normalized lowpass filters. These can easily 
be transformed to obtain any type of highpass, bandpass or bandstop filter with 
arbitrary centre, cutoff frequency or bandwidth. This is called frequency scaling [133] 
where s in the transfer function of the normalized lowpass filter gets substituted 
by e. g. s ý--+ ýý where w is the cutoff frequency of the desired highpass filter. Any S filter transformation will however effect the positive and negative sequence harmonics 
equally. This is because the filter transformation shifts the filter symmetrically along 
the positive and negative frequency range. 
A filter to separate positive and negative sequence harmonics will have to be shifted 
asymmetrically in the frequency domain. This can be achieved for example by map- 
ping s ý--+ (s 
- 
jw, ) where f, is the frequency of the carrier. This will behave as if the 
filter is shifted by +f,. The following example uses the original design of a highpass 
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filter FHp(s) 
=' to remove the carrier frequency at S+w 
.f iýc--,, 
-+ W) 
[ýz, f 
O_ce-jwltj - (s + w) 
e-jwct - (s - jwc + W) 
S ldc-c 
s [%ý, 8, e-j'ct] 
jw, ) 
- 
-zýo_c - e-jw, 
t 
where the derivative s or -ýý has to be treated specifically [7]: dt 
d (idqýx) d (i 
dt dt 
ý,, 6, e-j'ct) 
(d (io-r) 
- 
iwr 
e-jwct dt 
(5-64) 
It is obvious from (5.64) that the new stationary filter is FHpp(s) - that is 
shown in its vectorial form in subplot (b) of Fig. 5.15. In subplot (c) of Fig. 5.15, the 
scalar form is shown with the coupling terms. This filter has a very sharp bandstop 
characteristic that only eliminates the positive sequence harmonic at frequency fc. 
The same approach is possible to shift a lowpass filter FLp(s) from DC to -fc. 
The mapping is s ý-4 (s + jw, ), resulting in the stationary filter FLp,, (s) (S+jU)C)+Uj' 
This filter will also remove the carrier. The previous approach using the highpass 
filter however will be superior since the gain at f, is zero and therefore will cancel 
the carrier completely and also will only cause a small phase shift for the negative 
sequence harmonics that therefore can be neglected. 
Although the filter theory shown above is theoretically attractive, the practical im- 
plementation does not come without difficulties. The separate transformation of the 
signals and the filter in the synchronous frame (Fig. 5.15-a) is in general numerically 
more robust than the equivalent stationary filter (Fig. 5.15-b). 
Using the highpass filter in the positive sequence domain FHp, (S), eliminates the car- 
rier. In practice, the carrier harmonic will not be the only positive sequence harmonic. 
These will not be suppressed sufficiently with this approach alone. A combination 
of the highpass filter on the f, harmonic with a lowpass filter around the -f, har- 
monics is considered to be a good compromise for extracting the position component 
with minimum phase shift and a minimum of distorting harmonics. Obviously, this 
method cannot separate the position harmonic from the saliency harmonic. 
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5.5 Estimators for Obtaining the Saliency Angle 
This section lists a number of techniques that allow to extract the saliency angle from 
the saliency-modulated currents or voltages. In principle, there is no difference if this 
is a rotor or saturation saliency. In practice however, the rotor saliencies are always 
accompanied by a saturation saliency. Also the modulation due to the saturation 
saliency might not only result in a single saturation harmonic. The saliency estimators 
presented here can only cope with a single (ideal) saliency harmonic. Additional 
harmonics in the spectrum will result in a distortion of the estimated saliency angle. 
Chapter 7 will show methods to decouple and suppress unwanted harmonics and 
improve the position estimation in real systems. 
5.5.1 Instantaneous Phase Estimator 
The currents or voltages containing the saliency angle information can be represented 
by a saliency signal vector. It might require some preprocessing (see Section 5.4) 
to obtain this vector. The carrier component has to be removed and the saliency 
harmonic has to be shifted to DC. The saliency signal vector can be derived from either 
a three-phase set or an orthogonal (d-q) set of signal components. For convenience, the 
saliency modulation is assumed to be contained in the stator currents. The saliency 
signal vector is then: 
z Sd9 
-c 
= 
ill 
* ejo + '52-c ' j27r/3 + is 3-c 'e j47r/3 
'-Id-x + ji, 
q-c 
I-c 
- 
ejo", 
Using hf injection an orthogonal set of signals containing the saliency angle informa- 
tion is the result of the preprocessing: 
"d-c 
-, 2 1 sin(0, ) 
i, 
'-, 
=I cos(O, ) (5-65) 
The argument 0,,, shall be a function of the saliency given as 0', 
' =M-R Depending on 
the saliency, the mechanical angle E) will be either a rotor or a flux angle. The number 
of saliency periods per mechanical revolution is specified by 'M. For a saturation 
saliency or an engineered rotor saliency usually m=4 and for rotor slot harmonics, 
rn = N, that is the total number of rotor slots. 
For extracting the saliency angle, the orthogonal representation of (5.65) is most 
convenient: 
'Id-c 
arg (ýIldq 
-c arctan 
) 
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The phase estimator uses the arcus tangens function to extract the saliency angle. 
The phase extraction is instantaneous, so that 0,,, = 0,,, for the ideal signals of (5.65). 
No filter is required for the estimator itself. Since the preprocessing described in 
Section 5.4 requires a lowpass filter, the estimated position will however have an 
error that is proportional to speed. In contrast to the PLL of Section 5.5.2, the arcus 
tangens function requires no time for initialization and there is no dynamic tracking 
error. 
Implementing the arcus tangens function can be either by using a Taylor series ap- 
proximation or a lookup table. The Taylor series generally requires a high number of 
multiplications and is only suitable for modern digital signal processors. The lookup 
table implementation is preferable for fixed-point processors or processors with lower 
multiplication performance. Using trigonometric relations, the problems associated 
with the division by zero or the decrease in resolution when the argument tends 
towards infinity can easily be resolved (see e. g. [103]). Linear table interpolation pro- 
vides a good compromise between high accuracy, small table size and low processing 
time. The approach using interpolation and trigonometric relations provides useful 
additional sub-period information about the two input signals and This 
information can be used to improve the robustness of the estimator, especially against 
cycle slipping. 
A problem of the arcus tangens function is that it suffers from non-ideal saliency 
signals i,, 
_, 
and i,,,. An amplitude modulation of the same phase in both components 
cancels out by the division and does not cause an error on the estimated angle as long 
as the amplitude resolution does not get too small. DC offsets however, or differences 
in amplitude or higher harmonics, will result in a distortion of the extracted angle ým* For the most common case of additional harmonics, the harmonic suppression of 
Section 7.1 may be applied. 
5.5.2 Phase Locked Loop and Heterodyning Estimator 
A phase locked loop (PLL) consists of a phase detector A(D, a loop filter H(s) and 
a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) that can be represented by an integrator as 
shown in Fig. 5.16. The output of the phase detector of an ordinary PLL produces 
an error term Aý that contains a low-frequency and a high-frequency component. 
Only the first component contains the phase difference between input and estimated 
phase that allows the tuning of the loop. The high-frequency component is filtered off 
by a lowpass filter contained in H(s). This lowpass filter however creates problems 
with speed-reversals and at low speed since the high-frequency component moves to 
low frequencies and cannot be removed [134]. This component alters the principle 
of operation of the PLL and can cause instability (PLL out of lock) since the phase 
difference cannot be determined. 
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--------------------------------------------------- integrator 
AO 
Sdq-c A(D H(s) 
Fc o ýs 
Or. 
= 
Or 
PLL-Stma. cdr 
Figure 5.16: Structure of vectorial phase locked loop 
This problem does not exist with a vectorial PLL that uses two orthogonal signal 
components that contain the phase information [77,134). Starting from the ideal 
signal in the negative sequence frame (see Section 5.4), the input to the PLL is 
I sin (0, ) 
isq-£ 
= 
Icos(0, ) 
where 0,,,, is the saliency angle. For a rotor saliency, 0, =m- E), where E), is the 
mechanical rotor angle (see Section 2.2.3) and m is the number of saliency periods 
per mechanical revolution or the number of rotor slots. The phase detector 
-A(D forms 
the crossproduct between input vector ildq-x and estimated vector: 
i, 
d-. ý , cos(ý,. ) 
- 
i.,, ý - sin(ý,. ) 
I- sin(O,,. 
- 
6r.. (5.66) 
The main difference between an ordinary scalar PLL and the vectorial PLL is, that 
in the latter no high-frequency component exists and no lowpass filter is needed. In 
contrast to the vectorial PLL phase detector in Section 5.4.6, the modulated signals 
are transformed externally by one of the techniques of Section 5.4. The lowpass filter 
in Section 5.4.6 is therefore applied outside the PLL. 
For the simple case that the PLL is locked (the phase difference is smaller than ±90') 
and tracking the incoming signal, the linearization of the phase error 
-Aý in (5.66) is 
valid since ý,. follows 0,,, closely. The next stage in the PLL is a loop filter H(s) 
that can be for example a gain V or a loop filter (KI + The additional gain m 8 (see Fig. 5.16) can be included before the angle is fed back into the phase 
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detector A(D. The gain m in the loop ensures that the angle after the integrator will 
be an estimate of the mechanical rotor position E),. The angle for the phase detector 
is the scaled angle rn - 6, = ý,,. that tracks the argument 0,,,, of the incoming signal 
but can be out of phase by multiples of 27r. This can result in a constant phase offset 
of L- 
-i for 6, where i is an integer in [0 
... 
m- 1]. This means only that the PLL M 
cannot get absolute position information from an incremental signal. The phase offset 
will remain constant as long as the PLL is not out of lock. 
Type-1 Loop 
. 
For a type-1 PLL, the loop filter H(s) is a gain V. Analyzing the PLL at 
discrete time steps k-T. allows to determine the steady-state accuracy of the 
loop: 
a) Ok = Ok-I +Ta 
b) AOr, Ta 
- 
(V 
- 
m., Ab) 
Cv 
(V M- AO) (5.67) 
(5.68) 
Comparing the left and right sides of (5.67), it becomes clear that the type-1 
PLL correctly estimates the position for the case of a stationary machine where 
0,,,, 
= const. When the phase error is zero Aý =I- (0, 
-0 the estimated 
angle is equal to the input angle 6,,,, = Ok = Orm 
- 
For the condition of constant speed where 0,, n const, the phase error term is 
represented by AOrm = CV 'A6 = CV -I- (Or. - 0,,, ) 54 0 from (5.68). A change 
in position Orm will cause a phase error AO 54 0 for the PLL. The larger the 
gain V, the smaller this phase error. This means that the type-1 PLL will not 
be able to track position accurately once the position is changing as the phase 
error supplies the control signal. The steady-state error for a frequency step is 
not zero. 
Type-2 Loop: 
To overcome the limitations of the type-I loop, a PI controller can be used 
with H(s) = (KI + The analysis is done for discrete time steps where the 
controller is used in the discrete form H(z) = (Ki + K2 Z-1 
K2 
-z 
a) Orm = Ok = Ok-1 + Ta , 
(Ki 
+ Ta 
z-I)- 
(m 
- 
(5.69) 
b) AOr,,, 
= 
Ta-(Kj-M-Aj)+Ta-(K2-m-Aý)-Z'Ta (5.70) 
z-I 
Vk 
where vk = vk-l + T,, 
- 
(T,, 
- 
K2 
-m-, 
Aý) 
T. 
- 
(T, 
- 
K2 
,m, 
-Aý) (5.71) 
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For a constant position where AO,,,, ` 01 Ok `  6r,, = Or.. and the error Aý =0 
directly from (5-69). The steady-state error for a phase step is also zero. 
The condition for constant speed where AOr,,, = const is shown in (5.70). The 
error Aý =I- (Or. - 6r. ) =0 when vk = AOr, The additional integrator in 
the loop ensures that the estimated phase changes linearly even when the phase 
error is zero. The steady-state error for a frequency step is also zero. 
For constant acceleration with AOr,, ý ý4- const, an error A6 ý-4 0 will occur as is 
clear from (5.71). 
The dynamics of the loop are determined by the factors K, and K2. All other 
factors are lumped into the so-called loop gain WL that has the units of [rad1s] (1351. Usually, the input signals are not normalized. Therefore the loop gain 
depends on the amplitude of the input signal. With the design parameters 
WN that is the natural frequency (approximately the loop bandwidth) and the 
damping factor D: 
2 
K2 
WN 
WL 
K, 2DFLK2 _ 2D 
WN 
WL WL 
The time for the PLL to lock to the incoming signal is approximately a function 
of the natural frequency with Tjock : --- --L [1351. The steady-state phase error WN 
due to acceleration is Aý = Or/K2- An increase in K2 will reduce the phase 
error. Once the acceleration br is zero, the loop filter will bring the phase error 
back to zero. Since the phase error depends on the second derivative of the 
position (6r), a large acceleration can bring the loop close to the stability limit 
for large m. 
Heterodyning Estimator: 
The previous section has shown that a PI controller in the loop, cannot eliminate 
the error in the estimated phase during acceleration. Increasing the order of the 
loop filter H(s) can be difficult since higher-order loops are only conditionally 
stable [135]. Jansen and Lorenz [77] propose a Luenberger style position and 
speed observer. This is a combination of PID controller and mechanical model 
that replace the loop filter H(s) and VCO. The PLL now is of type 3 since 
it contains three integrators. With the knowledge of the drive inertia J, the 
estimated electrical torque Tj can be used as a feedforward term to improve the 
loop dynamics [1361. The feedforward will remove or reduce the acceleration 
error. The derivative term K3 
-s is not implemented directly in [771 but as a 
bypass of the 
--L block in the form This avoids differentiation that can be JS 
a problem with noisy signals. 
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The difficulty of this implementation is firstly that the inertia has to be known 
and secondly that the load torque TL is unknown. The load torque may change 
the resulting torque that is available for the actual acceleration of the machine. 
However, even a larger error or uncertainty in these two parameters will still 
reduce the acceleration error of the PLL. The loop controller determines the 
dynamic performance of the loop but has to be balanced with the need for 
filtering off noise or distortions. 
Similar to the arcus tangens function, the PLL suffers from cycle slipping once 
the input signal vector contains additional large frequency components. Also 
a DC offset or amplitude differences distort the phase error. For the case of 
additional harmonics, the harmonic suppression of Section 7.1 may be used. 
5.5.3 Consoli Estimator 
In [81], the hf third harmonic stator voltage VOhf of a star-connected induction ma- 
chine is measured that contains the saliency angle information. In [93] it is the com- 
mon mode current component 
"Ohf that is due to VOhf and also contains the saliency 
angle: 
iohf 
= sin(O, - 0,,, + 01) (5.72) 
In contrast to previous saliency estimators, only a scalar signal containing the saliency 
information is available. Also, this signal does not contain a carrier harmonic. The 
carrier frequency is however influencing the phase of io, f as well as the unknown 
saliency angle 0,,,. 
The standard method is to use a PLL. The phase detector multiplies the incoming 
signal iof with COSA 
- 
67rt + 02) that contains the known carrier frequency f, and 
an estimate of the saliency position. After a lowpass filter, only a DC component 
remains that is zero, if ý,, = 0, Otherwise, the output of the lowpass filter is a 
DC signal, that is proportional to the error between the real and estimated saliency 
position if the difference is small. This error is used as input for an integrator. The 
output of the integrator is usually scaled and is the estimated saliency position 0,, 
that is then subtracted from 0, to serve as input for a sine function. Feeding this into 
the phase detector closes the loop. 
Trying to avoid delays and loop dynamics of the PLL in estimating the saliency an- 
gle, [81] uses a different approach. It can easily be shown that the saliency angle 0,,, 
equals the angle of the hf injection signal plus a predictable offset for the following 
four conditions of 1*0hf: 
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Condition 'Ohf OC 
- 
OM Om 
- 
MAX (maximum) max(iof) 7r/2 0, 
- 
7r/2 
DEC (zero crossing, decreasing) io, f =0 7r 0, - 7r MIN (minimum) min(io, f) 37r/2 0, - 37r/2 INC (zero crossing, increasing) 'Ohf =0 27r/O Ol 
Finding the two extremas and two zero crossings per period of the common mode 
current io, f, the unknown 0,,, can be determined from the known hf angle 0, = W, t. Finding the extremas (MAX = maximum, MIN = minimum) and zero crossings (INC 
= 
'Ohf increasing, DEC = iof decreasing) of io, f can be done by differentiating twice: 
Condition first derivative second derivative 
I d'ýOhf <0 MAX ý-Of 0 dt dtl- 
MIN di Ohf 0d2 
'Ohf 
>0 
-ý-t -dt'T- 
INC 
d'ohf 
dt 
DEC 
diohf 
--ýt- 
In practice however, noise can be a problem for the derivatives. Also, the resolution 
of the detection is crucial for the resolution of the estimated saliency position. The 
angle used for the demodulation will be the same 0, that is used to calculate the hf 
voltage injection. This angle can however have a phase shift compared to the angle 
0, of the sampled hf current 'Ohf' Clearly, the higher the sample rate the better the 
estimated saliency position. Noise however will reduce the accuracy obtained in a 
real system. 
In [74], the hf current components from a PMSM are added to give 
i, 2 + i2 
- sin(0, _ 0, + 0)2 (5-73) ; z: ýk Sdý Sq-c 
This signal is similar to (5.72) of the induction machine. The same algorithm for 
estimating the saliency position is used. Here, an additional problem exists, because 
of the 1800 position uncertainty. 
If the amplitude of io, f or 11, J is known and constant, it might be tempting to use 
the arcus sinus function. This however is completely out of question for real systems. 
Phase and amplitude changes in (5.72) or (5.73) will cause large nonlinear errors in 
the extracted position. 
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5.5.4 Balancing Saliency Angle Estimator 
This controller was already covered together with the saliency model in Section 5.3.2 
and more detailed in Section 5.3.3. The structures used by Blaschke [79] and Sul [20] 
are essentially a PLL as shown for the Sul-approach in Fig. 5.9. The Saliency Angle 
Estimator serves here as the phase detector and includes the lowpass filters that 
remove the high-frequency 2w, components. This lowpass filter limits the dynamics 
oftheloop. 
Assuming a phase change of the real measurement frame by AO, the output of the 
phase detector is k- AO that is then multiplied by the gain V of the loop filter. 
The integrator will increase the output until + AO) The dynamic 
is essentially that of the type-1 PLL of Section 5.5.2. 
5.5.5 Sampling Estimator 
A possible implementation of this discrete sampling technique that is used for signal 
demodulation is presented in [137]. The basis is the function f (t) of (5.74), that can 
be a modulated voltage or current and contains two frequencies. The first frequency 
component is the known carrier w, and the second component can be the unknown 
rotor saliency ELw, The idea is to align the sampling with the first known frequency 
at multiples of At This can be relatively simple since the carrier frequency 
P, q
h 
is constant an can be selected an even fraction of the frequency of the current 
controllers or PWM generation. 
N, 
Cos 
(w, 
t 
--. 
W, t) (5.74) 
N, 
cos w, (to +n- At) 
--. 
W, t 
ps 
ps 
f, N, 
cos 27r (no + n) 
-, ---W, t fc ps 
N, 
rllý (5.75) 
= Cos 
( 
ps w, 
t 
- 
2no7r) 
= g(t) 
If w, > -Nw,, the approximation of (5.75) is valid and the error is small. Only a PS 
phase offset 2no7r distinguishes the real signal f (t) from the demodulated signal g(t). 
When rotor slot harmonics are used as the main saliency, the ratio flf, 
"j will easily 
reach values smaller than 10 where f,,,, = NIps 
- 
f, the frequency of the machine 
saliency. This condition assumes a maximum operable rotor frequency of f, = 5Hz 
for the sensorless drive. Above this, model-based techniques work reliably and can be 
utilized. The ratio flf,,, l can be increased for drives with a PWM frequency above 
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10kHz and a carrier frequency of several kHz. For other rotor saliencies (resistance, 
inductance) or the saturation saliency, the ratio flf,,,, of carrier to saliency frequency 
will usually be above 50, where f,,, i = 2f, or f,,,, = 2f, typically. 
Ishida, et al. [137] also suggest the sampling estimator to eliminate unwanted har- 
monics from the signal spectrum of f (t). The idea is to select the sampling frequency 
also as a multiple n of the unwanted frequency f_, with At =I=I- 
-L. Two func- fý n f-, 
tions g_(t) and g+(t) are sampled that are 900 out of phase, i. e. At/4. The resulting 
signal without frequency f, is the difference g(t) = g+ - g-. 
The harmonic suppression by discrete sampling cannot easily be applied to remov- 
ing unwanted saliencies. The frequencies f, f, or their multiples are not constant 
during normal machine operation. The sampling frequency usually cannot easily be 
adopted fast enough to allow harmonic suppression during transient operation. The 
suppression also suffers from the difficulty of adapting the sampling frequency during 
operation near zero speed. It is very unlikely that the carrier frequency and unwanted 
saliency frequencies will be multiples. It therefore will be necessary to implement the 
sampling estimator in separate stages for each frequency suppression or demodulation. 
5.5.6 Effect of Filters in Position Estimation 
Any filter used for extracting the hf signal from the measured fundamental and any 
filter in the saliency estimator introduce a potential phase shift. The bandpass filter 
(filter 3 in Fig. 5.17) to extract the hf modulation from the fundamental currents is 
tuned for the carrier frequency f,. Any signal at this frequency passes directly through 
the filter without a phase shift. If the machine is running at higher speeds, the position 
harmonic at f, ±n-f, moves away from the center frequency and therefore is affected 
by a phase shift. If the width of the bandpass filter is wide enough, this phase shift 
can be kept small. The filter design is however a compromise. The useful position 
harmonic has to be extracted and other harmonics have to be reduced sufficiently. The 
wider the filter, the more noise couples into the extracted spectrum. Theoretically, 
a filter with adjustable center frequency, following the position harmonic would be 
ideal. There is however no independent and reliable signal other than the position 
harmonic that could be used to tune this filter. Practically, this might work for 
steady-state operation. Transients will however very likely cause a complete loss of 
signal if the filter cannot be adjusted fast enough. 
A digitally implemented filter (lowpass filter 5 in Fig. 5.17) is normally used to re- 
move the positive sequence harmonics [96]. This filter will have a similar impact 
on the phase shift of the position harmonic as the bandpass filter. Since the carrier 
harmonic is several times larger in amplitude than the position harmonic, the filter 
cutoff frequency cannot be too high if the carrier is to be suppressed sufficiently. 
A large remaining carrier harmonic will introduce a ripple on i Sdq-. c that can cause 
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the estimator to become unstable. This lowpass filter will therefore determine the 
bandwidth of the sensorless system. 
Using the ATAN function to resolve the flux or position angle, the estimate will be 
instantaneous. A PLL will in practice introduce another phase shift. 
5.6 Summary of Implemented Method 
The chapter has reviewed the different models of machine saliencies, shown their 
mathematical representation and commented on the physical background and ori- 
gin. Different strategies for the saliency demodulation have been shown and possible 
saliency angle estimators have been compared. The problem of reliably estimating a 
saliency angle in the presence of additional or unwanted saliencies has not been ad- 
dressed in this chapter. The saliency compensation will be the subject of Chapter 7. 
For the work in the thesis, the techniques used for the estimation of the rotor position 
are shown in Fig. 5.17. High-frequency voltage injection is used that is superimposed 
onto the fundamental voltage demand, shown in the top of the structural diagram. A 
hf voltage injection for VSI is preferable over hf current injection (see Section 5.1.2). 
The bandpass filter 3 suppresses the large fundamental current components and ob- 
tains the modulated currents from the stator currents. This filter is realized in ana- 
logue to increase the signal resolution at the input of the A/D converter. The saliency 
compensation requires the fundamental currents i. that are filtered using lowpass fil- 
ters 1 and 2. A highpass filter that is tuned for the carrier in combination with a 
signal transformation (see Section 5.4.7) is particularly advantageous if the carrier 
frequency is low. The two lowpass filters are still recommended but can have a much 
higher cutoff frequency, resulting in an increased bandwidth for the compensation. 
The demodulation of the saliency signals is done digitally and consists of the two 
transformers and filters 4 and 5. First, the signal is shifted into the positive- 
sequence frame where the carrier is suppressed using the highpass filter 4. The di- 
rect or indirect homodyne transformation can be used equally. The first method is 
preferred since it does not introduce a scaling by the amplitude of the carrier har- 
monic (see Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4.5). The filter transformation of Section 5.4.7 is not 
suggested since this method is numerically critical and can easily become unstable. 
Multiplication by e -j2wýt then transforms the negative-sequence harmonics to DC. 
The lowpass filter 5 removes the remaining positive-sequence harmonics. 
Earlier experiments did not make use of the carrier rejection filter 4. The hf currents 
isao_x of (5-19) were directly multiplied by ei'c'. This operation shifts the measure- 
ments onto the negative sequence axis (Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4-5) and iýp is removed 
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Figure 5.17: Rotor position estimator with demodulator and saliency compensation 
by lowpass filter 5. The transformed hf currents are now given by: 
I ei(hkOm +ýOvnk) (5.76) ildq Y- ýcn 
mk 
mk 
The output is the signal that contains the low-frequency modulations of all 
machine saliencies. For this thesis, the primary saliency is that due to the engineered 
rotor or due to rotor slotting which is now at h 
.. If, with h2l = 28 or h3l =2 (see Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.2 and rotors in Section 4.6.1). Adding the signal from the 
saliency compensator (see Chapter 7) will suppress the unwanted modulations. The 
remaining signal i Sdq-O then only consists of a component that contains the rotor 
angle information, that is sent to a phase estintator. This can be a PLL or the arcus 
tangens function to resolve the rotor position. The choice of the loop filter H(s) of 
the PLL (Section 5.5.2) determines the dynamics of the rotor position estimation. 
Preferably the Type-2 loop or the Heterodyning Estimator are used to obtain best 
dynamic performance (see discussion in Section 5.5.2). The PLL was only used for the 
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machine with engineered rotor saliency. The preferred choice was the instantaneous 
phase estimator of Section 5.5.1. This is because the arcus tangens requires no time for 
initialization and is easier to set-up. The PLL also suffers from an acceleration error 
that requires additional signal estimation and complicates the loop design to reduce 
the error. This increased complexity is a disadvantage of the PLL when compared 
to the arcus tangens function. The arcus tangens might require the two additional 
lowpass filters 6 and 7 to smooth the i'dq__9 signal components before demodulation. 
These filters will introduce an additional phase shift and cause a speed-dependent 
position estimation error. These lowpass filters will however also have to be a part 
of the loop filter H(s) of the PLL if the Z signal is affected by distortion during ýdq 
-0 transient operation (see Section 6.2). The PLL can be tuned with the multiplier m 
to directly output the rotor position estimate 6, where m is equal to the number of 
saliency periods Nal. The arcus tangens provides an estimate of m-ý, that changes 
m times faster than the real rotor position. A differentiator with a range limiter and 
an integrator in combination with a remainder-function is required to rescale mý,. 
and to derive the estimate 6, itself The logic function is: 
y(x) =rem 
(If 
rem 
( dx 
+ Xmax, Xmax Z, Ymax (5.77) 
m dt 2) 
where the output is Or =yE [0 
... 
y.,,,, ] with the slope of 1/m of the input signal 
MOr =xE [0 
... 
x,,, a_, 
]. For the rotor position, the limits are equal with xma,, = Ymax 
27r and z= xma,, /2 for dxldt < 0, else z=0. This additional computation that is 
not required for the PLL appears to be a disadvantage for the arcus tangens. It is 
however for rotor #3 with Nal = N, = 56, where the arcus tangens requires the logic 
of (5.77) that the PLL fails easily. The reason is that during acceleration the phase 
error can exceed the stability margin of the phase detector which results in a cycle 
slipping and temporary loss of position. Since m= 56 is large, the stability margin 
is 0.25.360'/m = 0.25.6.43* compared to 4' phase error that can easily be reached 
during acceleration. 
Reducing the phase error using a higher gain K2 is not an option since the estimated 
signals contain noise and remains of suppressed saliency harmonics. Estimating the 
load torque to reduce the acceleration error with the Heterodyning Estimator is not 
that straightforward. The load can change instantaneously and the load torque can 
only be estimated reliably with the sensorless drive under field-orientation. The 
correct field-orientation however cannot be guaranteed with the I'LL under dynamic 
conditions. 
For the practical implementation, the arcus tangens has been found more robust and 
easier to implement with a predictable speed error. With the experimental drive un- 
der sensorless position control, operating at lower speeds and changing acceleration, 
the evaluatiozi was in favour for the arcus tangens as saliency angle estimator. The 
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estimators of Sections 5.5.3,5.5.4 and 5.5.5 were not considered suitable. For the 
Consoli Estimator, a very high sampling frequency is required that consumes a lot 
of processing power. The twofold differentiation of measured signals is not attrac- 
tive due to unavoidable noise. For the Balancing Estimator, the implementation of 
the saliency compensation is more difficult. The loop dynamics are determined by 
a PLL which comes with a reduced robustness for high Nsal. The Sampling Estima- 
tor only provides a low resolution when detecting the extrema (min/max). The use 
of the inverse function cos-1 to extract the saliency angle can cause systematic errors. 
Since the investigation started by testing the asymmetric rotor (rotor #1), a reduced 
structure of Fig. 5.17 was originally implemented. The results for rotor #1 (see 
Sections 8.1 and 8.1.2) did not use the ej'c' transformer and highpass filter 4. Imple- 
menting this structure will improve the results since the injection frequency of 30OHz 
is relatively low. 
The symmetric machine (rotor #3) applies an injection of 750Hz that allows for a 
better spectral separation of the modulation harmonics. The voltage injection is about 
25V rms on the line voltages that can be considered a good compromise between 
a low distortion of the torque production and providing a sufficient hf excitation. 
The resulting hf ripple is 5.3A rms on the line currents. The amplification of the 
bandpass filter 3 is chosen so that 7.5A peak will equal 14250 increments after the 
A/D converter and currently only using 43% of the possible input range. This design 
does not provide the maximum resolution but leaves the possibility of increased hf 
injection if required. The position modulation due to rotor slotting is around 0.365A 
rms that is about 7.6% of the resulting carrier on the stator currents. 
Chapter 6: 
Additional Modulation 
In the previous chapter, the modulation of the hf currents has been attributed to the 
various saliencies in the machine. These saliencies have in common that they can be 
conveniently described by a two-axis model. As many models can be combined as 
there are saliency harmonics present in the real machine. It is also important for the 
position estimation that the modulation due to these saliencies is a continuous effect. 
This means that the saliency remains constant as long as the operating conditions of 
the machine i. e. flux level, speed or load are not changed. 
This chapter describes two causes for a discrete or temporary modulation of the hf 
currents that are not an inherent part of the machine. The two effects are the mod- 
ulation due to the inverter deadtime and the modulation during dynamic machine 
operation. The latter only occurs when the machine is operated under transient condi- 
tions where the stator currents change quickly. Under steady-state and slow position, 
speed or torque transients, this modulation does not occur or can be neglected. The 
implication of this modulation on the performance of the position estimation and the 
sensorless control is shown experimentally in this chapter. A compensation function 
as described by Briz et al. [138) has not been implemented yet. 
The focus of the research has been mainly on the modulation due to the inverter 
deadtime. This modulation has been suspected before [73] to cause a distortion of 
the hf currents or voltages and therefore to degrade the estimation of the saliency 
angle. This thesis however analyzes for the first time the inverter deadtime with 
its effect on the hf voltages and currents. As a result, a compensation strategy is 
developed in Section 7.2 to reduce the distortion due to the inverter modulation. It 
will be shown that the modulation due to inverter deadtime has many characteristics 
in common with the modulation due to the saturation saliency. This might be one 
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reason why the influence of the inverter non-linearities has been neglected so far in 
research using hf injection. 
6.1 Modulation due to Inverter Deadtime 
So far, the hf voltage injection is most popular in the research community to per- 
sistently excite the machine saliencies which gives an estimate of flux or rotor angle. 
This injection is on a VSI and in open-loop; the effective hf voltage that is applied 
to the machine terminals is not measured or used in a feedback system. Since the 
inverter is a non-linear amplifier, the actual voltage that is available at the machine 
terminals can differ from the requested voltage. This non-linearity has to be known 
to predict the distortion of the flux or rotor angle estimation. The analysis will be- 
gin with a review of the known distortion due to inverter deadtime for fundamental 
voltages and currents. From this background, the hf modulation due to the inverter 
will be developed. Different experiments were conducted to prove the existence and 
significance of the modulation due to the inverter deadtime. 
6.1.1 Inverter Deadtime 
Deadtime is inevitable in the PWM inverter to prevent the shoot-through pheno- 
menon in an inverter leg when switching from one device to another. The turn-off 
usually takes longer than the turn-on in IGBTs, MOSFETs, BJTs or other power elec- 
tronic switches. Deadtime is usually implemented in hardware by the manufacturer 
in the gate driver logic or can be integrated into silicon as part of the PWM genera- 
tor of the microcontroller [14,1391. The deadtime ensures that only one device in an 
inverter leg is on at a time. During the shoot-through delay or deadtime both devices 
are therefore disabled. The length of this time depends partially on the switching de- 
vices but also on the layout and design of the inverter itself. In commercial industrial 
environments with priority on the reliability of the inverter, a conservative setting is 
often used with deadtimes of 5- 10ps for IGBT inverters in the range 5 to 50kW. 
During deadtime, the remaining current takes one of the two possible freewheeling 
paths through the diodes. This safety feature of the standard inverter is the cause 
for a voltage error. First, the voltage drop across the active switching device is less 
than through the anti-parallel diode when this gets active during freewheeling. Not 
the full DC-link voltage is available across the machine terminals but a reduced one. 
Under some conditions, the diode can also stop conducting (see Section 6.1.2) and the 
terminal voltage is determined by the other two phases and the load. The additional 
on-resistance of the devices can be obtained from the manufacturer's datasheets and 
included in the machine model [45]. The major problem however comes from the 
uncertain switchover between lower and upper freewheeling paths. During deadtime, 
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the current direction in the inverter leg and its magnitude (within limits) will de- 
termine at which instance within the shoot-through delay the commanded switching 
edge and therefore the terminal voltage will change. 
For large currents, the situation is simple: If an active switch is already reverse-biased 
and the anti-parallel diode is conducting, the voltage will not change during the dead- 
time interval but at its end with the new switching device becoming active. If however 
a switch is conducting, the voltage changes at the beginning of the deadtime interval 
and the current then flows through the complementary diode. For large currents, 
a compensation can easily be implemented in silicon [139]. For small currents, the 
switching edge can occur anywhere within this deadtime interval [1401. In particular 
if the reference voltage is small, the relative error of the voltage can become be very 
large. 
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Figure 6.1: Reference voltage vý and actual Phase voltage VIA due to deadtime and 
turn-on/off delays 
The operation of the PIVNI generator is visualized in Fig. 6.1. The reference voltage is 
vý and r(t) is a triangular ramp with the PNV. NI period 2Tp. For the pulse generation, 
vý is sampled at a timer overflow r(t) = rmax. This digital reference VA is updated 
A with the ramp r(t) determines the instance once per period 2Tp- Comparing Vd 
of the pulse edges. The pulses will have a theoretical symmetry around the timer 
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underflow where r(t) = 0. A* and Aý are the ideal reference signals for the upper U 
and lower switching device respectively. Due to deadtime, the on-switching edge will 
be delayed by td, resulting in the modified switching signals Au and AL. The actual 
voltage will depend on the direction of current through the inverter leg. Fig. 6.1 shows 
the resulting phase voltage VA for a positive current iA- When the upper device is 
switched off, the current maintains direction but flows through the lower diode and 
the voltage drops to zero. The voltage transition is delayed by the turn-off delay 
toff. This delay increases the average voltage [1411. Due to deadtime, the turn-on 
process is delayed by td and ton. These delays will reduce the average voltage. If the 
current is negative (ZA < 0), the switching edges of VA will be aligned to the edges of 
AL resulting in a net increase of the average voltage of VA. 
The typical method to reduce the voltage error due to deadtime is to implement a 
feedforward compensation voltage that is constant but depends on the sign of the 
actual current [142]. In [140] a diagram is shown with switching edge over the line 
current. Below a certain current threshold the switching edge can occur anywhere 
within a large section of the deadtime- interval. This large deadzone makes it difficult 
to implement a correct compensation. A small change in current results in a large 
voltage change. 
The effect of using a feedforward voltage compensation is demonstrated in Fig. 6.2. 
After about 15sec the compensation is switched on (indicated by the step signal in 
the upper plot that changes from 0 to 15). The phase voltage VA becomes much more 
sinusoidal with the compensation. The reference phase voltage vý is here shown as 
a dotted line. It is interesting to see that there is still a significant distortion in 
VA at the instance of the zero crossing Of iA. Further distortion is due to the zero- 
crossings Of iB and ic. In the lower plot, the trace around zero shows the current error 
&A 
= Z*A* - ZA, that is the difference between reference and real line current. With 
the compensation switched on, the distortion reduces, however not significantly. Note 
that current controllers without prefilter were used here (see Section 3-3). The spikes 
during current crossing are very short and even could not be fully eliminated with 
faster current controllers. 
6.1.2 Current Clamping 
The inverter deadtime has a significant impact on the stator currents. This becomes 
very obvious when running the induction machine under V/f control. Fig. 6.3 shows 
the line currents for a speed of n, = 50rpm. Subplot a2) shows the 3-phase currents 
under V/f control. A plateau is clearly visible in the three-phase currents during 
the zero-crossing. This phenomenon is called the current clamping effect, In the 
frequency spectrum of the line currents, the result is a large 5fe and 7f, harmonic 
component. The aý3 currents in subplot al) also show the clamping as steps. Due to 
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Figure 6.2: Phase Voltage VA, line current iA and magnified current error AiA forfield 
orientated drive at nr = 5rpm (116Hz) using feed-forward deadtime compensation 
the transformation to two-phase, the steps in the i,, current are actually not aligned 
to the zero-crossing. The clamping effect becomes more difficult to identify. The 
distortion of the line currents does not only occur during the zero-crossing but also 
when one of the other two currents is crossing through zero. This is because of the 
current balance (I: X=A, B, CX = 0). The current clamping causes oscillations in the 
torque and therefore also in the speed of the machine. The spectrum of the speed 
signal shows a large 3rd, 6th, 9th harmonic of the synchronous frequency f, 
The 3-phase line currents for the drive under Vector Control are shown in subplot 
b2). The current controllers ensure that the currents are sinusoidal. Zooming into the 
area of the currents crossing through zero, a small step can still be seen. Additionally, 
the currents will also be distorted when any of the other two line currents is around 
zero. Analyzing the i,, current component, a large 6f, harmonic due to the deadtime 
can be found. There is negligible distortion on the isd current. The clamping of i,, 
causes unwanted torque ripple and a 6f, harmonic in the speed. This distortion is 
however much smaller than for V/f control. Other harmonics can also be found in i,,,. 
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Figure 6.3: Effect of inverter deadtime on stator currents for Vlf (left) and Vector 
Control (right) for nr = 5orpm (513Hz) 
These are caused by DC offsets of the current transducers (1f, frequency ripple) and 
by current scaling errors of the current transducers or A/D converters (2f, frequency 
ripple) [114]. 
The reason for the current clamping is twofold. When the current through an inverter 
leg is small, the stray capacitors across the devices are not recharged immediately 
[142]. The voltage at point A in Fig. 6.1 builds up slowly. The average line-to-line 
voltage will then be much smaller than the demanded voltage. Another reduction 
of the voltage during deadtime is described in [143] for a Y-connected machine. If 
the current reaches zero during deadtime, the diodes will be reverse biased and the 
voltage at terminal A is only determined by the back-emf of the machine that is 
very small at low speed. Again, the voltage across the machine terminals can much 
smaller than the demanded voltage when the current through the inverter leg is low. 
The voltage error becomes more important the smaller the demanded voltage is. The 
controllers in a vector-controlled drive will therefore have to demand a much higher 
voltage to drive the currents through zero. The net effect is that the inverter gain is 
-------------------------- 
-------------- b2) 
A 1B IC 
-------------- --------------- ------------- ----------- 
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reduced when a line current crosses through zero. When superimposing a hf voltage 
onto the stator voltages, the real voltages across the machine will be modulated by 
the changing gain of the inverter. Instead of a hf voltage of constant amplitude, 
the amplitude varies with the frequency of the current zero crossings which is the 
excitation frequency f,. 
For a three-phase load such as a machine, the inverter deadtime causes 6 ripples 
during one electrical period T, = 11f, 
- 
This is because the three line currents will 
have two zero crossings each per period T,. 
The deadtime delay is about 12.0 
- 
12.7psec for the 45kW inverter that is used in 
the research. 
6.1.3 Inverter Clamping Modulation 
The inverter effects discussed so far can be found in any induction machine drive. 
Inverter deadtime however can also cause a significant problem for the position esti- 
mator based on hf injected signals. 
When injecting a hf voltage signal into the machine, this is done in an open-loop 
manner. The real signal applied to the machine is not fed back and compared to 
the reference injection. For small currents crossing through zero, the pulse-length 
uncertainty remains for a relative long time. It can easily exist for 100ms or more. 
During all this time, the actually injected voltage differs from the commanded in- jection voltage. The faster the current changes sign and crosses through zero, the 
shorter the voltage uncertainty and the smaller the unwanted modulation effect of 
the voltage injection. In fact, for the machine under Vector Control driving a high 
load, the harmonics due to the inverter modulation are smaller than under low or no 
load. The duration of the reduced gain becomes shorter. 
Let g., be the inverter gain for the hf phase voltage x with gx = v-, /v*, the ratio 
of actual hf voltage to hf reference voltage as shown in Fig. 6.4. During the time 
X 
of zero or low current ix, the gain gx will be reduced. This means, the hf voltage 
gets modulated by the inverter gain gx. This modulation will then also affect the hf 
currents that contain the information about the position saliency. It has been shown 
above that the clamping is a function of the excitation frequency f,. This means that 
the inverter non-linearity due to deadtime causes a saliency similar to that due to 
saturation. 
The dependency of the inverter gains 9A i 9B and gc on the stator currents shown in Fig. 6.4 and determines the further characteristics of the inverter modulation har- 
monics in the hf current spectrum. During one electrical period of the stator current, 
the injection voltage gets modulated six times. This is because there are six zero 
crossings per electrical period in total, two crossings per line current. In the hf 
spectrum, the inverter modulation harmonic appears therefore at twice the stator 
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Figure 6.4: Hf voltage modulation during current zero crossing 
current frequency f, and its multiples. The fact that this harmonic can be found 
at f, 
- 
2f, makes it very difficult to distinguish from the saturation harmonic (see 
Section 5.2.3). In contrast to the saturation harmonic which increases with load, 
the inverter modulation harmonic will decrease. One very peculiar characteristic of 
the inverter modulation can be used to separate it from the saturation characteris- 
tic. When transforming the hf currents to DC, the higher multiples of the inverter 
modulation harmonic can be found in alternating order. This is, they will be at 
frequencies 
00 
fc1amp == 1>2)' (6.1) 
i=1 
This interesting harmonic order has been mentioned in [125] where the hf harmonic 
spectrum of the machine without the rotor has been examined. The deadtime was 
not published in this paper. The cause of the alternating spectrum was concluded to 
stem from the number of stator windings. 
The experimental spectrum of the hf negative sequence currents is shown in Fig. 6.5. 
The machine was operated under sensored Vector Control and full flux. Subplot a) 
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Figure 6.5: Frequency spectrum of negative sequence harmonics 
shows the spectrum for the machine under 55% rated load and motoring conditions. 
The slip is about 0.46Hz and with a constant rotor speed of n, = 57rpm, the syn- 
chronous frequency f, = 2.36Hz. Subplot b) shows the spectrum for the same rotor 
speed under no-load. Here is f, 1.91Hz. Stiction in the system demands a small 
slip that is not zero but very small. The lower plot in Fig. 6.5 shows the conditions 
for 55% rated load and generating. The slip frequency is 
-0.62Hz and the speed is 
n, = 57rpm. 
The spectrum is shown with positive and negative frequencies. This has to be under- 
stood physically as harmonic vectors rotating in opposite directions [85]. Only the, 
magnitude spectrum of one of the two perpendicular current components is shown 
but the phase information of the second component is included in Fig. 6.5. It can be 
seen that in practice, the amplitude of the higher inverter modulation harmonics for 
i>4 is very small. Under loaded conditions, the -8f,. and 16f, harnionics increase. 
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To further examine the inverter modulation effect, a number of different tests were 
performed: 
" fully fluxed machine with hf voltage injection under different load conditions 
" operation without any fundamental current 
" no fundamental current, emulated inverter modulation 
" simulated inverter modulation 
a) Injection of hf voltage into real machine (with fundamental): 
The harmonic spectrum for different load conditions is shown in Fig. 6.5. Not only 
harmonics at multiples of f, are visible. Saturation in the machine interacts with the 
clamping harmonics and the position harmonic at 28f,. Depending on the operating 
condition, this harmonic interaction changes. Under no-load, the clamping harmonics 
are clearly visible. For higher loads under motoring or generating, the hf clamping is 
reduced and the saturation increased. 
b) Injection of unmodulated hf voltage into real machine (no fundamental): 
The machine was operated without any fundamental current and only the voltage 
injection was applied. The machine was rotated by the load drive. As expected, only 
the rotor position harmonic due to the rotor saliency was picked up. Neither satu- 
ration, nor inverter modulation harmonics exist. An example is shown in Fig. 8.12, 
where the rotor is turned by hand. The signal after demodulation is only due to the 
rotor slotting saliency and the rotor position can be tracked easily. No distorting 
saliency exists and only noise is the cause for a small distortion. 
c) Injection of modulated hf voltage into real machine (no fundamental): 
The idea of this experiment is to emulate the nonlinearity of the inverter that is 
due to deadtime and caused by the currents. The fundamental is controlled to zero 
to prevent any hf signal modulation by the inverter. The reference hf voltages are 
altered, thus emulating the voltage modulation due to the inverter. The aim is to 
show that the clamping modulation is not due to a saliency in the machine but 
only due to the inverter nonlinearity. The conditions are the same as for test b). 
Without fundamental currents, there is no clamping modulation as seen from the 
previous experiment and from Fig. 8.12. Only the injected hf voltage was artificially 
modulated. For the modulation, the following function was used: 
1.9 
-I sin(27rft + p_- - 27r/3)1 100% gý-(t) < 100% 
100% g,, (t) ý! 100% 
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for the three phases x=A, B, C and indices PA = 01 PB =1 and pC =2 as shown 
in Fig. 6.4 and in Fig. 6.6. The approximation of the inverter gains comes from the 
non-linear effects described above. When the line current reduces to zero, the gain 
also reduces. With the increase in current, the gain increases also. For high currents, 
the inverter gain can be assumed to be constant. It is important to note that the 
inverter clamping modulation is a discrete effect and therefore is implemented by 
modulating the three hf voltages VA,, VB, and vc,, as shown in the upper three plots 
of Fig. 6.4. One, of the three resulting modulated hf voltages in shown in Fig. 6.6. 
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; ý: ' 40 
u IM 
,a- 20 
-40 
60 
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100 
Figure 6.6: Normalized and modulated hf voltage VA, (reference) for injection at f, 
750Hz 
The synchronous frequency f, is imposed as 7.5Hz with a period of 0.1ýsec. The 
magnification shows the hf voltage that has a frequency of f, = 750Hz. The deviation 
from the sinusoidal shape is because there are only 6.7 PWM updates per hf period. 
It is interesting to note that a similar modulation of the a, 3 two-phase injection 
voltages will not result in the typical alternating spectrum but will be symmetrical 
with harmonics at ±2'. f,. This is because the modulation is a discrete and non-linear 
effect that physically occurs in the three-phase system. 
Fig. 6.7-a shows the spectrum of i,,. for the rotor at zero speed. The hf stator cur- 
rents (no fundamental) have been measured and demodulated as shown in Fig. 5.17. 
A compensation is not used. The spectrum of i,, 
_, 
contains the alternating harmonics 
as described by equation (6.1). In Fig. 6.7-b, the machine is driven by the DC load 
machine at n, = -57.6rpm. The clamping harmonics do not change. Only the 28f, 
harmonic moves away from zero. 
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Figure 6.7: Frequency spectrum from emulation with f, = 750Hz. Upper: drive at 
zero speed. Lower: drive rotated at nr = 
-57.6rpm by the load machine 
The same alternating harmonic spectrum as that in Fig. 6.5 is shown in Fig. 6.7 as 
the result of the emulation test. The modulated hf voltage is clearly the cause for 
the hf current modulation harmonics. 
d) Simulation of clamping using two-axis saliency model and modulated hf voltage 
modulation: 
The real system is simulated by using a simple two-axis saliency model. A modulated 
lif voltage is fed into the model and the resulting hf currents are analyzed. Fig. 6.8 
shows the spectrum Of "Id-, for the rotor at speed n, = 57rpm. The excitation 
frequency arbitrarily set to fe = 2.36Hz for better comparison with Fig. 6.5-a. The 
result is that the slotting saliency is at 28f, = 53.2Hz and the 2f, harmonic is at 
4.72Hz. The voltages in the simulation have been modulated as shown in Fig. 6.4. 
The voltage modulation assumes a zero crossing in the fundamental currents every 
11(2fe)s, the period of the line current is 0.423s. The machine model only consists of 
the hf equivalent circuit as described in Section 5.2.2. The parameters of the saliency 
model are fixed during simulation and differ slightly from the real parameters. The 
magnitude information however is not too relevant. The interesting fact is that the 
harmonics show the alternating order as described by (6.1). Some smaller harmonies 
are contained in the frequency spectrum which can currently not be explained. Still, 
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_, 
from simulation including three-phase voltage 
modulation 
the simulation model using an ideal machine provides results that are consistent with 
that of the previous tests. 
In order to reduce the clamping modulation, the hf voltages were measured and sep- 
arated from the stator fundamental voltages. No correlation however could be found 
between the envelope of the hf voltages and the modulation of the lif currents. The 
measured lif voltages had been demodulated using different techniques of Section 5.4 
and the positive and negative sequence harmonics had been analyzed separately. It 
is believed that the measurement path and the signal processing were not sufficiently 
designed for the instantaneous measurement of tile hf voltages. An improvement 
here could allow the compensation of the clamping modulation in a closed loop sys- 
tem. Instead, the problem was tackled within the processor by applying an online 
compensation function (see Section 7.2). 
6.1.4 Conclusion 
It has been shown that the deadtime is the cause for an error in the voltage that 
is applied to the machine. The common solution is a compensation by adding or 
subtracting the deadtime from the reference voltage PWM timings, depending on the 
current direction. The difficulty of this approach is that the current direction has to 
be known precisely, including conditions with very low currents. It has been shown 
that the normal accuracy obtained from a current transducer is generally good enough 
to improve the fundamental voltage waveforms. This accuracy cannot be considered 
sufficient for improving the quality of the hf voltage that is applied to the machine. 
When the current crosses through zero, the voltage error changes very quickly from 
positive to negative or vice-versa. Tests by the author using a voltage compensation 
have not shown any significant improvement i. e. a reduced clamping modulation of 
the hf signals of the induction machine. The research is however ongoing [127] to 
prevent the hf voltage modulation. 
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Furthermore, it has been shown that the major distortion of the hf voltage appears 
during the zero-crossing of the line current on a A-connected machine. The voltages 
across the machine terminals differ significantly from the reference voltages when the 
line currents are small. The result is a delayed transition of the line currents through 
zero. The effect is visible as a plateau in the current and called zero current clamping. 
Also an injected hf voltage will be affected by the inverter deadtime. In contrast to 
the fundamental current, the stator current containing the hf modulation exhibits 
several zero crossings when the fundamental current is low. This will cause a volt- 
age error with the consequence of a reduction of the hf inverter gain g', in phase 
x. Practically, the hf voltage that is applied to the machine is modulated by the 
inverter gain gx. If the current zero-crossing is faster, the hf voltage modulation will 
be shorter. This is the case when the machine is loaded and the line currents are 
larger (see Section 7.2.3). 
This section has shown in simulation, emulation and in experiment, that the modu- 
lated three-phase hf voltages are the cause for a modulation that creates alternating 
negative sequence harmonics that are a function of the excitation frequency f,. 
The clamping effect is not only limited to large inverters with large deadtime. The 
same effect has been found on a small inverter (7.5kW) with a deadtime of 2.0ps and 
a control period of 100ps. It is therefore believed that the hf clamping modulation 
will apply to all types of AC machine drives using hf injection irrespective of their 
size and rating. Only if the primary saliency provides a significantly high modulation (see results for rotor #1), a compensation for the clamping modulation might not be 
necessary. 
The periodic error of the estimated rotor position in [76] is attributed to an inductance 
with a non-sinusoidal distribution. The machine is an inverter-driven 18W salient- 
pole brushless DC motor with 8 poles. Hf current injection is used with f, = 20OHz. 
A neuro-based fuzzy technique is applied to reduce the error in the estimated posi- 
tion. The estimation error shows characteristic similarities to that from the induction 
machines used in this research. During one electrical revolution, the position error 
consists of three sinusoidal deviations with equal period. Every third deviation has a 
larger magnitude. Closer analysis of the position error in Fig. 8.4 (rotor #1) reveals 
the same characteristic that is a result of the transformation of the 3-phase modula- 
tion into orthogonal coordinates. The mentioned error characteristic cannot be found 
in the plots showing the estimation error for the symmetrical machine (rotor #3) 
since the SMP (see Section 7.2) tackles and reduces the clamping modulation. 
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6.2 Modulation due to Transient Machine Opera- 
tion 
A modulation that only appears during the time of the transient operation of a ma- 
chine drive is reported in [138]. This harmonic distortion affects drives that apply 
continuous hf signal injection to estimate the saliency. The reason is due to the 
bandpass filter that separates the hf spectrum from the fundamental machine sig- 
nals. During the dynamic operation, the fundamental signals are not limited to low 
frequencies as under steady-state operation. Harmonic components of the fundamen- 
tal currents or voltages can easily reach several kHz at the instance of a torque change 
that can be due to a speed reversal or position change. These harmonic components 
couple through the bandpass filter in addition to the hf spectrum and cause an un- 
wanted distortion. This distortion only last for a short time of generally less than 
20ms after the transient in fundamental currents or voltages. Thus the name tran- 
sient modulation. In this thesis only the transient modulation due to a fundamental 
current transient will be examined since the hf modulated stator currents contain all 
the saliency information. 
Position change without hf injection: 
The shape of the distorting transient hf waveform is a function of the fundamental 
current, the size of dildt and the transfer function of the bandpass filter. Fig. 6.9 
shows the resulting oscillations on the a, 8 currents after bandpass filter 3 (see struc- 
ture in Fig. 5.17) for a demanded stepwise position change by 100' under 70% rated 
load for the field-orientated drive without hf injection. The reason for no injection 
is to visualize the distortion that couples via the bandpass filter and that will add 
onto the hf signals%'*,.,, 
ic . 
The reference position is shown in the upper plot, the i., 
load current in the plot below. Clearly, a high dildt is visible at time t=0.025s. 
The load current then remains at the i, q-limit and slowly decreases to its steady-state 
value. The third plot shows the resulting oscillations on z, *,.,, after the bandpass filter. 
Since there is no hf injection, the signal should ideally be zero. This condition is true 
for except for the short time of the i., transient. The peak hf current reaches 
41A. The distortion on ia_x is much less during the transient. The reason is that 
the transient is mostly aligned to the a direction in Fig. 6.9. In general however, 
the transient will be arbitrarily in the a and/or 0 direction. In the fourth plot, the 
dq current components are shown after the positive-sequence harmonics have been 
removed. This is directly before the lowpass filter 5 in Fig. 5.17. Due to the sig- 
nal processing path with the transformations to remove the carrier, the transient 
distortion is equally distributed over both signals. The maximum distortion reaches 
a peak of 2.5A, that is about 5 times larger than the modulation due to rotor slotting. 
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Figure 6.9: Transient distortion during 100' position change (no hf injection) 
Position change with hf injection: 
The same position change for the same load conditions as shown in Fig. 6.9 was per- 
formed in Fig. 6.10 but now with a hf voltage injection. The position reference is 
shown in the first plot. Below, the isq load current is printed. The hf current ripple 
is visible that is superimposed on the fundamental i,,,. The third plot shows the two 
dq signal components that contain the rotor position information. Again, the signals 
are taken before the lowpass filter 5 of the structure in Fig. 5.17. The transient spikes 
reach peak values of 2.5A and -3.2A on V, and i,, respectively. Note that the 8q_C Sd-x 
machine with symmetric rotor was used here. The carrier has been removed but the 
signals are uncompensated. The modulation due to rotor slotting and saturation can 
be seen. Below, the measured rotor position and the estimated rotor position are 
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Figure 6.10: Transient distortion during 100* position change 
shown. The latter is derived from the signals and il 
_C 
from the plot above, us- 
ing the structure in Fig. 5.17. The difference in the position is speed-dependent and 
due to the additional lowpass filters. Due to the low cutoff frequency, the transient 
modulation is suppressed sufficiently. In spite of the large amplitude of the transient 
distortion in relation to the rotor saliency modulation, the rotor position can be es- 
timated reliably. Note that the difference between the reference and the measured 
rotor position is due to load. The position controller does not contain an integrator (see Section 3-6). 
Position change with hf injection and transient error in position estimate: 
Fig. 6.11 shows a similar operating condition to that of Fig. 6.10. The rotor position 
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Figure 6.11: Transient distortion during 100' position change with cycle slipping in 
estimated rotor position 
is changed by 100' and hf voltage injection is applied. The upper plot shows the real 
part of the negative-sequence current component. The transient distortion on 
is clearly visible. After lowpass filter 5 (in Fig. 5.17), the high-frequency distortion 
has been removed from The unwanted modulations have been removed from 
'Sd-. B ' The remaining modulation is due to the rotor slotting. The transient spike is 
still visible whereas reduced in magnitude due to as low cutoff frequency of filters 
6 and 7. The encoder position and the estimated rotor position are shown in the 
fourth plot of Fig. 6.11. The transient modulation is responsible for a temporary 
error in the position estimation, that is visible as a cycle slipping by 360'IN, = 6.43' 
for N, = 56 rotor slots. Once the transient modulation has died down, the position 
estimation proceeds without problems. Note that the final lowpass filters 6 and 7 
shown in Fig. 5.17 ensure stability of the position estimator. An active compensation 
of the transient modulation as that in [138] would allow the increase in the cutoff 
frequency of these filters. 
From Fig. 6.11 it is apparent that the duration of the transient distortion can be 
very short which poses a great demand on an active compensation scheme. The delay 
of an active compensation scheme by only a few milliseconds will cause the likely 
loss of the position estimate since the transient distortion is very large in magnitude. 
Experimental tests have verified that a slow position transient with a low dildt will 
keep the transient distortion low. In all the experiments, the Position reference was 
therefore sent via a ramp function. 
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Figure 6.12: Transient distortion during position step (no hf injection) 
Small position step without hf injection: 
An interesting effect due to the transient modulation is shown in Fig. 6.12. The 
field-orientated drive is operated under sensored position control. The drive is un- 
loaded and the reference position is supplied by a reference generator. Every 30ms 
the reference position is incremented by 1' mechanical as shown in the first plot of 
Fig. 6.13. This step demand is applied to the controller via a ramp function. The 
change-of-rate is set to 2500'/s that practically means that the ramp is transparent 
to the step demand. The resulting load current iq is shown in the plot below. The 
initial rate of change is very high although the change in magnitude is only about 
3A. No hf voltage was injected. The transient distortion is visible in the plot below 
showing the real signal component of the negative sequence harmonics. The size of 
the distortion with around 0.64A is slightly larger than the magnitude of the position 
currents and only lasts for about 8ms. The lowpass filter 5 in Fig. 5.17 helps to reduce 
the transient distortion significantly as can be seen by comparing il 
,, dý and i, d-, *An 
accurate prediction of the transient distortion could also reduce the phase-shift of the 
demodulation structure and position estimator since online compensation could be 
used instead of lowpass filtering. 
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Figure 6.13: Transient distortion during position steps showing error on position 
estimate (with hf injection) 
Small position step with hf injection: 
The same conditions as those for Fig. 6.12 are valid for Fig. 6.13. Now, a hf voltage 
is injected at 750Hz. Another difference to Fig. 6.12 is that the reference position is 
dec, reased every 30ms by 1' mechanical as shown in the upper plot. The ramp func- 
tion is practically disabled. Below, the load current iq with the resulting hf current 
ripple is printed. The reversed direction of rotation explains the difference in the 
shape of the load current. In the third plot of Fig. 6.13, the transient distortion is 
visible as short spikes of high magnitude. After the lowpass filter 5 the high-frequency 
ripples on i,, are reduced. Still, the oscillation due to the transient current change 
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is apparent. After compensation and lowpass filters 6 and 7, the saturation har- 
monic is removed but the transient modulation is still there. This distortion can 
also be seen on the fourth plot, showing the real and the estimated rotor position. 
The magnitude of the transient distortion is not large enough to cause a loss of rotor 
position in the estimator. It however is large enough to cause periodic position errors. 
This section has visualized the degree of transient distortion that can be expected 
during operation of the 30kW induction machines. Transient modulation is currently 
the main limiting factor for the sensorless operation shown later in this thesis. The 
design of the lowpass filters in the present setup for the hf signal demodulation shown 
in Fig. 5.17 is dominated by the need to suppress the transient modulation. An active 
compensation as in [138] will allow an increase in the cutoff frequencies with improved 
dynamics under sensorless operation. Currently, the reference position is sent through 
a limited integrator that converts a step change into a position ramp to reduce the 
transient distortion. 
Chapter 7: 
Commissioning for Selective SaliencY 
Signatures 
In Chapters 5 and 6 it was shown that saliencies can be used to estimate the rotor 
angle or flux angle and that there will be more than one saliency present in a practi- 
cal machine. Since it has not been possible until now to make use of more than one 
saliency, the other saliencies must be regarded as a distortion and have to be sup- 
pressed. Two suppression strategies have been developed that will be covered in this 
chapter. Both strategies allow the separation of a desired saliency from the negative- 
sequence spectrum in real-time. Since the various saliency harmonics are very close 
and since it is even possible that they overlay each other at the same frequency (see Section 5.2.4), filters including adaptive filters are not an option. The approach 
taken here is an online compensation that subtracts a known saliency function from 
the measured hf currents. The remaining signal is then only due to the wanted 
saliency and the saliency angle can be derived (see Fig. 5.17). This saliency function 
describes the unwanted saliencies and requires an offline commissioning process that 
provides the data for the compensation. The two strategies used are the Harmonic 
Compensation (HQ and the Space-Modulation Profiling (SMP), the latter conceived 
by the author. The Harmonic Compensation technique described here was developed 
by the author [50] although the principle is fundamentally similar to [95,1261. In [951, 
the aim was to use the commissioned data to correct the position of the saturation- 
induced saliency relative to the desired flux component (stator, rotor or airgap flux) 
needed for field-orientation, whereas here the aim was the opposite and to eliminate 
the saturation saliency. 
173 
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7.1 Individual Harmonic Signature 
As shown in Chapter 5, saliencies can be sufficiently approximated using a two-axis 
model. Transforming the saliency into its particular frame rotating with the angle Oc, 
where the saliency is stationary, the signature of the saliency can then be described 
by the parameters of the major and minor axes of an ellipse or in a polar form using 
magnitude and phase. The approach taken here is to experimentally determine the 
saliency parameters of the polar form in the stationary a, 3 frame and to use this 
information for an online harmonic suppression. 
7.1.1 Description 
The Harmonic Compensation (HC) is a process where the individual harmonic sig- 
natures of the various saliencies are determined and it provides an analysis and 'fin- 
gerprint' of the saliencies in the machine [51] (see Fig. 5.2.4). 
Since any harmonic can be fully described by its amplitude, frequency and phase, 
only a few parameters need to be known to suppress this harmonic later during the 
compensation. Practically, the parameter triplet (amplitude, frequency, phase) has 
to be known for every operating condition of the machine since the originating effects 
like saturation or current clamping also vary with the operating condition of the drive. 
If sensorless position control is only to be used at low speeds, the commissioning can 
be simplified by keeping the flux constant and only driving the machine through 
the possible load conditions. For each load condition, the machine has to be under 
steady-state while the parameters of each saliency harmonic are analyzed until they 
are reliably determined. Harmonic Compensation cannot distinguish the individual 
saliency signatures since it only works by determining the separate harmonics that 
are the net result of different saliencies (see Section 5.2.4). Currently it is therefore 
not possible to reliably work out the contribution of one saliency to the harmonic 
spectrum, for example if a saturation saliency consists of higher harmonics or if these 
are solely due to the current clamping distortion. Harmonic Compensation works 
well for sensorless control if only a few harmonics need to be suppressed and if the 
discrete modulations (see Chapter 6) are not dominant. Otherwise Space- Modulation 
Profiling might be better suited. 
7.1.2 Commissioning and Auto-Commissioning 
Commissioning can be performed 'by hand' or automatically with a structure such as 
that of Fig. 7.1. The aim of the Harmonic Compensation is to suppress the saturation 
harmonics by determining the compensating magnitude and phase functions f, and 
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Figure 7.1: Commissioning structure (N = numerator) 
f2 in (7.1) and (7.2) below: 
ic, = ýk =A k- 
(', 
qdq (7.1) 
ýOCk = V1k = f2k 
OiSjq) (7.2) 
OCk 
= 
h1k 
* 
Oe + ýPCk (7-3) 
The angle 0, is any field orientation angle used for Vector Control; the rotor flux 
angle is used here. It also can be possible to use the stator current angle [125]. The 
saliencies targeted experimentally in this thesis were due to saturation and current 
clamping. If a rotor saliency is however to be suppressed, an estimate of the rotor 
position may be used. The functions fl, and f2, are assumed to be functions of i, d 
which is proportional to steady-state flux level, and the load current isq representing 
the degree of slot saturation. Although it may be possible to determine fl, and f2, 
by finite element analysis, it is more convenient to determine them experimentally. If 
the commissioning procedure is performed 'by hand', the parameters of (7.1) to (7.3) 
are the unknowns in 
ic,, (t) = ic, - sin(Oc, ) 
i Ck-, 
(t) 
= 
ic, 
- 
cos(Oc, ) 
The compensation harmonics zc, 
_, 
and ic, 
_q 
will be combined for each harmonic with 
the carrier-free negative sequence harmonics isdqý 
. 
The sign of z'c, 
_, 
can be negative 
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if the direction of the negative-sequence harmonic is negative (see Section 5.2.4). The 
frequency should be known in this process and amplitude and phase will have to be 
varied until the specific saliency modulation is sufficiently suppressed. This procedure 
can take a long time if a spectrum analyzer is used for the visual feedback to evaluate 
the quality of the suppression. 
A faster procedure is the self-commissioning that performs an off line saliency compen- 
sation. Here, the use of narrow band filters does not introduce dynamic constraints 
that would occur if used online for closed loop sensorless control. The structure of the 
commissioning is shown in Fig. 7.1 During normal motor operation, the compensation 
parameters ic, and Ock are obtained from interpolating commissioned values from a 
look-up table and the compensator itself is operative as shown in Fig. 8.2. 
Commissioning exploits the use of narrow band filters extracting the magnitude and 
from the currents i phase of the required kth harmonic of i of (5.76). Initially, jj8dq_x 
the inverse of the narrow band filter was used to compensate or unwanted additional 
phase shift and change in signal magnitude due to the filter. Also, when using tabu- 
lated correction parameters for the filter, this requires the accurate knowledge of the 
input signal frequency to select the proper inverse values. In practice the results ob- 
tained were inferior to those of the proposed improved scheme shown in Fig. 7.1 which 
is general for the kth harmonic. If more than one harmonic needs to be suppressed, 
the structure of Fig. 7.1 is repeated for each value of k. 
Commissioning proceeds as follows: the rotor is first locked and a succession Of Y*d) 
i, *ql demand pairs fed to the drive operating under indirect field orientated control 
(IRFO). The rotor flux angle is multiplied by 2k. The phase between 20, and 
would be altered due to filter BP1. Therefore 20, is sent through an identical narrow 
band filter BP2. This angle cannot directly be fed into a filter as that filtering i Sdq-x to 
extract the unit vectors sin(2kO, ) and cos(2kO, ) spanning the two-dimensional 
space however can. The filter centre frequency and bandwidth are set according to: 
.I 
wo = 2k 
isq 
1 WBW = ly »Wo (7.4) Tr 
' 
'*, d 
where 0.1 <y<0.5 in order to significantly attenuate the DC position harmonic 
or a neighbouring saturation harmonic; it should not be too low or the compensa- 
tion parameters will take too long to settle after each demand pair. For low slip 
frequency, the settling time automatically will be high. The commissioning requires 
a total of four independent bandpass filters, two for i and one each for sin(2kO, ) 
and cos(2kO, ) for a particular range WBW of the input frequency. This can sum up 
to a relatively high number of filters, if WBW is small. Usually, hardware resources 
are limited so it is useful to optimize and reduce the amount of required memory 
registers by adapting the filter centre frequency and bandwidth with increasing in- 
put signal frequency. Currently, a set of filter parameters exists for each demand 
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pair, representing a particular frequency range. Simply exchanging the set of filter 
coefficients when 20, enters a new frequency range has the disadvantage that the 
occurring oscillations have to settle down. A faster approach is to make use of a 
'shadow filter'. A second filter is set up for each of the four bandpass filters with 
the filter coefficients corresponding to the next demand pair; these filters settle down 
whilst the commissioned parameters are being derived for the current demand pair. 
At the next demand pair, one simply switches to the 'shadow filter'. The first filter 
now can be adjusted for the next demand pair, without affecting the commission- 
ing. In determining (7.4), the rotor time constant Tr does not have to be accurate, 
since the structure of Fig. 7.1 automatically supplies the attenuation factor 11att Of 
the bandpass filter at the saturation harmonic frequency (the input to BP2 is unity). 
The frequency h1kfe of the saliency harmonic does not necessarily have to coincide 
with the filter centre frequency w.. The attenuation factor is used to scale the ampli- 
tude i' which makes the commissioning independent of the specific bandpass filters Ck 
used. Likewise the phase shifts of the two filters are cancelled by the subtraction 
2kolk 
- 
2koe = V1k which includes (7.3) to obtain the final compensation angle. The 
sole purpose of sending 2kOe through the identical filter structure as that for i Sdqý is to eliminate the unwanted effects (phase shift, amplification) of the bandpass filters. 
The amplitude extractor can be either a rectifier in combination with a lowpass fil- 
ter or the euclidian length of the incoming vector can be determined from its polar 
representation. The angle is obtained by using one of the techniques of Section 5.5, 
the arcus tangens function is preferred. 
T BP HP Ll r-; S ii n 
-F 
eýýt e24t 
-L f -04 
F cops 
[=>Z r-(-5) 
Arctan/ (Rd PLL 
AddC-q-1, 
__IAmplitude I Extractor 
Figure 7.2: Additional structure for phase and gain compensation 
Errors in the computation of (7.3) arise from two sources: 
First, the actual angle ýOlk will have been shifted slightly by being passed through the 
pre-A/D analogue bandpass filter and also the filter that removes ýip (see filters 3 to 5 
in Fig. 5.17 or Fig. 7.2). In principle, this makes f2 a function of W,. To overcome this, 
the two inputs to BP2 may be passed through the identical phase-shifting filters, the 
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magnitude and angle compensation following the same principle as that of Fig. 7.1, 
If required, this additional phase compensation can more conveniently be placed in a 
separate structure in parallel as shown as a dashed box in Fig. 7.1. The additional 
phase and gain compensation is shown in detail in Fig. 7.2. The principle is the same 
as that of the compensation in Fig. 7.1. 
Second, the angle M, from the vector control is subject to variations in T,,. It is 
therefore necessary to tune T, during operation by one of a number of well known 
methods [9,10,16,29,311. 
Commissioning for (7.1) and (7.3) can also be undertaken by driving the machine 
into a speed-controlled dynamometer with a shaft sensor. With this approach, com- 
missioning can be undertaken at non-zero speed which may be more suitable for 
suppressing the saturation harmonic in the presence of rotor slotting saliencies. This 
is because, at speeds above zero, the position harmonic (due to rotor slotting) and 
the saturation harmonic are far apart and more easily separable. Finally, sensorless 
commissioning is also achievable by sensorless position control of the drive motor in 
which commissioned parameters are progressively derived and used in the commis- 
sioning process. It has to be ensured that the saturation interference harmonic is 
low at no load so that sensorless no-load position control can be obtained without 
compensation. The sensorless commissioning procedure runs as follows: Consider the 
demand pair P(i) =I jA,. *), i= ±O, 1,2, 
... 
with the drive being controlled 
at w, (e. g. w,, = 0) and where I. * is the dynamometer torque current. Let f, (j), f2 (j) 
be the compensation parameters corresponding to P(j). Commissioning proceeds by 
successively incrementing j, and the parameters f, (j), f2 (j) being commissioned with 
the previous values f, (i - 1), f2 (i - 1) implemented in the harmonic compensator 
of Fig. 8.2. If the drive cannot be sensorless-position controlled on full flux, the field 
can first be weakened and the same procedure applied with incremental steps in A* 'Sd 
with constant I. * (i. e. ', *, q). In the case of engineered saliencies, it has been found that 
sensorless commissioning yields poor results because the parameters obtained are sen- 
sitive to rotor position jitter which is worse under sensorless position control. Note 
that any variation in f2 with w, will be identified by the commissioning undertaken 
at non-zero Wr; it is conjectured however, that these variations arise only from phase 
shifts in the filters as discussed above. 
7.1.3 Commissioning Results for Asymmetric Machines 
The computation of ic, ýocý and Oc, takes place at the end of each 10s period and the 
values are fed to an array in the processor memory to be accessed by the compensator 
for normal drive operation. The compensation values for rotor #1 are shown in 
Fig. 7.4. Note that Oc, and ýoc, are referred to the fixed aý and rotor flux frame 
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Figure 7.3: Amplitude spectrum of for motoring and generating mode and various 
load conditions at zero speed (locked rotor) and f, = 300Hz. Left: without compensa- 
tion. Right: with compensation 
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Osd 
-"": 
14A) as function of i., q for rotor #1 (f, = 30OHz) 
respectively; thus although it is Ocý that is used by the compensator, the ýOcý results 
are more instructive. 
The steady characteristic of the compensation parameters makes it possible to reduce 
the commissioning time by incrementing the load in larger steps and applying an 
interpolation to obtain a finer resolution. 
The effectiveness of the compensation for rotor #1 using the commissioned values 
of Fig. 7.4 is illustrated in Fig. 7.3. The drive is held at zero speed by locking the 
rotor. The amplitude spectra of are shown for four different loads, before and 
after compensation. The spectrum for no-load is not included because the saturation- 
induced saliency harmonics overlap at zero Hertz. Note that the harmonic sequence 
information contained in z,, 
_, 
is not used when calculating the amplitude spectra. 
Fig. 7.5 shows the amplitude spectrum of for 80% rated load when the sensored 
drive using rotor #1 is loaded by the dynamometer at n, = 30rpm. Although the 
filters introduce an additional phase error of 5.7' at 30rpm, the suppression of the 
2f, saturation saliency is still seen to be effective. 
The commissioning results for rotor #2 shown in Fig. 7.6 were slightly disappointing. 
The intention of the rotor design was to reduce the saturation saliency. This could 
not be achieved. The magnitude of the 2f, saturation saliency is about that in 
Fig. 7.4 for rotor #1- In addition to the 2f, harmonic, a large 4f, saliency exists. 
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Figure 7.6: Compensation parameters ick and ýoc, as function Of i, q for rotor #3 (f, 
= 
30OHz) 
The data of Fig. 7.6 however is only from a preliminary test. It is not known to 
which degree the modulation due to the inverter zero-current clamping caused an 
uncertainty in the determination of the parameters. Limited time prevented a more 
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thorough analysis. It is known that Harmonic Compensation does not cope very 
well with discrete modulation effects. The interest for sensorless control of machines 
without engineered saliencies shifted the focus of the research towards the work on 
rotor #3. 
7.1.4 Commissioning Results for Symmetric Machine 
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Figure 7.7: Harmonic compensation parameters ic, and Vc, for 2f, and 4f, saturation 
harmonics and isd 
-: -- 
14A for rotor #3 (f, = 30OHz) 
The commissioning for rotor #3 uses the same structure for the Harmonic Compensa- 
tion as shown in Fig. 7.1. The compensation parameters obtained for the symmetric 
machine are shown in Fig. 7.7. Two large harmonics have been identified that have to 
be suppressed. Tile figure shows the compensation amplitudes ic, and compensation 
angles VCk 
. 
The compensation angle OCk requires any angle 0, for field orientation 
used for vector control. The rotor flux angle p is used here, so that Oc, = hlk -P+ ýO Ck 
. 
The hf voltages are injected in the aO frame at a frequency of f, = 300liz. The upper 
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plot shows the amplitudes for the 2f, and 4f, harmonics. The parameters have been 
determined for rated flux (Zsd ý_- 14A) and different load conditions, represented by 
the load current i,,. A local maximum exists for low or no-load conditions. This is the 
inverse of the case where the machine has an engineered rotor saliency [50] (Fig. 7.4); 
there an increase in load made the saturation harmonic increase. This difference is 
a result of the clamping modulation that is discrete and highly nonlinear. The 2f, 
harmonic is a result of the superposition of saturation and clamping modulation. The 
latter modulation contributes more to the 2f, harmonic at low loads since the clamp- 
ing pulses are wider. The pulses get narrower for high load when the zero crossing 
of the line currents gets shorter. Since the Harmonic Compensation essentially av- 
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Figure 7.8: Phase of 2f, harmonic in respect to rotor flux vector 
erages the harmonic distribution over a long time, the wide clamping pulses cause 
an increase in the 2f, harmonic. The compensation might therefore not always be 
optimal, since the technique cannot cope with time-discrete modulation effects. 
The phase components of Fig. 7.7 have a very similar shape to those reported in [95]. For no-load conditions, the phase of the 2f, harmonic is approximately 225'. 
This represents the situation shown in Fig. 7.8-b. Shown are the a and 0 com- 
with ponent of the 2f, saturation harmonic i= -ic, sin(2w, t + ýpc, ) and 
ic'11,3 
= zC 2 cos(2w, t + Vc, ). Note that the saturation harmonic has a phase shift of 
0.0 0.25it 0.571 0.75x 7[ 1.25it 1.5n 1.757t 2A 
angle [rad (clecuical)] hx_ýWP, * 
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180' from its compensating harmonic. The highest saturation does not occur at the 
points 0.57r or 1.57r where the amplitude of the rotor flux fundamental reaches its max- 
imum (Fig. 7.8-a), but 90' electrical apart. The explanation for this characteristic of 
the 2f, harmonic in the z',., 
_., 
signal is given by the simplified model of Fig. 5.2 and in 
Section 5.2.3. The ao components of the 2f, harmonic from Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 have 
the same phase relation to the rotor flux as that reported in [95,130]. Reference [95] 
displays the saliency position as 360' - ýoc, and in [130] the maximum of the terminal 
impedance was shown to be aligned to the rotor flux angle. As the impedance is 
inverse proportional to the amplitude of the saturation harmonic (Zi,, j = Vj"j1Ij,, j), 
it will be the minimum amplitude of the saturation harmonic that is aligned to the 
maximum of the rotor flux. This is shown in Fig. 7.8-b. 
As the load is increased for the motoring mode, WC, becomes larger. The conditions 
for a value of 360' is shown in Fig. 7.8-c. The maximum of the 2f, harmonic has 
moved by 67.5' electrical compared to Fig. 7.8-b and nearly coincides with the maxi- 
mum amplitude of the flux vector. For generating conditions, ýpc, decreases, the icnii. 
and ic,, ýý, q components shift to the right and the 2f, saturation harmonic gets aligned 
to the maximum of the rotor flux wave again, therefore showing its maximum at the 
point of the minimum flux. 
The phase of the 4f, harmonic changes approximately with twice the rate of the 2f, 
phase. This means that the magnetic saturation 'profile' maintains its phase relation 
for different loads. The profile will however change since the amplitude of the salien- 
cies in Fig. 7.7 changes with load. 
The effectiveness of the compensation for rotor #3 is demonstrated in Fig. 7.9. The 
amplitude spectrum for is shown, not considering the harmonic sequence con- 
tained in "q-x* Subfigure 7.9-a is the spectrum for the machine running at n, = 8rpm 
under 80% rated load. The 30kW drive is operated under sensored closed loop vector 
control. The amplitude of the position harmonic at 28f, is taken as the reference 
and set to 100%. The two harmonics causing most unwanted distortion are at fre- 
quencies 2f, and 4f, in Fig. 7.9 and are marked. In Fig. 7.9-b the two harmonics are 
successfully suppressed online, using the harmonic compensation strategy. Figs. 7.9-c 
and 7.9-d show the drive for the same load but at standstill with f9h = 28f, = 0, 
the position harmonic at DC. From this figure it is obvious that it is not possible 
to real-time filter the saturation harmonics without introducing a large phase-shift. 
In Fig. 7.9-d the 2f, and 4f, harmonics have been significantly reduced using the 
Harmonic Compensation. 
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Figure 7.9: Amplitude spectrum of i, d, under sensored speed control at nr = 8rpm 
and zero speed, showing the effectiveness of the compensation (f, = 30OHz). Left: no 
compensation. Right: with compensation 
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7.2 S pace- Modulation Profiling 
Two different commissioning strategies were used on the symmetric machine. The 
Harmonic Compensation was adopted from the asymmetric machine for an injection 
frequency of f, = 30OHz. Analysis of the hf modulation showed that the effect of 
clamping modulation was not sufficiently addressed. Therefore a second compensation 
technique termed Space- Modulation Profiling (SMP) was developed. The injection 
frequency was also increased to f, = 75OHz, resulting in an improved suppression of 
the carrier harmonic. 
7.2.1 Description 
Space-Modulation Profiling (SMP) is a technique to record the spacial harmonic 
saliency profile in the time-domain. This can be an advantage over the Harmonic 
Compensation technique where the signature of all unwanted harmonics has to be 
determined individually. Harmonic Compensation has shown to be very suitable and 
to reliably suppress the saturation harmonics where the number of distorting har- 
monics is small. The previous section has however shown that this compensation 
technique is not too suitable to suppress the clamping modulation. This is because 
this inverter modulation is a discrete effect (Section 6.1.3) and the instantaneous sup- 
pression might therefore be poor. To overcome the difficulties, a new technique was 
developed called Space Modulation Profiling (SMP). The new SMP can cope better 
in this case since the full harmonic content for one operating condition of the drive 
can be described by one profile. This technique is therefore suitable for short discrete 
harmonic distortions such as that due to current clamping that would require a high 
number of harmonics to approximate the time-domain signal. A single saliency can 
also be described reliably, here however the Harmonic Compensation will have an 
advantage since it requires less memory to describe the harmonic. 
Consider an envelope of the high frequency currents over an angle 0, (this could be a 
flux angle or the stator current angle): 
00 
SMPd(0, ) 1: Adk sin(k 
- 
0, + (Pdi, ) (7.5) 
k=O 
00 
smpq(oj 
= 
EAqkcos(k. O, +(pq) (7.6) 
k=O 
Z ýýMEdq =%- Ldq 
-c 
ýdq_A (7-7) 
Let ýjMP 
, 
dq be the envelopes due to the unwanted modulation effects in the stationary 
a and 0 axes. The subscript dq denotes the transformation of the negative sequence 
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,,, 
then describes the total modulation minus the harmonics to DC. The function ýjWd, 
rotor position modulation and can be represented as a series of sinusoids of amplitude 
Ak, phase ýPk and frequency d(kO, )Idt. For a successful suppression in [50,511, only the 
compensation amplitude and phase had to be known. With the new SMP, the whole 
sum of sinusoidal terms is used. The profile is of course operation-point dependent. As 
with the Harmonic Compensation, a commissioning is required, running the machine 
in all operating conditions. Practically, the profile is determined only for operation 
under constant flux (i, d = const) and for changing load (iq)- Within the operating 
range that is determined by the bandwidth of the filters shown in Fig. 5.17, the profile 
is independent of speed. 
7.2.2 Commissioning 
Since the profile changes due to load and flux level, it has to be determined for every 
operating point and can result in a large number of data. Using the SMP can be a 
disadvantage when compared to the Harmonic Compensation that only required two 
parameters (i. e. amplitude and phase) per harmonic and operating point if the fre- 
quency is known. With the SMP, the harmonic profile over 360* electrical has to be 
stored for every operating point. In contrast to the Harmonic Compensation, SMP 
requires the complete profile over one electrical revolution. Practically, a suitable 
interpolation helps to reduce the required memory size. However, the commissioning 
time for SMP can be shorter than the time to acquire the harmonic compensation 
parameters. This is because the individual characteristics of all the harmonics do not 
have to be determined separately since the SMP profile contains all harmonics. 
For the symmetric machine (rotor #3), the stator current angle Z. L was used instead 
of the rotor flux angle p. This results in an improvement in robustness for the compen- 
sation since the stator current vector can be determined easily and is not parameter 
dependent. The stator current angle is the natural choice since the clamping modula- 
tion is physically due to the stator current. In the experimental implementation, one 
data point was stored for every I' in position and 1A difference in Z',,, In particular 
the fine resolution in space was necessary since the clamping distortion produces hort 
spikes of high amplitude. A lower spacial resolution could easily result in an inferior 
suppression. 
The structure in Fig. 7.10 shows the extraction and estimation of the rotor position 
from the stator currents i,,, and i,, 3. The lower path removes the carrier and other 
positive sequence harmonics and transforms the negative sequence harmonics to DC. 
In the upper path, the angle of the stator current Zi,, is derived from the ao stator 
currents. This angle, the load current i, q and the flux level isd serve as selectors 
of the SMP table. Outputs are the compensation values SMPd and SMPq that are 
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Figure 7.10: Signal path for hf signal demodulation, with SMP compensation (N = nu- 
merator) 
subtracted from the negative sequence harmonics The compensated position 
signals i Sdq--9 are fed into an arctan-function to give an estimate of the rotor position 
0,. The logic function (not shown in the figure) described by equation (5.77) is needed 
to convert the slotting angle 0,,,,, = 24r to the mechanical and Clectrical rotor angle. 
This is necessary since the slotting angle changes Nr times faster than the mechanical 
rotor angle Or- Some filters are required in the signal path, numbered from I to 
7. The lowpass filters I and 2 remove the hf currents from the fundamental. The 
bandpass 3 extracts the hf harmonics and suppresses the fundamental. The centre- 
frequency is equal to the carrier frequency f, of the injection. First, tile positive 
sequence harmonics are transformed to DC and suppressed by the highpass filter 4 
with a cutoff frequency of a few Hertz, high enough to guarantee a short settling 
time. Then the negative sequence harmonics are transformed to DC. A lowpass filter 
5 removes remaining positive sequence harmonics. The cutoff frequency was set to 
0.4 
- 
f, Ideally, the highpass 4 should be sufficient to remove the positive sequence 
harmonics from the spectrum which is certainly true for the large carrier component. 
Practically, there can be more positive sequence harmonics in tile spectrum next to 
the carrier. These additional harmonics are not well suppressed by only using the 
filter 4. The lowpass filter 5 suppresses these higher harmonics at 2f, and also removes 
noise that is spread across the whole frequency spectrum. The two lowpass filters 6 
and 7 can generally have a high cutoff frequency and are first order filters of the type 
il(Tfs + 1). The filter design depends on the quality of the SMP. If the clamping 
1 11 
'sd iýq 
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spikes are narrow and high, a small misalignment of the compensation can cause large 
spikes remaining in the ýZld, 
-O 
signals that will result in possible cycle slipping. The 
term cycle slipping expresses the loss of position by one slot pitch, that is 360'IN,. 
For the SMP with 1' angular resolution, the filter coefficient Tf = 1.5 
... 
5ms in the 
experiments. 
LP 
I 
LP 
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ýr 
2qt 
3 et -1: EeJ24 t C8) 
-dq 
Figure 7.11: Signal path for commisioning of SMP 
Ideally, the commissioning is obtained from the sensored drive. To separate the 
rotor slot modulation, the drive is operated at a higher speed. The chosen speed 
was n, = 35rpm that ensured optimal spectral separation. The load was increased 
in steps by about 5% of rated torque. The stator current vector angle, Zi 
'5 
and the 
position currents id, and iq-c were obtained as shown in Fig. 7.11. Additionally, 
the load current i,, was sampled, once that the drive was under steady-state for a 
particular load. The flux level was kept constant. Therefore isd did not need to be 
sampled. The four parameters were stored for every operating condition and for a 
number of revolutions. The commissioning is then performed off-line, and makes use 
of the bandstop filter 8 that is tuned to remove the rotor slot harmonics 1 
'S d
_0 
from 
Ldq- 
* 
The signal difference ideally only contains the unwanted modulation and noise, 
that is SMPdq. The mean and optimal SMP is then determined that is stored in the 
compensation table shown in Fig. 7.10. 
The filter 8 is an anti-causal implementation with zero-phase delay. This works for 
FIR filters that have a linear phase [144,145]. The phase can be expressed as a delay 
by a fixed number of samples in a discrete implementation. The signal is filtered 
twice with the same filter H(z) by processing the input data in both the forward and 
reverse directions. After each filter, the output y(z) is time-reversed which is y(Z-1). 
This signal then serves as the input x(Z) for the next filter stage. A time-reversal 
means practically that the data has to be stored as a batch. When running the data 
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back through the filter, the data is read in inverse order from the last sample down to 
the first. This process allows to remove the rotor slotting modulation without 
affecting the phase of the spectral components of the remaining signal. 
7.2.3 Commissioning Results for Symmetric Machine 
This section shows the commissioning results for the symmetric machine (rotor #3). 
SMP has not been applied to the asymmetric machine since the clamping distortion 
has been found to be smaller in relation to the position harmonics z, *,, g,. 
Fig. 7.12 
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Figure 7.12: Determining the SMPd for one operating condition (901% rated load) 
shows the space- modulation profiling (SMP) for the real component "d-x of the neg- 
ative sequence spectrum. The machine is field oriented using IRFO and controlled 
to maintain a speed of nr = 35rpm. The load is 90% of rated. The removal of the 
hf carrier and transformation of the negative sequence harmonics to DC results in 
the waveform shown in the upper plot. Clearly, the ripples due to the rotor slotting 
can be seen. There are 32.67 ripple periods per second. Also the modulation due to 
saturation and the clamping spikes can be seen. The second plot shows the ideal com- 
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pensation and the resulting SMP. The ideal compensation is determined by filtering 
the rotor slotting modulation from The anti-causal bandstop filter is used here 
that is tuned for the slotting frequency 28f,. Subtracting the ideal compensation 
from "d-c of the first plot, results in the ideal i,, waveform in the upper third plot 
of Fig. 7.12. In practice, this ideal compensation is not available in sensorless control 
since anti-causal filtering is an off-line operation. The SMP is derived by forming the 
average over a number of periods from the ideal compensation The result is SMR d 
and shown in the second plot. Applying the compensation to i"d_c by subtracting 
SMPd results in 'Sd-. O in the lower third plot. This signal is obtained via a fast online 
process and is suitable for use in sensorless control. Clearly, the rotor slotting mod- 
ulation has been extracted from the negative sequence harmonic spectrum without 
filtering. However, one unwanted modulation remains. This can be seen as a 2f, 
amplitude modulation of 'sd-d* The cause is the harmonic at -28f, + 2f, that con- 
tributes mainly to the difference between ideal compensation and the SMPd in the 
second plot. The SMP cannot compensate for this saturation harmonic since it is 
speed-dependent. 
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Figure 7.13: Determining the SMPqfor one operating condition (90% rated load) 
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Fig. 7.13 shows the commissioning results for the same data as in Fig. 7.12 but for 
the imaginary or i,, 
_, 
signal. The negative sequence harmonies are shown in the 
upper plot. The second plot of Fig. 7.13 compares the ideal compensation and SMPq. 
The latter is used for online compensation. Again, the difference is mainly due to the 
unwanted harmonic at 
- 
28f, + 2f, 
- 
The waveforms show the saturation and clamping 
spikes. The third plot shows the ideal i,, q-h waveform on 
top that is obtained by 
filtering and the practical i, q 
-. 
0 signal. The latter is determined by subtracting SMP, 
from iq_x* The envelope is not constant as for the ideal i,, 
_, 
waveform above. This 
modulation has a frequency of 2f,. Comparing the 'Id-O and i, q 
-. 
0 signals from using 
SMP, it can be seen that the 2f, modulation causes the envelope of the d signal to 
be at a minimum when the envelope of the q signal is at a maximum. The signal 
remaining after the SMP compensation is the rotor position and 2f, modulation: 
'sd-. 
O = I, cos(28w, t) - 12 cos(2w, t - 28wt) (7.8) 
i, 
q-0 = I, sin(28w, t) - 12 sin(2w, t - 28w, t) (7.9) 
where I, > 12. Compensation for this 2f, modulation has not been included. A 
suppression of this harmonic using the Harmonic Compensation is not possible since 
the modulation is not additive but influences the scaling. A possible compensation 
would be 
id-scale 1+ Cdq sin (2wct + Odq) (7.10) 
iq-scale 1- Cdq sin(2w, t + Odq) (7.11) 
where Cdq is a gain and Odq a phase that have to be determined for every operating 
condition. The compensation works by multiplication of (7.8) and (7.9) with (7.10) 
and (7.11) respectively. Neglecting the -28f, + 2f, modulation is not much of a 
problem for the rotor position tracking and sensorless control. The effect is an error 
that changes with frequency f,. The resulting position error is relatively small and 
is typically smaller than ±0.3' mechanical. The -28f, + 2f, modulation however 
can cause problems since it causes a reduction of the position signal amplitude. A 
mismatch in the SMP compensation during a clamping spike will increase the chance 
for a cycle slipping when the position amplitude is reduced. 
Fig. 7.14 shows on the top row (subplots a and b) the two waveforms of after 
the position modulation has been removed by the bandstop filter. These signals are 
i8d, 
- 
'Id, and iý, q-x - Several periods have been recorded and are displayed in 
a polar plot over the angle of the stator current vector Zi, while the load is constant 
and at 90% rated. The speed is controlled to be constant and 35rpm. Still, the 
speed varies practically by up to ±0.5rpm. Noise and the -28f, + 2f, harmonic 
are responsible for the wide band around the optimal SMP similar to that in an 
eye diagram. Note that the signal amplitude increases in the radial direction and 
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Figure 7.14: Determining the SMP for one operating condition (90 A rated load). Top 
row: SMP over the stator current angle. Bottom row left: real component of negative 
sequence. Bottom row right: rotor slotting modulation contained in i, d. 
the zero line is indicated by a dashed circle. Signal processing is used to find the 
mean path that is SMPd and SMPq, indicated by the white line in plots a and b of 
Fig. 7.14. Care is taken that an optimal path is also found for tile short clamping 
spikes. Subplot c in the lower row of Fig. 7.14 shows the signal over Z-ili before 
the position modulation is removed. The circular band is much wider as in tile plots 
of the upper row. This is because tile rotor position modulation is not aligned to the 
angle Zi,,. The extracted position modulation i,,, contained in i,, 
_, 
(subplot c) after 
isq_., 
c - 
isq_p 
IN 
90 
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the bandpass filter is shown in Fig. 7.14-d. The signal is plotted over the measured 
encoder position 0, There are 56 periods per mechanical revolution. The quality of 
z Sd_B in Fig. 7.14-d is very good with a minimum of noise or jitter which is due to the, 
optimal conditions during commissioning (constant speed and use of an anti-causal 
filter). 
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Figure 7.15: Top: compensation table of the d-SMP over the angle of the stator current 
vector is. Bottom: slice through d-compensation table for 90% rated load 
The full SMPd table as used in sensorless control of the symmetric inachine is shown 
in the upper plot of Fig. 7.15. Selectors are the load current i, q and the stator 
current angle Zi, The main visible characteristic are the six narrow strips. Four 
of them are ridges and two are troughs. They are due to the current clarnping 
modulation since the three fundamental currents have a total of six zero crossings per 
electrical revolution. If a fundamental zero-crossing results ill a ridge or in a trough 
depends oil the demodulation process for the negative-sequence harnionics and oil 
the initial three-phase to orthogonal transformation. This is because the clamping 
effect is inherently a three-phase phenomenon (see Section 6.1.3). The SMP, table ill 
Fig. 7.16 shows a different distribution of ridges and troughs. Also, two of the 1-idges 
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are higher than any in the SMPd table and two ridges are relatively flat and difficult 
to see. This distribution is again a result of the signal transformations. Another 
interesting effect is that the width of the strips changes. For low values Of isq7 the 
ridges and troughs are relatively wide and for high load, Z', q, they get narrower. The lower plot in Fig. 7.15 shows a single slice from the 3-dimensional table for 90% rated 
load. This view visualizes better how narrow and high the spikes are. The reason is 
that at low load, the fundamental currents remain longer in the zero-crossing region 
than under high load where the line currents are much higher and the dildt is also 
high. Visible as well, but dominated by the clamping effect is the 2f,, saturatimi 
saliency. Two ridges can be seen that start at 900 and 270' respectively for high 
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Figure 7.16: Top: compensation table of the q-SMP over the angle of the stator current 
vector Z, *,,. Bottom: slice of q-axis compen3ation table for 90% rated load 
loads and move to smaller angles in an S-shape for smaller ýin(j negitive vallivs of 
i, q. The saliency harmonic call 
be better seen in the lower plot of Fig. 7.15 where. 
it is responsible for the main sinusoidal shape with maxima at 90' and 270' and 
minima at 180' and 360'. The SMP in Fig. 7.16 is similar to that of Fig. 7.15. The 
narrow strips due to the zero clamping are in tile same locations as those in the SMPj 
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table, only the direction and size is different as described before. The reason that 
the clamping spikes can be found for the same angular position of the stator current 
angle Zi. for the d and q profiles is that the clamping effect is inherently 3-phase. 
The angular position of the saturation saliency however differs from that in Fig. 7.15. 
The maxima and minima of the sinusoidal shape can be found at angles that are 450 
higher. This angular shift is because the real and imaginary components of the 2f, 
saturation saliency modulation are a quarter of a 2f, 
-period out of phase which is 45' 
electrical. The course of the saturation saliency for different load conditions is more 
difficult to see in Fig. 7.16 than in Fig. 7.15 but it also has that of an S-shape. 
The processor-internal representation of the SMP data is in increments. A value of 
500 increments is equivalent to a peak line current of 0.64A. 
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Figure 7.17: Compensation table of d-SMP over rotor flux angle p 
For the commissioning, the rotor flux angle p was recorded in addition to the angle 
of the stator current vector Zi. 
- 
Fig. 7.17 shows the SMPd from Fig. 7.15 printed 
over the rotor flux angle. Now it is the strips (ridges and troughs) due to the clirrent 
clamping that change over load in an S-shape. The extrema of the 2f, saturation 
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saliency are mostly in a straight line and only shift by a few degrees with load. The 
reason why the clamping modulation now changes with load is that the profile in 
Fig. 7.17 is a function of the load angle 6 [7]. For the load angle: 
zis 
-p (7.12) 
arctan(i, q/isd) (7.13) 
Relations (7.12) and (7.13) are visualized in Fig. 7.18. If the machine is unloaded 
and i, q = 0, all of the stator current contributes to flux the machine and id = 
-Zý- Obviously, the load angle J=0 and p= Zi Comparing Figs. 7.15 and 7.17 for this 
condition, the profiles are identical. When the load increases, Z, q increases and also 
the load angle J. The clamping modulation printed over p (Fig. 7.17) then shifts to 
the left towards smaller angles. This behaviour can be explained from (7.12) where 
p< Zýz, for J>0. The S-shape is due to (7.13) and is that of the arctan function. 
With a rated d current Of isd = 14A, the load angle J ; z: ý 65.7' for high positive load 
and iq = 31A. 
ß 
is 
I 
-. -a 
Figure 7.18: Load angle 5 under field orientation 
Unfortunately, relation (7.12) with the knowledge of 6 and Zi. Cannot be used to 
ensure that the drive is correctly field-orientated. The reason is that the load angle 
with (7.13) is a result of field-orientation under commissioning. The flux axis d could 
be placed arbitrarily without violating (7.12). 
An interesting comparison is that between the parameters of the Harmonic Com- 
pensation of Section 7.1.4 for the symmetric machine (rotor #3) with that of the 
SMP of Fig. 7.17. Both compensation functions are a function of the rotor flux angle 
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p. One factor that makes a comparison difficult is that he injection frequency f, 
was 30OHz for the Harmonic Compensation and 750Hz for the SMP- However, with 
HCd 
= 
ic, 
- 
sin (27r . 2ft + Vc, ) 1 where 'C2 and (PC2 are taken from Fig. 7.7, the shape of 
the SMPd in Fig. 7.17 can be approximated sufficiently. The same can be done with 
HCq = 
-iC2 - cos(27r - 2fet + ýOC2) to describe the SMPq. The compensation parameters 
from Fig. 7.7 are a compromise in compensating the clamping modulation and the 
saturation saliency. 
Chapter 8: 
Results for Position Tracking and 
Sensorless Position Control 
This chapter shows the experimental tracking and sensorless control results for the 
asymmetric and symmetric machines. Rotor position tracking requires the drive to 
be operated under field-orientation. For sensorless position control, the estimated 
rotor position is used to provide a feedback for the position controller and to derive 
the angle for field orientation. The encoder is only used for monitoring to provide 
a reference for evaluating the quality of the sensorless drive. The demodulation and 
rotor position estimation is that of Fig. 5.17. For the asymmetric machine (rotor #1), 
Harmonic compensation is used to suppress unwanted saliency harmonics. The sym- 
metric machine (rotor #3) applies Space-Modulation Profiling. A compensation to 
minimize the distortion due to transient machine operation (Section 6.2) has not 
been used. The position reference is sent via a rate-of-change limiter to reduce the 
transient distortion. 
8.1 Asymmetric Machine 
The structure of the sensorless drive is shown in Fig. 8-1. The stator currents are 
measured. The hf current modulation is separated from the fundamental currents 
for estimating the rotor position. The stator voltages are not used for the operation 
at low speeds and standstill. The position controller is that of Section 3.6 and does 
not contain an integrator. The reference position E)* is passed via a ramp. The r 
estimated rotor position Or serves as the negative input for the position controller. 
The output of the controller is the load current reference i, *q that is limited to ±36A 
(125% of rated isq). The inner loops consist of fast current controllers for isd and 
isq, discussed in Section 3.3. The angle for field orientation 0, is derived from the 
estimated (electrical) rotor position Or and the slip angle 0,1 as shown by the structure 
199 
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in the shaded area. The slip angle is the integral over the ratio i* /Z .1 divided by the sq sqý 
rotor time constant T, (current model in Section 2.2.4). Fig. 8.2 shows the structure 
tion 
ine 
Figure 8.1: Structure for sensorless position control (pp: number of pole pairs, Tr: 
rotor time constant) 
of the estimator that is a reduced version of that in Fig. 5.17. The highpass filter 4 in 
the positive sequence frame is not used here. Implementing this filter will improve the 
dynamic properties of the rotor position estimator since the cutoff frequency of the 
lowpass filter can be chosen higher. For most of the experiments, the lowpass filter 5 
was a second order Butterworth with a cutoff frequency of 49.5Hz. Some experiments 
used a reduced cutoff frequency of 25Hz (see Appendix C. 2). A low voltage 11f signal 
u,, e-j"c' is added to the voltage demand (in stator a, 3 coordinates) producing a stator 
flux linkage vector rotating at w, in addition to the normal flux vectors rotating at 
we. The machine saliencies set up a complex series of hf impedance variations which 
result in corresponding hf modulations in the stator currents. The saliency due to 
the engineered rotor (Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.1) is used to estimate the (mechanical) 
rotor position angle E),. Froin (5.13) the factor h,,,, of Fig. 8.2 is h3l =2 for the 
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estimation of the electrical rotor position 0, since there are two sinusoidal periods of 
the engineered pitch saliency per 360' electrical. 
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Harmonic Compensator: 
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Figure 8.2: Rotor position estimator with saturation compensation for rotor #1 
The main distorting saliency harmonic is at 2f, and due to saturation. The close 
harmonic proximity of the position harmonic at 2f, and tile, saturation harmonic 
means that it is probably impossible to suppress them by online filtering. This filter 
would introduce unacceptable phase shifts that will not allow tile estimated position 
to be used as a feedback signal for sensorless control. The solution applied here is to 
use a superposition scheme to cancel the harmonics online. Harmonic Compensation 
is implemented by the structure in Fig. 8.2 for k=1. The compensation parameters 
of Fig. 7.4 are used. Note that ý, is that of Fig. 8.1. 
8.1.1 Rotor Position 'h-acking 
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the commissioned harnionic conipensition 
parameters, the behaviour of the position estimator is first investigated under sensored 
speed control for z, *, 80% rated (the dynamometer of the TRANSPUTER rig was Sq 
rated only at 25kW) and the induction machine fully fluxed. The result is shown in 
Fig, 8.3 and demonstrates that both the harmonic compensation arid position tracking 
is effective under high load and speeds away from zero. The figure shows the real arid 
estimated (mechanical) rotor position. The speed is initially n, = 100rpin and then 
at t= 3s changed to n, = -100rpm. The position offset between real arid estimated 
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Figure 8-3: Rotor position tracking for higher speeds under high load (80% rated 
load) 
position is random at startup but constant when the estimator is running. With the 
engineered rotor saliency with four sinusoidal variations per revolution (N,,,, = 4), 
the absolute position could be determined within 36001N,,, l mechanical. It is however 
the TRANSPUTER rig that only uses the incremental rotor position of the encoder 
because it does not make use of the zero-marker. 
The upper speed for reliable position estimation is limited by the phase errors in 
the analogue bandpass filter and the positive sequence rejection filters. Operation at 
nr = 120rpm (4Hz electrical) introduces a phase error for 0, of 2.6' due to the band- 
pass filter 3 and 3.25' due to the second-order lowpass filter 5 with f,, t = 49.5Hz. 
The accumulated phaseshift will cause a deviation from field-orientation so that the 
maximum speed the sensorless drive can be operated at, will have to be below 200rpm. 
For higher speed, the hf injection will be turned off for efficiency and stability rea- 
sons and a standard model-based observer can be used. Above 3 to 5Hz there is 
a sufficient magnitude of voltage available for the reliable operation of model-based 
observers. If the improved carrier suppression is used (see filter 4 in Fig. 5.17), the 
cutoff frequency of the lowpass filter (filter 5 in Fig. 5.17) can be increased and oper- 
ation towards higher speeds becomes possible with the drive using rotor #1. 
In [131], the transition from the hf injection method to an adaptive observer is shown 
at 5Hz for a linear induction motor with locked rotor. The authors in [146] use a hf 
current injection at f, = 20OHz that is injected for operation in the speed range from 
-125 to 125rpm (4.2Hz) of a 3.75kW, 60Hz synchronous reluctance motor (SynRM). 
The transition between the estimation methods occurs between ±80 and ±90rpm. 
In [18,87] a sensorless peed-controlled and a torque-controlled induction machine 
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drive are presented that use the voltage model of Section 2.2.4 with an INFOPM 
correction to operate from standstill to high speed. 
The combined operation of hf injection method and model-based observer for the 
seamless transition from low-speed to high-speed for a posit ion-controlled sensorless 
induction machine has not been published yet. 
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Figure 8,4: Rotor Position tracking for position holding under 80/00, rated load. Top: 
real and estimated (mechanical) rotor position. Centre and Bottom: position currents 
and i, d-O 
With the commissioned compensation on i Sdqý for the k=1 saturation harmonic, the 
position estimate can be seen in Fig. 8.4. The drive is position controlled using an en- 
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coder as feedback and the lead controller of Section 3.6 that is also used for sensorless 
position control. For 80% rated load, the real rotor position can be maintained within 
±0.80 mechanical. Note that the offset between estimate and real position is purely 
for illustrative purposes; the position control being incremental in nature. The posi- 
tion estimate oscillates by about 10 to 2' mechanical; this is equivalent to a 300-700 
line shaft encoder. However the oscillation frequency is low and is therefore amplified 
when the estimate is used as the feedback signal for position control. The oscillation 
also limits the position control dynamics and is felt to derive from interference from 
the k>1 saturation harmonics. These harmonies will be mainly due to the inverter 
deadtime, causing a zero-clamping modulation. This causes small variations in the 
compensated Z Sdq-. B currents. 
From peak to peak, the variation can reach up to 20% 
of the peak of the position signals. The resulting error on the estimated (mechanical) 
rotor position will however only be affected by 11N,,,, = 1/4'1ý of the error on the 
position that is derived directly from 28dq-. O 
In Fig. 8.5, the drive is operated under sensored Vector Control for different operating 
conditions. The mechanical rotor position from the encoder and the estimated posi- 
tion are printed in the upper plot. Below, the load current i,, is shown. The bottom 
plot shows the position signals ii Sdq , after compensation. With N,,,, = 4, there are 
four sinusoidal periods of the position signals per mechanical revolution. 
In the horizontal axis, the operating conditions are changed over time, showing per- 
mutations of low speed, no speed, no load and half rated load operation. The figure 
demonstrates that rotor position tracking is possible using Harmonic Compensation. 
The compensation works online for changing operation conditions without the need 
for adaptation or adjustment. The error in the position estimation is within about 
±20 mechanical, also when the operating condition is changed. The phase error due 
to the filters (bandpass filter 3 and lowpass filter 5 in Fig. 5.17) is not a problem since 
the speed is low. During the load change (condition c) to d)) the maximum speed 
reaches 40rpm which causes a short additional position error of 20. Note that the 
load reference for the dynamometer is set 'by hand' which explains the differences in 
the load change that can be seen from di,, Idt. The distortion shown in Fig. 8.4 is 
also visible in the lower plot of Fig. 8.5, especially when the machine is held at stand- 
still. The distortion is mainly the result of a clamping modulation (Section 6.1.3) and 
inaccuracies in the compensation. 
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8.1.2 Closed Loop Sensorless Position Control 
Closing the loop by disabling the encoder feedback and using the estimated rotor 
position instead, the structure for sensorless position control is that of Fig. 8.1. 
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Figure 8.6: Sensorless position holding without compensation 
In [24], true sensorless position control has been demonstrated with a good transient 
response for no-load and reduced flux. This section demonstrates results for sensorless 
position control under full flux and operating conditions up to full load. Some of the 
earlier results only allow a maximum of 80% rated load due to the limitation of the 
DC drive of the TRANSPUTER rig. The asymmetric machine was later operated on 
the new DSP rig where 100% loading became possible. 
Position holding under load without and with compensation: 
Under loaded conditions, the interference from the saturation harmonics is severe 
and position control and any zero speed operation would not be possible without 
the Harmonic Compensation. This fact is emPhasised when comparing Figs. 8.6 and 
8.7. These show the position accuracy for the uncompensated and compensated case 
respectively. Fig. 8.6 shows uncompensated sensorless position holding for a load of 
45% rated. Shaft oscillations of up to 25' occur. Above 45% rated load, control is lost 
completely. Fig. 8.7 shows the compensated case under 80% load. Position holding is 
maintained with an accuracy of about ±1.4' mechanical. The estimated position is 
actually worse than in the tracking results of Section 8. L 1. The reason for the ripples 
is the distortion due to the clamping modulation (Section 6.1.3). The extra harmonics 
on the position signals iý, d, 
_., 
are not suppressed by the online compensation. Another 
reason for the ripples is the reduced quality of the compensation under sensorless 
field-orientated operation. The compensation requires the correct load current i, q to 
address the compensation parameters. The field angle 0, is needed to calculate the 
saliency angle. If the drive is not correctly in field-orientation, the quality of the com- 
pensation decreases. Proof that a detuned sensorless drive can still operate reliably is 
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Figure 8.7: Sensorless position holding under 801"o rated load 
given in some of the following figures showing fast position changes, During transient 
operation, the quality of the position estimate decreases, causing a misalignment of 0, 
Comparison of sensored and sensorless drive for position transient under no-load: 
The comparison is shown in Fig. 3.8 of Section 3.6. The position is changed by 900" 
or 2.5 revolutions under no-load. Results for the sensorless drive using Harmonic 
Compensation are shown in the central row. The controller settings and input ref- 
erence were the same for the sensored and sensorless drive. Hf voltage injection is 
only used for the sensorless drive, causing a visible band of hf currents on i,,. The 
ramp was set for a rate-of-change of 1000'Is and the ramp-filter had a time constant 
Tf = 95ms. The parameters for the lead controller differed slightly from the settings 
listed in Section 3.6 with zp = 0.48 and the gain kp = 420. Since the distortion due 
to the clamping modulation and saturation is less severe, the increased gain resulted 
in a slightly improved dynamic response with 2.5 revolutions in 2 seconds. 
Comparison of position transient under load for sensored and sensorless drive: 
Fig. 8.8 shows the comparison between position sensorless and position sensored op- 
eration for a position step demand 360' mechanical with a constant load torque of 
80% rated and the motor fully fluxed. The corresponding torque currentsiqand field 
currents isd are also shown. The same controller parameters were used for the sen- 
sored and sensorless drive and the same reference position E)* and ramp function were r 
used. The position change was limited to 900' and the ramp filter was set with a filter 
constant of Tf = 40ms. For comparison, hf voltage was injected for the sensorless 
and sensored control, even that the sensored drive does not require a hf signal. Tile 
sensorless position response is close to that of the sensored case, albeit with increase 
in i,, perturbation. The figure shows operation using rotor #1 near the dynamic 
maximum that could be achieved without using a transient compensation [1381 (Sec- 
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Figure 8.8: Comparing sensored and sensorless drives for 360' position change under 
80 7b load for the same reference signal. Left: sensored drive. Right: sensorless drive 
tion 6.2) and without the improved carrier rejection filtering [85). Comparing the 
currents in the lower row of Fig. 8.8, the measured i, q for the sensorless drive remains 
longer at the current limit of 36A and shows a larger undershoot than i, q of tile sen- 
sored drive. This is a clear indicator for detuning. The sensorless drive is not fully in 
field orientation during the time of the transient. This detuning is due to the transient 
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modulation (Section 6.2) and the phase shift in 6, introduced by the bandpass and 
lowpass filters when the rotor is at a higher speed during the transient. Stability is 
however maintained in the sensorless drive and the field-orientation is regained once 
the demanded position is reached and the drive is in steady-state again. If the ramp 
is set for a lower rate-of-change, the transient response of the sensorless drive under 
field-orientation will be closer to that of the sensored drive. 
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Figure 8.9: Sensorless 200' position change under 100% load. Top: real and estimated 
(mechanical) rotor position. Bottom: position signals i Sdq-B 
Position transient under load for sensorless drive: 
Fig. 8.9 shows the sensorless operation for a sequence of position step changes of 200' 
mechanical with a maximum possible load torque of 100% rated and the motor fully 
fluxed. The figure demonstrates repeatability of the sensorless position control for 
constant load and fast position transients. The rotor reaches peak speeds of ±95rpm 
during the transient, causing a temporary estimation error of about 7'. The accuracy 
of the position estimate is generally within ±1.5' with short spikes reaching up to 
±3.5'. The position signals to derive the estimated rotor position are shown. In 
steady-state the remaining distortion can be seen clearly. Ideally, the position signals 
i Sdg-. B should 
be constant, the DC values representing the position. During the posi- 
tion transient, the position signals change rapidly where the period of the sinusoids 
is an indicator for the rotor speed. 
Sequence of fast position changes under load: 
Fig. 8.10-a shows a repeated sequence of position changes of 500c for the machine 
under 30% load. The figure demonstrates fast position changes where the rotor tem- 
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Figure 8.10: Sequence of sensorless position changes for 307o rated load. Top: real and 
estimated (mechanical) rotor position. Centre: mechanical position error. Bottorn: 
load current i,, q 
porarily reaches 200rpm (6.5Hz). The lowpass filter 5 of Fig. 5.17 is a second order 
Butterworth with 25Hz cutoff frequency. During the transients, the error between real 
and estimated rotor position can reach up to 20' mechanical. This error decreases 
linearly with speed and disappears at zero speed. To illustrate the difference between 
real and estimated rotor position, the position error is plotted in Fig. 8.10-b. In 
Fig. 8.10-c, the torque producing current, i, q is plotted, showing that field orientation 
is maintained during steady-state. The detuning for transient conditions is severe. 
However, the drive remains controllable. 
Sequence of load changes: 
Fig. 8.11 shows the compensated sensorless position response to a load impact of 
100% rated. The dynamometer is switched on and off to generate a sequence of load 
impacts for the sensorless drive. There is no integrator in the position controller, so 
that the shaft does not return to its pre-impact position when the load is changed. 
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Figure 8.11: Sensorless position holding during no-load and 1001% load impact. Top: 
real and estimated (mechanical) rotor position. Bottom: stator line current 
When the load is removed, the rotor moves back to its initial no-load position. The 
lower plot shows one of the stator currents. Under no-load, the excitation frequency is 
zero and the line current is at DC. Other experiments, performed with changing loads 
did not show the similarity of the DC current levels under no-load as in Fig. 8.11 since 
the reference torque for the dynamometer was set 'by hand'. When the high load is 
applied, the amplitude, phase and frequency of the current changes instantaneously. 
The machine operates at rated slip and rated current. A slightly reduced quality of 
the position estimation can be seen in the upper plot of Fig. 8.11. During no-load, 
the rotor position is constant. Under load, small ripples in the real and estimated 
rotor position indicate the earlier mentioned distortions. 
Choice of filters for position estimation in sensorless drive: 
The lowpass filter 5 of Fig. 5.17 has been mentioned a few times in this section and 
directly linked to the dynamic performance of the sensorless drive. A number of tests, 
changing the cutoff frequency of this filter, were performed on the sensorless drive. 
The idea was to experimentally evaluate the limits introduced by selecting a lower 
cutoff frequency. A lower cutoff frequency will assist the compensation is smoothing 
any remaining distortion on the position signals i Sdq-0 * 
The position was commanded to change by 600' for the sensorless drive. A cutoff 
frequency of 25Hz was chosen first, then 10Hz. For the first setting, the unloaded 
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drive worked reliably and a load condition of 40% rated also worked reliably. For 
the 1OHz cutoff frequency, the unloaded drive also performed the demanded position 
change. Loading the drive however, the position estimate was lost. Only a change 
of 100' could be performed without instability. Obviously, the higher the bandwidth 
of the position estimation, the better the sensorless drive will perform. The only 
drawback is that errors in the compensation will increase torque ripples and cause 
small position oscillations. 
Another critical choice is that of the filter for the i, q-selector to address the cor- 
rect compensation parameters. Only the fundamental component of the measured 
load current is suitable for selecting the Harmonic Compensation parameters. High- 
frequency ripples due to the injection and noise have to be reduced. Best results were 
obtained by choosing a filter time constant of Tf = 5ms. 
Implementing the technique of Section 5.4.7 allows the increase of the bandwidth of 
the demodulator and position estimator. A positive-sequence filter can aid in remov- 
ing hf ripples from the fundamental currents to improve the selection of Harmonic 
Compensation parameters. Section 7.2.2 shows that the choice of the stator current 
angle instead of the flux angle as input for the harmonic compensator can additionally 
improve the sensorless drive. 
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8.2 Symmetric Machine 
The rotor position estimation for the symmetric machine using rotor #3 relies on the 
natural rotor saliency due to rotor slot harmonies (RSH). Rotor slot harmonics exist 
practically in all induction machines (see Appendix B) but rotor #3 was chosen with 
N, 
= 
56 rotor slots to give a particularly high magnitude of the slot harmonics [120]. 
The hf position modulation is about 6- 7% of the magnitude of the carrier harmonic. 
Testing other machines in the laboratory, it was discovered that an 11kW induction 
machine that was a standard machine, off-the-shelf and ordered from the manufac- 
turer via a catalogue, had a slightly better magnitude ratio of position modulation 
to carrier harmonic. This discovery was even more astonishing since the machine is a 
skewed, closed slot machine. This example supports the view that the slotting effect 
is still not completely predictable and is applicable to a wider range of machine design 
than was initially thought. 
The structure for the field-orientated sensorless drive is that of Fig. 8.1. The ro- 
tor position is estimated using the structure of Fig. 5.17. Unwanted saliencies are 
suppressed using Harmonic Compensation or SMP. The Harmonic Compensation al- 
lowed the estimation of the rotor position angle while the machine was controlled 
under field-orientation. Sensorless position control using the Harmonic Compensa- 
tion was only possible for reduced flux and full flux under no-load. Better and more 
robust results were achieved using SMP that allowed the operation of the sensorless 
drive under full flux and high load. 
8.2.1 Rotor Position Tracking 
Two compensation techniques were used for the tracking of the rotor position. The 
Harmonic Compensation was implemented using the compensation parameters of 
Section 7.1.4. The structure for the online suppression of the 2f, and 4f, saliency 
harmonics is that of Fig. 8.2 for k=1 and k=2. This means that there are two Har- 
monic Compensators implemented. The position estimator is designed for the rotor 
slotting saliency with m=2, k=1, N, = 56 and pp =2 (Section 5.2.4), tracking the 
280r harmonic. Preferred choice for the estimator to resolve the rotor position angle 
is the arcus tangens function or instantaneous phase estimator of Section 5.5.1 (see 
discussion in Section 5.6). The logic function of (5.77) is used to derive the mechan- 
ical rotor position angle Or from the rotor slotting angle which requires the scaling 
by Nr = 56 rotor slots. 
Position tracking for machine without fundamental excitation: 
The idea of this experiment is to demonstrate that the estimation of the rotor posi- 
tion of a machine with a rotor slotting saliency is straightforward if no fundamental 
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Figure 8.12: Rotor position tracking for machine without fundamental and current 
controllers disabled. The rotor is turned manually 
excitation is present in the machine. No additional saliencies are present and no 
compensation is required. 
Fig. 8.12 shows the tracking of the rotor position for the machine where only hf 
injection is applied. The injection frequency is f, = 750Hz. The amplitude of tile, 
injection is 13V peak on the line-to-line voltages, resulting in a line current of 1-9A 
peak. The output of tile current controllers are set to zero so that tile machine 
is not fluxed, nor a fundamental current exists. Tile rotor is turned manually. Tile 
maximum speed n, shown in the upper plot is approximately 60rpin in both directions 
and measured by the encoder. The (mechanical) rotor Position Or froll, the encoder 
is shown in the second plot of Fig. 8.12. The change ill position is about 3/4"' of 
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a revolution before moved back beyond its initial position. The third plot displays 
the real and imaginary parts of the extracted current modulation i Sd,, 
-, 
c 
. 
The signals 
are affected by noise but the modulation is only due to the rotor slotting effect. 
The number of sinusoidal periods in i corresponds to the rotor position E),. The 4dq-c 
position signals '8d_8 =_ z Sd-c and i,, 
_, 
= i,,, can directly be used and sent through an 
arcus tangens function to extract the rotor position information. The position error 
is shown in the bottom plot. This error is the difference between real and estimated 
rotor position. Since the estimation is incremental, the estimated position was aligned 
to the encoder position at start-up. 
One part of the error is due to the bandpass filter (number 3 in Fig. 5.17) to extract the 
position modulated signals from the stator currents and the filters 3 and 5 to suppress 
the carrier. This error changes linearly with speed and at 60rpm the error is 0.6'. 
The remaining error is due to noise. The error due to speed can easily be predicted 
when the filter transfer function is known (see Appendix C. 2). Without fundamental 
excitation, the machine is practically a resolver with N, poles. The rotor position 
can be estimated easily and theoretically also for fast transients because there is no 
modulation due to transient operation without fundamental excitation. Practical 
tests have however shown that a transient distortion exists even without fundamental 
currents. The reason for this is not clear yet. 
Rotor Position Tracking using Harmonic Compensation 
Since no machine is operated without flux and rarely without load, the optimal con- 
ditions for estimating the rotor position as in Fig. 8.12 do not apply in practice. For 
a practical machine, the rotor slotting saliency will be accompanied by additional 
saliencies that will have to be suppressed using one of the methods of Section 7. 
Position tracking for fully fluxed and loaded machine for different speeds: 
The quality of the tracking is now investigated for a machine under full flux and 
operating over a range of load. For this tracking a compensation technique is now 
necessary and Harmonic Compensation is applied here. The injection is f, = 30OHz 
which is also the centre frequency of the analogue bandpass filter. The bandwidth of 
this filter is 155Hz. 
With increased speed, the harmonics of the rotor slotting saliency move quickly away 
from the carrier frequency, leaving the bandwidth window of the analogue bandpass 
filter 3. Since the frequency of the rotor slotting saliency harmonic is NIpp times 
higher than the electrical rotor frequency f, the bandwidth is reached at relatively 
low speeds. The speed range had to be limited. A practical speed range was nr E (-60 
... 
+ 60]rpm since the position signals will not be too much attenuated 
by the bandpass filter. The higher the speed, the more the position signals will 
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Figure 8.13: Rotor position tracking for 9076 rated load and different speeds, including 
near standstill 
be reduced in magnitude whereas the amplitude parameters ick of the Harmonic 
Compensation will remain unchanged. The difference in magnitude will cause an over- 
compensation and the position estimation will eventually fail. It could be possible 
to use a gain adaptation for ic, to extend the allowable speed range. The solution 
chosen however is to select a higher injection frequency as will be shown later. Then 
the analogue bandpass filter with a wider filter characteristic can be used, higher 
speeds are possible and switching harmonics and the fundamental currents will still 
be sufficiently removed. 
The machine is controlled under sensored indirect rotor flux orientation (IRFO) and 
a speed reference applied as shown in the bottom of Fig. 8.13. The load is 90% rated. 
The upper plot in Fig. 8.13 shows the real and estimated (mechanical) rotor position. 
The initial difference is arbitrary since the position estimation is incremental. 
The drive is controlled for a speed change from n, = +30rpm to zero speed and back 
to +30rpm before reversing the speed to -30rpm and back to n, = +30rpm according 
to the speed profile is shown in Fig. 8.13. The figure demonstrates that position track- 
ing is possible for dynamically changing conditions using Harmonic Compensation. 
Although the compensation parameters of Fig. 7.7 were obtained under steady-state 
conditions (see Section 7.1.4), the distorting harmonics of Fig. 7.9 can also be sup- 
pressed under transient conditions. 
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Position tracking for fully fluxed machine during load changes: 
Fig. 8.14 demonstrates that harmonic compensation can be applied to changing satu- 
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Figure 8.14: Position tracking at standstill for load change from zero to 901% rated 
load 
ration conditions due to load changes. The drive is controlled to maintain a speed of 
n, = Orprn when the load is changed. Originally, the load is zero, then changes to 
90% rated for about 8 seconds before it is removed again. The resulting speed from 
the encoder is shown in the lower graph. 
As stated earlier, reliable compensation could only be achieved for lower speeds. The 
controller therefore had to be modified so that a maximum rotor speed of n, = 60rpm 
would not be exceeded significantly. 
Position tracking for drive under high load during fast position change: 
Real and estimated rotor position are shown in Fig. 8.15 whilst the drive is under sen- 
sored position control. The drive is controlled for a 360' position change under 80% 
rated load. The reference position was sent via a ramp to ensure that the maximum 
allowable speed of n, -- 60rpm was not exceeded. Under these conditions, position 
tracking is shown to be successful. The plot in the centre shows the vector currents isd 
and i, q during this position change and the bottom plot shows the position currents 
after compensation. 
Position tracking for drive under high load for crawling speeds: 
Fig. 8.16-a demonstrates the compensation of harmonics for the machine at a crawl- 
ing speed of +5rpm under 80% rated load. A speed reversal is applied at t=1.75sec. 
The position error cannot directly be seen in this graph, thus it is extracted and 
magnified in subplot 8.16-b and is mostly within ±0.5' mechanical. With the speed 
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Figure 8.15: Tracking of rotor position for 360' position change under 80% rated 
load (drive undersensored position controlled). Top: real and estimated (mechanical) 
rotor position. Centre: load and flux currents. Bottom: position signals 
change, an additional offset error of about 0.50 becomes apparent. This is due to the 
phase shift introduced by bandpass filter 3 and lowpass filter 5 shown in Fig. 5.17 
as discussed above. Note that the rotor position estimator is incremental in nature, 
The angle difference between real and estimated position has been removed at startup 
with the machine at standstill. 
The position currents &,,. 
_and 
(the latter is after the harmonic compensation) 
are shown in subplot 8.16 c and d respectively. In 8.16-c the distorting effect of 
saturation can be seen in the time domain. Some cycles are lifted up or below the 
zero line, which causes errors in the position estimation. The effect of missing signal 
periods is visible as cycle-slipping in ý, (see Section 8.2-2). After the speed reversal 
from t= 3sec onwards, the distortion due to the low-frequency 2f, harmonic can 
be seen. Before the speed reversal, the beat frequency is higher due to the different 
direction of the rotor. 
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Figure 8.16: Position tracking for low speed and speed reversal under 801'o rated load 
With applied compensation in (d), reliable position estimation is possible. However, 
the compensated is not perfect and some remaining distortion is visible. This is 
because only the two major saliency harmonics are tackled (see Section 7.1.4). Some 
remains of the carrier harmonic f, can also be seen as high frequency ripples on the 
signals. A higher injection frequency combined with the carrier rejection filtering of 
Fig. 5.17 would reduce this distortion. 
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Rotor Position Tracking using SMP 
To overcome the limitations in speed, a higher injection frequency was chosen with 
f, 
= 
750Hz. The analogue bandpass filter 3 has a centre frequency of f, and the 
bandwidth is 440Hz. The stator current angle Zi,, is now used for the online commis- 
sioning instead of the rotor flux angle of the previous section. 
Position tracking for high speed using SMP: 
The performance for tracking of the rotor position for a higher speed of n. = 150rpm 
is illustrated by Fig. 8.17 using SMP. The machine is at 60% rated flux. Initially 
no load is applied and the load current i.,, is zero. The rotor flux angle p and the 
angle of the stator current vector are equal. When the load of 23% rated is applied, 
i', increases and the difference between p and the angle of the stator current vector 
is clearly visible. This difference is the load angle J. The position tracking works 
very well for the high speed and for the load change as can be seen from the third 
subplot of Fig. 8.17. The magnification of the real and imaginary components of 
the compensated position signal ýi, 89_c in the second plot of Fig. 8.17 shows that the distortion on the remaining slot modulation is small. 
Position tracking for high and changing speed for fully fluxed machine: 
In Fig. 8.18 the rotor position tracking is demonstrated for the fully fluxed machine 
under 72% of rated load and high speed. The drive is running under sensored IRFO 
while the speed is increased from 150rpm to 165rpm which can be seen from the upper 
plot. No scheme is implemented to compensate for the transient modulation. This is 
why only a small change in the speed can be applied. Larger steps will generally cause 
a short deterioration in the position estimation. This can lead to a loss of a few cycles 
during the transient process. The encoder position and the estimated rotor position 
are shown in the second plot. The estimated rotor position has been aligned to the 
real position at zero speed. The estimation error is shown in the third plot. The 
offset of 
-- 
3' mechanical at 150rpm is due to bandpass filter 3 and lowpass filters 4 
and 5. The remaining estimation error has a deviation of less than ±0.5' mechanical. 
The lower plot shows the load current iq during the speed change. 
Position tracking for high speed and load change: 
Fig. 8.19 shows the rotor position tracking for high speed operation during a load 
change. The drive is operated under sensored IRFO at n, = 100rpm. A load is 
applied and switched off again. Initially, the loading is zero, then increased to full 
load and decreased to zero as visible in the bottom plot of Fig. 8.19 that shows the 
load current i, q. The first plot shows the measured encoder speed. The speed drops 
for about 0.5s when the load is switched on and is then controlled to maintain the 
demanded speed of 100rpm. Removing the load results in a short overshoot in the 
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Figure 8.17: Rotor position tracking for high speed while a load change of 231% rated 
load i's applied (using SMP) 
speed that reaches 155rpm. Real and estimated rotor position call 
be seen ill tile 
second plot. The latter has been aligned to the encoder position at start-up. 
Tile, 
estimated position follows the encoder position well. 
The estimation error is shown in 
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Figure 8.18: Rotor position tracking for loaded machine at high and changing speed 
and fully fluxed machine 
the plot below. The speed-dependent error is ý- 1.90 at 100rpm. This error increases 
as the speed increases during the speed- overshoot. The remaining estimation error 
has a deviation of less than ±0.5' mechanical. 
8.2.2 Cycle Slipping in Rotor Position Estimation 
This section covers the reliability of sensorless position estimation and control. Since 
Vector Control requires the information of the rotor position for low-speed operation 
and standstill, an error in the position estimation is as severe as if an encoder fails. 
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Figure 8.19: Rotor position tracking for loaded machine at high and changing speed 
and fully fluxed machine 
This however does not imply that the drive automatically becomes unstable. 
Position tracking under no-load: 
Fig. 8.20 shows the effect of a compensation error while the rotor position is estimated. 
Harmonic Compensation is used and the machine is under IRFO and controlled using 
an encoder. A short distortion exceeds the commissioned compensation value and a 
cycle is missed. The result is the slipping of a cycle by 6.43' = 360'/iV,. The saine, 
condition under sensorless control very likely causes the loss of orientation. This is 
because the Harmonic Compensation as applied, requires the flux angle for the cor- 
rect compensation, The flux angle however gets distorted during a cycle slipping. 
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Figure 8.20: Cycle slipping for harmonic compensation under sensored control and 
no load 
Sensorless position control under high load: 
Fig. 8.21 shows the effect of a cycle slipping under sensorless position control using 
SMP. A short spike causes tile component to change the quadrant and tile di- 
rection of the estimated rotor position is reversed for a short time. This effect cannot 
directly be seen oil the measured position due to the inertia of tile rotor. The rotor 
is controlled reliably, however now with all offset of 360'IN, between estimated and 
real position. The temporary loss of position has a direct effect on the line currents. 
A spike can be seen on the currents in tile lower plot of Fig. 8.21. The use of tile 
angle of the stator current vector Zi,, is responsible for the improved robustness of 
the sensorless drive. Comparing Harmonic Compensation with tile SMP, the latter 
is currently tile better method. The result in Fig. 8.21 is for the sensorless drive and 
high load whereas Fig. 8.20 is for no-load and during position tracking. Tile selisol- 
less drive using the Harmonic Compensation became unstable when cycle slipping 
occurred. 
It has not been investigated so far how to improve the robustness of the sensorless 
drive and how to reliably detect cycle slipping. Cycle slipping can be the result of 
transient modulation, modulation due to inverter zero-claniping or insufficient com- 
pensation. One possibility might be the analysis of the quadrants of the arcus tan- 
gens function during the position estimation. This technique allows the detection, 
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Figure 8.21: Cycle slipping for sensorless control using SMP for drive under high load 
if a quadrant has been missed out. The technique has not yet been implemented 
and verified in the experiment. The general difficulty of detecting estimation errors 
is that a short position distortion can also be due to a change of the load by the 
dynamometer. In an industrial system, the load is difficult to predict. 
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8.2.3 Closed Loop Sensorless Position Control 
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Figure 8.22: Encoderless position control for induction machine for reduced flux level 
This section shows the experimental results for the closed 1001) and sensorless positioll 
control of the symmetric machine (rotor #3). The structure of the sensorless drive 
is that of Fig. 8.1. The sampling of the lif currents was running every 20011s. TIle 
demodulation was performed at the same rate. Compensation and die estiniati()II 
of the rotor position was performed every 600/ts. Also the current model alld t1le 
position controller were updated and executed at this rate. An initial result is , how,, 
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for sensorless position control that using Harmonic Compensation. The other results 
use SMP. 
Sensorless position control using Harmonic Compensation: 
In Fig. 8.22 the 30kW induction machine is operated under encoderless IRFO. The 
drive is controlled for slow changes in the rotor position for the machine at no load 
and 60' rated flux. Harmonic Compensation is applied to reduce the distortion that 
is on the rotor slotting saliency harmonic. Fig. 8.22-a shows the real and estimated 
rotor position. While at standstill, the drive is switched to sensorless operation by 
synchronizing the estimated position with the real position. Then the real position is 
merely used as a reference for evaluating the quality of the sensorless operation. The 
estimated rotor position serves as feedback for the position controller and to calculate 
the angle for field orientation. The position is changed by one revolution. Subplot 
(d) shows the speed from the encoder during the position changes which is 
-10rpm 
or +10rpm for decreasing or increasing position respectively. The drive is not speed- 
controlled, the position controller follows a slowly changing ramp with 58*1s. The 
position error is less than ±1' and shows the typical speed-dependency. The position 
signals in subplot 8.22-c have N, = 56 sinusoidal periods since the position is changed 
by exactly one revolution. When the position is constant, the position signals i-'dq_8 
are at DC. 
Sensorless position control using SMP: 
Initial results for the 30kW induction machine under encoderless IRFO using SMP are 
shown in Fig. 8.23. The drive is controlled for a 3600 position change (mechanical) 
under no load and full flux. The ramp is set for 85'1s. The negative sequence 
harmonics are extracted using the additional Lowpass filter 5 of Fig. 5.17 with f,,,, t = 
10OHz suppresses the carrier and positive sequence harmonics. Filter 4 was initially 
not used. The a and 0 stator currents are sent through lowpass filters 1 and 2 with 
f, 
ut = 10OHz to derive the stator current angle. 
The compensated position signals 
"d-O and i, q 
-. 
0 are smoothed by a 
first order lag (filters 6 and 7) with Tf = 8rns. 
From the SMP compensation data in Figs. 7.15 and 7.16 it can be seen that for full flux 
a large saturation saliency exists even at no-load. The distortion due to inverter zero- 
clamping is also severe. The relation of saturation and clamping modulation to the 
magnitude of the position signals i Stiq 
-B 
due to the rotor slotting is given by comparing 
subplots 8.23-c and d. The mean amplitude of the position signals is here defined as 
100%. From Fig. 8.23-d, the magnitude of the required SMP compensation can reach 
up to twice the magnitude of the position signals. In Fig. 8.22 the compensation 
applying Harmonic Compensation was easier since the machine was not fully fluxed 
which reduces saturation and the current clamping effect. 
Fig. 8.23-a shows the real and estimated rotor position. The drive is initially sen- 
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Figure 8.23: Encoderless position control for fully fluxed machine over a 360' position 
change 
sored, using the position information from the encoder. Then the estimated rotor 
position is aligned to the real position and the drive is switched over to encoder- 
less operation. Alignment is a simple software procedure. An extended register is 
used in the microprocessor to hold the value of the rotor position estimate. Since 
the position estimation works incrementally (see differentiation in equation (5.77)), 
the difference between two position samples is computed and added to the position 
register. By aligning, the value of the position register is loaded once with the value 
of the encoder position. A state variable is used to prevent continuous reloading of 
the position register. The advantage of the alignment or position synchronization is 
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that the switch-over to sensorless position control is smooth and does not cause any 
position transients. Position alignment is however not mandatory and the drive can 
of course be started directly in encoderless mode. The position alignment also allows 
the determination of the position error that is shown in subplot 8.23-b. The position 
accuracy is mostly within ±1.5' mechanical. Fig. 8.23-c shows the modulation en- 
velopes i Idq 
-0 
that are used to derive the rotor position. 
Results for sensorless operation are only shown for low dynamics. This is because a 
fast position transient causes a high di 
-21 that will result in a transient modulation. dt 
This modulation has currently not been compensated for. It usually lasts for only 
a few milliseconds (typically less than 10ms) but can cause a complete loss of the 
estimated position. 
With the structure of the estimator as used for the results in Fig. 8.23, the maximum 
speed at that could be reliably operated was around 25rpm to 30rpm only. The 
problem could be diagnosed to be in the insufficient quality of the original SMP 
commissioning. A better strategy for data averaging and the introduction of the anti- 
causal filter (number 6 in Fig. 7.11) were major improvements. In addition, the filters 
shown in the demodulator and estimator of Fig. 5.17 were tuned for higher bandwidth. 
Care was taken that the delays in parallel filter paths as that for demodulation and 
for addressing the compensation tables was similar. The negative sequence harmonics 
are extracted using the additional highpass filter 4 with f,,, t = 15Hz to remove the 
carrier component. Lowpass filter 5 with 30OHz suppresses the remaining 
positive sequence harmonics. 
The a and 0 stator currents are sent through lowpass filters 1 and 2 with 1OOHz 
to derive the stator current angle. The index to address the tabulated SMP data on- 
line was derived from i, q via a lowpass filter of 10OHz cutoff frequency. Finally, the 
compensated position signals i,,, and i,,, are smoothed by a first order lag (filters 6 
and 7) with Tf = 3.5ms. These two lowpass filters became necessary under sensorless 
operation to minimize errors due to short misalignments in the compensation that 
easily result in cycle slipping (see Section 8.2.2). 
Sensorless position control for a sequence of position changes: 
Fig. 8.24 shows a slow position change of 85' mechanical while a constant load of 90% 
rated is applied. The reference is a periodic increasing and decreasing ramp with a 
short plateau of zero speed. The reference position is smoothed by a lowpass filter 
with time constant Tf = 60ms that accounts for the slightly blurred shape of the 
estimated and real position in the upper plot. At the instance t=2.2s the drive is 
switched to sensorless. This does not significantly affect the operation of the drive. 
The ripples on the line currents have increased for sensorless control as visible in 
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Figure 8.24: Sensorless control for slow position transient under 90 YO rated load 
subplot (c). The difference between real and the estimated rotor position is very 
small. 
Fig. 8.24-b shows the two compensated position signals ildq-, e that are sent to the 
position estimator to derive the rotor position. The 850 inechanical position change 
can be found in the number of slot ripples. There are about 13.3 periods since on(, 
revolution causes N, = 56 slot periods. An unwanted modulation of the signal am- 
plitude is visible on the real and imaginary part of i Sdq-B that is different for motoring 
and generating. This modulation is mainly caused by the harmonic at -N - f, 
- 
2f, 
that currently is not included in the compensation. This modulation appecountS for 
most of the distortion of the estimated rotor position. 
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The position error is the cause of the ripples on the line currents iA and iB in subplot (c). The load current i, q is also shown in this subplot and is mostly constant at a high 
level. The drive is operating in motoring mode when the position is increased and 
generating when the rotor position is decreased. The frequency of the line currents 
reflects this change in f, = f, + f,,,. During motoring, f, and f,, l are positive and 
f, is the sum of the two. In generating mode, f, is negative and f, is low. The 
slip frequency is relatively constant. The excitation f, is between 0.16Hz during 
generation and LOHz for the motoring mode. 
The field angle p and the angle of the stator current vector iS are shown in subplot 
(d) of Fig. 8.24. The angular difference is the load angle 6 that is J= arctan(isq/id), 
Sensorless position control for a sequence of position changes during load change: 
Fig. 8.25 shows the sensorless drive during a sequence of position changes while the 
load is increased. The initial load is about 65% of rated load, the final load is 95% of 
rated. The reference torque of the dynamometer was changed slowly 'by hand'. The 
combined effect of load and position change can be seen on the line currents iA and 
iB in Fig. 8-25-c and the load current i, q in subplot (d). While the drive is changing 
position, the position feedback is switched from the encoder to the estimated rotor 
position. The estimated position gets aligned by software to the real position at this 
instance. The lead controller is not capable of maintaining the initial position for a 
load change. The shape of the position is tilted from the shape of E),, in Fig. 8.24. 
The compensated signals that provide the position estimate are shown in Fig. 8.25-b. 
Sensorless position control for a load change: 
Fig. 8.26 shows the encoderless drive controlled to maintain a given rotor position. 
The machine is fully fluxed. The load is increased manually from zero to full load 
and back to zero load. Since the position controller is not integral, it cannot maintain 
the position during the load change as could be seen similarly in Fig. 8.25. For a 
fixed load however the rotor position will be constant as can be seen in the centre of 
Fig. 8.26-a around t= 15s where the load is at rated value. The rotor position in the 
upper plot does not change linearly or smoothly because the load is set and changed 
manually via a potentiometer. Real and estimated position however match very well. 
Subplot (b) shows the imaginary position component i, q_c before compensation. The SMP is shown in the same plot. The result of the compensation can be seen in sub- 
plot (c) showing z,,, and i,,,. During operation at full load a ripple component is 
visible on both compensated position signals. This slow ripple has the frequency 2f, 
and is due to a small mismatch in the compensation of the saturation modulation. 
Fig. 8.26-d shows the line currents iA and iB and the load current iq- Starting from 
no-load where the line currents are at DC, the frequency and amplitude increases 
with increased load. 
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Figure 8.25: Encoderless position control for fully fluxed machine under high and 
2. ncreasing load 
Sensorless position control performing fast transient: 
A faster position transient of the sensorless drive is shown in Fig. 8.27. The machine is 
fully fluxed and the load is constant and 80% of rated load. The commanded position 
change of 180' takes 0.75 seconds. The maximum rate of change of the ranip is 300' 
per second that is 50rpm. The speed profile obtained froin the encoder is shown 
in the third plot. The upper plot shows the rotor position in inechanical degrees. 
The real rotor position follows the reference position very closely. The difference 
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Figure 8.26: Encoderless position control for fully fluxed machine under changing load 
between real and estimated position is very small and can hardly be seen in the 
figure. The position signals 'sd_, and i, q-0 that are obtained after coil, pensittion are 
shown in Fig. 8.27-b. They are used to derive the position estintate of' subp1ot, (a). 
In steady-state, the position signals are ideally DC values and constant. It) reality, 
the rotor is moving slightly which can be seen in the small sinusoidal variation in 
i, d_o and i, q-., * 
The reason is an imperfect compensation and small torque ripples 
due to the load. Short spikes are the result of the imperfect compensation aud (1,111SP 
a position estimation error and can also cause a distortion of the currents its S(1(111 
in Fig. 8.27-d. The two measured line currents iA and iB are shown and the load 
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Figure 8.27: Sensorless control of fast position transient 
current Z*, q. For the position change at t=0.6s, the frequency and amplitude of the, 
line currents changes instantaneously. After the position transient, the line currents 
are back to the initial amplitude and frequency. The hf currents due to the 11f voltage 
injection can be seen as a band around the fundamental currents in subplot(d). The 
short distortions from the sinusoidal shape on the line currents is due to errors ill the 
position estimation. This distortion is largest when one of the line currents is crossing 
through zero. Since the currents are balanced, a distortion call also be seen oil the 
other two currents when these have an amplitude of ±86.6%. Ali improvement ill the 
SMP compensation would reduce this distortion. 
This current is magnified in the upper plot of Fig. 8.28. During steady-state opera- 
tion, the load current is a DC value with the superimposed lif currents of 750Hz. Due 
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Figure 8.28: Sensorless control of fast position transient showing iq and the compen- 
sation using SMP (additional signals for transient of Fig. 8.27) 
to the d-q transformation, the frequency of the hf current ripple will be altered by 
f, This frequency however is small compared to the injection frequency of f, The 
increase in z',, is due to the acceleration of the machine and the negative (lip slows tile 
machine when the demanded position is reached. Tile lower plot of Fig. 8.28 shows 
'Sdý I that is one of the two position signals before compensation. The compensation 
profile SMPd is shown that is used in real-time to remove the saturation and clamping 
modulation. The difference of "d_c and SMPd is the compensated signal i, d_'O that is 
shown in Fig. 8.27. During standstill, the clamping distortion can last ill the range 
of up to 100ms. During the position transient however, the distortion causes Spikes 
of 10ms and less. It can clearly be seen in the lower plot of Fig. 8.28 that tile SMP 
is well aligned to suppress this distortion. 
The transient shown in Fig. 8.27 currently represents the upper range for forward 
speeds. It is expected that a compensation of the distortion due to tratisient inod? jla- 
tion will further improve the dynamics. The maximum negative speed is lower than 
50rpm. The reason for that has not been sufficiently examined. It is possible that 
the saturation harmonic at -28f, + 2f, might have to be compensated in this case. 
Sensorless position control performing sequence of transients: 
Another position transient of the sensorless drive is shown in Fig. 8.29. The position 
change is 300' mechanical and larger than in Fig. 8.27. The machine is fully fluxed 
and the stationary load is 90% of rated load. The upper plot (subplot (a)) shows 
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Figure 8.29: Sensorless control of fast position transient showing rotor position, posi- 
tion error position signals and respective space- modulation profiles and line currents 
the demanded reference position, estimated and real rotor position. The difference 
between real and estimated rotor position is shown in subplot (b). Tile mean error 
during sensorless operation is less than ±0.9'. For higher speeds, the filters introduce 
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an additional error that is currently about 2.6' mechanical per 100rpm. Fig. 8.29-c 
and Fig. 8.29-d show the position signals i 8d, 
_, 
and the respective space-modulation 
profiling that is used in real-time to remove the interfering modulation and to extract 
the rotor position information. There are 6 clamping spikes per electrical revolution or 
one period of the line currents that are shown in subplot (e). Clearly, the clamping 
spikes are larger than the modulation signal from the rotor slots. Without SMP 
and suppression, the position estimator would fail at the first instance of a current 
crossing. The pre-commissioned SMP table ensures reliable and sensorless operation. 
The suppression algorithm manages transient and steady-state operation and allows 
field-orientated control of an induction machine. Amplitude and frequency of the line 
currents are controlled dynamically as demonstrated in Fig. 8.29-e. 
Chapter 9: 
Conclusion 
This thesis deals with the estimation of rotor saliencies for use in sensorless position- 
controlled induction machine drives. 
Rotor saliencies can be due to the natural slotting effect of the rotor or can be 
engineered (asymmetric rotor). They cause a position-dependent modulation in cur- 
rents or voltages that is independent of the machine parameters and even exists at 
standstill. High-frequency voltage injection is used in this research to separate the 
modulated currents from the large fundamental. 
The objective was to exploit the use of rotor saliencies to enhance the operation of 
vector controlled induction machine drives at low speeds and standstill without the 
need for an encoder. 
This thesis has shown that additional harmonics due to saturation in the machine, 
modulations due to the nonlinearity of the inverter and transient machine operation 
interfere with the rotor saliency harmonics and cause a severe distortion of the signals 
supplying the position estimation. This distortion prevents the useful application of 
rotor saliencies in machine control in particular when the machine is loaded. 
The main aim was to make sensorless position control possible under all loads. For 
the asymmetric machine this has been achieved. For the symmetric machine, initial 
results for the machine under full flux and under different loads and Speeds are pre- 
sented. These results demonstrate for the first time that sensorless position control 
of induction machines is feasible. 
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Two compensation strategies have been developed for the effective online compen- 
sation of the interfering saliency harmonics. Harmonic Compensation requires an 
offline commissioning to analyze the characteristic of each saliency harmonic which 
one wishes to eliminate. The data is then stored in a lookup table for the use in 
an online compensation to suppress the respective saliency harmonic. The commis- 
sioning accounts for the change of the saliency harmonics in magnitude, phase and 
frequency with the operation condition. 
A structure for auto-commissioning has been developed to simplify the acquisition of 
the saliency parameters. 
This research has also shown that the inverter can cause a significant distortion of 
the hf signals due to hf modulation during fundamental current zero-crossing. This 
hf phenomenon has not been addressed before in literature. A theoretical and prac- 
tical analysis of this problem is given in this thesis. A second commissioning strategy 
termed Space-Modulation Profiling has been developed to cope better with the zero- 
current clamping modulation. 
Space- Modulation Profiling determines the difference between the rotor saliency and 
the remaining hf modulation profile in the time-domain. This information can be 
stored for every operation condition in a lookup table to be used online for harmonic 
suppression. This strategy allows the tracking of the rotor position and sensorless 
position control. 
The research has also contributed in analyzing and assessing different saliency models, 
position estimators and demodulation techniques. The result is an improved signal 
processing for the demodulation and estimation of the rotor position. 
The Space-Modulation Profiling is an open-loop feedforward compensation. This 
structure is not optimal when system parameters of the drive change, such as con- 
troller bandwidth or injection frequency. A feedback system would be more attractive 
in practice to reduce the zero-current clamping modulation of the hf currents. A pos- 
sible choice of the feedback signal are the hf stator voltages that could be measured 
and compared to the known reference voltages. The difficulty is the correct and in- 
stantaneous measurement of the voltage pulses. This might be the reason why it 
has not been possible yet to correlate the hf voltage modulation with clamping phe- 
nomenon. 
During the work with the symmetric rotor the distortion during dynamic operation 
was identified as the primary limiting factor for higher performance of the sensorless 
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drive. A solution might be the use of a compensation such as that in [138). 
A further point that will have to be addressed in future research is how to improve the 
robustness of the sensorless drive. For the asymmetric drive, good compensation was 
achieved when the compensation was aligned to the rotor flux vector. Alignment with 
different vectors such as the stator current vector should be investigated to determine 
if the stability of the compensation can be improved. The rotor flux angle might not 
be the best choice under dynamic operation since it is parameter dependent. If the 
compensation fails, the rotor position estimate will not be correct and the drive might 
lose orientation. Research into this field can be instructive. 
Possibilities for this field of investigation might be the analysis of position estimation 
under V/f control and maybe the inclusion of estimating the saturation saliency in 
parallel to estimating the position saliency. The latter might be possible for rotors 
with two accentuated harmonics only, i. e. the position harmonic and only one satu- 
ration harmonic. A more sophisticated estimator will be required to estimate rotor 
speed and saturation angle simultaneously. 
An outstanding question is the optimal design for engineered rotor saliencies. More 
attractive are symmetric rotors where the rotor slotting saliency can be used for 
estimating the rotor position. A more thorough examination on a wider range of 
machines is required to identify more accurately the required slotting geometry of 
machines for sensorless position control using the rotor slotting effect. 
A main issue is the improvement of the structure of the position controller. The 
current lead controller does not maintain position when the load is changed. The 
solution would be an outer PI position controller and an inner speed loop. The cas- 
caded structure overcomes the difficulty of the controller design with two integrator 
poles from the mechanical plant. Deriving a speed estimate from the estimated rotor 
position is however not a trivial problem if the dynamic performance is not to be 
sacrificed. The speed estimate will be very noisy and requires filtering. A solution 
could be to include a model of the mechanical plant where the output is adjusted by 
the estimated position. The possible disadvantage is that the estimated speed from 
this observer is likely to be also noisy and the structure is not too attractive since the 
mechanical parameters and the load torque have to be known. 
A topic not addressed in this thesis is how to estimate the absolute position in an in- 
duction machine. Possible solutions include the addition of a built-in and known 
distortion into the rotor, e. g. a once per revolution notch in the slot bridge or 
wider/narrow slot channel. 
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One application of using saliencies in sensored drives could be the tuning of field 
orientation via the saliency angle. This can be difficult under transients due to the 
limited dynamics of the hf signal processing and the current problems due to the 
transient modulation. It should however work under low dynamic conditions given 
the knowledge of the 'saliency profile' for the specific machine. 
A topic not examined in this thesis is the combination of model-based sensorless con- 
trol with saliency control during the low-speed operation. A possible solution is to 
combine the rotor saliency estimator with an adaptive observer for high-speed oper- 
ation via a PI-controllers (MRAS). The speed range of rotor #1 with the engineered 
rotor saliency of ±150rpm or possibly ±200rpm is regarded as sufficient for a reliable 
transition. Rotor #3 still requires improvements to double the operational speed 
range. 
An interesting task would be the implementation of the Harmonic Compensation and 
Space-Modulation Profiling for other saliency estimators such as that by Schr6dl (18] 
or by Sul [20]. 
Interesting for sensorless position control of induction machines is the saliency mod- 
ulation due to an anisotropy in the rotor. To exploit this saliency, the laminations 
need to be aligned during manufacturing. The anisotropy has the potential to be 
used on any rotor. It is however not known if the magnitude of the saliency will 
be sufficient and if the resolution of the estimated position will be high enough for 
reliable machine operation. 
Publications: 
This research has resulted in two conference papers [50,83] and one journal publication 
[51] with two more publications pending (147,148]. 
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Appen ix A. 
Vector Control Theory 
A. 1 Signal Tý-ansfbrrnat ions 
A. 1.1 Star-Delta Conversion 
Working with a phase-equivalent circuit, it can be important to consider and keep 
phase relations between voltages and currents through the transformations consis- 
tent. Large machines (usually > 5kW) are connected in delta (A). The measured 
line-to-line voltages are then equal to the phase voltage of the equivalent circuit. The 
measured line currents however have to be explicitly converted to phase currents. 
The situation is the inverse for a star (Y) connected machine. In general, it does not 
matter, if the star-equivalent circuit is used and the machine in reality is connected 
in delta. Important is, that voltages and currents are matched. 
For a given set of balanced sinusoidal phase-to-neutral voltages with the rms ampli- 
tude U,, = 240V and the frequency w, = 27rf,: 
VA(t) Vr2U. cos(w, t+a) (A. 1) 
VBM v/2-U,, cos(w, t+a-27r/3) 
vc(t) v/2-U,, cos(w, t +a- 47r/3) 
The angle oz is an arbitrary offset at time t=0. The resulting line-to-line voltages 
can easily be computed as: 
VAB VA 
- 
VB V/3 
. V/r2Us COS(Wet + 30' + a) (A. 2) 
VBC VB 
- 
VC 
VCA : 
'-- 
VC 
- 
VA 
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The inverse conversion, back from line-to-line voltages to line-to-neutral voltages is: 
VA (VAB 
- 
VCA)13 (A. 3) 
VB (VBC 
- 
VAB)13 
VC (VCA 
- 
VBC)13 
Comparing line-to-line voltage VAB with the line-to-neutral voltage VA, two differences 
can be seen: 
The maximum amplitude of the line-to-line " IVABI V 31VAI 
voltage is by \/3- larger than that of the line- 
to-neutral voltage 
" 
ZVAB ý ZVA + 30' The line-to-line voltage VAB is leading by 30'. 
In many implementations for machine control, only the first fact is considered by 
deriving VAB from simply scaling VA. The phase shift however is often not considered. 
This can be a problem when using the voltage model (see Section 2.2.4) that is based 
on voltages and currents. 
The situation for the currents is similar to that of the voltages. In the practical 
implementation chosen for this thesis where the machine was connected in A, the 
machine model was also derived in A. Therefore the measured line-to-line voltages 
can directly be used, but the measured line currents need to be transformed into 
phase currents: 
iAB (iA 
- 
iB)13 (A. 4) 
iBC (iB 
- 
ic)/3 
iCA (iC 
- 
W/3 
Similar, the rm. 9 value of a phase current iAB is lower than the rms valu 
.I (I e of the in 
current ZA and lagging it by 30': 
IA B, IA,,,,, / 
V3 (A. 5) 
ZiAB ZiA 
- 
30' iA is leading! (A. 6) 
The inverse conversion from phase to line currents is useful when comparing refer- 
ence currents with real line currents. These reference currents will be transformed 
according to: 
%A ý ZAB 
- 
ZCA (A. 7) 
iB iBC 
- 
iAB 
iC iCA 
- 
iBC 
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A. 1.2 Orthogonal Transform 
In a balanced system, 3-phase signals can be converted to an equivalent orthogonal 
set of signals. The orientation of this orthogonal systems is arbitrary as well as the 
scaling, as long as the reverse transformation matrix multiplied with the transforma- 
tion matrix itself results in the unity matrix. 
The preferred scaling used in this work is the so-called RMS transformation. This 
means that the new a-axis is aligned to the phase axis AB. Additionally, the a-signal 
value is scaled to be of the amplitude of the rms phase signal. This gives the advan- 
tage of interpreting signals as 'real' physical and that physically measurable output 
quantities like the torque can directly be determined from using the rms-transformed 
currents or voltages. Signals can easily be compared with the common single-phase 
equivalent circuit in steady-state. 
The input transformation for currents and voltages: 
ZAB/Nr2 
\A- iCA/\/2) 
Va VABIVr2- 
V, 3 (VBC - VCA)IV6 
(A. 8) 
(iBC 
- 
iCA)/V/6 (A. 9) 
10) 
In (A. 9), relation (2.5) is used, assuming a balanced 3-phase system. The inverse 
transformation is shown for the voltages only. This will be necessary, when calculating 
the PWM switching signals from the 3-phase voltages: 
f- 
VAB V 2Va (A. 12) 
VBC (V63v,, o - V-2v,,, )/2 (vF3v,, o - v,,, )/v/-2 (A. 13) 
VCA 
-(VAB + VBC) (A. 14) 
For the current space-phasor in (2.6): 
tan L, 
= ýfi: 2 i'o 
- 
ei (A. 15) 
A. 1.3 Coordinate Transform 
Before the use of cheap microprocessors, control of induction machines had to make 
use of the measurable stator signals and was therefore restricted to the stationary sta- 
tor frame. Transforming the stator quantities into a rotating frame however can result 
in significant simplification in the machines equations due to disappearing coupling 
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terms. Well known is the rotor frame used for field-oriented Vector Control [6]. This 
frame is aligned to the rotor flux at angle p and rotating with the angular frequency w.. 
Multiplying a space phasor = (i,,. + jip) by e-jP will cause a rotation in the 
mathematical negative direction (clockwise rotation): 
-3p tSdg e 
("d + j"I) (is. + ji,. ) (cos(p) 
-j sin(p)) 
In the stationary frame, voltage, current and flux linkage space vectors are time 
varying variables. Direct control over these variables is very difficult. Therefore it 
is common practice to transform these variables into another reference frame which 
rotates synchronously with the flux vector. This can be the stator, rotor or air-gal) 
flux. During steady-state operation, the resulting space phasors are then simple DC 
variables in the rotating frame. 
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A. 2 Scalar Control 
Scalar control of the induction machine is not very suitable to perform dynamic 
operation. It is however very robust, easy to setup and only requires knowledge of 
basic machine parameters that can usually be found on the name-plate of the machine. 
Scalar control is used in this work to set up Vector Control. 
A. 2.1 Open Loop Voltage/ Frequency Control 
Voltage/frequency control is also known as V/f control. The control strategy is de- 
rived from the steady state equivalent circuit of the induction machine. The idea is 
to keep the magnetic flux more or less constant by changing the magnitude of the 
stator voltage linearly with the synchronous frequency. 
This assumes that the amplitude of the stator voltage V, is close to that of the voltage 
V, 
n across 
the magnetizing branch. This is true for higher speeds where the voltage 
drop across the stator resistance R, can be neglected. For lower speeds the stator 
voltage is increased by adding a voltage boost that accounts for this voltage drop 
across R, The electrical torque can be calculated from the single phase equivalent 
circuit: 
Te 8 R, V,,, 
,13. w, [R, 2 + (swL, )2] 
w, R2 r 
V S)2 (A. 16) We 
If the ratio Vslwe is kept constant, the torque is only a function of slip. The machine 
is then operated in the linear region of the steady state torque-speed characteristic. 
This open loop control is very cheap and simple to implement and does not require, 
any voltage or current measurements or an encoder feedback. A simple voltage mea- 
surement and at least one current transducer are nevertheless integrated into most 
commercial inverters for reasons of drive protection. V/f control provides a simple 
way to adjust speed and avoids the high inrush currents when operating induction 
machines directly from the mains. 
Disadvantage is that it only works well for quasi-stationary operation. The dynamic 
quality is bad. This makes it only suitable for applications without stringent require- 
ments for speed regulation. With the use of a speed ramp, the steady-state, conditions 
can be approximated and torque oscillations are reduced. Open-loop V/f control does 
not provide speed control or speed-holding during load changes, 
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oI VF cdr 
is# 
Figure A. 1: Structure of open loop Vlf Control 
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A possible implementation for open loop V/f control is shown in Fig. A, 1- The 
speed reference is sent via a ramp first. The output is integrated and provides the 
synchronous angle 0, for the voltage output transformation. The reference voltage 
v* is derived from w, according to Vlw, = const, including the voltage boost. Under sq 
steady state conditions, the stator currents can be transformed with the synchronous 
angle to give an approximation of the vector currents isd and iq. This structure 
allows to set up vector control easily, because the signs of all signals can be checked 
easily. Under no load, i,, i should be positive and iq will be at a low positive value. 
A. 2.2 V/f Feedback Control 
Adding a speed encoder allows to control the speed of the drive and to maintain 
a given speed for changing loads. Again, quasi-stationary conditions have to be 
ensured. The most common type of closed loop V/f control is slip frequency control. 
A controller is used to add a load dependent compensation that is proportional to the 
slip. The same structure from Fig. A. 1 can be used. Now, the difference between tile 
demanded speed and the encoder speed is sent into the PI controller that provides 
the w* term. Now, w, * = w* + w* where the demanded angular velocity of the rotor $I Ar is taken after the ramp. 
Closed loop V/f control is very suitable when setting up vector control. The voltage 
equations (2-17) can be checked under steady state conditions: 
Vsd Rs * isd - We - aL, i, q 
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Vsq 
= 
Rs 
* 
isq + We 
- 
Lsisd (A. 17) 
The voltage drop due to R, is usually small. The term with aL, can also be ne- 
glected. The correct sign of currents, voltages and encoder signal can be verified as 
well as the stator inductance. This test is very useful when designing the feedforward 
compensation for the current controllers under vector control (see Section 3.3). 
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A. 3 Space Vector Modulation 
The two conditions for obtaining an optimal PWM (see Section 2.2.6) can be fulfilled 
in general when for a given (analog) E, only the two adjacent discrete voltage vectors 
are used. For the mean voltage vector, when minimizing the switching frequency, a 
switching sequence has to be arranged so that a change of the discrete voltage vector 
only results in switching one inverter leg. This is possible by forming the desired 
analog voltage vector by vector addition of only the two adjacent voltage vectors that 
clamp the sector of the hexagon in which v lies. 
This is shown in the left graphic, in Fig. A-2. The switching times determine the 
mean value of the voltages and therefore their vectorial length. If not the maximum 
amplitude of v is needed, which is indicated by the circle in Fig. 2.8 (Section 2.2.6), 
additional zero states have to be introduced. Zero states are achieved by using the 
zero vectors u,, and u,,,. Depending on the chronological order of these zero states, 
a modulation with two or three switches results. 
1 T. u 
t 
Cjq 
Us2 
U 
T$2 
__p2 Uq ol t 
us 
TO 
U13 
Uq 
t T Us2 
TU 
ol o- 
--* a TO : TI: T2 T: T7: T2 71: TO: 
-a '111ý1' TP -sl 2V,; 
, 
F2 Ur 4 TP Segment I cdr 3 
Figure A. 2: Calculation of switching times for the first sector of the inverter hexagon 
A description is carried out according to Fig. A. 2. For the approximation of tile volt- 
age vector v, with three switches, the sequence starts with the zero vector u., then 
switches to jj,, and goes via u S2 to the zero vector U87 . For reasons of symmetry, the 
sequence back to uso is carried out vice versa. For the modulation with two switches, 
only two of the three inverter legs are switched: Starting with u. 0 via u., to 71 82 and back with us, to uso. 
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A. 3.1 Switching Times in Polar Coordinates 
The calculation of switching times depends on the coordinate system in which v" (t) 
is described. For the voltage vector in polar coordinates (described by amplitude and 
angle), the calculation for the first sector is: 
TP 2 
(t) dt 
=E Tk 
k=l 
(A. 18) 
where 11T, = fp is the pulse or switching frequency of the inverter. Basis of the shown 
relation is the demand for equality of voltage-time areas (VTA). With the vectors u., 
and u fronli u= Wd, ej(k-1)60' for k6 (see (2.44) Section 2.2.6) 82 Sk 3 
2 Vd, 
u 3 
2 
2Vdcej6O" 
= 
2Vd, (cos 60' +j sin 60') 33 
and the vector v from v, (t) = ! VLV, ejw-' (see (2.43) in Section 2.2.6) with U, = m-V. S2 
v. =m- Ve3 7 
equation (A. 18) can be rewritten so as to determine T, and T2: 
m- TP v/-2Vs (cosy +j sin-/) = T, 
2 Vdc 
+ T2 
ý-Vd' (cos 60' +i sin 60') (A. 19) 33 
The switching time T2 can directly be calculated from the imaginary parts: 
T2 
---: 
Tp m- vl'3-vl2-Vs sin (A. 20) Vdc 
and for T, which follows from (A. 19) and (A-20): 
T, = TP 
3m- vý-2Vs 3m- vl'2-Vs cos 60' 
sin -y 2 Vd, Cos 'y - 
TP 
2 Vdc s-In 600 
= 
TP m- Vý3-vf2-Vs sin(60' 
- 
-y) (A. 2 1) Vdc 
For the modulation with three switches, the zero state is sYmmetrically split into uso 
and u, (Fig. A. 2): 
To 
= 
T7 
= 0.5(Tp 
- 
T2 
- 
Ti) (A. 22) 
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Note that Im 
- 
VS1 :5 240V,,,,,, where mE [0 
... 
11 is the modulation index and the 
DC link voltage Vd, = vý-3v"2- - Vs. 
Equations (A. 20), (A. 21) and (A. 22) are valid for all sectors, however with different 
subscripts, according to the describing discrete voltage vectors. The switching times 
for the first sector are 
T, I= To (A. 23) 
Ts2 
= TO + TI (A. 24) 
TA 
= TO + TI + T2 (A. 25) 
The absolute amplitude of the phase voltage v" can reach a maximum of Vd, - cos 300 = 
vý-Wd, /2. This is equal to the effect, that v cannot leave the hexagon in Fig. 2.8 and 
has to remain within the circle. Furthermore v, '2-Vs = f's =v, the peak value of the 
line-to-line voltage cannot exceed the DC link voltage Vd,. 
ý3& 
Practical Space Vector Calculation 
Implementation in a practical system requires a few additional steps to that described 
in the previous section. For a delta connected machine, a phase shift of 30" has to be 
introduced to take the phase shift from phase (= line-to-line) voltages to phase-to- 
neutral voltages into account. This means that the 300 have to be subtracted from 
the vector angle 0. 
For the delta or mesh connection, the voltage output transformations are 
v, =m- vr3-Vs cos (A. 26) 
VO =m- v"3-Vs sin 
VAB 
= vF2 , v. 
VBC 
= 
(V5. vg 
- 
v,, )/V2- 
VCA =- (VAB + VBC) 
VA (VAB 
- 
VCA)13 
VB (VBC 
- 
VAB)13 
VC (VCA 
- 
VBC)13 
the resulting vector is 
V3- + VBej27r/3 j41r/3 
2 
V2 
- 
(v,, + jvo)l ý= VA + vce (A. 2 7) 
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In case of a delta connected machine, the following equations hold: 
tg = 0-300 
= rem(i9,60') 
v13- vl'2- V, Vý + V2 
'Q , 
r2 
O/Vc MX Vdc 
- 
V2 
C, d 
T, mx Tp sin (600 - -y) 
T2 
m., Tp sin (-y) 
TO (Tp 
- 
T2- Tl)/2 
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2Tp is the PWM period and for 0= arctan(v. /vo). The peak of the aO voltages 
are scaled to represent the rms phase voltage. This is 415V for the A connected 
machine. This is a result of the scaling in (A. 10) with v,,, N/- and (A. 11) with = VABI 2 
VO = (VBC - VCA)lVr6 (see Section A. 1). 
In Fig. A. 3, the distribution of switching times for every sector is shown. It is obvious, 
that the two vectors limiting a particular sector will make up the longest time (TO + 
T, + T2) and the shortest time (To). The latter is for the inverted vector (for sector 
0 this will be -C), the first is for the positive vector (here: a). The remaining vector 
is made up of an alternating calculation from either (To + TI) or (To + T2). 
For every sector, the PWM timings have to be calculated separately. There is a 
difference, for the low-to-high and the high-to-low switching time calculation, if tile 
pWM counter only makes use of a count-up or a count-down mode. For a triangular 
PWM counter shape, only one set of calculation relations is needed. 
.1 inw-tn-hiA switchinL- times: 
sector T, I 
Ts 2 Ts3 
0 
-To + Tl + T2 TO + T2 TO 
1 To + T, TO + TI + T2 TO 
2 To TO + TI + T2 TO + T2 
3 To TO + T, TO + TI + T2 
4 To + T2 TO TO + TI + T2 
5 To + Ti + T2 To TO + T, 
h) hiffh-to-low switching times: 
sector T, I 
Ts2 Ts3 
0 TO To + T, TO + Tl + T2 
1 To + T2 TO TO + TI + T2 
2 To + Ti + T2 To TO + T, 
3 To + Ti + T2 TO + T2 TO 
4 To + Ti TO+Tl +T2 TO 
5 TO TO+Tl +T2 TO + T2 
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Figure A. 3: Inverter hexagon with switching time calculation 
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See document [481 for more details about the practical implementation of Space Vector 
Modulation. 
A. 3.2 Switching Times in Three-Phase Coordinates 
If phase voltages are directly available, the switching times can be derived directly 
by means of calculating a mean value. The calculation then is much easier than the 
polar approach in the previous section. The results are exactly the same. According 
to Fig. A. 2, the phase voltages can only have the two discrete values Uq and 
-U. (quantization in amplitude). Uq is equivalent to high-level, when the upper switch is 
closed (device conducting) and the lower switch is open (the relation between Uq and 
Vd, can be seen in Fig. 2.7, Section 2.2.6). The low-level state -U. results from the 
inverse switching state. The mean value of a phase voltage U,, in a switching interval 
Tp is determined by the ratio of high-level to low-level at a load terminal connection. 
From this results: 
Un 
=1 (- Uq Tn + Uq (Tp 
- 
Tn)) Vd, 
=2 Uq TV 
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Uq Tn Uq Tn 
+ Uq 
TP TP 
1 Tn Vdc (2 
Tp 
) 
for n=A, s2, A 
By rearranging, the switching times per phase follow 
T, G TP (A. 28) 2 Vdc 
For Tj, T, 2, T, 3 with: 0 
-< 
T,, :5 Tp. Introducing a third harmonic voltage com- 
ponent, added to the desired mean voltage U, will result in the same Space Vector 
Modulation as shown in the polar approach. 
The Third Harmonic 
Displaying the maximum possible modulating phase voltages as vectors, displaced in 
space by 1200, results in case (b) in Fig. A. 4. 
The real axis is in the vertical of the graphic, limited by the voltages of the rectifier. 
The instantaneous values of the phase voltages can be determined by projection of the 
space vector on the real axis. The dotted line marks the virtual zero of the inverter. 
The imaginary axis is in the horizontal. For better understanding of the chronological 
development, three states are shown on the horizontal axis and the shape of the zero 
displacement is shown in addition. This shape is also displayed in Fig. AA 
In pictures bi) and b3) it can be seen, that the limits of the rectifier are not used 
efficiently. However, an enlargement of the vectors is not possible, because the level 
of the DC link voltage must not be exceeded. This is equivalent to T" not larger than 
Tp in equation (A-28). The peak value of the maximum phase voltage results in Uq. 
A possibility for optimization exists when shifting the centre of the voltage star out 
of the virtual zero line. Depending on the position of the voltage vector, the offset 
has to be positive or negative (see a,, a3, cl and C3)- 
The maximum length of the vectors is shown in case a2) and C2). The higher efficiency 
comparing to b2) can be seen clearly and is about 15%. 
For the modulation with two switches, the third harmonic shifts the vector threepod 
from the virtual origin by a value, that the longest projection on the real axis would 
,1 runs from cl) to c2) with its tip along the exceed the DC link limit. Therefore u 
limit Uq. In C2) both u and u are tight, then runs along the negative limit 
- S, ý--S2 U82 
Uq 
For calculating the third harmonic with two switches, Umax i the maximum pos- 
itive phase voltage, and U,,, i,,, the minimum phase voltage, have to be deter- 
mined. For picture cl is Umax = Ref 1ý,, } and U,, i,, = Ref 1ý,, 
The third harmonic can be calculated for Umax > IUmin I by 
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Uharm3 
" 
Uq Umax (A. 29) 
otherwise 
Uharm3 
--": -Uq 
Urnin (A. 30) 
For the modulation with three switches the third harmonic provides a centering 
of the vector threepod between the rectifier limits. The mentioned condition, 
that the distance on the real axis between vector tips and DC link limit for 
upper and lower bounds have to be equal, leads to the calculation of the third 
harmonic: 
I Uq 
- 
(Umax + Uharm3)1 '- uq 
- 
(Umin + Uharm3)1 (A. 31) 
rearranging of (A. 31) for Uharm3 gives 
Uharm3 
Umax + Umin 
2 
Independent, if using a modulation with two or three switches, the switching times 
including the third harmonic are (based on A. 28): 
G '. + Uharm3 ) TP (A-32) 
2 Vdc 
The phase voltages can now be increased without the switch-on time exceeding the 
length of the switching interval Tp. 
The presented method, based on voltages in the three-phase coordinate system have 
the advantage that the sector in the hexagon does not have to be known as in equations 
(A. 23) to (A. 25). 
The characteristics of the third harmonic (bias) and envelope of the phase voltages 
for two and three switches can be seen in Fig. A. 5. This explains the name for the 
third harmonic, because its frequency is three times that of the fundamental. For 
the modulation with three switches (dotted), a triangular shape results. The third 
harmonic for two switches (dashed) is sinusoidal. The envelope of the phase voltage 
is determined by the real part of the voltage vector in Fig. A. 4. Note that the third 
harmonic has no influence on the line-to-line voltages, as it cancels when subtracting 
the phase voltages. 
In [48] it is shown that the space vector modulation in polar coordinates (Sec- 
tion A. 3-1) and the technique using the 3rd harmonic (Section A. 3,2) are niathe- 
matically the same. 
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Figure A. 4: Three phase vector in the complex plane 
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Figure A. 5: Phase Voltages and 3rd Harmonic for PWM with 2 and 3 Switches 
Appendix B: 
Rotor Slot Harmonics 
Rotor slot harmonics RSH) are not necessarily a wanted effect in the indliction 1na- 
chine. An ideal machine would not have any RSH and they are not included in the 
linear model of the machine. Practically however, they exist in all induction machines. 
A short introduction to RSH is given and a summary of factors that determine if a 
machine has rotor slot harmonics that can be exploited for the use of speed or position 
estimation. 
B. 1 Fundamental Rotor Slot Harmonics 
The slots in the rotor of an induction machine produce a regular variation of the radial 
air-gap permeance that interacts with the fundamental magnetizing component of th(ý 
air-gap MMF. Assuming a sinusoidally distributed air-gap MMF at frequency f, the 
fundamental air-gap flux density will be modulated by the passing rotor slots. This 
modulation produces two harmonic components at frequencies 
N, fsh 
" 
±fe +-. fr 
pp 
where the rotor frequency is f, and NIpp is the number of rotor slots per pole pair. 
The flux harmonics will then cause corresponding current harmonics in the stator 
windings at the same frequency. For real machines, the rotor slots will not oilly ill- 
teract with the fundamental component of the air-gap flux distribution but will also 
interact with time and space harmonics due to saturation, eccentricity, stator slot, 
- 
ting, spacial asymmetries and non-sinusoidal supply. For a loaded machine where 
rotor currents flow, the rotor-slot MMF will increase the magnitude of the resultilig 
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rotor slot harmonics. 
The existence of rotor slot harmonics depends on a number of factors [121,149]. 
a. ) An even number of rotor bars per pole pair NIpp results in an odd harmonic 
pole number pp, h. This fact is shown in the central row of Table B. 1 with 
PPsh : 
--: 
Nr IPP 11 
-I 
b. ) Any slot harmonic pole number PPsh that is a multiple of 3 will produce zero se- 
quence conditions for the slot harmonic voltages under ideal conditions. Hence 
no slot harmonic currents should exist. Second order effects may cause har- 
monics of small amplitude. 
c. ) for ideal conditions, machines where NIpp is odd or a fractional number, pro- 
duce no rotor slot harmonics. Third order effects may produce small harnionics. 
d. ) Static permeance terms that stem from stator slotting or static eccentricity only 
alter the pole number but not the frequency of a slot harmonic MMF. 
e. ) Dynamic eccentricity will change the slot harmonic frequency. 
Skewing of the rotor will reduce the amplitude of the rotor slot harmonic. 
g. ) The magnitude of the rotor slot harmonic is in proportion to 11NI. Ali increme 
in the number of rotor slots will reduce the current through each bar when 
comparing for the same load condition [121]. 
h. ) The type of rotor bar determines the amplitude change under no-load and full- 
load condition. Semi-closed rotor slots will only cause a small reduction for less 
load. Tunnel slot rotors will cause a substantial reduction in the amplitude for 
less load. 
9S The type of stator used can be important as well. If the number of stator , lot N is a, 
equal to N, high cogging torques are the result [121]. Also a difference between 
and N, of the number of poles 2pp should be avoided. 
Table B. 1 shows the possible harmonic pole numbers for machines with N, 
' 
rotor slots, 
N., stator slots and ps = 2pp poles. The harmonic pole number PAM is tile IIIIIIII)er 
of poles shown as a harmonic multiple of the pp pole pairs. Note that the factor 2 
appears with the slot numbers since there are two poles (or extrema) of tile, permeanev 
wave per slot. The structure builds up from the left to the right in form of a tree. 
The rotor slot permeance with 2N, poles interacts with the stator slot perineance, 
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Source: 
Rotor Slot Stator Slot 
Permeance Permeance 
Static 
Eccentricity 
Fundamental 
MMf 
Harmonic 
Pole No. PPsh 
Poles: 2Nr ±2Ns ±pp ±ps pIa 
2Nr 2N, 
- 
3pp (N, 
- 
N. )Ipp 
- 
1.5 
2Nr 
- 
2N, 
- 
pp 2N, 2Ns + pp (N, 
- 
N. )Ipp + 0.5 
2Nr 2N. 
- 
2pp (N, 
- 
N. )Ipp 
-I 
2Nr 
- 
2N. 2N, 
- 
- 
2N. 
2Nr 2N. + 2pp (Nr 
- 
N, )Ipp +I 
2Nr 2Nj 
- 
pp (Nr 
- 
Nj)lpp 
- 
0.5 
2Nr 
- 
2N. + pp 2Nr 2N, + 3pp (Nr 
- 
Njl)lpp + 1.5 
2Nr 
- 
3pp Nr1pp 
- 
1.5 
2Nr 
- 
pp 2Nr + pp N, 
- 
/pp + 0.5 
2N, 
- 
2pp Nr/PP 
-I 
2Nr 2Nr 2Nr 2N, + 2pp Nr/pp +I 
2Nr 
- 
pp NrIPP 
- 
0.5 
2Nr + pp 2Nr + 3pp NrIPP + 1.5 
2Nr + 2N, 
- 
3pp (Nr + N, )Ipp 
- 
1.5 
2Nr + 2N. 
- 
pp 2Nr + 2Ný, + pp (Nr + N, )lpp + 0.5 
2Nr + 2N. 
- 
2pp (Nr + Na)lpp 
-I 
2Nr + 2N., 2Nr + 2N, 2Nr + 2N, + 2pp (N,. + N, )Ipp +I 
2Nr + 2N. 
- 
pp (N, + N. )Ipp 
- 
0.5 
2Nr + 2Ns + pp 2Nr + 2N, + 3pp (N, + Ns)lp 
Table B. I: Deriving the slot harmonic pole number including stator slotting and 
eccentricity [149] 
resulting in the three terms 2N, 2N, + 2N, and 2N, - 2N, Note that the two central 
rows lead to the well-known harmonic pole numbers NIpp ± 1. These will be 28 and 
30 for a machine with N, = 56 and pp = 2, or 19 and 21 for N, = 40 and pp =2 pole 
pairs. The principle pole number will be a multiple of 3. 
Table B. 1 lists the possible interactions of stator and rotor with the resulting space 
harmonics. The table only gives a key to derive the possible harmonics. No infor- 
mation about the amplitude of the individual harmonics can be deduced since this 
requires more sophisticated tools like mesh analysis of FEM. Also, the table does 
not provide a tool to derive the frequency of a RSH but it shows tile components 
contributing to the RSH. Of the possible interactions in the machine described by the 
parameters in the rightmost column (Harmonic Pole No. ) of the table, not, all will 
exist. The criteria are given in the enumeration above and in [121,149]. 
Applying the analysis from Table B. 1 for the symmetric rotor with N, = 56,48 
and pp =2 (ps = 4), the harmonic pole numbers of Table B. 2 are derived. From 
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Rotor Slot Stator Slot Static Fundamental Harmonic Source: Permeance Permeance Eccentricity MMf Pole No. pp, 
ýh 
Poles: 2Nr 112 ±2Nj = ±96 ±pp = ±2 ±ps = ±4 
-L =1 4 pa 
14 10 2.5 
is 4.5 
16 16 12 3 
20 5 
18 14 3.5 
22 5.5 
110 104 26 
114 28.5 
112 112 112 108 27 
116 29 
114 110 27.5 
118 29.5 
206 202 50.5 
210 52.5 
208 208 204 51 212 53 
210 206 51.5 
214 53.5 
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Table B. 2: Deriving the slot harmonic pole number for N, = 56, N, = 48 and pp =2 
Table B. 2 it can be seen that after cancelling the fractional and even harmonic pole 
numbers (c. ) and those that are a multiple of three (b. ), only the following interactions 
remain: 5,29 and 53. According to (g. ), the harmonic pole number With PAM 5 
has the major contribution to the RSH. 
B. 2 Rotor Slotting Modulation due to hf Injection 
The overview so far has been mainly on the use of RSH for sensorless speed-controlled 
drives. However, the given criteria are also valid when using hf signal injection to 
realize sensorless position-controlled drives. The rotor slots cause a modulation of the 
hf signal [82,83] that can be extracted from the line currents and used to estimate 
the rotor position. In [99] the rotor slots change the zero voltage in a Y-connected 
machine for transient injection. 
If hf voltage injection is applied, the modulation harmonic containing the position 
information can be found close to the injected frequency f, in the frequency spectrum 
of the stator currents with N, fsk 
---" : 
ýfc +-. fr (B. 2) 
PP 
where fr is the rotor frequency. The total number of rotor slots in the machine is 
N, and pp = ps12 is the number of pole pairs. The position harmonic can easily be 
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separated from the carrier (see Section 5.4). 
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The relations (B. 2) and (13.1) are practically equal if f, = f, The analysis of Table B. 1 
is equally valid for a fundamental in the machine as well as for hf signals. In the 
latter, the magnitude of the possible harmonic contributions will obviously differ from 
those resulting from only a fundamental flux in the machine. 
A popular choice to obtain rotor slot harmonics in a machine are N, 28 rotor 
slots and two pole pairs (pp = 2) for small machines [82,99,150] and N, 56 with 
pp =2 [83,99] for larger machines (7.5kW, 30M). Other common choices are N, = 20 
where pp =2 [62] (7.5kW machine) and N, = 40 with pp =2 [64] (37kW machine). 
In [149] a 30kW, 4-pole induction machine was analyzed using a number of different 
rotors. Good results due to sufficient amplitude of the RSH could be obtained with 
N, = 40 (skewed rotor) and N, = 56 (unskewed). For N, 56 and skewed, the, RSH 
was smaller but tracking was possible. Operation for N, 57 (skewed) was difficult 
and only possible above a certain load. Finally, the rotor with N, = 58 and skewed 
hardly had any useable RSHs. In [1211, a 30kW machine with N, = 48 stator slots 
and four different rotors was examined. A sufficient RSH signal for speed detection 
was obtained with all rotors. Three rotors had the same number of slots with N, = 56, 
two without skew and one skewed. One of the unskewed rotors was semi-closed, the 
other two had closed rotor slots. The fourth rotor was a N, = 40 skewed rotor with 
closed rotor slots. 
Appendix C: 
Parameters 
CA Machine Parameters 
Manufacturer's Data 
Manufacturer's data for the 30kW induction machine (parameters for typical direct 
on line operation): 
frame: W-DF20OLNX 
output 30kW 
poles 4 
phases 3 
rated speed 1465 rpm 
rated full load torque 195Nm 
rated full load current IN (at 415V) 53A 
pull out/ breakdown torque 507Nm 
rated frequency 50Hz 
full load efficiency 93.2% 
full load power factor 0.86 
efficiency at 1/4 load 87.0% 
power factor at 1/4 load 0.52 
direct on-line starting current ratio 7.5 
starting current 405A 
Rotor inertia 0.31Nms' 
insulation class F 
duty cycle S1 (continuously rated) 
enclosure IP55 
construction cast iron 
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C. 1.2 Symmetric Rotor 
A load test was performed under V/f control under rated conditions. The drive was 
accelerated to n, = 15OOrpm under no-load. Then the DC machine was switched 
on, applying 100% rated load. The speed of the induction machine dropped down to 
1477rpm. The line current had an rms value of 53A. 
The phaseshift between current and voltage can be determined from the sampled 
signals. The filter in the voltage channel introduces a phaseshift of 11.2* at 
50Hz that has to considered. The corrected phaseshift is then 17.188' + 11.2' 
28.388'. The phaseshift gives a power factor of cos W=0.88. 
The current necessary to flux the machine is isd ---: 13.8A for rated speed and 
j2 full load. The load current i. q was at 28A. Note that d+ i q .v f3- 
V-1-3.82+282 
- 
V3-A 
= 54. OA which is the rated current. 
From the slip calculation for rated synchronous speed and full load, Wq = 
27r5O 1500-1477 4.817rad/s. The IRFO model sets w, j = "q 
. 
Setting both T5 _0  T, 
'i, d 
sides equal, results in a rotor time constant of T, = L, IR, = 0.415s for rated 
conditions. The rotor time constant was confirmed by perform in#sp eed- reversal 
tests. With the calculated T, the reversal time was at a minimum. 
* 
The input power is: 
p; 3. Rfm(i )*j in3- 
3 Usdisd + UsqZ'sq Usd%sq + jU, qisdý % Nol %- 440 
p 
3- (Usdisd + Usqisq) 
The output power can be derived from the single phase (dynamic) equivalent 
circuit in stator coordinates: 
dd 
= 
R, is+o,, L,, Z, +7 (L,, L + (C. 3) dt dt t 
d 0= Rrir + 0rL,, Lr + T(L,, i, + L,, 'r) - jW"O (C. 4) dt tr 
All signals are viewed in respect to the stator frame and a linear model is as- 
sumed. From the speed-emf term jw, V), multiplied with the conjugate complex 
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of the phase rotor current, the (mechanical) output power is found: 
Pout, 
=3- jw,. V) 
- 
i* (C. 5) 
rr 
= 
3'jWr(L, i + L, i i* (C. 6) r r-s ir 
Where w, is the rotor angular velocity and the factor 3 is required to get the 
three phase output power from the single phase equivalent circuit. 
Pout'- 
and the electrical rotor speed w, = pp 
- 
Q, where With the torque T3- n' 
pp is the number of pole pairs and 2 . 1500 rpm/60 = 50Hz. Then, the 
output torque is: 
T3- 3pp-j(L,, L+L, 'r)'ir 
3pp-'ýj(L,, is+Lr'r)'ir*l 
J3pp-Lo-! ýl'ji8-jr*jj (C. 7) 
As it is difficult to measure the rotor currents on a squirrel cage induction motor, 
the rotor currents are replaced by the magnetizing current imR with 
L, imR Ljr + L,, i.,, (C. 8) 
If the magnetizing current is aligned to the flux axis (= d-axis), the imaginary 
part is zero: 
R47nRI imR (if aligned to flux axis) (C. 9) 
ýýIimRl 
--": 
0 (if aligned to flux axis) (C. 10) 
Using the substitution in (C. 8), eq. (C. 7) is modified to: 
T3- 
=3 pp'. Lo 
LolmR 
- 
Lol's 
(C. 11) 
Lr 
Working now in the flux oriented dq frame, the torque equation simplifies: 
L2 L2 iiytR 
' 
isq 
I 
T3- 
=3 pp -0 imR ' ýýf isd + jisq 3 pp (C. 12) Lr 
With imR 
-= 
14A, i, q = 28A, pp = 2, L, = 82.5mH and L, = 83.5mH: 
3 
. 
2. 
(82.5mH)2 
. 
14A 
- 
28A 
= 192Nm 83.5mH 
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also from the steady-state equivalent circuit of the induction machine: 
. 
12 
. 
! a{ 
jWeL,, 
3-=3pp-Lý T RrIS 
- 
iWeTr 
The current I,, is the rms value of the single phase circuit, thus the phase current 
Ip ý ILL/Vf3- == 53A/ý, 43- = 30.6A for rated conditions. Inserting rated values, 
the electrical torque is 
3 
.2 . 82 5mH 
53A )2 j27r5O 
- 
82.5mH 184Nin 0 0*2" 
- 
j27r5O 
- 
83.5mH -3 00153 
1 
0A crude estimation of the magnetizing inductance can be obtained by eval- 
uation of the steady-state single phase equivalent circuit used for V/f control. 
First, the stator resistance and the voltage drop across the stator inductance are 
neglected. Then, the magnetizing voltage is equal to the phase voltage that is 
the line-to-line voltage for the A-connected machine. The current through the 
magnetizing inductance will be close to the i, d value, the imaginary component 
of the stator current to flux the machine. 
VP 
w, L,, 
VP 
27rf, 
- 
Ip 
Imag 
415V 
27r5OHz 
- 
14A 
94mH (C. 13) 
* The inertia of the drive system can be determined in different ways. 
1. By Geometry [7]: 
For the induction machine with the rotor length I -, 0.225m, the radius 
r=0.108905m, the material density p -- 7.0 
... 
7.9g/cm' [151], the mass 
M and the volume V. M 
Jim r'dM 
where the unknown mass M can be determined via the volume V: 
dM 
= P-dV = P. 27r rI dr 
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7r 
Jim -. p- I 2 
- 
7r 
.7- 
10-3 kg 
- 
0.23 
- 
0.10894 
2 
. 
013M3 
MS2 0.355N 
2. From Manufacturer's data: 
JIM 
= 
0.31Nms' for the induction machine 
Jdc 
= 0.27Nms 2 for the DC drive 
JC,. Pj, = 0.036Nms 2 for the coupling 
=T Ji = 0.616NMS2 total inertia 
3. From Speed reversal test: 
The mechanical equation can be simplified in the point n, = Orpm: 
(A) + bFW) I 
w=o 
= Týl lw=O 
The speed dependent term cancels and only the speed change has to be 
determined. The electrical torque produced by the machine should ideally 
be constant. The torque-producing current in Fig. C. 1 is %', q = 33-05A during the speed reversal which is 1.18 times larger than the nominal value 
of '-Iqn = 28A. Therefore Tj = 1.18 - 195Nm. For determining the speed 
slope in the origin, the two symmetric points for ±900rpm (±30s-') are 
chosen, so that tj = 0.0417s, nj = -900rpm, t2 = 0.54165s and n2 
+900rpm. 
Jýj Aw 
= 1.18 - 195Nm 
1, 
=O At 
lw=o 
J- 27r (30 - (-30)) 1/s 
t2 
- 
tl 
The resulting total inertia of the drive is J=0.61N IIIS2. 
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Figure C. I: Speed reversal from -10OOrpm to +10OOrpm under no load to determine 
the drive inertia 
0.0 0.1 0.2 
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C. 2 Filters 
284 
This section briefly describes the analogue and digital filters that are used in the rig. 
These filters can be for the measurement of the fundamental voltages or to separate 
and demodulate the hf current modulation. 
C. 2.1 Voltage Filter 
For the measurement of the line-to-line voltages at the output of the voltage transduc- 
ers, a first order lowpass filter is used. The Cutoff frequency is 340Hz as determined 
experimentally. 
C-2.2 Analogue Bandpass Filter 
Two channels analogue bandpass filters are needed to separate the hf currents from 
the fundamental line currents. 
G(s) 
-- 
K-s 4 
(S + Pl)(8 + P*J)(S + P2)(S + P2*)(S + P3)(S + P3*)(S + P4)(S + P4*) 
with pi* the conjugate complex of pi 
Analogue pre-A/D bandpass filters for 30OHz centre frequency (rotor #1 and 
rotor #3): 
Pi 805.2 +j 1960.1, p 805.2 
- 
j1960.1 
P2 = 1955.9 + j815.4, P2 = 1955.9 
- 
015.4 
P3 = 559.9 + j1363.0, P3 = 559.9 - j1363.0 
P4 = 1360.1 + j815-4, P4 = 1360.1 
- 
j815.4 
K=1.35e14 
e Analogue pre-A/D bandpass filters for 750Hz centre frequency (rotor #3): 
P, 2255.5 + j5490.2, P*j = 2255.5 
- 
j5490.2 
P2 = 5478.4 + j2283.9, P* 2 = 5478.4 
- 
j2283.9 
P3 = 1395.9 + j3397.9, P3 = 1395.9 
- 
j3397.9 
P4 = 3390.6 +j 1413.6, P4 = 3390.6 
- 
j1413.6 
K= 8.29e15 
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C. 2.3 Digital Lowpass Filters 
For the demodulation of the hf current harmonics, a number of lowpass filter are 
digitally implemented on the processor. 
G(Z) C5Z 
2+ C4Z + C3 
C2Z 2+ CIZ + c() 
e Positive sequence elimination filter (second order Butterworth, 49.5Hz, 
rotor #1): 
C5 0.000168 
C4 0.000336 
C3 0.000168 
C2 1-00 
Cl 1.97 
CO 0.96 
T, 84.0ps (sampling period) 
Positive sequence rejection filter (second order Butterworth, f. t = 25Hz, rotor 
# 1): 
C5 0.000241 
C4 0.000482 
C3 0.000241 
C2 1.00 
C, 
-1.9555 
CO 0.9565 
TS 
= 
200.0ps (sampling period) 
9 Positive sequence elimination filter (second order Butterworth, 30OHz, 
rotor #3): 
C. 5 0.02786 
C4 0.05571 
C3 0.02786 
C2 1.00 
C, 
-1.475 
CO 0.5869 
Ts = 200-0/is (sampling period) 
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Lowpass filter for stator current angle (second order Butterworth, IOOHz, 
rotor #3): 
C5 0.027859 
C4 0.055719 
C3 0.027859 
C2 1.00 
C, 
-1.4754 
CO 0.5869 
T, 200.0ps (sampling period) 
A first order lowpass filter is used to smooth i, q when addressing the table for Har- 
monic Compensation 
(Z) C2 CJZ + CO 
e Table index filter (first order, f,,, t = 20Hz, Tf = 8ms, rotor #1): 
C2 0.02469 
Cl 1.00 
co = -0.97531 
T, = 200.0ps 
= 
(I 
- 
e-TaITf) 
= e-T-ITf 
(sampling period) 
Lowpass filters for smoothing SMP data (first order, f,. t = 31.8Hz, Tf = 51ns, 
rotor #3): 
C2 0.03921 
Cl 1.00 
co 
-0.96079 
T, 200.0ps 
= 
(1 
- 
e-T-ITf) 
= 
e-TlTf 
(sampling period) 
C. 2.4 Highpass Filters 
For the demodulation of the hf current harmonics, a highpass filter is digitally im- 
plemented on the processor to improve the carrier harmonic rejection. 
G(z) 
- 
C5Z 2+ C4Z + C3 
C2Z 2+ CIZ + Co 
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Positive sequence elimination filter (second order Butterworth, 15Hz, 
rotor #3): 
C, 5 0.98676 
C4 
-1.97352 
C3 0.98676 
C2 1.00 
Cl 
-1.9733 
CO 0.9736 
T = 200.0ys (sampling period) 
Appendix D: 
Schematics 
This chapter is dedicated to the description of the interface circuits and external 
boards that are needed for machine control and sensorless position estimation. The 
schematics are given and a brief description for each of the boards to simplify un- 
derstanding. Most boards were derived from earlier designs. The experience was the 
basis for completely new designs providing more flexibility, more security and more 
accuracy. 
D. 1 PWM and Encoder Board 
This board serves two purposes. Firstly, the PWM signals are generated and sent via 
the interface board to the inverter and secondly, the encoder is connected to determine 
position and speed of the induction machine. The hardware is simplified by using 
the integrated peripherals of the TMS320F240 digital signal processor. This DSP is 
connected to the LSI motherboard with the C40 via a Dual-Port RAM (DPRAM), 
The C40 sends the PWM voltages or switching times to the F240 by writing into tile 
DPRAM. 
If PWM voltages are sent, these are the d-q reference voltages. Addition of hf voltage 
injection and the output transformations and calculation of switching times is done 
in software on the F240. The calculated timings are written into the F240 compare 
registers. The PWM outputs are on pins 3,5 and 7 of the primary header of tile eval- 
uation board and can be accessed via connector Conl. The three PWM signals are 
also sent to LEDs at the front of the board to allow a quick visual check if the PWM is 
working. The deadtime generator of the F240 is not used. This is built into the IGBT 
driver boards of the Eurotherm 584SV inverter. For secure signal transmission frolli 
the board to the inverter, a differential transmission is used. The DS26LS31 driver 
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chip converts the TTL levels to differential signals according to standard RS-422. 
Additional to the three PWM pulses, a reset signal is sent to the inverter where it is 
combined with the reset signal of the inverter (see page 306). A small disadvantage is 
that no reset feedback from the inverter to the F240 exists. The F240 is therefore not 
informed if the inverter detects a reset condition and continues to generate the PWM 
signals. It will have to be manually restarted together with the C40 after clearing the 
trip condition. The trip conditions of the F240 board are caused by a low on PWMOFF 
that is the input for P-D-PINT, the pin to start the power-down and protection interrupt 
of the F240. This line can be pulled low by the C40 and sets the PWM pins instan- 
taneously into high impedance state. The F240 can also set a trip by pulling pin TP 
low. This pin is low on reset and startup to ensure the inverter is in trip mode and no 
spurious signals get through. Both trip signals are passed to the external reset box 
shown in Fig. D. 7 that allows the user to manually cause a trip to disable the inverter. 
The output of ICla is a combination of the trip condition coming from the F240 
board on pin 2 and the condition of the trip switch U1. If the switch is open, pin 1 is 
tied high and the output of the OR-gate Ma is high, indicating a trip. If the switch 
is closed, the output of the OR-gate will be only low if also the F240 trip signal is 
low. A low will then indicate that no trip exists. In case a trip has occurred or the 
circuit in the reset box is currently powered up, ICIb latches a trip state, The closed 
switch U2 will hold input pin 5 at high level if output pin 6 is also high. Opening 
the switch U2 is the only way to clear a trip from pin 6 if no trip exists on pin 4 ally 
more (at low level). The capacitor will be discharged via the resistor and input 5 goes 
low and output pin 6 as a result. This will prevent the capacitor from being charged 
again. The transistor T1 decouples the control signal from powering the status LED. 
This will indicate a trip condition and therefore a high level for Resetout Silililng ttl 
red colour. The reset line K-S of the evaluation board is connected to the RESET line 
coming from the C40 motherboard. The F240 will be kept in reset until the C40 is 
running. The diode in the path is necessary for decoupling, to prevent feedback. If 
the F240 is used alone e. g. in debug mode, the LSI motherboard must not be in reset. 
The F240 board also provides the trigger impulse for the ADC boards (see Sec- 
tion D. 6). This allows to align and synchronize the signal conversion with the PWM 
pulses. The cutoff frequency of the filters in the current paths can be much higher. 
This allows for a higher bandwidth of the current controllers in Vector Control. Tile 
ADC boards are triggered by the signal ADCTRIG that is obtained by XORing the 
signals of pins 11 and 12 from the primary header. The two auxiliary PWM signals 
are required to generate the ADC trigger impulse that has to be longer than 407is 
and shorter than 6ps to guarantee a correct A/D conversion. The trigger signal is 
combined with the NoTrig line from the C40 before it is inverted. A rising edge on 
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ADCTRIG therefore starts a conversion. The NoTrig line allows the C40 to prevent a 
conversion. 
To simplify code development, a basic evaluation board of the F240 DSP was pur- 
chased. This provides easy access to the 132 pins of the F240 via four headers. The 
F240 evaluation board comes with a monitor program burnt into the FLASH for pro- 
gramming code and for debugging. The evaluation board has to be connected to the 
PC via a serial cable for this purpose. Next to debugging and programming, the F240 
can also be run user code. Then the monitor program is disabled by connecting pins 
16 and 34 of header P14 on the evaluation board. An external switch is connected to 
the two pins. This setting ensures that the user code is loaded when the F240 boots 
up and that the secondary (user) interrupt vector table is used. When the processor 
is powered up, the position of the switch determines which of the three modes is 
used. If pin R-0 is grounded, the monitor is disabled and the primary vector table is 
mapped to the secondary table at address FE00h in program RAM that allows to run 
the user code. For BIO at high level, the user code can be loaded into the FLASH 
behind the resident monitor program. 
The programming software is also part of the evaluation package. Once the FLASH 
is programmed, the processor has to be reset to start the user code that now remains 
in the on-chip memory. In debug-mode, the debugging software can be used to step 
through code that is in RAM. This can be on-chip RAM or external RAM. Code in 
the FLASH cannot be tested. The debug software provides access to all registers of 
the F240, the program code and data memory that can also be changed on-the-fly. 
Step-over and trace-into are possible or the processor can be operated in two different 
free-run modes. 
Two different types of encoders can be connected to the F240 board. The direction 
of the connected encoder is analyzed in the F240 and output via the EncDir pin 
that connects to a bicolour LED. The red LED indicates positive direction. For 
negative direction, the green LED in on. Connector Con5 interfaces to a standard 
quadrature- pulse encoder. The connector is for a BEC 735 encoder with 3000 pulses 
per revolution and marker impulse. The transmission of the two position signals and 
the zero marker is differentially. The signals CHA+, CHA- and CHB+, CHB- and the lines, 
of the zero pulse CHZ+, CHZ- are sent via the DS26LS32 receiver chip. Output are the 
TTL signals Aout, Bout and Cout. The digital switch 74x157 has to be in 'port B, 
position (SW2 is up in position 1) to send the BEC 735 encoder signals to the F240 pins 
17,18 and 19 of the primary header. The first two pins are configured as QEP1 and 
QEP2- In this mode, the encoder pulses are the inputs for the integrated quadrature- 
unit QEP that clocks the position counter register of the F240. Pin 19 can be used to 
reset this counter register with the zero marker. This feature is currently unused but 
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can provide an absolute position information within one mechanical revolution. Note 
that the rotor has to be turned up to 360" to align the counter register value with 
the real position. The initial register value might not represent the initial position so 
that one zero marker pulse is needed. 
With SW2 in position 2 (that is 'port A' for the digital switch 74x137), a SinCoder 
can be used. This encoder is attached to connector Con6 and requires the two QEP 
pins and two ADCs of the F240. A SinCoder by Stegmann is used. This sends two 
analogue sine waves that are a quarter of a period out of phase with 1024 periods per 
mechanical revolution. Digitizing these signals provides the position and direction in 
the same way as a normal digital encoder. Using the full analogue information using 
ADCs allows to interpolate the position information. The position information can 
be resolved much finer. This can be particularly important for the speed calculation 
at low speeds. The SinCoder can be controlled via the DATA+ and DATA- lines. Manu- 
facturer settings and parameters can be read out. Also the resolution can be changed. 
Initially, the 3600 absolute position is needed when starting the drive. The SinCoder 
is configured to provide one sinewave per revolution similar to a resolver. The two 
position values converted by the two ADCs can be sent through an arctan function to 
give a crude absolute position. Note that the single period per mechanical revolution 
removes the position ambiguity. Then, the SinCoder is configured to provide 1024 
sine periods per revolution. The encoder works incrementally with high resolution. A 
zero marker pulse finally corrects initial differences in determining the absolute posi- 
tion. The analogue position signals are sent via the differential pins REFSIN, SIN and 
REFCOS, COS of connector Con6. The first stage is a differential amplifier to convert 
the differential signals to analogue unipolar signals. The second stage adds an offset 
of 2.5V, that is half the supply voltage. The analogue signals are also scaled to suit 
the input range of the integrated AD converters of the F240. A lowpass filter follows 
and connects the signal to either pin 1 or 2 of the secondary header. The stage in 
parallel is a comparator or Schmitt-trigger that digitizes the sinewaves. This serves 
as input for the quadrature-unit of the F240. The supply and range of the internal 
ADCs can be also adjusted. This is done via the potentiometers on pins 7 and 8 
of the secondary header. A differential driver/receiver device SN75176A is used for 
communication with the SinCoder. The receive line can be connected to the RXD pin 
to receive data or to the QEPZero line when the communication is finished and to 
analyze the zero marker pulse. An additional +8V voltage generator is needed for 
the SinCoder. The voltage is derived from the +15V rail and buffered by tantal and 
ceramic capacitors. 
The DPRAM has a size of 2048 x 16bit and is mapped into the external program and 
data space for the F240 as indicated by the darker sections in Fig. D. 1, Half of the 
DPRAM can be addressed via the data addresses Ox8OOO - Ox83FF. The memory is 
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mirrored and therefore can be accessed across the whole data space 111) to OxFFFF. 
The 1k of data memory is subdivided into 4 pages. This stenis from the addressing 
technique required from the C40 side. Only the lower address lines AO to A6 were 
used to access boards via the DSPLINK bus. In contrast to the C40, the F240 (-an 
access the DPRAM linearly. For the 1k WORDs of program memory, the. mapping into 
the F240 program space is similar to that of the data memory. The mapping follows 
directly after the internal flash memory (Oxo - Ox3FFF) from Ox4OOO to Ox43FF. The 
mapping is mirrored contiguously in 1k sections up to addi-ess OxFDFF. Addresses 
OxFEOO 
- 
OxFEFF cover the internal RAM. The DPRAM is divided into payes 0 to 3. 
The F240 memory map in Fig. D. 1 also shows the internal data RAM and program 
space (FLASH and RAM). For the program space, it would appear more logical to 
use the space OxFAOO - OxFDFF which is directly followed by the internal RAM. Note 
however that the secondary vector table has to start from OxFDOO. For the dataspace, 
the partitioning into 256 WORDs is in accordance to the limitation of the F240 for direct 
addressing. 
Data Space Program Space 
OxOOOO 
- 
OxO7FF 
OxO800 
- 
Ox7FFF (n. A. ) 
Ox8OOO 
- 
Ox8OFF (Page4) 
Ox8l 00 
- 
Ox8l FF (Page5) 
Ox8200 
- 
Ox82FF (Page6) 
Ox8300 
- 
Ox83FF (Page7) 
Ox8400 
- 
Ox84FF (Page4) 
Ox8500 
- 
Ox85FF (Page5) 
Ox8600 
-. 
.-- 
.... 
- 
OxFFFF 
(Page6) 
(Page7) 
OxOOOO 
- 
Ox3FFF (Flash) 
Ox4OOO 
- 
Ox4OFF (PageO) 
Ox4 100 
- 
OW FF (Pagel) 
Ox4200 
- 
Ox42FF (Page2) 
Ox4300 
- 
Ox43FF (Page3) 
Ox4400 
- 
Ox44FF (PageO) 
Ox4500 
- 
Ox45FF 
Ox4600 
-. 
. .. 
.... 
-Ox7FFF 
(Pagel) 
(Page2) 
(Page3) 
OX8000 
.... 
-OxFDFF 
(Page4) 
(Page7) 
OxFDOO 
- 
OxFEFF (RAM) 
OxFFOO 
- 
OxFFFF (n. A. ) 
Figure D. l: F240 Memory Map, (n. A. = not available) 
For the C40, the address bits A6 - A3 of the DSPLINK bus are used to s(+, (-, t, (),, (, 
out of 16 possible peripheral boards of the rack. They are accessible via the C-10 
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address space Ox9OOO8OOO to Ox9OOO8O7F. or every board, the address bits A2 - AO 
are used to write/read a maximum of 8 individual registers. As this is not enough for 
addressing the DPRAM, the remaining (upper) DSPLINK address bits A14 - A7 are 
used. Note that address line A15 is not connected on the C40 motherboard and some 
new versions also lack address line A14. Lines A14 to A7 are mapped to ille DPRAM 
address lines AR7 to ARO respectively. This covers a range of 2' = 256d = OxFF which 
makes a page. Using the C40 address lines A2 to AO and connecting them to AR10 to 
AR8 respectively, a total of 8 pages can be addressed. 
For the address remapping from the C40, a simple macro can be used. This simplifies 
the access when writing in a high-level language like C. The two parameters of the 
macro are x, that is a pointer to a page and y, the address within a page that can 
be within [0 
... 
255]. 
#define DPADDR(x, y) *(&(x) + ((y) << 7)) 
typedef struct /* 256 locations per pagel */ 
int PageO; /* F240 Prgr: 4000h - 40FFh*/ 
int Pagel; /* F240 Prgr: 4100h - 41FFh*/ 
int Page6; /* F240 Data: 8200h - 82FFh*/ 
int Page7; /* F240 Data: 8300h - 83FFh*/ 
F24struct; 
#define F24BASE Ox9OOO8O7O /* base address of DPRAM 
// pointer to external DPRAM regs: 
volatile F24struct *F24 = (F24struct *) F24BASE; 
To simplify access to the 8 different pages, macros can be defined to initialize constant 
pointers that point to a specific memory location in the DPRAM. The macros can be 
used like variables. 
#define SOFTRESET 
#define STOPPWM 
#define ERROR 
DPADDR(F24->Page4, O) 
DPADDR(F24->Page4,6) 
DPADDR(F24->Page4,9) 
SOFTRESET = 1; // keep F240 out of reset 
Pages 0-3 are mapped into the F240 program space, pages 4-7 are in the F240 
data space. The C40 page mapping that uses lines AO to A2 is shown in tile following 
table. If not all of the DPRAM memory is needed, some address combinations could 
be used to set modes of other devices on the board. This is currently not implemented. 
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A2 Al AO 
0 0 
0 
PageO 
Pagel 
Page2 
Page3 
Page4 
Page5 
Page6 
Page7 
F240 C40 
8000h 90008074h 
8001h 900080F4h 
8002h 90008174h 
8003h 900081F4h 
8004h 90008274h 
8005h 900082F4h 
8006h 90008374h 
8007h 900083F4h 
8008h 90008474h 
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An example for the data memory mapping of page4 is given in the left table. The 
F240 addressing is linear, for the C40 the addresses are located in steps of 8011 froln 
the base address 90008070h + page4 = 90008074h. 
On the F240 side, the lines 5-S and F-S are used to select and enable the DPRAM when 
external memory is to be accessed. The ýW_E line of the F240 is connected to the R/q 
line of the left control interface of the DPRAM to control if the F240 writes to or reads 
from the external memory. A low on the W/R line is additionally necessary to enable 
the drivers of the DPRAM so that data can be read into the F240. The DPRAM 
signals that data is stored or provided for the F240 with its E-USY line. Connecting 
this to the READY pin of the F240 allows a flexible handshaking that replaces a fixcd 
wait-state policy. 
For more information about the configuration of the F240 registers and details about 
the communication between C40 and F240 can be found in [152]. This document also 
specifies the initialization for the C40 and specific settings. 
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Figure D. 4: Schematic of Analogue Inputs for- F240 Board 
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Figure D. 5: Schematic of Decoder for F240 Board 
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Figure D. 6: Schematic of LED feedback for F240 Board 
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Figure D-7: Schematic of external Reset Box 
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D. 2 PWM Board 
This design shows the old board for the generation of the PWM signals. These are 
sent via connector Conl and the external interface board to the inverter. Centre of 
the board is the 8254 counter and timer device IC with a resolution of 200ns and 
a minimum period of 400ns. PWM generation is not as elegant as that using the 
TMS320F240 processor (Section D. 1). The pulse timing values are sent directly via 
the data bus (lines D [0 
... 
71) to the 8254. Six write operations are required to update 
the three internal 16-bit counter registers CounterO, Counterl and Counter2, since 
the timer chip only has an external 8-bit interface. Symmetric PWM requires the 
loading of the inverse pulse periods every second time, since the 8254 only has an 
internal down-counter which produces asymmetric PWM. The PWM timings have to 
be calculated on the C40. This can be in polar coordinates or in karthesian coordinates 
with normalized phase voltages (E [-I... + 1]) as shown below: 
PMT. Tsa = (int) (PMT. fMaxTime*(0.5*Uu-n + 0.5)); 
PMT. Tsb = (int) (PMT. fMaxTime*(0.5*Uv-n + 0.5)); 
PMT. Tsc = (int) (PMT. fMaxTime*(0.5*Uw-n + 0.5)); 
The switching times are then limited between PMT. MinSwitch and PWM. MaxSwitch. 
Then the transfer to the PWM board follows: 
if (PMT. TimerInv) 
PWM->CounterO = 
PWM->CounterO = 
PWM->Counterl = 
PWM->Counterl = 
PWM->Counter2 = 
PWM->Counter2 = 
f 
PMT. Ts a; 
PMT. Tsa >> 8; 
PMT. Tsb; 
PMT. Tsb >> 8; 
PMT. Tsc; 
(PMT. Tsc >> 8) 
write LSB 
write MSB 
PMT. TimerInv = FALSE; 
Ox1do; 
write MSB and set data 
line D8 high! 
reset software inversion flag 
I 
else 
PMT. Tsa = PMT. MaxTime - PMT. Tsa; 
PMT. Tsb = PMT. MaxTime - PMT. Tsb; 
PMT. Tsc = PMT. MaxTime - PMT. Tsc; 
PWM->CounterO = PMT. Tsa; 
PWM->Counter2 = PMT. Tsc; 
// invert switching times 
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PWM->Counter2 = PMT. Tsc >> 8; 
PMT. TimerInv = TRUE; 
I 
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// set the software inversion flag 
If the flag PMT. TimerInv is set, data line D8 is set that sets the D-latch IC13A. Every 
second interval, this latch is reset. The 8254 buffers the written timer values in 
shadow-registers. According to the initial configuration, the internal timer-compare 
registers are reloaded from these buffers at the instance that the timer period is over 
and is restarted. The initialization words are: 
for all 3 counters: RWl, RWO = [111; (LSB first) 
M2, Ml, MO = [0011; (Model) 
PWM->Control = Ox32; SC1, SC2 = [001; (select CounterO) 
PWM->Control = Ox72; SCl, SC2 = [001; (select Counterl) 
PWM->Control = OxB2; SCl, SC2 = [001; (select Counter2) 
The control registers are only written once during the initialization of the drive. The 
board design also allows the individual timer update with the line TRIGG that is 
connected to the gate inputs of the 8254. A simple write to PWM->Trigger will sent 
a pulse via the TRIGG line. 
The three PWM signals are provided via connector Coni and are also sent to LEDs at 
the front of the board to allow a quick visual check if the PWM is working. Deadtime 
is not generated since this is built into the IGBT driver boards of the Eurotherm 
584SV inverter. For secure signal transmission from the board to the inverter, a 
differential transmission is used. The DS26LS31 driver chip converts the TTL levels 
to differential signals according to standard RS-422. Additional to the three PWM 
pulses, a reset signal is sent to the inverter where it is combined with the reset signal 
of the inverter (see page 306). A small disadvantage is that no reset feedback from 
the inverter to the PWM board exists. The PWM generator is therefore not informed 
if the inverter detects a reset condition and continues to generate the PWM signals. 
The PWM will have to be manually restarted together with the C40 control code 
after clearing the trip condition. A basic protection on the PWM board is provided 
by using the MAX6301 watchdog. This device checks the +5V voltage rail and basic 
PWM timing. If the software does not trigger the 8254 within 900ps, the connection 
to the inverter is disabled. More details can be found in [153]. 
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D. 3 Inverter Board 
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The inverter board provides the interface between the PWM board that generates 
the PWM signals and the inverter with the switching devices. The board is used to 
couple the voltages demanded by the C40 into the inverter. Additionally, the inverter- 
own PWM signals can be directly sent through that disconnects the user PWM. This 
feature is useful when testing the inverter in V/f as provided by the manufacturer. 
Cables, connectors and correct operation of machine and inverter can be tested. 
Switch SW1 has to be in position 1 ('1' pressed down) to pull line 13 of IC5d down. If 
the trip signals on pin 12 are also low, the buffer IC7 is enabled, sending the PWM 
from the Control Board and JP2 to JP1 to the Power Board of the inverter. If SWI is 
in position 0 ('0' is pressed down), the buffer IC7 is disabled, blocking the inverter- 
own PWM. If no trip exists, buffers IC6 and IC4 will be enabled, sending the three 
PWM signals of the user-PWM and their inverse to the Power Board of the inverter. 
The three differential PWM signals of the user-PWM and the trip signal are provided 
by the F240 board via connector Conl. Resistors are used to terminate the line and to 
reduce reflections. The DS26LS32 differential receiver converts the incoming signals 
to TTL level. Four optocouplers are used to galvanically decouple the signals between 
the ground of the rack and F240 board and that of the inverter. The 740L6000 was 
chosen because it accepts voltages as input and generates voltages as output. This 
simplifies design when compared to other, generally current-driven, optocouplers. 
In IC5a, the trip signal of the inverter and that from the rack are combined. The 
inverter trip signal is decoupled via two inverting buffers. Input 1 of IC9a is also 
pulled high to cause a trip if the mechanical connection to the Control Board of the 
inverter fails. Output of IC5a is combined with the mode signal in IC5b. Only if tile 
user-mode is selected and no trip exists, will the output of IC5b be low. Otherwise, 
a rising edge of the trip signal will clock the latch IC8a and set output pill 6 high, 
thus disabling the buffers IC4 and IC6. This will be indicated by a red LED U. 
The latch will remain high, even when the trip signal disappears. It can only be reset 
by closing switch U1. If no trip exists and U1 is temporarily closed, the output of IC5(! 
will be low and clear the latch. This will set Q on pin 6 to low and enable tile. buffel-s 
IC4 and IC6. A problem can occur, if the mechanical switch U1 is pressed for v(ýry 
long or is even blocking so that the latch IC8a is cleared perniatiently. This would 
prevent the trip signal from disabling the buffers. The RC-circuit of th(, PRE pin of dw 
latch sets the latch to high on power-up. The buffers are therefore disabled by defatill, 
on startup. This adds extra safety to the system and minimizes user i ritervent, jolt. 
Latch IC8a is necessary because in case of an inverter trip, the processor oil the 
Control Board of the inverter applies the trip signal only for a short period of tinle (ý- 10ms) before releasing it. This makes sense in case of overcurrent. The inverter 
is switched off and the currents decay while the mechanical conditions (speed, load) 
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still remain. Then no fault exists and the inverter can be operated in V/f again, or 
attempt to do so. This strategy increases the reliability of the inverter in industrial 
environments. As there is no trip feedback to the F240, a trip will cause the F240 to 
demand higher voltages to compensate for the current error in Vector Control. If the 
inverter switches on again, the high voltage demand can easily cause a short-circuit 
condition that damages the power devices. This is why a trip will keep the buffers 
IC4 and IC6 blocked. Only manual reset of the machine control and a manual clear 
on button U1 can restart the control and enable the buffers. 
Fig. D. 13 shows the simplified logic and interface between the Control Board and 
the Power Board of the 584SV inverter. Care has to be taken with other versions 
of this model as they might differ. For the 40kW inverter in use, the PWM signals 
coming from the 80C196 processor do not include deadtime. For example, signal U 
is the inverse of signal I The deadtime is generated on the Power Board and the 
device driver modules. This is why the F240 only sends three PWM signals that are 
sent through a non-inverting buffer 74x244 and an inverting buffer 74x240. Other 
versions might require deadtime generation. 
Fig. D. 14 shows the simplified structure of the power electronics and the terminals on 
the Power Board. Varistors are used at the inputs L1, L2 and L3, then the discrete 
diode bridge follows. The capacitor bank is charged via a resistor. This will be 
short-circuited later. The IGBTs are arranged vertically as shown. The anti-parallel 
diode is integrated in the package. Currents are measured using two LEM inodules 
in phases U and W. 
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Figure D-11: Schematic of Inverter Bo(,,,,. (i 
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Figure D. 12: Schematic of Inverter Intei-face, Logic 
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Figure D-13: Simplified Schematic of Inverte7- Contvol Boant 
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Figure D-14: Simplified Schematic of Inverter Power Board 
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DA Transducer Board 
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Two transducer boards are used that contain 2 current and 2 voltage transducers 
each. The boards are placed in the rig, below the machine bed and halfway between 
induction machine and inverter. To keep the power cables short, 2m coax cables are 
needed to transfer the measured signals to the rack. 
The LEM modules LTA100P are used for measuring the instantaneous current. The 
modules employ the Hall effect to measure currents in a noninvasive manner. This also 
guarantees the galvanic isolation between the primary side and the output voltage 
on the secondary. The nominal current is 100A rms and the measuring range is 
about ±160A for a ±15V supply. The internal measurement resistor is 50Q, which 
gives an output voltage change of IV for every 10A. This is a ratio of 1/10V/A output 
voltage to input current. The following amplifier scales the output voltage by a factor 
+2. The driver is necessary due to the large spacial distance of the rack from the 
transducers and power cables. With an accuracy of only about ±0.5% referred to the 
nominal current of the current transducer, the scaling on the transducer board, gain 
board and ADC board is chosen so that only the range [-100... + 100]A is available 
at the input of the ADC. This range exceeds and is above the nominal 75A peak for 
the induction machine but still does not provide a solid margin for overcurrents. This 
stems from the compromise to obtain sufficient resolution for the small lif current 
modulations that are used for the sensorless position control. The chosen range is 
also due to unclear technical specifications for the LEM module with voltage output. 
The footprint of the PCB allows for a passive filter after the LEM module. Originally, 
this was equipped with the low cutoff frequency of about 2.5kHz because of the long 
cables and noise. The Nyquist theorem requires the cutoff frequency to be less than 
half of the sampling frequency that is 5kHz for the current loop. If a higher cutoff 
frequency is chosen, aliasing occurs that results in conversion errors. An increase 
in the PWM switching frequency or the current sampling was not feasible, The 
commercial inverter was operated just at its specified switching frequency. 
It was found that the lowpass filter was not necessary when using synchronous current 
sampling (SSSH). The fact that the current acquisition is performed is synchronisIll 
with the PWM, the sampling will not be disturbed by spikes at the PWM switcl, ilig 
instances. A lowpass filter would even cause severe problems with SSSH since saill- 
pling and waveform are not in synchronism any longer. Therefore the lowpass RC 
filter was not populated. 
The old TRANSPUTER rig used a non-aligned current sampling with a second order 
lowpass filter. The cutoff frequency of 680Hz was not low enough to fully stippress 
all spikes. 
The voltage transducers measure the line-to-line voltages and are comiected betweeli 
two phases. They are equipped with an external resistance of 76.9Q. This gives (11, 
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output voltage of IOV for approximately 650V input voltage. The gain is specified by 
R--/5000 that is 0.01538 = 1/65.0195 with the given resistor. The cutoff frequency is 
chosen by the capacitor in parallel to the resistor and is f,,, t =I-, 5kHz for 21rR,,. C., 
the 390pF capacitor. An OpAmp is connected as a voltage follower for decoupling 
and to stabilize the signal for transmission to the gain or ADC board. 
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D. 5 Gain Board 
315 
Due to the large spacial distance of the transducers from the rack, the gain board 
provides easier access to setting the gain and offset for the analogue signals from 
the transducer boards. It provides a convenient adaption of signal levels and serves 
as interface between the transducer board and the ADC board. The gain is set 
via a potentiometer in the feedback path of the OpAmp. A resistor of 2.2kQ is 
in series to the poti to secure a minimum gain. The signal offset can be adjusted 
via a potentiometer that is part of a voltage divider on the negative input of the, 
OpAmp. The board has an input of four signals. Two of them are passed through 
two gain/offset OpAmps that are in parallel. This can be useful when the signal is 
sent to more than one A/D channel. This is the case with the measured currents that 
are also passed via bandpass filters to extract the hf signal information. The output 
voltage is defined as 
V.. t = -Vi. - 
P6 + R26 Vof f set ' 
P5 
R21 R21 
The device subscripts are shown for channel Current I-B. The resistor R21 = IM2 
and R26 = 2.2kQ to prevent zero resistance in the feedback path. The offset voltage, 
at the voltage divider can be adjusted with the potentiometer P5 within the range [-5... + 5]V. The offset voltage V,, ff,, t will be slightly lower due to the additional 
resistor R23. The footprint on the PCB also allows to inset a capacitor in the feedback 
path to obtain an additional filter characteristic. This is currently unused. The filter 
cutoff frequency would also depend on the adjusted gain via P6. 
Problem with the board is an earth loop that is introduced into the signal path. This 
loop is between the ADC board and the Gain board because both are connected to 
the same ground via the backplane and have an additional ground connection on the 
front via the coaxial cables. 
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Figure D. 16: Schematic of Gain Boani (input to ADC. s) 
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D. 6 ADC Board 
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There are two ADC boards in the system with four A/D channels each. The purpose 
is to digitize the analogue signals coming from the transducer/gain boards and from 
the analogue bandpass filters. The analogue signals are used for Vector Control and 
for the sensorless algorithms to estimate the rotor position. The centre of each A/D 
channel is the ADS7805 chip. The input range of this ADC is ±10V. The conversion 
time is about 8ps with an additional acquisition time of 2ps. The conversion is started 
with a falling edge on the R/d pin. The source of this signal can be set via a jumper 
on the board. In position J1, the pulse is initiated by software. Output Y4 of the 
74x138 address decoder is set low for the duration of a write access via the DSPLINK 
bus. This has to be longer than 40ns and less than 6ps that is guaranteed by the 
DSPLINK bus. The address of the soft-trigger is determined by the offset of lines 
AO to A2 and the base address of the board. The latter is set via A3 to A6 that 
have to equal the four lines set by the DIP switch. Disadvantage of using a soft- 
trigger is that it is difficult to synchronize the A/D conversion with the PWM. The 
trigger event is not deterministic when done by software. The code length depends 
on compiler switches, internal logic conditions, codesize and memory type. The C40 
for example can require more than a microsecond to backup important registers when 
an interrupt service routine (ISR) is started. Also the start of the ISR can depend 
on the interrupt priority, delays on starting the ISR or software loops. This is why a 
hardware trigger is preferred. The jumper in J2 allows to select the hardware trigger 
TRIGG to start the A/D conversion. This signal is provided via the backplane from 
the PWM generator board. It ensures correct timing and is generated directly by 
the PWM timers, including the pulse delays to to inverter deadtime. Note, that the 
TRIGG signal can be disabled by software (see Section D. 1). 
The structure of the mapping for the hardware addresses is shown in the following code, 
section. The struct part models the address lines AO to A2. AMBASE is the memory 
address for the first of the two ADC boards that is determined by the DSPLINK and 
lines A3 to A6. 
typedef struct /* define ADC structure 
int ChanA; /* read from ADC channel A 
int ChanB; /* read from ADC channel B 
int ChanC; /* read from ADC channel C 
int ChanD; /* read from ADC channel D 
int Trigger; /* start conv. (soft-trigg)*/ 
ADCstruct; 
#define AMBASE Ox9OOO8OOO /* first ADC board: ChanA 
// pointer to external ADC1 regs: 
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volatile ADCstruct *ADI = (ADCstruct *) AMBASE; 
Input to each of the four converters on the board is a differential amplifier. Other 
possibilities for configuring the OpAmp AD71 1 are shown in Fig. D. 19. The differential 
amplifier is preferred to break earth loops. These loops cannot be avoided when 
sending signals across different boards that are all connected to the same backplane 
and thus share the same ground. The differential amplifier provides a high resistance 
path for common mode signals and a low resistive path for differential mode signals. 
The output voltage of the differential amplifier with V3 the potential between pin 6 
of the OpAmp AD711 and analogue ground AGND2 is 
V3 
R12 
* 
(Vl 
- 
V2) + R, IR14 - 
R13RI2 
Ril Ril(R13 + R14) 
It is clear that for equal ratios B-1.1 = -R-1-1, the impact of voltage V2 On V3 becomes R12 R14 
zero. This is important as the output voltage will then only be a function of the 
voltage between the two input pins AnaIn and in-aIn. The voltageV2 between AnaIn 
and AGND2, that can be non-zero for the input voltage v.,, = V1 - V2 from another 
board, has no impact on the output voltageV3- The earth loop is also broken by the 
high-value resistances R13 and R14 in the ground path. Care has to be taken that 
the resistance ratio fits. Resistors with a tolerance of a maximum of 1% were chosen 
therefore. All resistances were the same to provide symmetrical and balanced signal 
paths. The gain is -1 for the input signal v.., = vi - V2- 
Using bridges, a filtering inverter, an inverting amplifier, a unity gain inverter or a 
noninverting amplifier can be realized with the same footprint on the PCB. 
Once the conversion is finished, the ADS7805 sets the 9-U-SY line to high. This rising 
edge clocks the output buffers, two 74x574, that latch the digital 16 bit word that 
is provided at the data pins of the ADS7805. The timing of the data transfer ensures 
that no digital switching noise occurs during a conversion that could degrade the 
converter performance. The buffers keep this conversion result until a new word is 
latched from the ADC. The C40 can read the data via the data bus of the DSPLINK 
interface. The individual channels are addressed by the AO and Al address lines and 
the address decoder 74x138. The US- signal is tied low permanently to reduce t1le 
number of control lines. Also BUSY is tied low because full 16 bit reading is used. 
The data is provided by the ADS7805 in the 16 bit binarY 2-' complement. This 
requires a conversion when working with a 32 bit processor. The ADC is scaled so 
that 
-10V is represented by 8000h and +10V is about 7FFFI,. The MSB therefore 
determines the sign. A shift operation on the C40 is the fastest solution to (-. 011vert, 
to singed 32 bit. Care has to be taken when the analogue input range of the ADS7805 
is exceeded. Overvoltage protection is guaranteed within ±25 volts. The digital 
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representation may switch from 7FFFh to 8000h, resulting in a sign change when 
the range is exceeded. This can crash the current controllers in Vector Control. The 
software code to read from an AD channel is shown below. Care has to be taken that 
the data is read at least 10ILs after the conversion has been started. This can easily 
be timed within the control ISR when this is synchronized to the PWM. 
#define TOSIGNEDFLOATW (Wouble) Mx) << 16) >> 16)) 
// read ADC1 value (channel A): 
AdSig. ADIA = AD1->ChanA; 
I-B = AdSig. ScaleI-B * TOSIGNEDFLOAT(AdSig. ADlA + AdSig-OffsetChO); 
Each channel is trimmed in hardware. A pre-trimming is done, using the two poten- 
tiometers Pi and P2. The latter is used to adjust the gain, Pi is for removing the 
offset. The resistors suggested for the ADS7805 should be 1% metal film resistors. 
For the practical board, resistors were hand-selected to obtain the required accuracy. 
An individual trimming for each channel is achieved by using the gain board (see 
Section D. 5). This allows more flexible adjustment to the individual voltage or cur- 
rent signal that is being measured. A final adjustment is shown in the software code 
above. The offset for each channel is determined during startup. The mean value over 
a measurement period of at least a few seconds is taken when the input signal should 
be zero. This offset is stored for each individual channel and subtracted during signal 
measurements when the machine is controlled. The scaling factor AdSig. ScaleLB (here for channel A) is determined only once when using the signal calibrator when 
the rig is set up. This term does hardly change and is therefore stored in a table as 
a constant. 
Due to noise on the board, coupling via the cables and due to tolerances in resistors 
and the transducers, the resolution is not reach true 16 bit. In average two and 
sometimes up to three bits are lost. Shorter cables would improve the resolution. Tile 
long cables however are necessary if the current versatility, flexibility and convenience 
shall be maintained. Similar for the gain board. This would remove the earth loop. 
Disadvantage without this board would be a more complex calibration procedure. 
A second source to the Burr-Brown ADS7805 is the AnalogDevices AD976 that has 
the same pinout and similar characteristics. The AD976A is an improved version with 
half the conversion time. Another alternative is the LinerTechnologies LTC1605 that 
comes with a reduced input range and lower power consumption. The Burr-Brown 
ADS7815 is also an improved version with 2.5 times the throughput rate. This chip 
however is only available in a 28-lead SOIC package and the reduced input range of' 
±2.5 volts. 
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Figure D. 17: Schematic of ADC Board 
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Figure D. 18: Schematic of ADC Channel connections 
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The DAC board provides interfaces for the input of digital levels and outputs of digital 
and analogue signals. A bank of LEDs can be addressed and the binary position of 
switches can be read. To output analogue signals, the AD7835 is used. This is a 
four channel DAC with 14 bit resolution where the digital data word is loaded in 
parallel. The high degree of integration simplifies the amount of external glue logic 
and discrete devices. The chip is in a 44 pin PLCC package. Tile conversion and 
settling time for the output of a new voltage is about T, = lops. This is fast when 
compared to the control period of 200ps. The high output resolution simplifies the 
scaling of integer data. The two control lines AO and Al are used to select one of the 
four channels. Control line A2 can be used to select all DAC channels. This is not 
used here, why A2 is connected to ground. 
The DAC can be activated on ý_S by selecting the board address via A3 to A6 and A2 
has to be low. Lines AO and Al are used to select a channel where the new data word 
is written to. Lines IOE and RN of the C40 DSPLINK bus are also used. Writing 
is in 16-bit mode in parallel, where the upper 14 data lines of the DSPLINK bus are 
used. The pin rY_SHF is connected to high potential because the byte shift input is not 
required. Data written to the AD7835 is firstly stored in internal buffers. Depending on 
LDAC, the data can be immediately updated and converter to analogue or can be kept 
in the channel buffer and updated synchronously with all other channels. A hardware 
switch is used oil the board to select the update mode. If switch S1 is in position 77, 
LDAC is grounded. Data written to any channel will be latched immediately to the 
internal DAC and converted to analogue, appearing about T, seconds later as voltage 
on the external pin. With switch S1 not in position 77, a specific update pulse is 
used for the synchronous update. This trigger requires A2 high to select line Y6 of tile 
address decoder 74x138. The minimum width of the low pulse on LDAC of 4071s is the 
same as for ý_S and ý_R. If required, the DAC chip can be reset manually via the switch 
PB1 or by the reset line from the C40 inotherboard. Each channel of the AD7835 is 
followed by an CA3140 OpAmp. These buffers allow a higher loading of the output 
lines and thus protect the DAC chip. The OpAmps have a passive lowpass filter at 
the input and are configured as non-inverting amplifiers with a gain of 2. The time 
constant of the passive filter is set to Tf =R-C= 680Q - 4.7nF ; ýý 3.2ps to smooth 
glitches. These call occur in form of voltage spikes when the converter changes state 
and depend on the input of the converter. The typical length is about 0.5ps with an 
amplitude of up to 0.5 volts. 
In software, the struct construction is used to model the address range of AO to A2 
that is hardwired on the board. The base address DACBASE is determined by the DIP 
switch on the board. Tile easiest way to access the individual functions provided by 
the AD7835 ill software is to use pointers. A pointer DAC is initialized of the type 
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DACstruct that points to the external address DACBASE: 
typedef struct 
int ChanA; 
int ChanB; 
int ChanC; 
int ChanD; 
int dummyO; 
int dummyl; 
int Trigger; 
DACstruct; 
#define DACBASE Ox9OOO8O48 
/* define DAC structure 
/* write to DAC channel A 
/* write to DAC channel B 
/* write to DAC channel C 
/* write to DAC channel D 
/* positon unused for DAC 
/* address unused for DAC 
/* sync update of DAC 
/* base address for DAC 
// pointer to external DAC regs: 
volatile DACstruct *DAC = (DACstruct *) DACBASE; 
The digital part of the AD7835 is powered by the digital +511 supply. The analogue 
stage is powered by the -15V and +15V analogue supply. The DAC chip is used 
in unipolar mode. The AD587 voltage reference is used to provide the positive +10V 
reference voltage. The negative reference pins of the AD7835 are connected to the 
analogue ground. Thus, the output voltage range of the AD7835 is [0 
---+ 10) volts 
and [0... + 10] volts after the OpArnýs- The digital value Ob represents OV and 
1111111111111 lb is equivalent to + 10V at the output. 
To adjust signed data, the offset of half the output range is added that is multiplied 
by 4 because of the alignment of the available 14 bit to the MSB of the 16 bit data 
bus. This digital offset is 32768d 1000 0000 0000 0000b or +5 volts at the output of 
the OpAmp. 
Following code is used to write to channel A and trigger all channels to update the 
output voltage. For every channel, the variable can be selected dynamically. The 
address of the output variable for channel A is held in DaCAAddr. The value at 
this address is converted to a float and written into the temporary variable DacVar. 
Offset, scaling and output mode can then be chosen. In signed mode, the offset of 
32768d is added to the scaled variable before it is converted to integer and written 
via the DSPLINK bus to the AD7835. For the trigger, a dummy value is written to 
the decoder to address Y6. 
#define DACFSIGNED(x) (x) + 32768.0 
// write to channel A (or 1): 
if (DacAMode > 0) f 
DacVar = *(double *)DacAAddr; 
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if (DacAMode < 2) 
// DacAMode 1 (unsigned): 
DAC->ChanA (int) (DacVar*DacAScale + DacAOffs); 
else 
// DacAMode 2 (signed): 
DAC->ChanA (int) DACFSIGNED(DacVar*DacAScale + DacAOffs); 
I 
// synchronous DAC update: 
DAC->Trigger = OxO; 
Further digital 1/0 functions are integrated on the board. A digital 8 bit word can 
be output to an LED bank. Output Y5 of the address decoder is used to access the 
buffer chip 74x273. This chip contains buffers so that the data word is available at the 
outputs until a new input is latched. The current driving capability is high enough 
to power the eight LEDs via a 1k resistor bank. The base address is the same as for 
the DACs but with the address offset of 5 for pin Y5. A structure is not required. 
This is why the pointer LEDaddr is of type int. A set of switching conditions for the 
LEDs can be defined. These have to be written to a temporary variable LedWrite 
first before they can be output to the board. 
#define LEDOFF OX0 '/* switch off all LEDs 
#define LEDRUN Ox4O /* switch on left gr. LED 
#define LEDSTOP WO /* switch on red left LED 
#define LEDBASE (DACBASE + Ox5) /* LED write 0 Ox9OOO8O4D 
volatile int *LEDaddr = Unt LEDBASE; 
LedWrite = LEDSTOP; indicate control disabled 
*LEDaddr = LedWrite; write to LEDs 
A similar feature is realized by reading from the switch block DIP 2. This can be 
useful when configuring the control software on the fly. Predefined modes can be set 
by the DIP-switches. The inputs of the 74x245 buffer are pulled up. If the DIP switch 
is open, the voltage is high, for a closed switch, the level is low. Line Y4 enables the 
buffer chip. The software structure is similar to that for the LEDs: 
#define DIPBASE (DACBASE + OA) /* read DIP 0 Ox9OOO8O4C 
volatile int *DIPaddr = (int *) DIPBASE; 
For the digital 1/0, two 74x245 buffers are used. A slide switch S2 is used to determine 
tile (lirection of the data flow. In in position, the buffers only allow data from the B 
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to A bus. This is reading of data into the C40. For the out position, the C40 can only 
write digital data via the buffers. Reading data results in undefined values. In W/R 
position, the direction of the data flow is determined by the WR signal and thus by 
software. Out of 16 bits, the upper 13 bits can be sent via the buffers to the header 
J1. The lower three pins of ii are connected to Ground, Power and the V/R signal. 
#define PIOBASE (DACBASE + Ox7) /* port 1/0 0 Ox9OOO8O4F */ 
volatile int *PIOaddr = Unt PIOBASE; 
OutWrite = OX0550; set pins 11,9,7,5 
*PIOaddr = OutWrite; send 0000010101010[xxxlb 
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Figure D. 20: Schematic of Digital and analogue output Board 
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Figure D. 21: Schematic of DAC connections (analogue outputs) 
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Figure D. 22: Schentatic of digital outputs on DAC Board 
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Figure D. 23: Schematic of DAC Address Decoder Board 
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D. 8 Backplane 
The backplane connects the boards in the rack and is the extension of tile DSPLINK 
connection from the DSP motherboard. The signals are available in three rows where 
the centre row B is currently unused to to technical reasons. A number of ground 
lines are used to reduce coupling between neighbouring lines. The different supply 
voltages are accessible, The +5V digital is available twice. Half the boards should 
use one line, half should use the other to reduce the current demand for one voltage 
regulator. 
Some important changes had to be made on the backplane connector definition during 
the development. The signals are shown in Fig. D. 24. This new definition complies 
mainly with the old structure because most of the lines replaced by new signals had 
been unconnected on the DSPLINK connector or were unused. The following signals 
are currently unused: CS, CLK/2, EOC. EOC might be connected to the BUSY pin on tile 
ADS7805 ADC to signal the end of a conversion. The idea of CS is to provide a chip 
select from the C40 and CLK/2 is half of the C40 system clock frequency. 
The DSPLINK bus coming from the LS1 motherboard with the C40 is shown in 
Fig. D. 25. The signals can be divided into three groups. The data bus is 16 bit wide. 
Second group is the address bus that also is only a small subset of the available 32 
possible address lines of the C40 or 24 external address lines of the C44 processor. 
The third group are the control signals. Basic control signals are required for the 
C40 external memory access. This are IOE that serves as a framing signal of the 
communication, R/W to specify the direction of the data transfer and RDY as a feedback 
of the external component to signal to the C40 that a transfer has been processed. The 
RESET signal is also used to restart external components and to keep them disabled 
until the C40 is running. Additional control signals are used for handshaking between 
C40 and F240. TOINT is connected to the C40 timerO pin. This is internally configured 
as a digital output and is used to disable the F240 PWM output. The NoTrig signal 
is connected to the f-IINT line that is the C40 timerl pin. This is here configured 
internally as a digital output pin to prevent the F240 from starting A/D conversions. 
Both tinier pins T-OINT and TlINT are usually not available via the DSPLINK bus. 
Thev were directly tapped on the C40 chip. INTO is connected to the C40 IIOF2 pin. 
The F240 can start the external interrupt service routine of the C40. 
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Busplane: male connector 
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Figure D. 24: New Bus Plane Layout 
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Figure D. 25: Schematic of Back-plane connections to DSP Motherboard 
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D. 9 Filters 
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The filter board has a total of four channels. These can be configured in a flexible way 
via j umpers. Each channel is divided into two stages. The input signal can first pass 
through the second stage and then through the first or it can bypass any of the two 
or it first passes through the first stage and then through the second. The idea is that 
commissioning is simplified, In particular when the devices are soldered in or changed. 
Each stage can be tested individually and calibrated. The design of the PCB is so 
that the footprints for capacitors and resistors are the same. This allows to exchange 
components. A symmetrical filter design was chosen. A lowpass filter can easily be 
converted to a highpass filter. Since each stage consists of two sections, a stage call be 
a fourth order lowpass, highpass, bandpass or bandstop filter. The filter boards are 
currently configured as bandpass filters to extract the hf modulation on the currents. 
The first stage is a highpass filter. This is to remove the high fundamental component. 
There is then no danger of clipping when the signal gets amplified. The second stage 
is a fourth order lowpass filter that removes any high-frequency switching noise. The 
output signal can be read from the connector at the back of the board or from the 
terminal at the front. 
Two LEDs indicate if the ±15 volts are supplied. The board is currently powered by 
an external supply and not via the backplane connector to avoid earfh loops. 
I 
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Figure D. 26: Schematic of 30OHz analogue bandpass filter (I channel out of 4) 
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D. 10 Power Board 
The power board consists of two transformers to deliver the different required digital 
and analogue voltages. Torroidal transformers were used because of low EMC. The 
complete power supply is embedded into a shielded box. Cooling is required by 
the voltage regulators. This is provided by a fan mounted horizontally above the 
heatsinks. The main switch SW1 is located on the front panel. A red light indicates 
that the power in on. There is one 200mA fuse for each of the two transformers. 
A surge capacitor is placed in parallel to the primary windings. The secondary of 
the transformers has three taps that provides access to the two voltages of 10V and 
20V. A bridge rectifier followed by a capacitor bank is used to generate smooth de 
voltage for the analogue ±5V and ±15V supplies. The digital +5V supply only uses 
two diodes of the type 1N4003. Tantalum capacitors are used to suppress spikes 
and ceramic capacitors further smooth the voltage. Initial problems with the digital 
+5V supplies lead to the use of adjustable voltage regulators. A 1OkQ potentiometer 
allows to adjust the output voltage of the KA317T regulators. due to the high current 
demand, the voltage drops across the backplane and the boards by several millivolts. 
This can cause problems with the tight supply voltage specifications of some chips. 
The adjustable regulator allows to provide exactly +5V at the boards. LEDs provide 
a visual feedback if the voltages are available. A Zener diode is used to disable the 
diode if the voltage drops below a specific thresliold voltage. The digital ground and 
the two analogue grounds are all connected near the power supply. There is no other 
point in the rack where they should be connected. This is to avoid earth loops and 
to keep the analogue grounds free of the digital switching noise. 
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Figure D. 27: Schematic of Power Board 
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D. 11 Safety Box 
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The safety box is located below the inverter and thyristor converter. It contains all 
necessary terminals, circuit breakers and relays to connect or disconnect induction 
machine, DC load machine and the fan. The main switch manually disconnects the 
safety box from the incoming mains supply. The main relay is enabled manually and 
can be disabled via the external safety switches of the red 'off' button. A lamp indi- 
cates if the relay is on and power is going through to the circuit breakers. These can 
be operated manually from the outside to individually connect machines. They pro- 
vide overcurrent and thermal protection. Below the thyristor converter, an extension 
of the safety box is located. The schematic is shown in Fig. D. 28. This box contains 
the semiconductor fuses and the main relay for the converter. The connections for 
the auxiliary supply are protected by another fuse. This supply powers the control 
board of the converter. Located in a box between the DC machine and the converter 
are the armature fuses and a current transducer. This allows to monitor the armature 
current. 
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Figure D. 28: Schematic of the Switch Box for the converter 
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Figure D. 29: Schematic of the Safety Box 
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D. 12 'h-ansputer Structure 
The structure in Fig. D. 30 shows the transputer network of the old rig. Each of the six 
transputers is allocated a task. The main control routine is executed by the transputer 
in Slot 3. The transputers are located on two carrier boards. Communication is only 
possible along the shown links. Only four links are available per transputer. External 
boards can be connected to perform A/D conversion, PWM output, reading of' the 
encoder or D/A conversion. The synchronization of the transputers is obtained via a 
communication protocol. 
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Figure D. 30: Structure of the transputer network with interfaces 
